The House met at 12:30 p.m. and was called to order by the Speaker pro tempore [Mr. Ewings].

DESIGNATION OF SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following communication from the Speaker:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
I hereby designate the Honorable Thomas W. Ewings to act as Speaker pro tempore on this day.

NEWT GINGRICH,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

MORNING HOUR DEBATES
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to the order of the House of January 21, 1997, the Chair will now recognize Members from lists submitted by the majority and minority leaders for morning hour debates. The Chair will alternate recognition between the parties, with each party limited to not to exceed 30 minutes, and each Member except the majority and minority leader limited to not to exceed 5 minutes.

Mr. Filner. Mr. Speaker, I was honored yesterday to join Senator Barbara Boxer in San Diego, CA, in my district as we announced historic legislation to improve our Nation's border transportation infrastructure. Today, Senator Boxer and I will introduce this legislation that we have called the Border Infrastructure Safety and Congestion Relief Act.

Mr. Speaker, it is critical that Federal funding be found for border highway and rail projects without affecting California's Federal highway assistance. Our legislation would establish a $500 million border infrastructure fund to pay for construction and improvements to border area infrastructure and would fund Federal loan guarantees to rehabilitate shortline freight railroads.

Historically, U.S. investment in its transportation infrastructure has resulted in a system of roads, highways, bridges, railroads, airports, and seaports that is unmatched around the world. This transportation system has been crucial in keeping America's economy strong.

Similarly, we know that border infrastructure is absolutely essential for the continued economic development of my city and county of San Diego, and we cannot afford to see America reverse this infrastructure investment policy now. Yet that is precisely what is happening because of Federal inaction on border infrastructure issues. Further inaction will place our national transportation infrastructure and our economic well-being in great jeopardy.

Federal mandates regarding trade and immigration have placed a tremendous strain on roads, bridges, highways, and rail lines that simply cannot accommodate the increased traffic that results from these decisions. State Route 95 in San Diego and the reestablishment of the San Diego & Arizona Eastern Railroad are just two such unfunded mandates in the city of San Diego.

By order of the Federal Government, all commercial traffic traveling between San Diego and Tijuana, the two largest cities on the United States-Mexico border, uses a city street called Otay Mesa Road. Though it is currently only a four-lane street, this road carries hundreds of thousands of trucks every week. It is time that the Federal Government devoted its resources to establishing an effective, efficient, and safe highway connection to our Federal Interstate System.

The San Diego & Arizona Eastern Railroad would establish a direct and important transcontinental commercial rail link between San Diego and the rest of the United States. This link is critical for the economic development of our port and for creation of thousands of jobs. Both priorities are high on the list for the city and county of San Diego, the San Diego Association of Governments, our chamber of commerce, our port and business and political leaders all through our county.

With this infrastructure in place, San Diego would achieve its rightful status as a world class, 21st-century city with an open door to the great future of the Pacific rim trade. Without it, America's sixth largest city is relegated to a "bedroom community" status with no door to the vast world just outside its doorstep.

The lesson is simple. The Federal Government must take responsibility for its trade policies and accept the consequences of its action. We must stop passing the infrastructure buck.

I am glad to say there is a glimmer of hope, however. The Clinton administration has heard our pleas and will soon announce its proposals to fund border construction and trade corridor improvements in the Infrastructure Safety and Congestion Relief Act. We welcome the administration's response and we look forward to their recommendations.

Mr. Speaker, Senator Boxer and I are taking the necessary steps to accept our own Federal responsibility and will be working together with all interested parties to begin addressing this Federal obligation. We strongly welcome and encourage Congress and the Clinton administration to join with us.
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SUPPORT DISPLAY OF TEN COMMANDMENTS IN COURTHOUSE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker's announced policy of January 21, 1997, the gentleman from Florida [Mr. SCARBOROUGH] is recognized during morning hour debates for 5 minutes.

Mr. SCARBOROUGH. Mr. Speaker, I come before this Chamber today to give my strongest commendations to the Congressman from Alabama [Mr. ADEHL02], who is coming forward with a resolution today supporting the placement of the Ten Commandments in a courtroom in his home State of Alabama.

A lot of people might ask, why do you need to actually pass a resolution supporting the placement of the Ten Commandments at the Supreme Court of the United States. Right in this Chamber, as you walk out, the same door that the President walks in, above that is a bust of Moses. The Ten Commandments down from Mount Sinai.

I mean let us face it. Even though the radicals of the past 30 years do not like to admit it, that is a great part, the Ten Commandments are a great part of our American heritage. In fact, the very radicals who claim to try to tear God out of our public life, out of our courtrooms, out of our schools, any mention of it at all, who want to censor God and censor those who believe in God, anyone, if we are honest with this country's destiny, they claim to do it because they want to protect the Constitution, and yet the father of the Constitution, James Madison, stated while he was drafting the Constitution:

We have staked the entire future of the American civilization not upon the power of government, but upon the capacity of the individual to govern himself, to control himself and sustain himself according to the Ten Commandments.

That was the father of the Constitution that said that, so why would the ACLU types respond to that? And would they call George Washington un-American? Would they call George Washington a radical when he stood up at his Farewell Address and said, "It is impossible to govern rightly without God and the Ten Commandments." Or would they call Abraham Lincoln a radical, a dangerous reactionary who in 1863 in a proclamation wrote:

We have grown in numbers, wealth and power as no other nation has ever grown, but we have forgotten God. Intoxicated with unbroken success, we have become too self-sufficient to feel the necessity of redeeming and preserving grace and too proud to pray to the God that made us.

Tom Hayden and Abbie Hoffman and those who were running around in the streets in the 1960's that eventually became the ACLU types, they are a joke, they are a laughing stock for the ACLU might not like history, and maybe that explains why they have been trying to revise history and trying to build a bridge to the 21st century that would cut America off from its past heritage.

It is dangerous. It is dangerous because it creates a valueless void that allows the words of Madonna, the actions of Dennis Rodman, and the life of Lyric Rieff to represent ideas in our civilization and in our society that Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Lincoln built the bedrock of this great Republic upon.

If Americans scratch their head and wonder why we are having ethical problems in Washington and in State capitals across the country and in universities, why there are cheating scandals, why violence is breaking out in the inner cities at an unprecedented rate, they do not have to look any further than the fact of what Abraham Lincoln said over 100 years ago.

We have got to stop denying the existence of a faith that our Founding Fathers built this Republic upon and were not ashamed to state that.

Forget about God. We do not want to establish a national religion. But we also do not want to hide our eyes from an American heritage that made us what we have been in the past and what we as Americans can be once again.

EAST TIMOR SHOULD BE HIGHER PRIORITY FOR U.S. FOREIGN POLICY

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker's announced policy of January 21, 1997, the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. WOLF] is recognized during morning hour debates for 5 minutes.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Speaker, I was pleased today to see the editorial, which I will submit for the RECORD, in the Washington Post about East Timor. Like many issues in Washington, one minute it is hot and the next minute it is not. The editorial writer cautions, "The Nobel Peace Prize brought a brief flare of publicity to East Timor's just but long neglected case, and then, just as Indonesia's government hoped, world tension turn elsewhere."

But we must not let East Timor drop off the radar screen. For over 20 years the people there have suffered and fought for their human rights, and it would be immoral to let them down now. The United States needs to focus on this issue more. We need to make it a higher priority with regard to our foreign policy.

In November, Bishop Carlos Ximenes Belo shared the 1996 Nobel Peace Prize and he was nominated for the prize by our colleague, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. HALL]. He was nominated for his efforts to encourage peace, reconciliation and human rights.

In January, I had the opportunity to visit Bishop Belo in East Timor. I found people there, scared of being arrested in the middle of the night; scared of being tortured; scared of disappearing without a trace. People talked to had had family members who were killed or who had disappeared. We heard reports of police breaking into homes in the middle of the night and arresting young people.

We met one young man whose ear had been slashed by the Indonesian security forces. People talk to us, ever conscious of the pervasive military and security presence on the island. I felt like I was back in Romania in 1965 under the tyranny of Nicolae Ceausescu.

We must not let East Timor drop off the radar screen. For over 20 years the people there have suffered and fought for their human rights. We have an obligation to speak out and use our influence with the Indonesian Government.

We should encourage Jakarta to negotiate a peaceful settlement and in the meantime reduce the repressive and heavy-handed police presence on the island. We should urge them to allow human rights monitors. We should appoint a prominent American to work on this issue full time. This person would enhance the good work already being done by the United Nations and U.S. Ambassador Stapleton Roy. A more aggressive diplomatic effort by the U.S. Government is needed.

I have urged them to prioritize this issue in U.S. foreign policy. But I rise today to urge anyone who cares about East Timor to do the same.

I urge Members of Congress, religious leaders, human rights activists and anybody who is concerned, contact Secretary Albright, contact Sandy Berger at the White House and urge them to focus on this issue. Write them. Call them. Email them. There are the people in our Government who will be looking at this issue. These are the people who need to know that Americans care.

The East Timorese are entitled to decide for themselves who they want to run their affairs. Mr. Ramos-Horta is calling for a plebiscite, a referendum. This is an idea worth considering. In the meantime they are entitled to live in peace and without fear of repression. Encouraging the Indonesian Government to resolve this conflict once and for all is the least we can do as a country dedicated to freedom and justice and democracy. This is an important issue for the United States. It is an important issue for the people of East Timor, who have suffered for 20 years.

Let President Clinton, let Secretary Albright, let Mr. Berger know that we care.

Mr. Speaker, I include for the RECORD the editorial to which I referred:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Ð HOUSE
March 4, 1997
Last October the Nobel Peace Prize went to two leaders of East Timor, a distant South Pacific island where a small population has only recently resisted Indonesian colonization for more than two decades. The prize brought a brief flurry of publicity to East Timor's just but long-neglected cause, and there was some indication that Indonesia's government—long the world's most repressive—might turn elsewhere. Last week, one of the Nobel laureates, Jose Ramos-Horta, came to Washington to put East Timor back on the international agenda.

Over the years, the United States has offered little assistance. Anxious to please a Cold War ally, the United States looked the other way when Indonesia occupied East Timor in 1975 and when tens of thousands there died from what the Nobel committee listed as "starvation, epidemics, war, and terror." President Clinton, early in his term, seemed ready to reverse traditional U.S. policy. His administration supported a United Nations resolution criticizing Indonesia on human rights, and in 1993 Mr. Clinton raised the issue of East Timor with Indonesian President Suharto. But then Mr. Clinton decided that trade matters took precedence, and the plight of East Timor again receded from U.S. policy screens.

Last week, Mr. Ramos-Horta, a kind of unofficial foreign minister, for the first time was given a forum on the television screens of television all around the country that illustrate the intensity of the problem and show promising results with the treatment of the drug Doxycycline. My office has a copy of this statement and would be happy to make it available to all Members.

We owe it to our veterans not to bury our heads in the sand but to look at the sources of the problem and potential solutions that fall outside the comfort paradigm of the Department of Defense. If Doxycycline has helped some of our veterans, our Government physicians need to be free to dispense it to others.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, our Government evidently has not yet learned from the post-Vietnam era of neglect and denial that we appear to be witnessing another Agent Orange-like debacle, one of possibly much greater magnitude.

Now, not tomorrow, is the time to make it right with our Gulf war veterans, with their wives and their children.

HUMAN CLONING

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker's announced policy of January 21, 1997, the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. EHlers] is recognized during morning hour debates for 5 minutes.

Mr. EHlers. Mr. Speaker, for years the American public, and humans in general, have been fascinated with the possibility of creating human life by other than the natural means. This has given rise to stories such as Frankenstein, fantasies of man-made life, and other horror stories related to that.

This past week fears reached a new height when we discovered that British researchers had cloned a sheep. Immediately cries arose about the dangers of doing this, the British Government has threatened to withdraw funding for that research, et cetera. I would like to address the issue of cloning in general but more specifically the issue of human cloning.

As my colleagues may be aware, I do have a scientific background, although not in the life sciences. I have to say that I am not the least surprised that we were able to clone a sheep and will not be the least surprised if someday we will be able to clone a human being. However, I strongly believe it should not be done.

We have through the years tampered with the normal reproductive process, particularly as it relates to animals. First evidence of that was artificial insemination. Today most of the mammals produced for food, for dairy production, and so forth, begin life through the process of artificial insemination. We have even proceeded beyond that through surrogate parenting, selecting not only a father of choice but also a mother of choice, using in vitro fertilization, and placing the embryo in the uterus of an animal which is very good at carrying young and giving birth to them. But now we have reached another stage where we have through cloning created one animal which is in all regards identical to the animal from which its DNA was taken.

Immediately the specter arises of doing the same for humans. I can assure you that if we do not take steps to prevent research, in fact a human will be cloned.

Mr. Speaker, I do applaud the President for this morning issuing a moratorium on the use of Federal funds for human cloning experiments. As he says in his comments, there is much about cloning that we still do not know. But this much we do know: any discovery that touches upon human creation is not simply a matter of scientific inquiry. It is a matter of morality and spirituality as well.

The President's view is that human cloning would give rise to deep concerns, given our most cherished concepts of faith and humanity. Each human life is unique and a miracle that reaches beyond laboratory science. The President believes we must respect this profound gift and resist the temptation to replicate ourselves. That is precisely the danger we face, that an individual might be subjected to procedures that would decide that they are such a great gift to humanity that in fact they should be cloned, so that there would
be many copies of them to perpetuate their image and their ideas.

Mr. Speaker, I want to make it clear in my opposition to this possible practice that I am not a Luddite. I do not automatically react against technological advances. I am simply not, for I am a scientist and have participated in many advances. But this issue of creating human beings through the cloning process raises such fundamental issues of ethics, morality, theology, and religious belief that I believe we should not only do as the President suggests, withhold funding, but I believe we should have an outright ban on experimentation on human cloning within the United States.

Human life is sacred. The good Lord ordained a time-honored method of creating human life, commensurate with substantial responsibility on the part of the parents, the responsibility to raise a child appropriately. Creating life in the laboratory as we do with human cloning is totally inappropriate and so far removed from the process of marriage and parenting that has been instituted upon this planet that we must rebel against the very concept of human cloning. It is simply wrong to experiment with the creation of human life in this way.

There are other aspects as well. What do we do with the failed experiments, the clones that go wrong? Are we simply going to say, well, they do not really matter because they were created in the laboratory? Will we simply dispose of them as we do with laboratory animal experiments that go wrong? Obviously you cannot. We are dealing with human beings.

So because of the importance of this issue, the importance of preventing human experimentation of this sort, I will be introducing very shortly a bill that will ban the use of Federal funds for human cloning research and a second bill which will call for an outright ban on the practice of human cloning.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION OF MRS. BEVERLY HOOVER

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker’s announced policy of January 21, 1997, the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. TIAHRT] is recognized during morning hour debates for 3 minutes.

Mr. TIAHRT. Mr. Speaker, today I rise today to honor Beverly Hoover of Wichita, KS.

Nominated for the Governor’s Arts Award, Beverly Hoover is an arts volunteer extraordinaire. Last year the Wichita Art Museum gave her just that title, volunteer extraordinaire in honor of her 17 years of service. She became volunteer to the Wichita Art Museum in 1980, serving as a docent which she still does today. Bev was instrumental in raising funds for the Hands On Gallery in 1982. She served as president of the volunteer council, chairman of bake sales, coordinator of holiday trees, and president of the annual art and book fair. She is currently on the board of directors of the Friends of the Wichita Art Museum, which helps support the museum endowment. She has been a member of the friends boards for 8 years.

But Bev does not limit herself to just one arts group. She is capable of serving multiple organizations at one time and has served her community tirelessly in any number of capacities for 20 years, including school coordinator for sculpture in the Wichita Elementary School District. Project when her grown children were youngsters. Bev is the quintessential volunteer, a fast-fading commodity in most communities. She serves on committees, takes leadership roles on boards, gives generously of her time and resources and is an art collector and a patron of Wichita and Kansas art.

Bev serves on the board of directors of the Metropolitan Ballet of Wichita and served as president of that organization from 1983 to 1986. In her 16 years on that board, she has spearheaded a fundraising drive for a new studio, helped paint and repair the studio, supervised printing and mailing of countless invitations and acted as usher to thousands of Wichita elementary school children who have come to enjoy and appreciate the ballet through Bev’s efforts and those who volunteer like Bev.

As if she were not busy enough, here is a sampling of the other activities for which Bev has volunteered over the years: the Music Theater of Wichita Association, 1987 to present; Wichita/Sedgwick Historical Museum, women’s support group, from 1994 to present; American Diabetes Association of Kansas; Wichita Center for the Arts—Designing Women’s Support Group, from 1995 to present; the Women’s Association for the Arts, from 1987 to present, where she has served in various capacities, including young people’s concert chairman and in various leadership positions with the Decorators Showhouse.

Mr. Speaker, I ask you to join me and my colleagues in Wichita Arts Enthusiasts by honoring Bev for all of her years of hard work and dedicated volunteerism.

RECESS

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to clause 12 of rule I, the House stands in recess until 2 p.m. Accordingly (at 12 o’clock and 38 minutes p.m.), the House stood in recess until 2 p.m.
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AFTER RECESS

The recess having expired, the House was called to order by the Speaker at 2 p.m.
day in an effort to squelch the ex-
change of views.

CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE
COVERAGE A TOP PRIORITY

(Ms. DeLUARO asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend her re-
marks.)

Ms. DeLUARO. Mr. Speaker, may I
first associate myself with the remarks
of my colleague in terms of the oppor-
tunity to talk about issues that come
up and do it at the beginning of the
day. I think the 1-minutes are a useful
tool, and helpful to the public in terms
of following the debate here.

Mr. Speaker, I came to Congress to
fight for working families, and there is
no issue more important to the health
of families than the health and well-
being of their kids. Expanding health
care coverage for the 10 million unin-
sured children in this Nation must be
at the top of our legislative agenda.

There are kids without health insur-
ance in all kinds of families. The vast
majority, 90 percent, are the children
of working parents. But their parents
either lack health insurance them-
selves or their health plans do not
cover their kids.

Children living without health insur-
ance are hurt in so many ways. They
are less likely to have a family doctor,
less likely to receive preventive care,
less likely to receive treatment, even
for serious illness, and thus are less
likely to grow up healthy and to be
productive adults.

I urge the leadership to move the ex-
pansion of children's health care to the
beginning of their legislative agenda, so
we can make sure that the 10 million unin-
sured kids in this country have a chance
to grow up healthy, ready to
learn, and to succeed in life.

SUPPORT THE CONSERVATION
RESERVE PROGRAM

(Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska. Mr. Speaker,
I rise today to express my support for the
Conservation Reserve Program, or CRP.
Originally it was used as a supply manage-
tment and con-
servation tool. Over time, it has be-
come the conservation program of choice
for most producers. In addition, it has gained
the full-fledged support of
many different conservation, environ-
mental, and sportsmen's groups.

The 1996 farm bill gave the U.S.
Department of Agriculture broad author-
ity to develop a CRP policy that would
provide the Nation with the most con-
servation benefits for each of the dol-
lars invested. USDA has worked hard
to develop such a policy, and I applaud
their efforts.

However, many of my constituents,
like me, are concerned with the un-
timely manner in which the rule was
issued. Many farmers in my district are
agonizing over whether their land will
be accepted into the CRP or if they
should prepare to plant a crop.

I will be keeping a very close eye on
how USDA handles the sign-up process,
and will be ready to act
should things not go as planned. I urge
my colleagues to do the same.

END VOODOO ENVIRONMENTALISM
IN YELLOWSTONE PARK

(Mr. HILL asked and was given per-
mission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. HILL. Mr. Speaker, it is time to
hold the Park Service accountable for
its management of Yellowstone Na-
tional Park. For 30 years Yellowstone
has been managed with a hands-off pol-
cy called natural regulation: a 1960's idea
that scientists last week in testi-
mony described as both foolish and
misguided.

There is a crisis brewing in Yellow-
stone Park. As a result of overgrazing,
the beaver population, deer population,
even the endangered grizzly bear's
habitat have been severely damaged.
Tall willows have been reduced by 95
percent. Aspen trees are disappearing.
Stream banks are eroding 100 times
faster inside the park than outside its
boundaries.

Bison, however, are so numerous
they have overgrazed available pasture
land. This winter over 1,000 bison
starved to death or fled the park look-
ing for food, and officials at the De-
partment of the Interior say the cru-
elty of starvation is good for the herd.
One of every two bison now carry a dis-
ease that causes abortion in cattle
and death in humans.

Mr. Speaker, this plan, a "let it starve"
version of the old "let it burn"
policy, can be replaced. We can do bet-
ter. Let us stop this voodoo
environmentalism, and preserve and
protect Yellowstone Park.

REASONS TO SUPPORT THE WORK-
ING FAMILIES FLEXIBILITY ACT

(Mr. BALLINGER asked and was given
permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. BALLINGER. Mr. Speaker, em-
ployees want more flexibility and
choice in their work schedules. Unfor-
fortunately, there is a provision in the
Federal law which prevents employers
from being able to provide their em-
ployees with flexibility in one area:
"There are a lot of ways to make
money in this country and lots of ways
to spend it, but there's only one way
to spend time with yourself, family, or
friends, and that's to have time to
spend."

Linda Smith, an employee with the
Bascom Palmer Eye Institute in Miami,
FL, testified that she could
save her overtime hours up for further-
her education, taking care of a de-
bilitated parent or spending time with
her young daughter.

Please support the needs of these em-
ployees and others by supporting H.R.
1, the Working Families Flexibility Act.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER
PRO TEMPORE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr.
GOODLATTE.) Pursuant to the provi-
sions of clause 5, rule I, the Chair
announces that he will postpone further
proceedings today on the motion to
suspend the rules on which a recorded
vote or the yeas and nays are ordered
or on which the vote is objected to
under clause 4 of rule XV.

Such rolcall vote, if postponed, will
be taken on Wednesday, March 5, 1997.

AUTHORIZING THE SPEAKER TO
ENTERTAIN MOTIONS TO SUS-
PEND THE RULES ON WEN-
ESDAY, MARCH 5, 1997 AND THURS-
DAY, MARCH 6, 1997

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speak-
er, I ask unanimous consent that on
Wednesday, March 5, 1997, the Speaker
be authorized to entertain motions to
suspend the rules and agree to the fol-
lowing resolutions:

House Concurrent Resolution 17, con-
gratulating the people of Guatemala on
the success of the recent negotiations
to establish a peace process for Guate-
mania; House Concurrent Resolution 18,
congratulating the people of the Re-
public of Nicaragua on the success of
their democratic elections; and Senate
Concurrent Resolution 4, commending
and thanking the Honorable Warren
Christopher for his exemplary service
as Secretary of State.

And that on Thursday, March 6, 1997,
the Speaker be authorized to entertain
a motion to suspend the rules and pass
the following bill:

H.R. 513, the District of Columbia
Council Contract Review Reform Act of
1997.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Florida?

There was no objection.

REGARDING THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speak-
er, I move to suspend the rules and
pass the concurrent resolution (H. Con.
Res. 31) expressing the sense of Con-
gress regarding the display of the Ten
Commandments by Judge Roy S. Moore, a judge on the circuit court of the State of Alabama.

The Clerk read as follows:

H. CON. RES. 31

Whereas Judge Roy S. Moore, a lifelong resident of Etowah County, Alabama, graduate of the United States Military Academy, with distinguished service to his country in Vietnam, and graduate of the University of Alabama School of Law, has served his country and his community with uncommon distinction;

Whereas another circuit judge in Alabama, has ordered Judge Moore to remove a copy of the Ten Commandments posted in his courtroom and the Alabama Supreme Court has granted a stay to review the matter;

Whereas the Ten Commandments have had a significant impact on the development of the fundamental legal principles of Western Civilization;

Whereas the Ten Commandments set forth a code of moral conduct, observance of which is universally acknowledged to promote respect for our system of laws and the good society, the United States be it

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That it is the sense of Congress that—

(1) the Ten Commandments are a declaration of fundamental principles that are the cornerstone of a free and just society; and

(2) the public display, including display in government offices and courthouses, of the Ten Commandments should be permitted.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to the rule, the gentleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY] and the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. SCOTT] each will control 20 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY].

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of House Concurrent Resolution 31, introduced by the gentleman from Alabama, Mr. ADERHOLT. I want to commend Mr. ADERHOLT for introducing this resolution and the gentleman from Illinois, Chairman Hyde, for agreeing to discharge the Committee on the Judiciary so that the House may consider this resolution without further delay.

This resolution expresses the sense of Congress that the Ten Commandments are a declaration of fundamental principles and that the public display of the Ten Commandments should be permitted.

There is a situation in the district of the gentleman from Alabama, Mr. ADERHOLT, where the State circuit court judge has been ordered by another circuit court judge to remove the hand-carved rendition of the Ten Commandments displayed in his courtroom and to cease inviting clergy to lead juries in prayer prior to their hearing cases.

Our purpose here today is not to pressure any court to rule one way or another in any particular case; rather our purpose is to state our support for the display of the Ten Commandments, and to acknowledge that the Ten Commandments are the foundation for the legal order in the United States and throughout western civilization.

Of course, as we all know, the Ten Commandments have, both for Jews and Christians, great religious significance, significance which far transcends their role in the development of our laws. But that certainly does not mean that we should censor or prohibit their display, without regard to their deep and significant religious, historical, and educational significance.

There seems to be some confusion about what the Constitution requires with respect to the display of items or documents with some religious significance. The first amendment, contrary to what some people believe, does not require us to drive every such document or symbol from the public square.

As Justice Rehnquist has stated, "The Establishment Clause does not require that the public sector be insulated from all things which may have a religious significance or origin."

The U.S. Supreme Court has never ruled directly on the constitutionality of displaying the Ten Commandments in the courtroom. Only one lower Federal court has directly addressed this issue. In that case, Harvey versus Cobb County, a Federal district court judge ruled a copy of the Ten Commandments could not lawfully be displayed in the Cobb County courthouse unless the Commandments were placed in a larger display that included other documents of historical and educational significance.

The Ten Commandments, held by Moses the Lawgiver, are found in the chamber of the U.S. Supreme Court. The Ten Commandments, held by Moses, are one of the 23 marble relief portraits of the lawgivers displayed on the gallery doors of this Chamber.

Mr. Speaker, if you will look back at the back of the Chamber, you will see Moses displayed prominently looking down over this Chamber. There are several other religious symbols and items on the Capitol grounds which time does not permit me to name. In addition, we begin our daily business in this Chamber, as we did today, with prayer, either by a chaplain paid for by the House or by an invited member of the clergy.

In conclusion, let me say the Constitution does not require and the people of this Nation do not desire Government officials to strip all documents of historical significance which enshrine standards of morality from public view simply because they have a religious basis or origin. I urge the passage of this resolution.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, our religious freedom is the foundation of our free society. This country was established on the high ideals of allowing everyone to practice the religion of their choice without interference of government. This resolution, unfortunately, represents a retreat from that very principle that has made us a great and tolerant Nation.

This case we address today involves a judge whose refusal to obey a court order is being reviewed by an Alabama Supreme Court. This is not a matter on which we have jurisdiction. The rulings to date are completely consistent with the precedents that have been long established by the courts. This case is still pending and we should not interfere in the proceedings.

If the hanging of these Ten Commandments is unconstitutional, then it really does not matter what we think. We should abide with the law. If they are constitutional, then let the process go forward.

Mr. Speaker, I think one of the important factors is that one’s religious beliefs should not be a factor in whether or not one will receive justice in America’s courts. This is the issue presented by this amendment. It is not about the Ten Commandments or one’s feelings about the Ten Commandments.

It is about a courtroom remaining a fair place for all religions. The courtroom loses its neutrality when it endorses a specific religious doctrine. Despite my own beliefs in favor of the Ten Commandments, I do not believe that my personal views should be forced on others seeking the objective forum of a court of law.

This amendment reads in part, therefore, that Congress should make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. The posting of the Ten Commandments in the courtroom is an inquisition into the governmental establishment of religion. The courts have already spoken on this issue.

In Stone versus Graham, the Supreme Court struck down a Kentucky law requiring the posting of the Ten Commandments in public schools. At least one Federal court has already decided that the posting of the Ten Commandments in a courtroom is unconstitutional, and there is no precedent to suggest that this resolution could possibly be constitutional.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. ADERHOLT], the sponsor of this resolution.

(Mr. ADERHOLT asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. ADERHOLT. Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank the chairman of the Committee on the Constitution [Mr. CANADY] for his support of this resolution, as well as the numerous friends and colleagues who have approached me in support of Judge Moore in Gadsden, AL.

Mr. Speaker, the Constitution guarantees freedom of religion. This resolution does not endorse any one religion but, rather, states that a religious symbol which has deep-rooted significance for our Nation and its history should not be excluded from the public square.

When Alexis de Tocqueville came to the United States in 1831 to study how our democracy was working, he was
Mr. Speaker, there are many great leaders and improve the moral fiber of our society, but this is an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to stand up for an exposition of the rule of law in our society, but this is an especially important and significant day to do that.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps if Judge Moore had included in the Ten Commandments a directive on that wall that everybody that comes in must bow down and pay homage or fealty to those, that might be different. There is nothing mandatory and Judge Moore is not simply Chief Justice presiding over the Supreme Court. The Constitution designates him as Chief Justice of the United States. He heads the article III judiciary which is an independent branch of government.

When you write this resolution include courthouses, you make a major mistake. You tread on the article III judiciary. If you are in Detroit, where there are many Arabic citizens or in Long Beach where there are many Cambodian citizens, and you are in a court case, and you walk into the courtroom, where you are involved in a case, and you see—under this resolution—the Jewish and Christian code on the wall, you might ask “Where is the Islamic—or the Confucian—or the Buddhist code of morality?”

Mr. Speaker, there are many great religions in this world, Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Judaism, and Islam. We have all studied them, many of us in this Chamber, and it is wrong to single out two religions and carve what they believe on the walls.

Mr. Speaker, those are wonderful moral precepts. I would hope that most of us in this Chamber follow them, and I certainly follow them myself. On the other hand, I do not think it is the role of the Congress under article I to tell the article III judiciary what your courtroom should look like. That courtroom ought to be a place of neutrality, where the issues can be fought out without any prejudices having been made. And my feeling about this resolution suddenly coming to the floor, popping out of nowhere—as if Peter Pan was floating around the Chamber dropping resolutions here and there to be acted upon. Such a procedure violates every tradition of this House in terms of reference to commit—for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to stand up for an exposition of the rule of law in our society, but this is an especially important and significant day to do that.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps if Judge Moore had included in the Ten Commandments a directive on that wall that everybody that comes in must bow down and pay homage or fealty to those, that might be different. There is nothing mandatory and Judge Moore certainly knows an awful lot about mandatory, the mandated this, that and the other things that we have passed over the years, unfunded mandates. What Judge Moore is doing is no more than an expropriation of the courthouse, on which I do serve. And this building is not inconsistent with our Nation’s heritage, let alone common sense itself. This Nation was founded on religious traditions that political figures should not use religion for political gain, and it bothers me when I see something come to this floor, with no committee hearings by either judiciary, on which I do not serve, or on Transportation and Infrastructure, on which I do serve.

If someone wants to have the Ten Commandments in their government offices, I can think of the public, that is certainly a right they can have under the first amendment.

And Moses, of course, begins the lawgivers of his century. He is the first one I point to when constituents are brought into the House Chamber by me. And he was a great lawgiver.

But the Constitution, I think, is very clear. We have an article III judiciary that is independent of the legislative and the executive branches. And the judiciary is independent with good reason. And yet here we are intervening, or attempting to intervene, despite all of the protestations I will hear, we are intervening in a State court case which has not even reached the Federal courts, and it has certainly not been reviewed by the Supreme Court of the United States.

Now, the Chief Justice is not simply Chief Justice presiding over the Supreme Court. The Constitution designates him as Chief Justice of the United States. He heads the article III judiciary which is an independent branch of government.

When you write this resolution include courthouses, you make a major mistake. You tread on the article III judiciary. If you are in Detroit, where there are many Arabic citizens or in Long Beach where there are many Cambodian citizens, and you are in a court case, and you walk into the courtroom, where you are involved in a case, and you see—under this resolution—the Jewish and Christian code on the wall, you might ask “Where is the Islamic—or the Confucian—or the Buddhist code of morality?”

Mr. Speaker, there are many great religions in this world, Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Judaism, and Islam. We have all studied them, many of us in this Chamber, and it is wrong to single out two religions and carve what they believe on the walls.

Mr. Speaker, those are wonderful moral precepts. I would hope that most of us in this Chamber follow them, and I certainly follow them myself. On the other hand, I do not think it is the role of the Congress under article I to tell the article III judiciary what your courtroom should look like. That courtroom ought to be a place of neutrality, where the issues can be fought out without any prejudices having been made. And my feeling about this resolution suddenly coming to the floor, popping out of nowhere—as if Peter Pan was floating around the Chamber dropping resolutions here and there to be acted upon. Such a procedure violates every tradition of this House in terms of reference to commit—for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. BARR], a valued member of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. BARR of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time, and I thank the gentleman from my neighboring State of Alabama for having the courage and the backbone to introduce this resolution in this Chamber.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.

Mr. Speaker, today, March 4, is the anniversary of the first day that the Constitution of the United States of America went into effect in 1789, and it is, therefore, I believe, Mr. Speaker, an especially appropriate day, though any day is an appropriate day, to stand up for freedom of religion and to standing through the implications of an action before we simply use religion to advance political careers.
and a creator, with a capital C and with a capital G.

There is nothing mandatory in terms of forcing religion in this document than there is in those Ten Commandments hanging on the wall which speak so eloquently about the rule of law that would make it unconstitutional in any way, shape or form. Indeed, what could be unconstitutional is the efforts made to take it down as an abridgment of the constitutional right to freedom of speech in this country.

I say to Judge Moore: Carry on, Judge. Carry on as we will do here in this Chamber despite the constant efforts by the other side to demoralize, dehumanize this society, and stand here proudly and say in God we Trust and, Judge Moore, we are glad that in God you trust, and I certainly hope that more of the defendants that appear in your courtroom also hear that message because they will leave that courtroom then better citizens than when they came in, and that is indeed something that all of us here should be applauding, not denigrating.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK].

Mr. RILEY of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, I know some have wondered why the pace of the House has been so slow this year. Here we are in March and we have not done any serious legislating, and I guess people who have been worried about that can now take heart. The legislative agenda are in a congratulatory legislative mode. This week we will be congratulating Guatemala, Nicaragua, Warren Christopher, and Moses.

What we do I think is get 3 out of 4 right, because as the gentleman from California who preceded me noted, what we have here is an effort to enlist religion in a political battle. No one thinks that this resolution will have any influence on the outcome of a court case. Indeed, we would hope it would not. There is going to be a judicial proceeding.

How often does Congress take sides by resolution in a pending court case? The answer, fortunately, is not very often. It does it apparently when we have people in control of the House of Representatives who are lacking a legislative agenda, who are unhappy about a vacuum, and therefore put this into it, as has been noted by my colleague from California, without any hearing, without any chance to amend it.

For instance, some people might want to vote for this, for all but section 2. Some people might, feeling the need, want to talk about what a wonderful thing the Ten Commandments is, or are, I am not sure of the grammar, but why do we have to vote without a chance to amend on section 2? Section 2 is relevant.

The notion that this is freedom of religion seems to me wholly without any intellectual respectability. We are talking here about a sitting judge presiding in a courtroom into which people are brought, one assumes sometimes against their will. His freedom of religion as a citizen is not at issue here. His freedom of religion in his home and any private premises he maintains to the Ten Commandments up as he wishes as a citizen is untrammeled. His freedom to speak as he wishes as a citizen is untrammeled.

The question is, Do you bring people into a courtroom who have to be there and say to them officially, we refuse to accept this religious statement, because it is there as a religious statement. Indeed, in defending this religious statement by the judge some of the people on the other side would trivialize it. He is not putting the Ten Commandments up there as an interesting historical factor. He, I believe, himself has acknowledged it is up there as an expression of the importance of religion. It is not just religion in general, which in itself has no constitutional implications, but it refers to specific religions, Judaism, Christianity, which support the Ten Commandments. And it is not simply the principles of, that would not be objectionable, it is that specific religious statement.

It is simply inappropriate constitutionally in this country to tell people that the price of justice in Alabama or anywhere else is to be acknowledging the superiority of 2 religions over others. People have said, well, you know, the legislature is doing it and they want to protect religion, not government. That is right, and what you do not understand is how you undermine religion. What you are saying is that the Ten Commandments are not in themselves strong enough to command respect. Religion cannot propagate them sufficiently. We have to take a sitting judge, with all of the powers of a sitting judge and all of the authority vested in that judge and allow that judge to be the medium of educating people about the Ten Commandments while he is doing his judicial duty.

That is a denigration of religion. That is an assumption that religion cannot make it on its own, and it is an inappropriate assumption and it violates the constitutional right of people to say I do not believe in the Ten Commandments or I believe in 8 commandments or 13 commandments. We are clearly here for political purposes seeking the capturing of the Ten Commandments, not to inculcate respect for them but to deal with a political problem.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. RILEY].

Mr. RILEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of the Aderholt resolution expressing the sense of Congress with respect to the display of the Ten Commandments. James Madison once declared,

We have staked the entire future of the American civilization not upon the power of government, but on the capacity for each of us to govern ourselves, to control ourselves, and to sustain ourselves according to the Ten Commandments of God.

Thomas Jefferson said,

I consider ethics as well as religion as supplements to the law and the government of men. Clearly, our Constitution of Rights are built on the foundations of ethics and morality found in the Ten Commandments.

Jefferson's concepts of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness found in the Declaration of Independence also have roots in the principles put forth by the Ten Commandments. It is unreasonable for anyone to contend that our forefathers did not use the Commandments and God's word as the models in which to pattern a new nation, a nation based on the protection of individual liberties.

Yet today, there are those who under the cloak of separation of church and state argue that the public display of our Ten Commandments in government offices, courthouses, schoolhouses, is a threat to those liberties.

In my own State of Alabama there are efforts to prevent Judge Roy Moore from hanging the Ten Commandments in his courtroom. The Constitution's main purpose is to preserve everyone's inalienable right to worship as they see fit. Public servants like Judge Moore do not wish to promote any particular religious beliefs by displaying the Ten Commandments; instead, they only wish to post a reminder of what our society generally agrees is right or what is wrong. The display of the Ten Commandments is a poignant reminder.

As elected officials, we have a responsibility to take a stand. We must protect and preserve the principles that form the foundations of our society and our Nation. I believe that the Ten Commandments should be allowed to hang in our public buildings as a reminder of the fundamental principles of our Nation.

The Commandments remind us that the Constitution was created to protect the weak from the strong, not to promote the tyranny of the strong. They remind us that we all have a moral obligation to respect the rights of others.

Mr. Speaker, I am proud to stand with my friend and colleague, Congressman ADERHOLT, to preserve the moral and ethical foundations of this great country. Please support the passage of this very important resolution.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. WATT].

Mr. WATT of North Carolina. Mr. Speaker, I want to thank my friend from Virginia for yielding me this time to debate this issue.

Mr. Speaker, I had the fortune of being born and reared in a house that adjoined the churchyard of the Mount Olive Presbyterian Church in Charlotte. Now, you can't be a member of, and grew up with a full understanding of what the Ten Commandments said and trying to honor those Commandments.
Imagine the surprise yesterday when I received a phone call and had a message waiting for me when I arrived in Washington saying that somebody wanted to talk to me about a resolution that was coming to the floor of the House about the Ten Commandments (Mr. HOSTETTLER asked and was denied permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. HOSTETTLER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of this joint resolution. In 1644 a Scotsman named Samuel Rutherford penned a work entitled "Lex, Rex" or "The Law and the Prince" wherein he contended that for it challenged the divine right of kings; that is, it challenged the notion that the law was whatever the king said it was.

Mr. Speaker, Rutherford saw a basic truth: Government not predicated upon an absolute is hardly a government at all. This greatly impressed the Founders of our Nation.

Like it or not, the historical fact of the matter is that the absolutes upon which modern religion, if it is derived, everything from the right to own property to the criminal codes, are rooted in the Bible.

More specifically, much of the law can be traced to that ancient moral code we call the Ten Commandments. Thank God that the Founders understood the source of law.

I cringe that a misguided judge could so construe the Constitution as to call for the removal of the Ten Commandments from the courthouse wall. I urge a yeas vote on this resolution.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. SCARBOROUGH].

Mr. SCARBOROUGH. Mr. Speaker, I thank the chairman for bringing this important matter up. I have to tell my colleagues, it is humorous watching people doing historical cartwheels, trying to rewrite history as radical revisionists have been doing for the past 30 years, trying to tell us that the Ten Commandments is some political gimick. Well, if it is, it is a political gimick that the Father of our Constitution also employed.

James Madison, in drafting the Constitution, which radicals now claim to be trying to destroy.

We have staked the future of the American civilization not on the power of government, but on the capacity of Americans to abide by the Ten Commandments of God.

The Father of our Country, George Washington, also talked about how this country could not be governed without God and the Ten Commandments and the Bible.

Now, if the revisionists do not like that, that is fine, do not, I substitute Americans' intelligence, please do not try to do a verbal burning of our American history books. Let us talk about the simple facts.
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Maybe that is why the Supreme Court of the United States has two copies of the Ten Commandments on the wall, while we have in God We Trust and Moses on this wall. Let us get real.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. WELDON].

Mr. WELDON of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I submit for the RECORD a copy of the Ten Commandments that I think will enhance our ability to conduct this debate in a civil manner.

The debate today is over how far the hand of government will stretch to remove religious symbols from the public square. Will our courts and Federal Government continue the battle to remove all religious symbols from the public square? Are the Ten Commandments so offensive that they call us not to murder, not to steal, not to commit adultery and to be truthful that we must remove them?

They also call us to remember that we are accountable to someone other than ourselves, they call us to live lives of civility and respect to others. Is it offensive to let people see the Ten Commandments? Let us support the resolution and the right of Judge Moore to hang the Ten Commandments in his courtroom. He should have the same rights as the Supreme Court of the United States.

Mr. Speaker, I include for the RECORD a copy of the Ten Commandments:

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

[From Exodus 20:1-17]

And God spoke all these words:

"I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery. "You shall have no other gods before me. "You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship them; for I, the Lord your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children of the wicked to the third and fourth generation of those who hate me, but showing love to a thousand generations of those who love me and keep my commandments."

"You shall not misuse the name of the Lord your God, for the Lord will not hold anyone guiltless who misuses his name."

"Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord your God. On it you shall not do any work, neither you, nor your son or daughter, nor your manservant or maidservant, nor your animals, nor the alien within your gates. For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, but he rested on the seventh day. Therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy."

"Honor your father and your mother, so that you may live long in the land the Lord your God is giving you."

"You shall not murder."

"You shall not commit adultery."

"You shall not steal."

"You shall not give false testimony against your neighbor."

"You shall not covet your neighbor's house. You shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or his manservant or maidservant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor."

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, anyone thinking that a vote for this resolution represents a show of their own support for the virtues of the Ten Commandments should take pause. This actually demeans Christianity rather than upholds it.

Benjamin Franklin once wrote, "When religion is good, I conceive that we are accountable to someone other than ourselves, they call us to live lives of civility and respect to others. Is it offensive to let people see the Ten Commandments? Let us support the resolution and the right of Judge Moore to hang the Ten Commandments in his courtroom. He should have the same rights as the Supreme Court of the United States."

Mr. Speaker, when the Virginia Statue for Religious Freedom was passed,
Thomas Jefferson wrote to James Madison the following: “It is comfortable to see the standard of reason at length erected, after so many ages during which the human mind has been held in vassalage by kings, priests, and nobles. It is honorable for us to have produced the first legislature who has had the courage to declare that the reason of man may be trusted with the formation of his own opinions.”

Mr. Speaker, this resolution comes to us without warning, without hearings, without deliberation. It has come without an explanation of why it is so urgent that, if it is constitutional, the process will work its will. If it is not constitutional, it does not matter what we think. In either case, I do not think we should position ourselves with a judge for whom a court has ruled he is breaking the law and a judge who has proclaimed that we will ignore the very law he is supposed to uphold.

Mr. Speaker, we have other things that we should be doing, juvenile justice, education, healthcare, employment, the budget. We should be attending to those rather than this resolution that comes, as I said, without warning, without hearings, and without deliberation.

Mr. Speaker, we should, therefore, defeat this resolution.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. STEARNS].

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Speaker, I have here a dollar bill that says “In God we trust.” Behind the Speaker it says “In God we trust.” This finite example, these examples provide tangible proof of the traditional cooperation of church and state.

I say to the folks on this side, the Ten Commandments hang currently on the wall of the U.S. Supreme Court in a frieze. In fact, the very chamber in which oral arguments on this case were heard is decorated with a notable and historic display. It is good to have these words on the walls of this Chamber.

In order to preserve the religious principles on which our Nation was founded, let us demonstrate today to the Nation our belief that the Ten Commandments are a cornerstone of a free and just society.

Mr. Speaker, John Knox, the Scottish religious reformer, once wrote: “a man is as true a believer as he naturally is a subject.” We are a Judeo-Christian society. It is time we rose in support of it.

Judge Roy Moore’s courtroom illustrates his commitment to the tenets of the Ten Commandments. I urge my colleagues to support our Nation’s founding principles and individual liberty by passing this resolution.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].

(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, it is appropriate to rise following a statement that calls upon Judeo-Christian tenets and our belief in the first amendment that clearly articulates our belief in the right to freedom of religion and certainly freedom of speech.

Even as I rushed to the floor of the House because I thought this deliberation was so key, I was admonished that we begin our sessions with prayer. And, yes, we do. And so it is important that we provide comfort to those who want to participate in religious activities that they do not have to violate the Ten Commandments. But we gave an option to the honorable judge in Alabama and that was that he could have the Ten Commandments along with other artifacts that would indicate the breadth and depth of his responsibility as a jurist.

Mr. Speaker, I believe this resolution is wrong. We have not had a hearing. It begs the question of freedom of religion. We have freedom of religion, but the question of whether a particular resolution is it has a matter on the floor of the House that has no place here. We have the right to have freedom of religion across this Nation, but those who would come into that courtroom also have the right and freedom and the right to be acknowledged and recognized in their difference in beliefs, their difference in interpretation of the Ten Commandments, their belief or nonbelief in the Ten Commandments.

That is the freedom that we seek here by opposing this resolution. The freedom to be able to believe as one would want to believe, the freedom to be able to acknowledge that we believe. I believe in the Ten Commandments, but that in the place of government, we here in the United States Congress should not be on one side versus another. We should be promoting the right to freedom of religion and freedom of expression of those who might oppose the display of the Ten Commandments as it is presently exposed.

I would simply say that our right here is to oppose the resolution, to support the first amendment and to support freedom of religion.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 1 minute.

Throughout this debate, I have been struck by the fact that inscribed over the entrance to the Supreme Court that had the Ten Commandments must be displayed in government buildings. It does not force anyone to believe in God, nor does it force anyone to obey the Ten Commandments. It merely reaffirms the importance of a vital religious symbol in American societal life.

As a nation, we can do worse than to affirm these principles, that these principles have a place in our society and in our deliberations here in this Chamber.

But if they are not willing to say that then I think they should not oppose this resolution because displaying the Ten Commandments in a courtroom does nothing more to establish a particular religion or religion in general in this country than the display of these words on the walls of this Chamber.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume just to make a very brief comment in closing. I have to look at the context in this particular case, in this particular courtroom. The context, as in the order against the judge, indicated that if he had a display similar to the one in the Supreme Court that had the Ten Commandments in the context of historical perspective where it is not specifically singled out, not endorsed, then it would be okay. The court in this case was given that option and denied it because he said that he wants to make a religious statement.

The context is such that one would doubt whether or not they would have a fair trial if they do not believe in that particular religion.

I do not think anyone thinks that their legislation may be in jeopardy based on their religious beliefs based on the statement right above your head, Mr. Speaker. They are free to say their beliefs and their position on legislation or the outcome of their legislation is not jeopardized by virtue of those beliefs.

I think it is reasonable to assume if you did not believe what the judge did, after he has stated a prayer, as he has, and the one religion singled out for display, I think you could reasonably assume that the outcome of your case may be jeopardized if you do not enjoy the same religious sentiment in which these Ten Commandments are presented that creates the problem.

The court has been ruled out of order. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, we should vote against the resolution.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I yield the balance of my time to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. ADERHOLT].

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. GOODLATTE). The gentleman from Alabama [Mr. ADERHOLT] is recognized for 1 minute.

Mr. ADERHOLT. Mr. Speaker, in conclusion I would like to say that this resolution does not state that the Ten Commandments must be displayed in government buildings. It does not force anyone to believe in God, nor does it force anyone to obey the Ten Commandments. It merely reaffirms the importance of a vital religious symbol in American societal life.

As a nation we could do worse than to affirm these principles, that these principles have a place in our society and in our deliberations here in this Chamber.

Families in Oklahoma would still be whole if the perpetrators of the bombing had followed the command “thou
shalt not kill." The streets of Los Angeles would have been peaceful last Friday if two men had followed the command "thou shalt not steal."

Ronald Reagan said it best when he stated that billions of laws have been enacted throughout history and none of them have improved on the Ten Commandments a bit.

Although this measure is a sense of Congress and it is not legally binding, I strongly believe that this resolution is an important symbolic gesture. I urge my colleagues to support House Concurrent Resolution 31.

The question is on the motion offered by the gentleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY] that the House suspend the rules and agree to the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 31).

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the motion offered by the gentleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY] that the House suspend the rules and agree to the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 31).

The gentleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY] was granted permission to extend his remarks and include extraneous material.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, on that I demand the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of House Concurrent Resolution 31, the resolution supporting public display of the Ten Commandments.

Mr. Chairman, some complain that displaying the Ten Commandments constitutes the establishment of religion.

But, Mr. Chairman, the Ten Commandments actually constitute the establishment of law.

The Ten Commandments are one of the earliest examples of written law that society must have to survive.

Acknowledging that the rights of people and the responsibility to establish laws protecting those rights come not from government but from the Creator only acknowledges the truth.

Acknowledging that our system of law is deeply rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition only acknowledges the truth.

The truth, Mr. Chairman, is that the Ten Commandments establish the very principles of a fair and just society.

Alabama Governor Fob James should be commended for taking whatever steps are necessary to resist the judicial tyranny which would force the removal of the Ten Commandments from Judge Roy Moore's courtroom.

Mr. Chairman, I urge the House to pass this resolution. If we as a nation are to continue to prosper, it will be as a result of the providence and blessing of God and the ideals set out in each of the Commandments.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members may have 5 legislative days in which to revise and extend their remarks on the concurrent resolution considered.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Florida?

There was no objection.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I rise to address the House, following the legislative programs and any special orders heretofore entered, was granted to:

To revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous material:

Mr. SKAGGS, for 5 minutes, today.

The following Members (at the request of Mr. ADERHOLT) to revise and extend their remarks and include extraneous material:

Ms. GRANGER, for 5 minutes, today.

Mr. MANZULLO, for 5 minutes, today.

Mr. ROHRABACHER, for 5 minutes, today.

SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED

By unanimous consent, permission to address the House, following the legislative programs and any special orders heretofore entered, was granted to:

Mr. SKAGGS, for 5 minutes, today.

The following Members (at the request of Mr. ADERHOLT) to revise and extend their remarks and include extraneous material:

Mr. ROHRABACHER, for 5 minutes, today.

Mr. MANZULLO, for 5 minutes, today.

By unanimous consent, permission to revise and extend remarks was granted to:

Mr. SERRANO.

Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island.

Mr. Matsu.

Ms. NORTON.

Mr. VISCLOSKY.

Mr. MILLER.

Mr. WAXMAN.

Mr. MARKEY.

Mr. DEFAZIO.

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts.

Mr. WEYGAND.

Mr. KANJORSKI.

The following Members (at the request of Mr. ADERHOLT and to include extraneous matter):

Mr. PAXON.

Ms. MOLINARI.

Mrs. MORELLA.

Mr. GILMAN, in two instances.

Mr. GOODLATTE.

Mr. CRANE.

Mr. PORTER.

Mr. MCKEON.

Mr. CRAPO.

Enrolled Bills Signed

Mr. THOMAS, from the Committee on House Oversight, reported that that committee had examined and found truly enrolled bills of the House of the following titles, which were thereupon signed by the Speaker:

H.R. 499. An act to designate the facility of the United States Postal Service under construction at 7411 Barlite Boulevard in San Antonio, Texas, as the “Frank M. Tejeda Post Office Building”.

H.R. 668. An act to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reinstate the Airport and Airway Trust Fund excise taxes, and for other purposes.

Bill and Joint Resolution Presented to the President

Mr. THOMAS, from the Committee on House Oversight, reported that that committee did on the following date present to the President, for his approval, a bill and a joint resolution of the House of the following title:

On February 27, 1997:

H.R. 499. An act to designate the facility of the United States Postal Service under construction at 7411 Barlite Boulevard in San Antonio, Texas, as the “Frank M. Tejeda Post Office Building”.

H.J. Res. 36. Joint resolution approving the Presidential finding that the limitation on obligations imposed by section 518A(a) of the Foreign Operations Act, 1997, is having a negative impact on the proper functioning of the population planning program.

Adjournment

Mr. ADERHOLT. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 3 o'clock and 1 minute p.m.), the House adjourned until tomorrow, Wednesday, March 5, 1997, at 11 a.m.

Executive Communications, etc.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive communications were taken from the Speaker’s table and referred as follows:

2028. A letter from the Director, Office of Regulatory Management and Information, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting the Agency’s final rule--Thiazopyr: Pesticide Tolerances [OPP-300455; FRL-5591-5] (RIN: 2070-A878) received February 27, 1997,
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on Agriculture.

2009. A letter from the Administrator, Food and Consumer Service, transmitting the report of the Food and Nutrition Service on the Disaster and Distress Situations [Workplan Number 90-0001 (RIN: 0584-AB55) received February 27, 1997, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on Agriculture.

2010. A letter from the Secretary of Defense, transmitting a report of a violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act—Air Force violation, case No. 95-16, which totaled $172,121, occurred in the fiscal year 1993 and fiscal year 1994 in connection with the U.S. Air Force [O&M(AF) appropriations, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 1517(b); to the Committee on Appropriations.


2012. A letter from the Director, Defense Procurement, Department of Defense, transmitting the Department's final rule in Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement; Earned Value Management System [DIFARS Case 96-D011] received March 1, 1997, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on National Security.

2013. A letter from the Director, Office of Administration, Department of Defense, transmitting the Department's final rule—Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services [CHAMPUS]; Program for Persons with Disabilities; Basic Program [DoD 6010.0-B-R] (RIN: 0720-AS 22) received February 27, 1997, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on National Security.

2014. A letter from the Under Secretary of Defense, transmitting notification that the report of the annual report on the final regulations for direct grant assistance in fiscal year 1994 operation and maintenance, Air Force, pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 115(a) will be submitted by April 30, 1997, to the Committee on National Security.

2015. A letter from the Assistant to the Chairman, U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, transmitting a report a violation of the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1995, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2016. A letter from the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, transmitting the report of the nondisclosure of safeguards information for the quarter ending December 31, 1996, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 2167(d); to the Committee on Commerce.

2017. A letter from the Assistant Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission, transmitting the Commission's "Major" final rule—Revision of Holding Period Requirements in Rule 144 and 145 [Release No. 33-7330; File No. 57-17-95] (RIN: 3235-AG53) received February 21, 1997, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 810(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on Commerce.

2018. A letter from the Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs, Department of State, transmitting a copy of Presidential Determination No. 97-17; Suspending Restrictions on the U.S.-Related Operations of the Liberian Liberation Organization, pursuant to Public Law 104-107, section 604(1)(D) (110 Stat. 756); to the Committee on International Relations.

2019. A letter from the Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs, Department of State, transmitting notification that effective February 10, 1997, the danger pay rate for the Great Lakes area, including areas of Rwanda, Uganda, and Zaire, was designated at the 25 percent level, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5928; to the Committee on International Relations.

2020. A letter from the Executive Director, Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Disabled, transmitting the Committee's final rule—Additions to the Procurement List [97-007] received February 28, 1997, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 801(a)(1)(A); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2021. A letter from the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, Department of Defense, transmitting a report of activities under the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1996, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2022. A letter from the Director, Division of Commissioned Personnel, Department of Health and Human Services, transmitting an annual report of the Civilian Health and Medical Programs Service Commissioners Corps retirement system for fiscal year 1995, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 9503(a)(1)(B); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2023. A letter from the Director, Office of Administration, Executive Office of the President, transmitting the fiscal year 1996 annual report of the General Managers Financial Integrity Act [FMIFA] of 1982, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3512(c)(3); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2024. A letter from the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, transmitting a report of activities under the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1995, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2025. A letter from the Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, transmitting an annual report of activities under the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1996, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2026. A letter from the Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, transmitting a report of activities under the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1996, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.

2027. A letter from the Director, Office of Management and Budget, transmitting a report of activities under the Freedom of Information Act for the calendar year 1996, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e); to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight.
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 5 of rule X and clause 4 of rule XXII, public bills and resolutions introduced and severally referred as follows:

By Mr. COBLE (for himself and Mr. Berman):
H.R. 908. A bill to establish a Commission on Structural Alternatives for the Federal Government, for the conduct of an x-ray as a condition of coverage under the Social Security Act to remove the requirement of an x-ray as a condition of coverage of chiropractic services under the Medicare Program; to the Committee on Commerce. H.R. 911. A bill to encourage the States to enact legislation to grant immunity from liability to civil litigants in certain circumstances, to volunteers working on behalf of nonprofit organizations and governmental entities; to the Committee on the Judiciary, in addition to the Committee on Ways and Means, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned. By Mr. BACHUS:
H.R. 921. A bill to amend section 1928 of the Social Security Act to extend eligibility for Medicaid payment for administration of a pediatric vaccine to all children who are not insured with a vaccine that vaccine; to the Committee on Commerce. By Mr. COMBEST (for himself, Mr. STEPHEN H. CORNING, Mrs. FULLOY, Mr. MURPHY, Mr. ROSENFELD, and Mr. EDWARDS):
H.R. 913. A bill to amend the Agricultural Trade Act of 1998, in the case of Canadian sugar, for the period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned. By Mr. MCKEON (for himself and Mr. WINTER):
H.R. 914. A bill to make certain technical corrections in the Higher Education Act of 1965 relating to graduation data disclosures, to the Committee on Education and the Workforce. H.R. 915. A bill to amend title 49, United States Code, to provide for a cost-of-living index for providing for all Federal agencies; referred to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. By Mr. CRANE:
H.R. 916. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to remove the requirement of an x-ray as a condition of coverage of chiropractic services under the Medicare Program; to the Committee on Commerce. H.R. 917. A bill to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that the overtime exemption available to employees engaged in the transportation and preparation of food and meat products available to employees engaged in the transportation and preparation of sugar beets; to the Committee on Education and the Workforce. By Mr. KNOBBEN:
H.R. 918. A bill to direct the Secretary of Transportation to make grants to States for the construction and maintenance of highways, to the Federal Communications Commission to conduct spectrum auctions to provide funding for the grants, and in addition to the Committee on Commerce, and in addition to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, and Ways and Means, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned. By Mr. MILLER of California (for himself, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. WOOLSEY, Mr. MEEHAN, Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island, Mr. HINCHEN, Mr. WESTERFIELD, Mr. ROBACH, Mr. GROWDEN, Ms. PELOSI, Mr. NADLER, Mr. MCGOVERN, Mr. SABO, Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts, Mr. STARK, Mrs. MALONEY of New York, Mr. VENTO, Ms. FURSE, Ms. ROYBAL-ALDARD, Mr. EVANS, Mr. MARKET, Mr. ABERCROMBIE, Ms. SLAUGHTER, Mr. SCHUMER,Mr. OLVER, Mr. PORTER, Mr. LEWIS of Georgia, Ms. ESHOO, Mr. WAXMAN, Mr. GEJDenson, Ms. LOGOGEN, and others):
H.R. 919. A bill to establish fair market value pricing of Federal natural assets, and for other purposes; referred to the Committee on Resources, and in addition to the Committees on Agriculture, and the Budget, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned. By Ms. MORELLA (for herself, Mrs. LOWEY, Ms. JONES of Connecticut, Ms. NORTON, Mr. GREENWOOD, Ms. SLAUGHTER, Mr. WAXMAN, Mr. McHUGH, Mrs. MALONEY of New York, Mr. Fazio of Connecticut, Mr. ROMERO-BARCELÓ, Mrs. CARSON, Mrs. MEK of Florida, Mr. OBERSTAR, Mr. DELUMPS, Mr. DELAHUNT, Mr. BALDACCI, Mr. EVANS, Ms. FURSE, and Mrs. KELLY):
H.R. 920. A bill to establish an Office on Women's Health within the Department of Health and Human Services; to the Committee on Commerce. By Ms. NORTON:
H.R. 921. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to exclude from gross income pension benefits received by the survivors of law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty; to the Committee on Ways and Means. By Mr. YOUNG of Alaska (for himself, Mr. PETERSON of Minnesota, and Mr. NORWOOD):
H.J. Res. 59. Joint resolution to disapprove a rule affecting polar bear trophies from Canada under the 1994 amendments to the Marine Mammal Protection Act issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior; to the Committee on Resources. By Mr. ABERCROMBIE (for himself, Mr. MILLER of California, Mr. LEACH, Mrs. MINK of Hawaii, Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA, Mr. UNDERWOOD, Mr. ROMERO-BARCELÓ, Ms. CHRISTIAN-GREEN, Ms. PELOSI, Mr. STARK, Mr. PALLONE, Mrs. MALONEY of New York, Mr. EVANS, Mr. HINCHEN, Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts, and Mr. LEWIS of Georgia):
H. Con. Res. 32. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of Congress with respect to the protection of United States territorial or possession of the United States; to the Committee on Commerce, and in addition to the Committee on Resources, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned. By Mr. PICKETT:
H. Con. Res. 33. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of the Congress that the Bureau of Labor Statistics should develop and publish monthly a cost of living index; to the Committee on Education and the Workforce. By H. Con. Res. 34. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of the Congress that the President should submit a national energy policy to Congress.
policy plan to Congress; to the Committee on
Commerce.

By Mr. STEARNS:
H. Con. Res. 35. Concurrent resolution to
require the posting of the Ten Command-
ments in the House and Senate Chambers; to
the Committee on House Oversight.

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, sponsors
were added to public bills and resolu-
tions as follows:

H.R. 1: Mrs. NORTHUP, Mr. HUTCHINSON, and
Mr. WATKINS.
H.R. 18: Mr. ACKERMAN, Mr. ENGLISH of
Pennsylvania, Mr. BOUCHER, Mr. CLYBURN,
and Mr. GRAHAM.
H.R. 21: Mr. TORRES.
H.R. 27: Mr. WAMP, Mr. PICKERING, Mr. BOU-
CHER, Mr. BARKHOUSS, and Mr. PETERSON
of Pennsylvania.
H.R. 53: Mr. KLECK and Mr. LEWIS of Geor-
gia.
H.R. 58: Mr. KLECK, Mr. GILCHREST, Mr.
DICKY, Mr. SISISKY, Mr. FARR of California,
Mr. BARR of Georgia, Mr. CLYBURN, and Mr.
BARRY.
H.R. 68: Mr. HULSHOF, Mr. LEWIS of Pennsyl-
ания, Mr. WELLER, Mr. CUNNINGHAM,
Mr. COOKSEY, Mr. CANARY of Florida, Mr.
LATHAM, Mr. BARR of Georgia, Mr. SNOWBA-
GER, Mr. SMITH of Oregon, Mr. HORN, and Mr.
PARKER.
H.R. 71: Mr. McINTOSH, Mr. BARTLETT of
Maryland, Mr. WICKER, and Mr. Hoenstra.
H.R. 96: Mr. CLAY, Mr. MASCARA, Mr.
RIGGS, and Mr. MCHugh.
H.R. 132: Mr. SESSIONS.
H.R. 143: Mr. CONDIT, Mr. ENSIGN, and Mr.
CHRISTENSEN.
H.R. 165: Mr. BOUCHER.
H.R. 218: Mr. WELLER.
H.R. 292: Mr. Kim, Mr. CRAPo, and Mr. Gib-
bons.
H.R. 373: Mr. ABERCROMBIE, Mr. THOMPSON,
Ms. CHRISTIAN-Green, Mr. DAVIS of Illinoi,
Mr. Rush, and Ms. BROWN of Florida.
H.R. 383: Mr. BACHUS and Mr. STUPAK.
H.R. 387: Mr. CHABOT.
H.R. 407: Ms. DELAURO, Ms. RIVERS, Ms.
GRANGER, Mr. GEJDENSON, Mr. GONZALEZ, Mr.
FLAKE, and Mr. DAVIS of Illinois.
H.R. 446: Mr. EVANS, Mr. CAMP, Mr. CRAPo,
Mr. GIBBONS, and Mr. PICKERING.
H.R. 450: Mr. BOEHNER and Mr. RADA-
NOVICH.
H.R. 491: Mr. ROTHMAN, Mrs. CARSON, Mr.
ACKERMAN, Mr. HELDEN, Mr. LATOURETTE,
Mr. HASTERT, Mr. EVANS, Mr. FARR of Cali-
fornia, and Mr. PARKER.
H.R. 494: Mr. RIGGS.
H.R. 501: Mr. ROTHMAN.
H.R. 511: Mr. CHAMBLISS, Ms. JACKSON-LEE,
Mr. PETERSON of Minnesota, and Mr.
LATHAM.
H.R. 521: Mr. RADA NOVICH, Mr. CAMP, Mr.
ROMERO-BARCEL0, Mr. HOBSON, Mr. PRICE of
North Carolina, Mr. MANTON, Mr. McGOVERN,
Mr. FARR of California, Mr. FILER, Mr. FLAK,
Mr. HINCHIE, and Mr. STUPAK.
H.R. 530: Mr. ENGLISH of Pennsylvania, Mr.
SAM JOHNSON, Mr. RAMSTAD, Mr. COLLINS,
Mr. PORTMAN, Mr. CAMP, Mr. KLECKZA, Mr.
SESSIONS, Mr. LIPINSKI, Mr. MCHugh, Mr.
CANARY of Florida, Mr. KINGSTON, Mr.
BALLINGER, Mr. KNOLLENBERG, Mr. GORDON,
Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Mr. VISCLOSKY, Mr.
POMBO, Mr. GRAHAM, Mr. MCKEON, Mr.
STEARNs, Mr. LOBIONDO, Mr. WICKER, Mrs.
KELLY, and Mr. RIGGS.
H.R. 533: Mr. McDERMOTT, Mr. FILNER, Ms.
SANCHEZ, Mr. YATES, and Mr. GEJDENSON.
H.R. 551: Mr. GONZALEZ and Mr. STEARNS.
H.R. 552: Mr. BENTS, Mr. ABERCROMBIE,
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia, Mr. WELLER, Mr.
DEFAZIO, and Mr. BLUMENAUER.
H.R. 562: Mr. RIGGS.
H.R. 568: Mr. BACHUS, Mr. CRAMER, Mr.
FARR of California, Mr. FAZIO of California,
Mr. FLAKE, Mr. FORD, Mr. HAMILTON, Mr.
KENNEDY of Rhode Island, Mr. LANTOS, Mr.
LAZIO of New York, Mr. McGOVERN, Mr.
SALMON, Mrs. TAUSCHER, and Mr. WICKER.
H.R. 561: Mr. STARK, Mr. RUSH, Mr. FOGLI-
etta, Mr. NADLER, and Mr. HINCHIE.
H.R. 598: Mr. McINTOSH and Mr. EVANS.
H.R. 612: Mr. WAXMAN, Mr. LATOURETTE,
Mr. MANTON, Mr. COOKSEY, Mr. VISCLOSKY,
Mr. TIERNEY, Mr. SCOTT, and Mr. ROTHMAN.
H.R. 628: Mr. WYNN and Mr. STUPAK.
H.R. 633: Ms. PELOSI.
H.R. 655: Mr. SCHIFF.
H.R. 680: Mr. McINTOSH.
H.R. 687: Mr. OWENS, Mr. DELLUMS, Ms.
BROWN of Florida, and Mr. McGOVERN.
H.R. 766: Ms. SLAUGHTER, Ms. KILPATRICK,
and Mr. GEJDENSON.
H.R. 767: Mr. KLUG.
H.R. 815: Mr. BENTS, Mr. LEWIS of Geor-
gia, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. ACKERMAN, Mrs.
KELLY, Mr. GILMAN, Mr. PICKET, Ms.
SLAUGHTER, Mr. NADLER, Mr. DICKY, Mr.
TIERNEY, Ms. DELAURO, Ms. RIVERS, Mrs.
MORELLA, Mr. BERRY, Mr. CLYBURN, Mr.
OLIVER, Mr. LAFALE, Mr. HINCHIE, and Mr.
WALSH.
H.R. 859: Mr. CANARY of Florida, Mr.
HEFLEY, Mr. HILLIARD, Mr. RADA NOVICH, Mr.
RIGGS, Mr. POMBO, and Mr. PARKER.
H.R. 898: Mr. DOODLEY of California.
H.R. 901: Mr. PETERSON of Pennsylvania,
Mr. SHADEG, Mr. GRAHAM, and Mr. CRAPo.

H.J. Res. 32: Mr. GALLEGRO.
H.J. Res. 40: Mr. GRAHAM.
H.J. Res. 58: Mr. BONO, Mr. SOUER, Mr.
BURTON of Indiana, Mr. BARR of Georgia,
and Mr. GRAHAM.

H. Con. Res. 13: Mr. HEFNER, Mr. STUPAK,
Mr. FOWLER, Mr. PRICE of North Carolina,
Mr. CLAY, Mr. GEJDENSON, Ms. RIVERS, Mrs.
CARSON, and Mr. KANJ ORSKI.

H. Con. Res. 18: Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA and
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts.

H. Con. Res. 31: Mrs. RYAN, Mr. WATTS of
Oklahoma, Mrs. CHENOWETH, Mr. HILLEARY,
Mr. CRANE, Mr. ISTOOK, Mr. GOODLATTE, Mr.
COBURN, Mr. EVERETT, Mr. BACHUS, Mr.
ROGAN, Mr. CALLAHAN, Mr. WOLF, Mr. PICK-
ERING, and Mr. WICKER.

H. Res. 15: Mr. SERRANDO, Mr. NADLER, Mr.
KENNEDY of Rhode Island, Mr. SHAYS, Mr.
JACKSON, Mrs. MORELLA, Mrs. MEek of Flor-
ida, and Mr. SALMON.
The Senate met at 9:30 a.m. and was called to order by the President pro tempore [Mr. THURMOND].

PRAYER
The Chaplain, Dr. Lloyd John Ogilvie, offered the following prayer:

Sovereign God, help us to hear and accept the psalmist’s prescription for peace. “Cast your burden on the Lord and He shall sustain you.”—Psalm 55:22.

In this quiet moment of liberating prayer, we deliberately commit each one of our burdens, large or small, into Your gracious care. Help us not to snatch them back. Give us an extra measure of Your wisdom, insight, and discernment as we tackle the challenges of this day. Make this a productive day in which we live with confidence that You will guide our thinking, unravel our difficulties, and empower our decisions. Especially we ask for Your guidance for the vote on the balanced budget amendment. Help us to maintain unity in the midst of differences. Now, we are ready for the day. We intend to live it with freedom and joy, through our Lord and Saviour, Amen.

RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY LEADER
The PRESIDENT pro tempore, the able majority leader, Senator LOTT, is recognized.

SCHEDULE
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, today the Senate will resume consideration of Senate Joint Resolution 1, the constitutional amendment for a balanced budget. Under a previous order, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., the time shall be equally divided between the two managers. The Senate will resume consideration of Senate Joint Resolution 1. The legislative clerk read as follows:

A joint resolution (Senate Joint Resolution 1) proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States to require a balanced budget. This balanced budget amendment is significant as that is. It is about taking action once and for all that will control the size and scope of the Federal Government.

I have been deeply concerned during my years in the Senate over the growth of the Federal bureaucracy. The first $100 billion budget in the history of the Nation occurred in 1962. This was almost 180 years after the Nation was founded. Yet, it took only 9 years, from 1962 to 1971, for the Federal budget to reach $200 billion. Then, the Federal budget continued to skyrocket: $300 billion in 1975, $500 billion in 1979, $800 billion in 1983, and the first $1 trillion budget in 1987. The budget for fiscal year 1996 was over $1.5 trillion.

The Senate will resume consideration of Senate Joint Resolution 1, which the clerk will report.
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With this voracious congressional appetite for spending has come deficit spending. In the past three decades, the Federal Government has run deficits in every year except one. During the 1960’s, deficits were averaging around $6 billion per year. The following decade, the 1970’s, saw deficits rise an average $36 billion per year. In the last decade, the 1980’s, deficits continued to rise and averaged $156 billion per year. So far, in the 1990’s, deficits have averaged $158 billion per year. Compare this to 1957, my third year in the Senate, when the entire national debt was less than $275 billion and there was no deficit, but rather a $3 billion surplus.

During our service here, there has never been a shortage of legislation creating new Federal programs or of efforts to increase spending in existing programs. It has been too easy for the Congress to pass legislation creating new Federal programs and spending more. The situation is working rather the way we usually call for Federal intervention. This Nation has drifted from its original foundations as a national Government of limited authority. A balanced budget amendment is the single most important action we can propose to the Constitution to begin reducing the size and scope of the Federal Government.

Mandating balanced Federal budgets is not a new idea. The first constitutional amendment to balance the budget was proposed in 1936. Since the beginning of the 84th Congress in 1955, constitutional amendments to require a balanced Federal budget have been proposed during each Congress. Finally, in 1982, when I was chairman of the Judiciary Committee, the Senate passed a balanced budget amendment which I authored. Our victory was short-lived, however, because the Speaker and the majority leader at that time, the late C.D. Johnson, wanted a vote on the Democrat-controlled House of Representatives. That was our high water mark as we fell one vote short in 1986, four votes short in 1994, and one vote short 2 years ago. Once again, we have a historic opportunity to pass the balanced budget amendment and send it to the American people for ratification.

I would note that today the Congress is working hard to balance the Federal budget. However, this is a very recent development brought about by a change in the control of the Congress, and by this body finally listening to the will of the people. We must act to instill legislative accountability that will not waver with the membership of the majority.

Our third president, Thomas J. Jefferson, stated:

“The question whether one generation has a constitutional right to bind another by the debt it imposes is one of the most profound consequences of such a government. We must consider ourselves unauthorized to saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves.”

Mr. President, it is time we make that moral obligation to pay our debts a constitutional one. Not only will we restore order to the fiscal policy of this Nation, we will be making a giant leap toward restoring the fundamental principle of limited authority to the Federal Government.

I yield to the distinguished Senator from Utah and I have begun to think we live on this floor with this debate.

Mr. President, stop and think what we are debating—a proposed 28th amendment to the Constitution. The Constitution has been amended only 17 times since the Bill of Rights. During this time, the United States has been through some very, very serious situations—the War of 1812, the Civil War, two world wars, Korea, Vietnam, the Great Depression, westward expansion. One would have to assume during that time, hundreds of amendments and hundreds of times that we have seen crises in our Nation that, some would say, reached a constitutional magnitude. We know that hundreds, even thousands, of constitutional amendments have been proposed, but those who have gone before us have seen fit to only amend the Constitution 17 times—which was very wise—since the Bill of Rights.

I say this because nobody in the Senate owns a seat in the Senate. We are only passing through, no matter how long we serve. What we ought to do is remember that we have a responsibility not only to those who went before us, but those who will come after. So during this debate, some of us have led the Opposition behind this bumper-sticker title and even the poll-driven politics that led to this proposal, again occupying the No. 1 position in the majority’s legislative agenda.

We have examined the resolution in our Judiciary Committee hearings, markup and report and during the Senate debate. We have become, and certainly the American people have become, more and more aware of the serious faults in this Senate. In this recent debate, I believe this debate has shown any objective observer that this resolution fails to meet the standards set by our founders in article V of the Constitution for its amendment: It cannot be found necessary by two-thirds of the Senate.

Moreover, the proponents have failed to answer the serious questions raised about the various provisions over the past several weeks. They have failed the Byrd challenge of being unable to demonstrate whether it would work. The distinguished Senator from West Virginia came on this floor and, in his usual careful manner, his usual sense of history, his usual understanding of the Constitution, asked the pertinent questions: How would it work? What does it mean? What does it do? And no answer was forthcoming. Having now had an opportunity to bounce the language of the resolution before us, none of us can be confident concerning its meaning or its use.

During the course of this debate, we have heard the principal proponents of the resolution concede that it does not require a balanced budget, but that it is intended to provide incentive to balance the Federal budget and exert pressure on Congress. It is intended just to make us do our job. That is not sufficient reason to amend the Constitution. As the President said in his State of the Union Message, we have but to vote a balanced budget, he has but to sign it to have a balanced budget. We do not have to tinker with the Constitution in a way that would actually throw the whole matter over to the courts, not to the President and the Congress.

The President and Congress have shown us over the past 4 years that we can make progress undoing the mistakes of the deficit-building decades of the 1980’s without a proposed amendment to the Constitution. We succeeded in reducing the deficit in each of the last 4 years. We have cut the deficit by more than 60 percent. At the same time, we are pursuing sound economic and fiscal policies doing those things that have made the United States economy the strongest in the world.

What we are now asked to do is tinker with obvious success. But more than that, we are asked to give people something they can put on a bumper sticker that says, “I voted to balance the budget,” when, indeed, it does not do that, instead of saying, “I voted to really mess up the Constitution,” which is what it would do.

I hope that we will think not only of our political fortunes of this day and the political polls of this moment, but think of the United States and think of those who will come after us.

I reserve the remainder of my time.

Mr. Hatch addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas is recognized.

Mrs. Hutchison. Thank you, Mr. President, and I thank the distinguished Senator from Utah for the fine job he has done in leading this very important debate, because really this debate is one of the most defining moments of our times. Will Congress deliver a balanced budget? Will we set the future fiscal standard for our country in place right now? Will we win this fight that we have undertaken on behalf, not of ourselves, but of our future generations?
The American dream has always been that a parent could wish that his children or her children would have a better quality of life than he or she has had. That is why people came to this country. They wanted to work harder so that their children had a little better chance in life.

What we are fighting for is a change that will assure that we can keep the American dream. We are trying to make lower interest rates, a higher standard of living, and more job opportunities, a country liberated from an ever-increasing debt. Our children will not have a higher quality of life if we continue to build on this $5 trillion debt, Mr. President. This debate is about our children. It is not about political expediency. We know what must be done.

Thomas Jefferson said one of the two things that he was concerned about after the Constitution was written and adopted was that we had not provided for the constraints on Congress that would allow them to spend more than was in the public Treasury. Jefferson said that. In fact, his quotes were:

"Each successive generation ought to be guaranteed against the dissipations and corruptions of its predecessors."

Mr. President, Thomas Jefferson was the greatest visionary President perhaps we have ever had. Even Thomas Jefferson would not have dreamed our country, that he worked so hard to put together, would one day have a $5 trillion debt.

Even Jefferson could not have been that visionary, and thank goodness, because so many of his generation fought and died for this country to be formed. If they had thought that the stewards and fighters of their generation fought so hard, they would be aching for this country to be formed. If they had thought that the stewards of their generation fought so hard, they would be aching for this country to be formed. If they had thought that the stewards of their generation fought so hard, they would be aching for this country to be formed.

Thomas Jefferson said one of the two things that he was concerned about after the Constitution was written and adopted was that we had not provided for the constraints on Congress that would allow them to spend more than was in the public Treasury. Jefferson said that. In fact, his quotes were:

"Each successive generation ought to be guaranteed against the dissipations and corruptions of its predecessors."

Mr. President, Thomas Jefferson was the greatest visionary President perhaps we have ever had. Even Thomas Jefferson would not have dreamed our country, that he worked so hard to put together, would one day have a $5 trillion debt.

Even Jefferson could not have been that visionary, and thank goodness, because so many of his generation fought and died for this country to be formed. If they had thought that the stewards and fighters of their generation fought so hard, they would be aching for this country to be formed. If they had thought that the stewards of their generation fought so hard, they would be aching for this country to be formed.

"Each successive generation ought to be guaranteed against the dissipations and corruptions of its predecessors."
some political courage to do that. And
the budgets are starting to bring that
deficit down.
I say to my good friends in the Re-
publican Party, it was done without a
single vote from their side of the aisle,
notwithstanding those deficits grew up
over 12 years of Republican administra-
tions.
The record of deficit reduction is an
accomplishment of the Clinton admin-
istration. It is an accomplishment that
the Republican administration's policies
have restored fiscal sanity and have
kept the economy strong. The result of
the recent election is testimony that
the American people recognize these
facts. In fact, were it not for the inter-
est on the $2.462 trillion debt that was
run up during President Reagan's term
and President Bush's term, our budgets
over the last several years would already have been in balance.
I just think of that. They ran up a debt
of $2.462 trillion. The rest of the bud-
et, including entitlements, is already
balanced. We didn't need a constitu-
tional amendment to do that. All we
needed was courage. If we were not
paying the interest on that debt run
up, we would be totally in balance.
This Congress has achieved through
tough votes every year. But we have seen its im-
 pact on our growing economy with lower
interest rates. In 1980, the annual
interest on the national debt accumu-
lated through our entire history was $75
billion. Think about this. In 1980, when
President Reagan came to office, it
took a whole national debt to accumu-
late over 200 years, and the interest
was $75 billion. Yet, when 12 years of
Republican administrations ended,
that amount had skyrocketed. So the
interest on the national debt is now
$248 billion.
We have failed fiscal economic policies
of the last decade, and we are paying
the price. These interest payments on
the national debt has not only cost
they have to be reduced further. But
the proposed constitutional amend-
ment, were it to pass, only allows
Members of Congress who don't want
to step up and cast the tough votes
to bring down the deficit to say when the
Constitution is going to do it. We can
delay congressional action. Eventually
we will toss it into the courts and let
them do it.
Frankly I wish Congress and the Presi-
dent would, instead of talking about
a debate here that will go no-
where, sit down and do the tough
things that are necessary to bring the
budget under control.
Mr. President, I notice that the other
side now has another speaker. I reserve
the remainder of my time and yield the
floor.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, how
much time does the Senator need?
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 10
minutes to the Senator from Wyoming.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Wyoming is recognized.
Mr. THOMAS, Mr. President, I thank
my friend from Utah for the time, but
more particularly for the effort and the
leadership he has given to this issue.
Interestingly enough, it is one of the
toughest issues. One would think mov-
ing to a balanced budget, ensuring a
balanced budget, ensuring that fiscal
responsibility would not be such a tough
issue. But this has been going on for
a very long time. So I appreciate very
much the job that has been done. We
come to the vote on the issue finally.
We have talked quite a little about it
this year. We, of course, have talked
for a number of years before.
We can talk about a balanced budget
if you choose, but what we are really
talking about is financial responsibil-
ity. It is interesting to me to hear
those who oppose it—and for good rea-
son—who have been here for 20 years
and say, "Let's just do it, take the
tough votes." But they haven't done it
for 20 years. The monument in front of
the old capitol in Washington, D.C.,
facing the Jefferson Memorial, con-
trasts two sets of unbalanced budgets.
Yet, we hear all the time, just do it, take
the tough votes and do it, Well, the evidence is
that isn't what is done.
We hear the same words every year:
"I am for a balanced budget, but * * *" and then they go on to say why it can't be
done. They go on to find reasons for
not voting for the kind of discipline
that it clearly takes to balance the
budget. That is not a brand new idea. It
has been a part of the national debate
for 20 years. The monument in front of
the old capitol represents 28 years of
Republican administrations. They really have to do with
whether we are going to balance the
budget. They really have to do with
your view of how large and inclusive
the central Government is going to be.
There is a very real relationship be-
tween the size of spending, the size of
the deficit, and the role that the
Government will have in the future.
When I go home—and I think it is
true of every other place—I hear that
we have too much Federal Govern-
ment. Every night on TV, we see all
these things that are being spent.
Clearly everyone believes it. Yet, spen-
ing continues to go up. The Sen-
ator talked about the great amount of
courage it took to move, in 1993, to
seek to balance the budget. How? The
largest tax increase in the history of
the world. So you see Government grow as that tax increase grows. So the
real basic issue is more than just the
amendment, more than just arithmetic,
more than just the budget, it is how
much Federal Government do you want
in your lives and what are the proper
roles of State and Federal Gover-
ment and the private sector? Those
are the real issues. So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So we hear constantly, "Let's just do
it." But the monument stays right in
front of us. We haven't done it. Then
we hear, "Well, but we are going to do
it now." But the President's budget has
deficit down. So which one do you
believe? Is it the one that is going to be
balanced this year, or the one that was
promised last year, or the President's
new budget? So it divides pretty
clearly between those who want more
Government and want to spend more and
whether or not people ought to be
able to keep their own money. After
all, the Government has no money ex-
cept what it takes from us.
So what we are talking about here is really direction, whether we have less Government or whether we, on the central level, move more Government to States and local communities, whether we in fact are able to spend more on our families—we choose or whether we spend more to tax—now the average family in the country spends 39 percent—on our income. I saw a poll the other day in which almost unanimously they said 25 percent is the maximum that we ought to pay. They disapprove of it so strongly.

So, Mr. President, this is our opportunity. This is our chance to put our money where our mouth is. If we are going to balance the budget, this is the way to do it. The evidence is that we can't do it any other way.

So I hope we have our vote this afternoon and it passes. If it doesn't, it's not the end. We will continue to do this. We will have to. It is the only way that we can be financially and fiscally responsible in the future.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, as I listened to the debate on the floor of the Senate, I heard that the budget deficits begin in Congress and not with the President. Let's look at the facts. During the Reagan years President Reagan got rid of everything he was asked for in the budget, including the deficit. In fact, during those years President Reagan vetoed only one appropriations bill. Only one spending bill did President Reagan veto. Why? Because it didn't spend as much money as he had requested. Congress actually had come back with less money than he requested. So he vetoed the bill and asked for more money.

So let's just fully understand what happened. It was the same way with the Bill of Rights. The budget was what the President asked for. But let's assume that it begins here in the Congress. Then, I ask my friends in the Republican majority, where is your budget? You can't have it both ways. You can't say that the budget deficits are the fault of the Congress and those who lead the Congress. Republicans lead the Congress. Where is the budget?

Instead of spending weeks and weeks and weeks on the floor debating how we might amend the Constitution—it has been amended only 17 times since the Bill of Rights—instead of debating why we would amend the Constitution with an amendment that even its proponents can't explain its consequences, trying to amend the Constitution just because somebody is taking a poll and says that is popular without going into the details of what is involved, instead of spending all of the time doing that, why not actually negotiate the details of the budget agreement of how to balance the budget? Why aren't we doing that? Because it is easier to pass a constitutional amendment which is so flawed that even its proponents can't say what it does to Social Security, what it does to a capital budget, what it does to a court challenge, what it does to the power of purse. It is easier to do that than to sit down and say, let's talk about the tough votes, let's talk about what we do with school aid, let's talk about that, the defense budget, let's talk about what we do with Medicare, let's talk about what we do with Medicaid, let's talk about what we do with a farm program, or a foreign program, and on and on and on. That is why they throw it over to a constitutional amendment, they throw it over to the courts, let's toss it over to the courts, let's toss it over to a constitutional amendment, let's toss it to something that we can't even explain. We can't even say what it does to the capital budget or anything else. But we can go home with a slogan that has been tested by the polls and by focus groups. We can say, "I voted to balance the budget." Boloney. It is sort of like me voting to grow hair. It might make me feel good, but "it ain't gonna work." It is the same thing here.

In light of all we have experienced, but also what we have accomplished in the last 4 years in bringing the deficit down in each of those 4 years, there is no basis today for seriously contending that a constitutional amendment is needed or that it is a necessary substitute for political will or even that it is the only way to achieve a balanced budget. We have shown in 4 years of bringing down the deficit—and now going into a fifth—that there are other ways.

During the course of time that has been reserved for debate on this proposed constitutional amendment, there has been a good deal of talk about the President's proposed budget. The President made a State of the Union Address on February 4. He submitted his statement on his proposed balanced budget the following day. Then on the next day, February 6, the President sent his proposed budget to Congress. My good friends in the Republican Party have been quick to criticize that proposed budget, but they left out one thing. The President never said where their budget is or what their budget does. I ask my friends on the other side of the aisle, Where is your budget?

So I am more than delighted to yield 15 minutes to my distinguished friend and colleague. I thank him for his leadership on this matter.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nevada.

Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I thank the Chair. I thank the distinguished Senator from Utah for his thoughtful comments.

Mr. President, let me just say, by way of prefacing my comments, that I have enjoyed being a participant in this debate, and I have enjoyed the manner in which my colleague, the distinguished Democratic floor leader—who has a very different point of view from that which Senator Hatch and I share—has conducted himself and the arguments that he has made and the responses by the senior Senator from Utah. It seems to me that that is what this institution is all about—the ability to conduct an honest debate on the
The Senate has been debating Senate Joint Resolution 1 for an entire month, and just as it should when we are considering an amendment to our Constitution, the debate has been thoughtful and thorough. We have debated serious and important amendments on a wide range of topics including the treatment of Social Security and capital budgeting. The Senate debated these issues and after debate decided to leave Senate Joint Resolution 1 intact and reject the amendments. I supported several of the amendments, but it is now time to put the debate on those amendments behind us and pass the amendment. While some of us may have felt that the amendment would be improved with certain change, all of us must realize that we are better off with this amendment than with the status quo.

I would like to take a moment to recognize the two of my colleagues who have spent more time in the Chamber debating this than any of us, and that would be the senior Senator from Utah [Mr. HATCH], and the senior Senator from West Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. These men have served in this institution with distinction for a combined 60 years. During this past month, each of them has treated us to his own brand of eloquence in espousing his point of view. It has been a delight for those of us who are privileged to serve in this institution to hear and to share in that view. It has been a delight for those of us who have been privileged to serve in this institution to hear and to share in that view.

My experience as Governor of Nevada convinces me of the merits of this process. With a State constitution that requires a balanced budget, those of us who were privileged to serve as the chief executive of our States were forced to make hard choices in spending and on revenues, particularly during the slowdown during the 1980s. The year that I assumed the Governorship of Nevada, January 1983, we were concerned that the State payroll would not clear because budget revenues had fallen far short of our projections. Yet, with that hammer of a constitutional amendment in place in our own State, it would have been much more difficult, much more difficult to have ignored the constitutional mandate to balance the budget. Therefore, both the Governor and the State legislature were able to resist the pressure of those good people in our State urging spending for programs that many of us were for.

The point I think, Mr. President, is the hard choice. It is the nature of those who are advocates for these programs, good people all, to urge more spending than they know a Governor at the State level or the legislature at the State level can approve, and it becomes the responsibility of those of us who have served at the State level as Governors to submit a balanced budget and for State legislatures to require a balanced budget. We did not have the luxury of avoiding the painful cuts by running deficits. That would have been the easy way out and, unfortunately, the way the Federal Government has chosen to proceed in 59 of the last 67 years.

My experience has also taught me how difficult those budget choices can be. The process is essentially the same, with a much greater magnitude, and while we have made impressive progress in reducing the deficit over the last 4 years—$307 billion in the last fiscal year, projected at one time to be $292 billion—the President and Congress can justifiably take pride in what they have accomplished, but balancing the budget by the year 2002 will require sustained discipline, the kind of discipline that has not characterized our actions either from the White House or from the Congress. If we are successful, we will have accomplished something that has occurred only once in the last 33 years.

After 2002, the deficit picture gets worse, and gets dramatically worse, when the boom generation, a tidal wave, begins to impact the programs that we have put in place for the elderly in America. Without the balanced budget amendment, the temptation will always be there, the temptation to avoid making the hard choices. History shows us that at the Federal level both the White House and the Congress, without reference to partisan affiliation, has tended to take the easy road. It is true that Senate Joint Resolution 1 does not guarantee that we will not take the easy road, but I submit it would make it much harder to do so.

Many of my colleagues who have indicated they plan to vote against Senate Joint Resolution 1 have stated their concerns over not excluding Social Security from the budget calculations. While I agree that excluding Social Security would be in our long-term best interests, I believe they are mistaken if they believe Social Security will be better off without the balanced budget. I believe our best option would be to exclude Social Security from a balanced budget amendment, and I have so voted. But our next best option is enacting a balanced budget amendment as it appears in the Chamber today and as we will vote on it this afternoon. Our worst option is to preserve or to retain the status quo, and that is to do nothing, to reject this proposal balanced budget amendment. No one disputes that a balanced budget amendment will help end our string of deficits. Some will argue that we do not need it to achieve our goal, but no one says it will not help. And while the amendment does not mandate a balanced budget, it does, in my opinion, make it more likely. Therefore, I think it is reasonable to conclude that a balanced budget amendment will lead to less deficit spending than if we fail to enact the balanced budget amendment.

If a balanced budget amendment will help cut deficit spending, what will be the effects of less deficit spending be on programs that we all support, like Social Security? Every dollar of deficit spending that occurs now is a dollar that will not be available to pay Social Security retirees when they need it. And even worse, we lose not only that dollar, but we lose the interest that we pay on it, which multiplies rapidly with the magic of compounding.

The best example of this can be illustrated by looking at what we were in 1980 when we adopted the balanced budget amendment. In 1980, 17 years ago, and had not increased the national debt from about $1 trillion to more than $5 trillion today, we would not have to cut a single dollar from this year's budget to achieve balance. In 1980 we would not have to do this if we did not have to make the interest payments on the deficits that were run up over the last 20 years.
I do not want Senators years from now to say, “Gee, if they had only adopted a balanced budget amendment in 1997, we would not have added trillions more to our national debt. We would not have added billions more in interest payments in the future that has risen from that debt. We would not have to be cutting the worthwhile spending programs because of the larger national debt.”

Mr. President, the trend line is both alarming and disturbing. Since 1980, the percentage of our budget dedicated to social programs that has risen from 15 percent. This year’s budget contains a line item of $245 billion for interest payment on the national debt. That is the net interest payment. In other words, almost $1 out of every $6 in our budget goes to servicing the $3.3 trillion national debt.

Worse than that, if the interest we earn from Social Security and other trust funds which is supposed to be saved to be paid out in future years is excluded, the interest we owe is really $350 billion.

No one claims running a Federal budget deficit actually helps Social Security or other Federal programs over the long haul. Congressman JOE KENNEDY, the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts, who is an undisputed champion of social programs to help the poor makes this point very eloquently. He maintains that deficit spending has not helped, but has hurt, spending for social programs.

Every dollar that must go to servicing the national debt is a dollar that cannot go to school lunch programs, paving roads, or repairing our neglected national parks. Interest payments are now the second largest Federal spending item following Social Security in our budget.

I must ask my colleagues who support taking Social Security out of the balanced budget amendment, as I do, whether their interests are not better served by excluding Social Security from the budget calculations. For those who profess to feel so strongly about Social Security that they cannot vote for a balanced budget amendment, why have they never attempted to exclude Social Security from past budgets?

Every dollar wrong to use Social Security to mask the true size of the deficit, including Social Security, that is no reason to vote against a balanced budget amendment, in my view.

The greatest threat to Social Security is the debt. There are real and tangible benefits for every American family if we balance the Federal budget.

Interest rates are estimated to be 2 percent higher because of the deficit. The average price of a new home is $37,000 more because we can’t balance the budget. A student loan is estimated to be almost $2,000 more expensive and a new car $1,000 more expensive because we haven’t balanced the budget.

Under current trends, a child born today will have to pay $180,000 over their lifetime to service the national debt. What kind of burden are we passing on to future generations?

Given the overwhelming benefits of a balanced Federal budget, I strongly believe this count is the most compelling argument for a balanced budget amendment to help us achieve this goal. Yes, there are some risks that a minority of our legislators will act irresponsibly—but that can happen today if 41 Senators choose to fill up the 86 slots instead of 90 slots. If we choose to adopt a balanced budget amendment, I believe we gain the benefits of greater pressure to achieve a balanced budget without incurring additional risks.

We have a historic opportunity this afternoon to change the future course of our country in a very positive way. If we fail, I am afraid we will look back 20 years from now and be even further in debt, with fewer economic choices for that generation, and regret that we had not taken this important step today.

I urge my colleagues to vote in favor of Senate Joint Resolution 1. This vote will be your legacy to your children and to our country’s future economic well-being.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I thank my distinguished friend and colleague, and certainly for his kind remarks regarding me, I take those as a special feeling of friendship, and love for the work he has done and the kindness he has shown to me. I want to personally express my appreciation for how hard he has worked on this amendment, how much it has meant to me and others on this side—very much—and, I think, to his colleagues who are voting with him on this side. I just want to personally express my gratitude to him for the good work he has done.

I reserve the remainder of my time. Mr. President, I thank my distinguished friend and colleague, Mr. LEAHY, the distinguished Senator from Vermont.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I also have great affection and respect for the distinguished Senator from Utah and I know to err is human and to forgive divine. While I make no claims of divinity, I forgive him for his position on this.

I also point out both the distinguished Senator from Nevada and the distinguished Senator from Utah are speaking from a position of trust as working Members of this body. In their debate, they have been strong and forthright, as has the distinguished Presiding Officer, who made his first speech on the Senate floor on this issue. I noted at that time, so many times when one gives his or her first speech on the floor it is on an inconsequential item. This time, it was one of the most important items that the distinguished Presiding Officer will have a chance to debate during his tenure in this body.

I say this because I think during the past weeks of debate, all of us, Republicans and Democrats, have tried to fulfill our responsibility as one of the two Houses of Congress to create a full and fair record. Sometimes it may have seemed tiring, for the distinguished Senator from Utah and myself, as floor managers, to be here. But the more we have listened, the more we have realized that this is one of those issues where a strong and solid record has been made. Even if those of us who have been here may not realize that at this moment, certainly historians will.

I believe most of the men and women in this body and in both parties, have approached this historic debate with a seriousness the consideration of a constitutional amendment requires. Every one of us should pause and think: We vote either to amend the Constitution or not to amend the Constitution. With the exception of a vote to declare war or with the exception of one or two other areas, I cannot think of anything that approaches the seriousness of voting on a constitutional amendment. No Member of the Senate should take that lightly. All Members of Senate should think they may only once in their lifetimes actually have a vote that will determine whether the long and almost sacred process of amending our Constitution begins. So we should think long and hard about what we are doing.

Those of us who expressed our reluctance to amend the Constitution, for this or many other issues, have at least said, if we are going to amend the Constitution, let us make sure the amendment is as good as it can be written.

We have offered serious and substantial amendments to this proposal. I believe the amendments that we have offered—all from this side of the aisle—have revealed serious and substantial flaws in this proposed change to our Constitution.

What has bothered me in this debate is instead of addressing these serious and substantial flaws, instead of acknowledging what writers outside the chamber have acknowledged, the proposed change to the Constitution is flawed, but instead of addressing the substantial flaws, the sponsors of the resolution have proceeded with a no-amendment strategy, in which they have failed to consider the merits of the amendments. I think there was an up-or-down vote only one of the amendments. The others were all tabled. The sponsors of this proposed constitutional amendment have taken the position that all of the changes in the language are acceptable.

I cannot think of an instance that a major and contentious issue has reached the Senate floor where Members have not realized, before its conclusion, that there may well have to be some changes. During the weeks of debate on Senate Joint Resolution 1, this no-amendment strategy has been a disappointment to many, certainly to the senior Senator from Vermont. I do not think this is the way to debate an amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Both proponents and opponents of this proposed constitutional change should be searching for the best
language possible to propose to the States.

My own feelings, as a Member of the U.S. Senate, is that if this is going to pass, let it at least pass in the best possible form. Today, it is a long way from that.

As the distinguished Senator from New Jersey [Mr. TORRICELLI], said, "Good is simply not good enough when we are amending the Constitution of the United States.

Frankly, Mr. President, constitutional amendments are held to a higher standard. The perfecting and substitute amendments offered during the debate on this amendment showed the serious and substantial flaws, and I will recall a few of them.

I will continue speaking. I have already talked with my good friend from Utah about when a Member on the other side comes and seeks recognition, I will, of course, yield for him or her to speak. But while waiting for that, let me talk about a few of these amendments.

We had the Durbin amendment. The distinguished Senator from Illinois [Mr. DURBIN], offered the first amendment during our debate, and it highlighted the fact that the Senate Joint Resolution 1 is an unsound economic policy. What he did in his amendment would have allowed us to waive this article by majority vote in the event of an economic recession or a serious economic emergency.

His amendment had the underpinning of the statements of more than a thousand of the Nation's most respected economists, including at least 11 Nobel laureates and the former chairman of President Nixon's Council of Economic Advisers, the current and former Federal Reserve Board Chairman, the former Democratic and Republican directors of the Congressional Budget Office. All agreed that the underlying resolution, Senate Joint Resolution 1, was unsound economic policy. They all agreed that it would hamper the Government's ability to cope with economic downturns.

Treasury Secretary Rubin, one of the most respected Treasury Secretaries I have served with in my 22 years here, testified before the Judiciary Committee.

A balanced budget amendment would subject the Nation to unacceptable economic risk in perpetuity. This balanced budget amendment would turn slowdowns into recessions and recessions into more severe recessions or even depressions.

I think of the history books that tell us that as the United States was going into its greatest depression, President Herbert Hoover, wanting to give credibility to the American people and hope to them, instituted a balanced-budget policy. It was like throwing gasoline on to the smoldering embers of an embryonic depression. What might have resulted only in a slight recession became a depression that destroyed the hopes and dreams of many of our parents and grandparents. It was a depression that wreaked the greatest havoc in the lives of American people in this century. It was a depression that caused great migration of people from various parts of our country, nearly wreaked our farm economy, our agrarian economy, and destroyed the very dreams of families in every part of America.

What we have done now is say if your State or region is hit by a major recession or emergency that a majority of Senators or a majority of Representatives, the response to that major recession or emergency. Although the sponsors of the measure repeatedly outlined the dangers of a budget deficit, they fail to address how the proposed constitutional amendment would respond to major economic downturns without holding working families in hard-hit regions hostage to a supermajority vote. Senator Durbin's amendment would have failed to do that.

What he did in his amendment was to require only a majority vote to respond to economic recessions and emergencies.

But the sponsors and proponents of Senate Joint Resolution 1 opposed the Durbin amendment. The sponsors and proponents of Senate Joint Resolution 1 did not offer alternative language to address the real economic concerns surrounding Senate Joint Resolution 1. Instead, with lockstep voting, they defeated the Durbin amendment by a vote of 64 to 36.

They rejected the Torricelli amendment, which was to be tabled on February 10, and they rejected the amendment by a vote of 64 to 36.

Mr. President, there is no doubt that this is an extremely important vote that Senators are about to cast this afternoon. An amendment to the Constitution to require a balanced budget ought to give every Senator great pause.

First of all, amending the Constitution is no light enterprise under any circumstances. Second, we ought to be certain that we are not falling into the trap of unintended consequences that we do not pass an amendment that does harm more than good.

In this respect, we ought to heed the advice which we have been receiving from many quarters with respect to the potential impact of this amendment to the Constitution on our ability to conduct wise economic policy.

In this respect let me make four points in opposition to the balanced budget amendment.

First, let me discuss the effect of the amendment on our ability to avert or slow economic downturns.

Mr. President, over 1,100 economists have taken out an advertisement condemning the balanced budget amendment as unsound and unnecessary. Its signers include 11 Nobel laureates in economics, and they state—and I quote: "We condemn the proposed "balanced-budget" amendment to the Federal Constitution. It is unsound and unnecessary.

They then go on to say—and I think this is an extremely important statement:

The proposed amendment mandates perverse actions in the face of recessions.

I repeat: "The proposed amendment mandates perverse actions in the face of recessions." The statement continues:

In economic downturns, tax revenues fall and some outlays, such as unemployment benefits, rise. These so-called built-in stabilizers limit declines of after-tax income and purchasing power. To keep the budget balanced every year would aggravate recessions.

Secretary Rubin, the Secretary of the Treasury, testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee, echoed these sentiments when he stated that the balanced budget amendment threatens to turn economic downturns into recessions and recessions into depressions.

Mr. President, along these lines, I want to draw attention to this chart beside me which shows the fluctuations in real economic growth from 1870 to...
none of these entities—not States, local governments, private companies, or households—would balance their budgets if they kept their budget the way the Federal Government does in accounting terms. There is no capital budget at the Federal level.

State and local governments have a capital budget, and they borrow in order to finance it. I sit on a committee that received testimony from two State governors of the balanced budget amendment to the U.S. Constitution. One of the arguments they made in favor of the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution was that their State balanced budget amendments give them a better credit rating for when they went into the bond market to borrow, allowing them to borrow at lower interest rates.

Of course, my question to these Governors was, if you are required by your Constitution to have a balanced budget, why do you have to borrow? Their response was, "Well, Senator, you don't understand. We borrow to finance the capital budget. Our constitutional requirement for a balanced budget is for the operating budget, but we can have a capital budget for which we borrow."

Of course, it makes good sense to borrow for capital items. Businesses do it when they invest in new plant equipment and private individuals do it when they buy a home or a car. Very few people can afford to buy those items out of cash in the year of purchase. You can calculate prudently in terms of your expected income flow and the amount you are spending for the capital asset, it makes good sense to borrow in order to finance the capital asset, have the use of it over time, and pay it off over that period as you can pay it off over that period. Business does it all the time. Private individuals do it all the time.

So this analogy that amendment proponents draw to State and local government, private individuals, and business firms is not a fair one. In economic downturns, taxes revenue fall and some outlays, such as unemployment benefits, rise." No congressional action is required for this system to go into effect.

If, in an economic downturn, you try to balance the budget by cutting back on unemployment benefits and raising taxes in order to balance it, you will just drive the economy even deeper.

In an economic downturn, the Federal Government does in accounting terms. There is no capital budget at the Federal level.

Third, it is argued that if we face an economic or military emergency, you will get a supermajority in this body in order to waive the amendment's balancing requirements. Well, Mr. President, with all the difficulty we have around here extending the debt limit by a simple majority. This legislation requires a three-fifths supermajority, three-fifths of the total membership of the body, in order to do so. In any of those instances, even where there was some bipartisanship involved, the vote to increase the debt limit failed to garner 60 votes.

The difficulty of gathering a supermajority simply cannot be overestimated. Yet amendment supporters assert, well, clearly, Congress will see a crisis and make the proper response. Our history, however, simply does not support that contention. Let me give you just one example, involving national security, because proponents of this amendment contend that it will not inhibit us from addressing our national security needs. In 1940, on the recommendation of President Roosevelt, the United States enacted a 1-year draft. The draft came up for renewal a year later, in the fall of 1941, not too long before Pearl Harbor.

At this point, the House of Representatives had an intense debate about extension of the draft. Speaker Rayburn, in fact, went into the well of the House to appeal for the extension of the draft, saying it was essential for the security of our country. That extension passed in the House on a vote of 218-203. That vote met the requirements of the balanced budget amendment, because to meet the requirements of the balanced budget amendment, you have to have a majority of the whole membership to the balanced budget amendment, you have to have a majority of the whole membership to the balanced budget amendment in time of national security emergency. The majority of the whole then—as now—would have been 218, 203 falls short of the majority of the whole requirement in the balanced budget amendment, let alone the majority requirements that are contained in the amendment. So those who place faith in the assumption that the Congress would easily waive the balancing requirements are much too sanguine. I am very apprehensive as to whether, either in a national security crisis or an economic crisis, we would be able to respond. In both instances, it is imperative to be able to respond early. The longer you wait, the more serious the problem, the further you fall behind the curve. The budget requirement amendment has the effect, at best, of delaying essential action, and at worst, of preventing such action at all.

Fourth and finally, let me very quickly make the point that the way to balance the budget is to make the budget decisions that we are confronted with, not to amend the Constitution. We have been trying to do that, and we have had some good success over the last 4 years. We have brought down the deficit. How do you actually bring down the deficit? How do you really address this problem? What I have argued here this morning is that amending the Constitution carries with it great risks, as the economists in this article have indicated, and that we can do the job—and have been doing it—without a balanced budget amendment.

I ask unanimous consent that the full economists' statement be printed in the RECORD.
1,100 ECONOMISTS CONDEMN BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT: “UNSOUND AND UNNECESSARY”

The statement below has been signed by over 1,100 prominent economists, more than double the number who signed a similar statement in 1992.

The signers include 11 Nobel laureates in economics: Kenneth J. Arrow and William Sharpe of Stanford University; Robert M. Solow of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Michael Spence of New York University; Oliver E. Williamson of the University of California at Berkeley; Lawrence H. Summers of Harvard University; Joel S. Goldsmith and James M. Poterba of MIT; George A. Akerlof of the University of California at Berkeley; and Henry S. Aaron of the Brookings Institution. The statement was drafted by Robert Eisner, and Robert Solow, M.I.T.

We condemn the proposed “balanced-budget” amendment to the Federal Constitution. It is unsound and unnecessary.

The proposed amendment mandates per-verse actions in the face of recessions. In economic downturns, tax revenues fall and some outlays, such as unemployment benefits, rise. These so-called built-in stabilizers limit declines of after-tax income and purchasing power to the budget. Moreover, every year would aggravate recessions.

Unlike many state constitutions, which permit borrowing to finance capital expendi-itures, the proposed federal amendment makes no distinction between capital investments and current outlays. Private businesses and households borrow all the time to finance capital spending. The amendment would prevent federal borrowing to finance expenditures for infrastructure, education, research and development, environmental protection, and other investment vital to the nation’s future wellbeing.

The amendment invites Congress to re-quire states and localities and private businessess to do what it cannot finance itself. It also invites more cosmetic accounting, such as increased sales of public lands and other assets counted as deficit-reducing revenues. Disputes on the meaning of budget balance could end up in the courts.

The amendment does contain escape hatches, but they require super-majorities in peacetime, three-fifths of the “whole number” (including absentees and non-voters) of each House to adopt an unbalanced budget or to raise the threshold of the debt limit. It also invites more cosmetic accounting, such as increased sales of public lands and other assets counted as deficit-reducing revenues. Disputes on the meaning of budget balance could end up in the courts.

The amendment does contain escape hatches, but they require super-majorities in peacetime, three-fifths of the “whole number” (including absentees and non-voters) of each House to adopt an unbalanced budget or to raise the threshold of the debt limit. It also invites more cosmetic accounting, such as increased sales of public lands and other assets counted as deficit-reducing revenues. Disputes on the meaning of budget balance could end up in the courts.

The amendment is unsound and unnecessary. The proposed Federal amendment makes no distinction between capital investments and current outlays. Private businesses and households borrow all the time to finance capital spending. The amendment would prevent federal borrowing to finance expenditures for infrastructure, education, research and development, environmental protection, and other investment vital to the nation’s future wellbeing.

Third, I addressed the escape hatches and the difficulty of obtaining these super-majorities. That is really a recipe for gridlock.

Fourth, and this leads again to my final point, we have brought the deficit down consecutively now for 4 straight years. How? We made tough decisions on spending and taxing. We voted for the 1993 economic plan. Many of those pushing the balanced budget amendment have voted against that economic plan with respect to the budget. That was the plan that enabled us to bring the deficit down from $290 billion in 1992 to $107 billion in the past fiscal year—a cut of almost two-thirds in the deficit without relying on the deficit going up. Only in Washington, DC, you talk about reducing the increase in the amount of money the deficit goes up, do you call it cutting the budget.

The fact is that, under the best of circumstances, we have at least a $107 billion annual deficit. It is going up to $200 billion by the year 2002, by the budget the President submitted. So it is nice to talk in terms of how the defi-cit seems to be coming down for the last 4 years, after the largest tax in-crease in history, fact is that the deficit was artificially high in 1992 because we got through paying for the de-bacle of the S&L crisis. I am not sure who to blame there. There is more than enough blame to go around for who cre-ated the debt, the question for today is who will vote to fix it.

President Reagan’s desire to have marginal tax rate reductions to spur economic growth proved to be the right policy. The marginal tax rate reduc-tions in 1981, actually, according to many observers, resulted in an increase in revenues of over 40 percent during the additional years. At the lowest, it was 28 percent. Really, I think it was closer to 40 percent. But the real prob-lem was that our friends of the more liberal persuasion and Stiglitz and, and President Reagan himself spent more on defense. So there is no question that all of that was what caused the high deficits, not the tax rate reductions.

Hav ing said all of that, we also know that automatic stabilizers are not what they claim to be. There are many rea-sons why we come out of recessions and why we haven’t had deeper ones than we have had. Automatic stabilizers is probably a very minor part of that, ac-cording to most economic theories.

Today is the day of decision for Senate Joint Resolution 1, which proposes to amend the Constitution and provide for a means of getting us to a balanced budget. The sad reality is that if we do not adopt the balanced budget amend-ment to the Constitution, then the bridge to the 21st century is likely to be washed out with a flood of debt.

The amendment we will vote on this afternoon is the bipartisan, bicameral consensus. Everyone knows it is the only amendment that has any chance of passing and the only chance we have of getting things under control. It is rec-ommended to the American people by
us for their deliberation and their State legislatures by Americans of good will who will have reached across party lines to do what is right for our country's future.

Some have suggested that it is somehow our fault that the Federal Government has spent more than it has taken. If you look at these last 28 years of budgets, all unbalanced, none of which has done the job, that have put us where we are, it wasn't just Reagan, Bush, Clinton, or Carter. It is 28 years of this. And, if you really want to understand what is going on, you have to have better Presidential leadership on the budget. But ultimately, the fiscal buck stops right here in Congress, and the Congress is the body that can't get its spending habits under control.

For the first time in any generation, perhaps in the history of our Nation's history our Nation—it literally went without saying—the Government would only borrow in times of supreme emergency, and then would repay the debt in good times. That began to be abandoned in the 1960's and was entirely abandoned in the 1970's. In 58 of the last 66 years, and for the last straight 28 years, the Federal Government has spent more money than it has taken in. Yet, we have these people coming to the floor saying, "Let's just do it," meaning that we can hand out Federal money without having to raise Federal money directly through taxes.

Over the period of budget financing the Government has grown and has included itself into every area of life but has become even less and less accountable for the people. Some say, "Let's just do it," meaning that we can balance the budget right now, if we will. We have tried all of that. Republicans, Democrats, the White House have promised balanced budgets, and the debt just continued to go up. Democrats and Republicans promised balanced budgets, and the debt went up. We had recessions and wars, and the debt went up. We had peace and prosperity, and the debt went up. Since 1978, we passed no fewer than five major budgetary regimes to force us to balance the budget, and the debt went up.

I just think about it. In the last Congress, we even passed a balanced budget. But the President vetoed it. And the debt went up again. We have tried promises. We have tried statutes. They don't work.

Look at this stack of failed attempts of 28 straight years; 58 of the last 66 years of unbalanced budgets. "Let's just do it" just doesn't do it. That line may be great for selling sneakers, but it has not helped to balance the budget. We will tell you that.

We have a fundamental problem with the way our Government operates. We need a constitutional solution because that is what the Constitution is for—to fix basic problems of Government, and to limit the ability of Government to act in ways that are harmful to the people. It seems to me quite clear that to remedy this fundamental problem in our National Government, we are entirely appropriate to amend our basic charter to say to the Government, "Stop spending our national inheritance." By limiting the Federal Government's ability to borrow and spend and by reducing the National Government, we will be protecting the liberties of all Americans.

Mr. President, there is still time for Senators to reconsider their position. I hope that those who have shown that changing their minds is not out of character will think twice again and decide to vote the right way—in the way they promised their constituents, in the way they ran upon it, and in the way they were elected upon it. The balance of our budget...
Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.

Mr. SARBANES. The Senator is absolutely correct. Another criterion they had was that your debt, your total debt had to be at 60 percent of your GDP. We are at 50 percent. I do not have a chart on that one. But we are at 50 percent. We easily meet both of the criteria that are being used by the European countries pursuant to the Maastricht Convention guidelines. And everyone is saying, boy, this is a tough job. If you get to it, you are showing tremendous fiscal discipline.

We are already well within both of those targets. None of the 15 countries that are members of the European Union have done as well as the United States on these two criteria, with the exception of Luxembourg.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I see now that my distinguished colleague from Utah has someone to speak on the other side. I am about to yield to him. I hope, though, that those who watch this debate around the world will realize that we are making debate on what is the world's strongest economy, the strongest economy recorded history has ever shown. I worry sometimes when I hear this denigration of our economy and that we need gimmicks to fix it. It is like some of the debate on the military budget during the cold war: Oh, my God, we are falling so far behind, until someone said, well, would we trade our Air Force for the Soviet Air Force or our Navy for the Soviet Navy or our Army for the Soviet Army? And everybody said, Of course not. The simple answer is that Congress and the President need the amendment to guarantee fiscal discipline whether or not that political commitment to a balanced budget exists. We need the amendment to ensure the budget is balanced in 2002 and 2013.

Mr. SARBANES. If the Senator will yield.

Mr. LEAHY. I am in deficit on that. Mr. SARBANES. Exactly. The year the Senator took out the mortgage, he was in violation of the concept of the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Mr. LEAHY. Exactly.

Mr. SARBANES. Any business that borrowed to expand plant and equipment—and virtually all businesses do it—violates the concept of this balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Mr. LEAHY. In fact, I might say to my friend from Maryland, we talk about how they might rate us if we had a capital budget. I look at the chart that he has been good enough to bring up, and I think that the United States is rather well rated. And I think we should get a mortgage. I could not pay for those homes all in 1 year. I am in deficit.
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balanced budget amendment; it is the unrestrained growth of debt that jeopardizes every single Federal program, especially Social Security because it is the largest.

The second objection is that the amendment restricts our ability to run deficits in times of emergency or recession. Running deficits is, at times, unavoidable. But recent budget history shows that deficit spending has become the rule rather than the exception in Washington, a trend that is unacceptable to our American taxpayers. The first sentence of the amendment provides appropriate flexibility to permit deficits when a three-fifths majority of Congress deems it necessary.

Third, opponents claim that the amendment risks judicial interference in budget decisions. In his State of the Union Address, the President himself cited his concern of “unwanted results such as judges halting Social Security checks. The balanced budget amendment does not allocate power to the courts to decide budget and economic matters. Rather, it establishes a procedure to restrict Congress’ budget authority—a supermajority vote to run deficits.

Fourth, opponents say we should include an exemption for capital budgets. Capital investments are very important. Everyone knows that. However, as I discussed earlier, we will have no money for capital investments in just 15 years if we continue on our current budget course. As with Social Security, the debt is the greatest threat to these investments.

Furthermore, if we created a separate capital budget, the process of defining “capital spending” could be abused—opening a huge loophole for deficit spending. We have seen this happen in the States. In New York City, for example, they declared the useful life of a school textbook to be 30 years so it is now legal to spend far beyond the book’s actual existence.

All of these arguments are a smoke screen that obscures the real issue at stake: constitutionally mandated fiscal discipline.

If we can enact and sustain this discipline, the economic rewards are considerable. Looking back, if we had not run deficits the past two decades, the average American family’s annual income would be $35,500 higher. Looking ahead, if we balance our budget now, we can increase our per capita income by 25 percent over the next 20 years.

Passing the balanced budget amendment represents the first step down this road to economic prosperity. With a fiscal discipline embedded in the Constitution, we will not be forced to confront tough problems sooner—rather than pushing mountains of debt on to future generations to endure.

I urge my colleagues to pass the balanced budget amendment.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague for his excellent statement, Mr. President. I yield 6 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Virginia. And I want to personally thank him and express my gratitude for the good leadership and hard work he has shown in trying to pass this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the Senator from Virginia.

Mr. ROBB. Mr. President, I must confess that I am not particularly comfortable as a proponent of adding a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution, and I never have been.

Many of those—especially Social Security if we pass a balanced budget amendment; it is the national debt.

The greatest risk for Social Security is not taking the need to balance the budget seriously. The real threat to our security, to our Social Security, to our economic security, and to our national security is the national debt. Each year we pay more interest, on more debt, and that leaves fewer dollars to spend on everything else we look to Government to provide.

If we don’t make tough decisions soon, in just 15 years every cent the Government takes in will be required just to pay for entitlement programs and interest on the national debt—every cent.

That is really something to worry about.

The other argument heard so often is that the balanced budget amendment, will not permit us to respond to national emergencies. That is nonsense.

To be sure it is designed to increase the pressure on us to make the politically difficult choices we keep avoiding.

But for any real emergency we can override it with 60 votes, as we have in the past.

Just look at how many votes we get on our routine emergency supplemental appropriations bills.

In times of true national emergencies, we will have virtually unanimous support to waive the limitation and in the interim, we will have an added incentive, to be more fiscally responsible.

Mr. President, notwithstanding good intentions and despite the rhetoric to the contrary, I just do not believe either the executive branch of the Federal Government or the legislative branch of the Federal Government have the collective will to make the really tough but necessary decisions without the added pressure the balanced budget amendment will help guarantee.

So, the die may well be cast. It may be it will fall one vote short. But I hope all of those who profess to support a balanced budget, whether with or without an amendment, will keep those commitments in mind as we approach the very difficult choices that we inevitably face if we are ever to get to that particular goal.

Mr. President, I yield any time I have remaining, and I thank the Chair.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.

Mr. HATCH. How much time does the distinguished Senator from New Mexico need? We are running out of time on this side, but I think the distinguished chairman of the Budget Committee deserves to take whatever he wants to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, 7 or 8 minutes?

Mr. HATCH. All right. I yield 8 minutes to the distinguished Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the Senator from New Mexico.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I just listened to my good friend from Virginia talk about whether we have the will or not without a constitutional amendment mandating a balanced budget. Let me say to everyone, the
President of the United States has been saying he has the will: the will to get a balanced budget by 2002 has been a cornerstone to what he has been saying during his campaign and during the last couple of months. The truth of the matter is, I say to my friend from Virginia, he did not present a balanced budget. Last night, the Congressional Budget Office told us that the President’s budget, in the last year, the year it is supposed to be in balance, is a $106 billion deficit in the red. You know, we are only starting this exercise at $106 billion. Mr. President, $106 billion is where we are, and after all the Presidential hoopla, sending us this great budget, those who estimate say it is still $70 billion in the red in 2002. If that is not enough, let me tell you, the will seems to be to delay, delay, delay. A constitutional amendment would put a finality to that and you would reach the time when you could delay no more, which I believe is the reason the President and the Administration have decided that he must go for this amendment, even though we would all prefer to balance the budget on our own. Is delay part of the President’s budget, while he admonishes us not to adopt a constitutional amendment? You bet! Congressmen, the Congressional Budget Office just told us that next year, the first year we are supposed to be moving toward balance, the deficit goes up $25 billion. Can you imagine a deficit increase, from a President not to adopt a constitutional amendment because it is too rigid and he would like the flexibility, and stating he just sent Congress a balanced budget?

My friend, Congressman John Kasich, tried to explain this, and I must borrow his analogy. He talked about somebody going on a diet and deciding that the first 4 years of the diet, you will increase your weight preposterously—$25 billion worth, in the first year. You finally get to the year you are supposed to actually lose weight, you all of a sudden, in that last year, you are going to lose 100 pounds. This budget is before us now, brought to us by a President who is telling us, I will balance the budget myself—right? That is what he is saying. Do you know how much of this deficit reduction, according to the experts that we must listen to, occurs in the last 2 years? I assume you will all be appalled, I say to Senator Roes, when you heard 75 percent as the estimate 2 weeks ago. That is wrong. Mr. President, 98.5 percent of the President’s deficit reduction occurs in the fourth and fifth year of this budget. Do you believe it? Do you believe that will happen? Of course not. You will have another budget stacked up here, saying, “Well, we thought we were getting there, but we are not.”

As a matter of fact, the response of the administration today is, we are not changing a thing because, come that final year, we have a trigger. Did you ever hear of a trigger in budgeting? You pull a trigger and you cut spending. Why don’t you pull the trigger next year and start cutting spending? You wait until the end and you “trigger”—out—neat—word out the tax cuts that you put in place. So you raise the taxes because you were wrong and you couldn’t get to balance, so you say, we will cut your taxes for 3 years but in the fourth and fifth years, when we are out of balance, we will put the taxes right back on. That is a neat trigger, isn’t it? It is a trigger, so clearly down here saying, “We do not need a constitutional amendment”—this is a new one—“we have a trigger. Forget the amendment. We will balance the budget with a trigger.”

And then the President says, “Of course, we cannot do it all by taxes.” So, what are we going to do is we are going to trigger an across-the-board cut, 4 percent across-the-board on almost everything. Do you believe it? Of course, we cannot do it. Of course, we cannot happen. It is an absolute phony device.

For those who think we do not need a constitutional amendment because we will balance the budget ourselves, I submit with you, that the President’s budget is not an example of doing it ourselves, for it will not achieve the goal. As a matter of fact, it obfuscates, it hides, it delays, it terminates a bunch of programs. One big program is terminated in the fifth year, even though it is an entitlement. And guess the rhetoric? The rhetoric is, “Well, the President promised to do it for only 5 years in his campaign, so it is in the budget for 5 years.” A new entitlement, but at the end of 5 years, it is out. That won’t happen. You already have hundreds of thousands of Americans on this entitlement to help pay for health care of one type or another. But because we had a campaign that said we are going to do this for 5 years, we will stop it. You see, the President has just given us, in his budget, a word to say, the best example of why we need a constitutional amendment. We just absolutely cannot put ourselves to making tough decisions. I say to those negotiating for the President, I remain hopeful that there are two things at play that may still get us to the Holy Land, and the two things are that this President cannot live with 4 years of a sustained fight with a Republican Congress—he cannot—because what kind of legacy would we have with the Republicans for 4 years, and that is my legacy.” Of course that is no legacy. Nor can the Republicans who control this place—and thanks to Senator Roes for helping us on these matters. We are the most committed Senators to getting a balanced budget, and I compliment him for it. But we can’t live fighting the President for 2 years or 4 years. So I think maybe the pot may be able to get moved up in the right direction of getting a balanced budget.

Let me say, for those who claim we will do it ourselves, they better do a lot better than the President, because he is not doing it himself. His budget needs a constitutional amendment almost as bad as any of those budgets we have up here. How many years is that, I ask the Senator from Utah? Twenty-nine? Twenty-eight? We probably need it as bad on the President’s budget as any of those budgets out here which caused us to go into this $5 trillion dollars worth of debt.

Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator yield?

Mr. DOMENICI. I will be delighted to.

Mr. HATCH. The President himself, in his budget, says by the fourth and fifth year, 75 percent of the savings or cuts, whatever, have to be obtained in the 2 years after he leaves office.

Mr. DOMENICI. Actually, it is 98 now. I gave you a new number.

Mr. HATCH. I was going to ask you, you said 98. He was off by that much? Mr. DOMENICI. That’s correct.

Mr. HATCH. He himself admitted to 75 percent.

Mr. DOMENICI. The number in his budget was 75. Now we have another pay, a neutral pay, what 98 percent. Mr. HATCH. Am I correct in my understanding? I was led to believe there was only a $49 billion deficit in the fifth year of the President’s budget; in other words, it wasn’t balanced by $49 billion. If I heard the distinguished Senator correctly, that is now up to $70 billion, according to the Congressional Budget Office?

Mr. DOMENICI. That’s correct.

The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. The 8 minutes have expired.

Mr. HATCH. I don’t know when I have heard a better speech on the balanced budget amendment than the Senator from New Mexico has just given, or a better set of arguments for it.

Mr. DOMENICI. I know I don’t have any time left, but I would like to repeat something. Can I just have 30 seconds?

Mr. HATCH. I yield 30 seconds.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, the best thing the President can offer in his budget, in lieu of a constitutional amendment to do the job, is a trigger. This trigger is not going to get us where we have to be, but it is the only answer the President has to saying he will get us there. There is a newfangled procedure in budgeting that says when the time comes to do what we should have already done, we will use a gun and we will call it a trigger, and we will get there. And I don’t think a better set of arguments for the 4 preceding years.

Now, that is not doing it yourself and it is not anything that would justify our throwing away this constitutional amendment. That is the reason we are not going to pass it because I think those opposed to it are still convinced we need bigger Government, and the constitutional amendment is an instrument for less Government rather than more Government, and that is what we are going to lose. I yield the floor.

Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I will not take long. I hear these debates, and I still say the same thing: All we need is the one with the courage to vote. We all go up during the Reagan and Bush administrations, as contrasted to the Clinton administration where the deficit has come down 4 years in a row and is about to come down for the fifth year, something that has not happened in the lifetime of most of us in this body.

But to bring it down, you don’t pass a bumper-sticker slogan and stick it on the Constitution of the United States of America. To bring it down, you cast difficult votes, unpopular votes, votes that make you stand up to special interests and single-issue groups from the right to the left.

What we are trying to do is to pass some kind of a feel-good amendment that we can send to the courts, that would cripple the strongest economy in the world. Let us remember that, with all those who come and talk about the dangers of our economy, I ask them, what country in the world can trade with this country? What country can compete with us? We have the strongest economy in the world. It is like the days of the Soviet Union when everybody said, “Well, our military is falling apart,” and we say, “Do you want to trade our Air Force for theirs, our Army for theirs, our Navy for theirs?” We have to say no.

When we have the strongest economy in the world, when we have a deficit that is the smallest as percentage of our gross domestic product of any country in the world, let’s not start talking about trading what is working for countries that do not work anywhere near as well as what we have. Let us back off from the political siren call of saying, “We’ll do this on a bumper-sticker slogan slapped on to the Constitution,” the greatest Constitution in the world, because then some day somebody else, probably a Federal court, will do what we can do today.

I know that we cannot legislate political courage and responsibility, but that is what we are trying to say we are going to do. No amendment to the Constitution to supply the representatives of the people of this great country with political courage and responsibility. Indeed, the majority report on this amendment concludes that the ultimate enforcement mechanism that can lead to balancing the budget is the electorate’s power to vote. How true, but the facts don’t come in 10 years from now in a constitutional amendment. That power to vote has been there throughout the history of this great country. The underlying resolution would actually cut, rather than enhance, our democratic principles of majority rule and separation of powers but ultimately lead to less accountability to the electorate. Why would it do that? Because it would destroy majority rule, and it would turn all contested issues over to the courts, not to the elected people of this country.

Political courage has been an essential ingredient that has helped us achieve remarkable deficit reductions over the past 4 years. That is a history that those who support this figleaf on the Constitution choose to ignore. We have succeeded in reducing the deficit every year of the past 4, we have cut the deficit by more than 60 percent in that time, and we have had a strong economy and sound fiscal policy. We did not do that through a figleaf amendment. We did that through political courage. It meant that some Members of this body and some Members of the other body actually lost their seats in the Congress by voting for what was right—but they did it—and reminds all of us that nobody owns a seat in the U.S. Senate. Nobody should have their decisions guided solely by polls, but rather by what is right.

So why do we not stay the course of what we have been doing, bringing the deficit down and use bipartisan work for further progress? It is an illusionary quick fix by constitutional amendment, and it makes the job more difficult.

The questions raised during this debate will not go away and cannot be ignored. They point to a series of fatal flaws in proposing and conducting our economic and budgetary functions this way.

A recent editorial in Vermont by the Burlington Free Press said it:

Amending the Constitution to require a balanced budget would be like using a sledgehammer to nail a picture in a fence. The picture might stand, but at great risk to the fence.

I think of what Senator Hatfield said when he stood up and opposed this. Senator Hatfield, then the chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, said:

The debate on the balanced budget amendment is not about reducing the budget deficit. It is about amending the Constitution of the United States with a procedural gimmick.

What I say is, it is amending the Constitution with a bumper-sticker figleaf. That is what it is doing. Senator Hatfield said:

As I stated during the debate on the balanced budget amendment last year, a vote for this balanced budget amendment is not a vote for a balanced budget, it is a vote for a figleaf.

Mr. President, it is a pretty small figleaf. We ought to be embarrassed to put that figleaf on anything, especially on the greatest Constitution democracy has ever known.

Senator Hatfield said:

Congress should not promise to the people to balance the Federal budget through a procedural gimmick. If the Congress has a political will to balance the budget, it should simply use the power that it already has to do so. There is no substitute for political will. And there never will be.

Our Senate oath of office has in it a promise to support and defend the Constitution of the United States. We owe to our constituents our best judgment on this. We owe to our children and our children’s children our best judgment.

My children will live most of their lives in the next century. I want them to live in that century with the best Constitution democracy has ever known. We demean the Constitution with this amendment. I yield the floor.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I yield 6 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I would like to thank my colleague, Senator HATCH, for his outstanding leadership on this very important constitutional amendment to balance the budget, as well as Senator CRAIG and others who have worked very hard to put us in a position to be able to pass this amendment.

Mr. President, I have been here now for 17 years. I cannot think of a more important vote that I have ever cast than the vote we will be casting today. If we cast a vote in favor of passing a constitutional amendment to balance the budget, we will change the way we do business in Washington, D.C.

When we are sworn into office, we stand right here on the floor of the Senate, most of us with a hand on the Bible, saying we swear to uphold the Constitution of the United States. It will change the way we do business. It will mean when we are going to be responsible; we are going to quit spending more than we take in. It will not be easy. It will be a challenge, but we can do it. Almost all States do it. It does not mean it is easy, but they do it. And we are going to do it as well.

I will read something from Thomas Jefferson:

I wish it were possible to obtain a single amendment to our Constitution. I would be willing to depend on that alone for the reduction of administration of our Government to the genuine principles of its Constitution; I mean an additional article, taking from the Federal Government the power of borrowing.

Thomas Jefferson was right. He also said:

The question whether one generation has the right to bind another by the deficit it imposes is a question of such consequence as to place it among the fundamental principles of Government. We should consider ourselves unauthorized to saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves.

He was exactly right.

Mr. President, there is an article where countless Presidents, almost every President when they made a State of the Union Address, said they...
were going to lead us toward a balanced budget, including Bill Clinton, including Ronald Reagan, including George Bush, including almost all Presidents. But, unfortunately, we have not done it. And I say we. It is not just the President. It is Congress. I think we need the constitutional constraint to get us there.

In the last election, President Clinton and Bob Dole said, hey, we need a balanced budget. Some people said, well, that means that it is a done deal. That is not really the case. I heard my colleague and friend, Senator Leahy, say, well, the last 4 years we have brought the deficit down. The deficit has come down. What he did not say is the deficit last year was $17 billion. What he did not say is the next 4 years it goes up. According to CBO, the deficit goes up from $107 billion to, in 1997, $116 billion, and under President Clinton’s budget to $342 billion in 1999, and $135 billion in the year 2000.

Mr. LEAHY. Would the Senator yield?

Mr. Nickles. No; I have only a couple minutes left. I will yield.

Then, exactly under the President’s budget, the deficit goes up. We have made some progress—and I think we can argue on who should take credit for that—but we are not making progress. One of the reasons the deficit is going up, and it is higher in the year 2000 than it is in the year 1996. That is not balancing the budget. That is like somebody saying they are going to go on a diet, but first they want to gain 10 pounds. They go off the next 3 years and, oh, yes, in the last year we are going to lose 40 pounds. That is what we have before us under the President’s document.

I think we need a constitutional amendment to make the President and to make Congress responsible, to make the tough decisions.

I am pleased that we are going to have 55 Republicans vote for this. I am disappointed we do not have 12 Democrats to vote for it to make it happen. I wish we did. I think we are going to come up with 11. One of my jobs is to count votes. A couple of people basically are going to vote different than what they said they were going to do. That disappoints me. But regardless, we still have to roll up our sleeves, and I think we still have to balance the budget. I do not know there is the collective will to do it unless we have the constitutional restraint to make us do it.

When an administration campaigns on a balanced budget and says, “Oh, yes, we brought the deficit down every year,” and then have the deficit go up in the next 4 years, I find a lot of shell games going on in budgeting. That bothers me. I hope we will be responsible. I hope we will work together as Democrats and Republicans, not have a Republican budget, not have a Democratic budget, but work together to actually balance the budget and provide some tax relief. We can do it. But it is a lot easier said than done.

I think we need a constitutional amendment to make us do it, to tell us to do it. One of the reasons I think we continually have a deficit is you are a lot more popular spending money for people than taking it away from people.

Mr. President, I believe this is one of the most important issues we will have confronting us this Congress, maybe in our lifetimes. If we really do want to have Government act responsibly and quit saddling our children with additional debt, that debt is over $19,000 per child, per person, per American. I do not think it is responsible for us to continue to add more debt on future generations. So I urge my colleagues to support a constitutional amendment to balance the budget later this afternoon. I yield the floor.

Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I am sorry the Republican whip was unable to yield to me for an observation, but I will make this observation. He condemns President Clinton, who is the President here, who has been here in the Senate who has brought the deficit down 4 years in a row. He says it may go up in future years. I remind the Republican whip, my good friend from Oklahoma, that the Republicans have brought the deficit down 4 years in a row, that the Republicans have the majority of House Members. If they do not like the budget of the President, all they have to do is pass their own. But to this day they have not brought forward one page, one paragraph, one sentence or one word of a budget that would do better than what Bill Clinton has done.

Mr. Nickles. Will the Senator yield?

Mr. LEAHY. We are now running out of time. I am going to have to do the same thing that the Republican whip did to me in not being willing to yield. I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. I thank the Senator. No. 1, Mr. President, as much respect as I have for a number of Members of the Senate—and we have some very bright people in the Senate—there isn’t anybody here, really, that I want tinkering with what James Madison, John Adams, and the rest of those brilliant people, the most important assemblage of brilliant minds under one roof in the history of the world, did. Not only do I not want anybody tinkering with it, I do not want to accept something as sloppily crafted as this amendment is.

As Senator Byrd had said time and time again, it is not even constitutional language. It doesn’t provide for a simple majority vote to unbalance the budget in case of depression. It doesn’t provide for a simple majority vote. In case we know we are going to war, as we did in Desert Storm. You would not have spent an extra dollar, under this amendment, to prepare for Desert Storm. You could not spend an extra dollar to have prepared for World War II, which everybody knew was coming, if it unbalanced the budget.

You talk about a minority, listen to Mr. Bumpers. 143 House Members, 100 Senators, if we want to unbalance the budget, it is going to require 60 percent of both Houses. Let’s assume that every single House Member, all 435, vote aye to unbalance the budget. 43 Senate votes is still over to the Senate, and let’s assume that 59 Senators vote aye to unbalance the budget. 41 obstreperous Senators—494 people favoring unbalancing the budget and 41 Senators oppose it. It will not be unbalanced.

What else? If we can’t resolve the thousands of questions that this amendment leaves to be answered, then nobody has an answer and you go to court. Yes, coffee shop bantering is, “I’m so tired of the courts making laws.” We are not going to have the courts make the laws. Well, they are going to have to make a lot of laws if we are foolish enough to adopt one this.

In 1993, the Republicans in this body had an opportunity to write a balancing constitutional amendment. The biggest back home always say, “Why don’t you people screw up your nerve and do something courageous?” You know what that means? It sometimes means unpopular votes. “Why don’t you screw up your courage and vote for something that is worthwhile, even though it is unpopular?” Well, happily, 50 Democrats did just that. Al Gore, the Vice President, broke the tie and the debt went down because of their courage. Everybody on that side prospered because they said, “I’m tired of taxes.” Do you know what they are proposing now? With a sanguineous look on their faces, they are saying, “We want a balanced budget amendment.” What else? We want to cut taxes by $28 billion over the next 5 years. We tried that snake oil in 1981, and we got a $3 trillion addition to the national debt.

What is the deficit going to be if we adopt a capital gains tax, which costs $33 billion the first 5 years, $133 billion the second 5 years—and who does it go to? The wealthiest people in America; 67 percent of it goes to the richest 1 percent of the people in America. How are we going to pay for it? Cut Medicare. Cut Social Security. Cut Medicare. Cut Social Security. What do you think? Cut Social Security by $100 billion to $200 billion in order to pass a tax, 67 percent of which goes to the richest 1 percent of the people in America. I will say one thing for the people on that side of the aisle. They are not covert about it; they are overt. Make no mistake about it, I have just told you precisely how it will work.

So, Mr. President, I am hoping that everybody holds fast. If we can beat this amendment today, which I think we can do, the American people are going to begin to howl on it, and by this time next year, you won’t even have it brought up. It will be just like term limits. It is going to go the same
way term limits went. That never was a good idea, and it is dead now.

So, Mr. President, I hope my colleagues will stand fast. I understand the politics of this. The majority leader was willing to tinker with this amendment. I will fix it. Will anybody vote for it if I change this? "Will somebody else vote for it if we change that?" That is how political it is.

I yield the floor.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Idaho.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I thank my colleagues for yielding.

Let me say to the Senator from Arkansas, if our Founding Fathers were here today, they would suggest that Thomas Jefferson was right. They would have also suggested that tinker- ing with the Constitution gave us the 13th amendment, which abolished slavery. I know the Senator from Arkansas would agree with me that it was a good amendment. He would probably also agree that the 19th amendment, when Congress tinkered with the idea that women should have a right to vote, was the right thing to do. Tinkering, generally, produced the 27 amendments to our Constitution that, I guess is, the Senator from Arkansas and the Senator from Idaho would agree were generally the right things to do at those times in our Nation's history.

Mr. President, I rise in support today of what could become the 28th amendment to our Constitution. Let me thank the leadership that has worked so hard on this. Of course, there is Senator Orrin Hatch, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee; our majority leader, Trent Lott; majority whip, Don Nickles; the President pro tem; certainly, the Senator from Nevada, Senator Bryan; Senator Graham from Florida; the Senator from Illinois, Roland Burauen. They deserve recognition for bringing this critical issue to the floor. It is not a sunshine amendment. I first helped introduce this in 1982. It will not go away tomorrow. If we fail today, we will be back next year and the next and the next, until the American people gain their wish, which is to convince this Congress, with the power of the Constitution, that we should become fiscally responsible.

Let me go recognize the national grass roots coalition that was formed under the leadership of Al Cors of the National Taxpayers Union in support of this amendment. I ask unanimous consent that a letter from that coalition be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

THE BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT COALITION,

Dear Senator: The undersigned organizations strongly urge you to vote for and support the Balanced Budget Amendment, S.J. Res. 1. This bipartisan proposal (with over 60 total Senate cosponsors) has already passed the Senate Judiciary Committee on a 13 to 5 vote, and a Senate vote on S.J. Res. 1 is expected later this week.

The framers of the U.S. Constitution assumed each generation of Americans would pay its own bills—and that the federal budget would, over time, remain roughly in balance. According to Thomas Jefferson, "we should be authorized to saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves."

In today's era of mass media, special interest politics, and expensive and sophisticated election campaigns, the checks and balances established 200 years ago are not up to the job of controlling the federal deficit. Recent Congresses and presidents have proven themselves incapable of acting in the broader national interest on fiscal matters. Whenever Congress considers spending cuts that could help balance the budget, only a few Americans are aware of it, and fewer still express their views about it. By contrast, those who stand to lose from budget restraint—typically the beneficiaries and administrators of spending programs—are well aware of what they stand to lose. They mount intensive lobbying campaigns to block the fiscal restraint.

This pro-spend and pro-debt bias has led to 27 straight unbalanced budgets. It took our nation 20 years—from 1776 to 1917—to reach a 1% deficit. Now, just 36 years later, the debt is $5.3 trillion. Each year, interest payments rise as the overall debt grows. These payments have been one of the fastest-rising items in the federal budget. They now account for more than the entire deficit, all by themselves. A succession of statutory remedies has failed to stem this historic and highly dangerous trend of events. S.J. Res. 1 is a sound amendment that has evolved through years of work by the principal sponsors. It provides the constitutional discipline needed to make balanced federal budgets the norm, rather than the rare exception (once in the past 36 years), and it offers the proper flexibility to deal with national emergencies.

In addition to requiring a three-fifths majority to deficit spend or increase the federal debt limit, S.J. Res. 1 is designed to make raising federal taxes more difficult. It would require the approval of a majority of the whole number of members in both the House and Senate—by roll call votes—in order to raise the debt ceiling. This adds much-needed accountability.

Unless action is taken now, higher federal spending and debt will continue to cripple our economy and deny the future of children's future. We urge you to support S.J. Res. 1, the Balanced Budget Amendment.

Sincerely,

National Taxpayers Union.
American Bakers Association.
American Legislative Exchange Council.
American Society of Composers Association.
Americans for Financial Security.
Amway Corporation.
Associated Equipment Distributors.
Family Research Council.
Food Distributors International.
Independent Bakers Association.
International Mass Retail Association.
National Association for the Self-Employed.
National Association of Manufacturers.
National Association of Wholesale-Distributors.
National Federation of Independent Business.
National Restaurant Association.
Printing Industry of America.
Sixty Plus Association.
Textile Rental Services Association.
United Senior's Association.
U.S. Business and Industrial Council.
U.S. Federation of Small Business.
Alliance for Affordable Health Care.
American Farm Bureau Federation.
American Small Business Association.
Americans for a Balanced Budget.
Americans for Tax Reform.
Associated Builders and Contractors.
The Business Roundtable.
The Concord Coalition.
Electronic Industries Association.
Financial Executives Institute.
FMC Corporation.
International Dairy Foods Association.
Motorcycle Industry Association.
National Association of Home Builders.
National Association of Realtors.
National Cattlemen's Beef Association.
National Ready Mixed Concrete Association.
National Truck Equipment Association.
Reform Party.
Small Business Survival Committee.
Traditional Values Coalition.
United We Stand America.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. CRAIG. The question of whether Congress should pass a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is one of the few truly momentous votes facing this country and the Congress today. The decision we face is in a class of its own. It is like a declaration of war. The vote this afternoon will be a vote to end a war.

For more than 28 years, the national debt and the special interest groups that feed off the taxpayers have waged a war against our economy and, most importantly, a brutal war against the integrity of the investment of the senior citizens and the opportunity of our children and our Nation's future. The spoils of that war is a $5.3 trillion debt. That debt fuels inflation and squeezes the senior community that lives on fixed incomes. That debt already depresses wages and living standards of the working families.

More than one-half of all personal income taxes paid—let me repeat that. Mr. President—a generation—more than one-half of all personal income taxes that are paid today go to pay interest on debt alone. The costs of unbalanced budgets will be the most oppressive to our children. A child born today will pay nearly $200,000 in additional taxes, not to pay down the debt, but to pay interest on that debt.

Under today's trends, when a child born today is fully grown and reaches his or her most productive years, not just the Government, but the entire economy could well be in bankruptcy.

The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office puts it this way: The Federal "debt would exceed levels the economy could reasonably support." In other words, somehow, a generation from now, we could actually see that generation having to jettison a debt under a declaration of bankruptcy as a nation. That should not be allowed to happen, and this Congress and this Senate this afternoon have an opportunity to make the kind of change that is needed. We can offer to the American people an opportunity for them to debate this issue and, in every State's capital around
the Nation, reclaim their authority over their central Government, by placing into the Constitution the restriction and the positive guidelines that this and every Congress must balance its budget.

Some who vote “no” today may claim that they want a balanced budget, or even a balanced budget amendment. They may use some other amendment as an excuse. But it should be said, and it should be said often, until the vote occurs this afternoon, a “no” vote today is a vote for the status quo, which means a growing Federal debt and a borrow-and-spend policy that has dominated this Government and this Congress for well over 30 years.

No wonder our former colleague Paul Simon calls it “fiscal child abuse” to continue this binge of borrow-and-spend.

This is a moral issue.

The money being borrowed and spent today belongs to our children. They will pay the bill for years of profligate spending.

Thomas Jefferson said it well:

“The question whether one generation has the right to lay to the other the deficit it imposes is a question of such consequence as to place it among the fundamental principles of government. We should consider ourselves unqualified to saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves.”

INTEREST IS DOMINATING OTHER PRIORITIES

When a family takes out a mortgage on a house, or a business builds an addition to its shop, it borrows. But that family or business then spends the next few years balancing their budgets to pay off that debt.

The Federal Government, unfortunately, does not operate like that. Every family and every farm or small business knows what happens when you borrow: You pay interest.

Gross interest, at $360 billion, is already the second largest item of spending in our Federal budget, almost exactly equal to the largest program—Social Security.

And what do we get for those interest payments? Nothing—except another year older and deeper in debt.

Not one more school, not one more meal for a hungry child, and no relief for overtaxed, overworked, families of modest and middle-class means.

Interest payments act like a giant sponge, soaking up money that we all want to spend, but don’t have. They have already forced cuts in many Federal programs. They will continue to crowd out other public priorities, including, eventually, Social Security and Medicare.

In fiscal year 1997, we spent $57.7 billion overseas in interest payments to foreign bondholders, because of the debt.

How can any Senator stand on this floor, say we should use our wealth at home to solve our problems, and then vote against this balanced budget amendment?

By default, it is the national debt—not Congress—that more and more determines how we spend the taxpayers dollars.

BBA IS THE ANSWER TO THE THREAT

The debt is the threat—to our children, our parents, and the way of life we cherish in this country.

The U.S. Senate has a chance today to begin to counter that threat—by passing the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Balancing the budget means real benefits to real people.

If we balance the budget by the year 2002 and keep it balanced, that will create 2.5 million new jobs. It will save the typical family $1,500 a year in interest costs on mortgages, student loans, and car loans. It will raise wages and incomes for working Americans and their families.

Yes, the President has promised a balanced budget. Yes, Congress has tried to pass a balanced budget.

But we have had standing on the Senate floor during this debate an 8-foot-tall stack of books.

This is the leaning tower of budgets—the last 28 budgets submitted by President Clinton and his predecessors.

In half of those budgets, the President promised to balance them. Between them, those Presidents and past Congresses broke every promise.

Yes, deficits have declined. Congress has made some progress in controlling the year-to-year growth of spending. But deficits are already projected to go back up—and—in a few years—off the charts. Maybe the President and this Congress can bind a future President and a future Congress to finish balancing the budget in 2002. Maybe. But then, what about 2003? And 2004? Only one thing will impose a rule that Presidents can’t ignore with impunity, that Congresses can’t repeal or delay; only one thing will make Presidents and Congresses keep their promises; only one thing will make fiscal responsibility and tough choices the norm instead of the exception; the bridge to the 21st century may be paved with good intentions, but it will be a rickety, dangerous bridge unless it is constructed with the steel of the balanced budget amendment.

WILL THE SENATE SAY “YES” OR “NO” TO THE PEOPLE?

Unfortunately, this President—and a host of special interest groups comfortably feeding at the public trough—have put incredible pressure on the Senate to defeat this amendment. They want to say “no” to the people. But the people say, by a 70-to-30 percent margin in the latest poll, that they want us to pass the amendment. They want to say “no” to the people, who deserve the right to examine, debate, and decide on this amendment through their State legislatures.

Congressional passage would only be the start. The people could vote the final word on that matter in their Constitution. After passing Congress, the amendment would go to all 50 State legislatures for ratification. And that would begin one of the greatest public debates, one of the greatest civics lessons, in the history of our Nation.

FINAL PASSAGE IS THE VOTE THAT COUNTS

Some who vote “no” today may try to claim they want a balanced budget, or even a balanced budget amendment. They may use some other amendment as an excuse. But a “no” vote today is a vote for the status quo of borrow-and-spend. A “no” vote today is a vote in favor of the $3 trillion scheduled to be added to the debt over the next 10 years. How will another $3 trillion in debt affect our children and Social Security?

No matter what you think is the best way to save Social Security, passing this balanced budget amendment is the certain way to save it.

Opponents have not made a case against this amendment—they have only shown they are afraid of balancing the budget. That’s what it means when they say, “If we can’t run deficits, we may not be able to spend on this or that.” Take so-called capital budgeting, for example: If we exempt narrowest category of investment spending in the President’s budget, major physical capital, we could have run a larger deficit last year than we did. These pleas to exempt this or that item are not sound budgeting; they are a plea to continue the status quo.

It defies common sense: Opponents believe Congress will only do the right thing if we are allowed infinite borrowing and unlimited spending.

But we who support this amendment believe Congress will begin to do the right thing if it is required to live within its means and set priorities.

Our balanced budget amendment is a bipartisan amendment, written with painstaking care over several years by Democrats and Republicans, liberals and conservatives. It is the bipartisan, bicameral, consensus amendment. If we do not pass it today, we will be back until we do.

Why are we working so hard to pass it? Because we want economic security for our senior citizens. We want to preserve the American dream of growth and opportunity. We want a better world for our children.

The balanced budget amendment deserves to pass the Congress, and go to the people for their final, wise judgment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I may have printed in the Record several fact sheets that my office, working with others, have prepared during this debate.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

CLUBB

CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS UNITED FOR A BALANCED BUDGET

TOP TEN REASONS TO SUPPORT THE BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION

1. Kids: The future for our children depends on the future of the economy. Their standard of living could be 7 to 36 percent better by the year 2020, if we balance the
budget and keep it balanced. In contrast, under current trends, in less than two generations, the size of the Federal debt is "not computable . . . [because the debt] would exceed the size of the entire economy and would keep projections reasonably within this range.


Committee on the Budget, U.S. House of Representatives, "[T]he most serious threat to Social Security is the federal government's fiscal irresponsibility. If we do not reduce federal deficits year after year, and if interest payments continue to rise at an alarming rate, . . . [e]ither we will raid the trust funds to provide current benefits or we will print money, dishonestly inflating our way out of indebtedness. Both cases would devastate the real value of the Social Security trust funds.

"Reining control of our fiscal affairs is the most important step that we can take to ensure financial soundness of Social Security, Medicare, and other seniors' programs, in time to prevent a double-whammy to the social security trust funds. I urge the Congress to make that goal a reality—and to pass the Balanced Budget Amendment without delay."—Robert J. Myers, former Chief Actuary and Deputy Commissioner for the Social Security Administration, former Executive Director of the National Commission on Social Security Reform.

"Dorcas Hardy, the former commissioner of Social Security, emphasized this point in her book, Social Insecurity. Her number one recommendation was creating the Social Security Trust Fund: Balance the federal budget. . . . The fact that I have spent my legislative career fighting for seniors, for health care, and for other needed social programs would, I hope, at least cause some to pause in their passionate rhetoric to listen, and examine . . . Only with this Amendment can we be confident that all of us will have a secure economic future."—Former U.S. Senator Paul Simon (D-Illinois).

A CAPITAL SPENDING EXCEPTION—NOT A CAPITAL IDEA FOR THE CONSTITUTION

A special exemption for "capital"—investment spending—on the wrong footing in the Balanced Budget Amendment to the Constitution. A constitution deals with the most fundamental responsibilities of the government and the broadest, timeless principles of governance. It should not set budget priorities or contain narrow policy decisions such as the size of the capital budget.

Whatever the merits are of making such spending a higher or lower priority than it has been, this question is best addressed in the annual budget process.

The debt is the threat to capital investment. Escalating interest payments on the huge federal debt are crowding out all other forms of investment. . . .

The BBA would ensure timely action to protect Social Security in the future. . . . The Social Security Trustees predict that unbalanced federal budgets would raise interest costs—$1,230 on a $50,000 mortgage, $216 on a student loan, $180 on a typical auto loan.

The debt is the threat to Social Security—and to Medicare and other priorities. Gross interest payments are already the second-largest single item of federal spending ($344 billion in FY 1996), nipping at the heels of Social Security, the largest ($347 billion).

An ever-growing debt makes it less likely that the government will have the cash it needs to meet future obligations.

The BBA will protect this and other programs vital to our seniors.

The Balanced Budget Amendment—SAFEGUARDING SOCIAL SECURITY

The BBA will protect this and other programs vital to our seniors.

**NOTES:**

1. General Accounting Office. Prompt Action Necessary to Avert Long-Term Damage to the Economy, June 1992. (More recent developments still would keep projections reasonably within this range.)


4. Committee on the Budget, U.S. House of Representatives, "[T]he most serious threat to Social Security is the federal government's fiscal irresponsibility. If we do not reduce federal deficits year after year, and if interest payments continue to rise at an alarming rate, . . . [e]ither we will raid the trust funds to provide current benefits or we will print money, dishonestly inflating our way out of indebtedness. Both cases would devastate the real value of the Social Security trust funds.


6. Congressional Budget Office, May 1996 (up to 86%). Also, Budget of the United States, Analytical Perspectives, FY 1995 (up to 82%).


the interim, projected outlays for entitlements and interest on the national debt will consume all tax revenues collected by the federal government. This means no money left for other purposes—defensive preparation, education, the environment, law enforcement, science, or other domestic discretionary programs.

If states, businesses, and families can borrow, why shouldn’t the federal government? Everyone else repays the principal they have borrowed. Families take out a mortgage and then spend years paying it down. The same is true of capital investments by businesses and state and local governments. But the federal government just keeps borrowing more and more.

Unlike state budgets or family finances, the federal budget is large enough to accommodate virtually all capital expenditures on a regular, ongoing basis. The justification that most businesses and state and local governments have for capital budgeting is that they occasionally need to make one-time, extraordinary expenditures that are amortized over a long period of time.

The federal budget is so huge—now more than $1 trillion on an annual basis—any one-shot project would make even a small dent in it. Even the federal Interstate Highway System, which has been called the largest peace-time undertaking in all of human history, was financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. President Eisenhower initially proposed that the Interstate be financed through bond-issuing by selling special bonds. However, Congress kept it on-budget and financed it through a gas tax at the urging of then-Senator Al Gore.

There are protections against the abuse of capital budgets in state budgeting that do not exist in the federal government. Local governments have a check on their use of capital budgets through bond ratings. If a state government were to abuse its capital budget, then its bond rating would drop and it would become difficult or impossible to continue borrowing to finance additional expenditures. In addition, many states require that bond issues be approved by the voters.

While state capital spending is often placed off-budget, so are state trust fund surpluses. According to a Price-Waterhouse study, state budgets would have been roughly in balance if both capital expenditures and trust funds (such as retire-ment funds) were included on-budget.

The concept of “capital spending” could be abused. Even a category of “capital” or “investment” spending that appeared to be tightly defined at first could become a tempting loophole to future Congres-ses and Presidents. For example, New York City, prior to its financial crisis in the 1970s, amortized spending for school textbooks by declaring their “useful life” to be 30 years.

Virtually any form of “capital spending” exemption would facilitate the creation of deficits. Even an exemption from the Balanced Budget Amendment for a narrow category in the President’s budget, major public physical capital investment, would have allowed a deficit larger than the one that actually occurred in FY 1996 ($116 billion vs. $107 billion). It would result in an FY 1997 deficit that would be as much as $20 billion lower than current CBO projections ($133 billion vs. $124 billion). Allowing deficit spending for total federal investment outlays would have allowed deficits larger than the one that actually occurred in 26 of the last 35 years. These estimates, of course, assume no manipulation of definitions or accounting that would make deficits worse.

The concept of a “capital budget” is too poorly defined to put in the Constitution. Estimates of “capital spending” could vary widely. There is wide disagreement among policymakers about what should be included in a federal capital budget. There is no commonly accepted federal budget concept of this term. Therefore, any capital spending exemption included in the Constitution would be left open to a wide range of interpretations. In fact, the President’s budget includes several different categories of “capital” and “investment” spending. For fiscal years 1996 and 1997, these include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>1997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total federal investment outlays</td>
<td>$230.9</td>
<td>$228.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major physical capital investment</td>
<td>$115.9</td>
<td>$111.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net miscellaneous physical investment</td>
<td>$3.8</td>
<td>$3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and development</td>
<td>$43.6</td>
<td>$42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and training</td>
<td>$43.6</td>
<td>$42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Balanced Budget Amendment already allows for the establishment of a capital budget—within the context of regularly balanced budgets. The amendment does not prevent the creation of separate operating and capital accounts. But extraordinary expenditures which are large enough and unusual enough to require significant new borrowing should be subject to a higher threshold of approval, such as a three-fifth majority vote. This is consistent with the recommendations of General Accounting Office, which stated in its 1989 report to Congress that the current law allows “too facile an escape from the constraint” of the Budget Act to Avert Long-Term Damage to the Economy:

> [t]he creation of explicit categories for government capital and investment expenditures should not be viewed as a license to run deficits to finance those categories. The choice between spending for investment and spending for consumption should be seen as setting priorities within an overall fiscal constraint, not as a reason for relaxing that constraint and permitting a larger deficit.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, again, I thank my colleague from Utah for the tremendous leadership he has displayed.

I yield the floor.

(Mr. Kyl assumed the chair.)

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished senior Senator from Massachusetts.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, there is a right way and a wrong way to balance the budget. And a constitutional amendment is the wrong way.

The choice is not whether to balance the Federal budget, but how to do it. I believe we will adopt a budget this year that is balanced by the year 2002.

President Clinton has already submitted a budget to accomplish this goal. Democratic policymakers in Congress are prepared to work together to enact a balanced budget.

We can balance the budget by statute, while setting appropriate spending priorities for the future. We can protect Social Security for senior citizens. We can give priority to education and assure that funds for schools will not be cut in the middle of the year. We can deal with vital issues of national defense. We can deal with the needs for capital investments in highways, public transportation, and the environment.

Balancing the budget the right way is not subject to the people of Massachusetts. A new study by the Twentieth Century Fund concludes that enactment of the balanced budget constitutional amendment would have dire consequences for the State of Massachusetts and its residents. The study finds that Massachusetts health and human services programs and educational programs receive more than three-quarters of their funds from the Federal Government. Three hundred thousand Massachusetts residents are employed in my State’s health care sector alone.

This includes the work and the investment that the United States has in terms of the National Institutes of Health, since the nature of quality research really is unsurpassed in our part of the country. That whole effort would be threatened, as would many other areas of research and technology which help to move our whole economy, our national security defense, and the quality of health care forward.

It is 10.5 percent of our work force. Balancing the budget the wrong way by failing to give priority to these key programs would place at risk hundreds of thousands of Massachusetts residents and tens of thousands of jobs. The Constitution has the opportunity to address all of these concerns during the Senate’s debate on the balanced budget constitutional amendment. But they refused to do so.

When the Judiciary Committee considered the proposed constitutional amendment in January, I offered an amendment to protect Social Security. My amendment separated Social Security from the rest of the Federal budget, just as Congress has done by law for most of the past 15 years. Senator Reid offered the same amendment here on the Senate floor last week. But the Republican majority opposed this important protection for the Nation’s senior citizens.

Senator TORRICELLI offered an amendment to permit a capital budget, just as most States and most families do, as a way of investing for the long run. Yet Republicans opposed this provision that is so important to the future of the economy.

If families were subjected to this rigid constitutional amendment, they could never make long-term purchases. They couldn’t buy a home through a mortgage, borrow money to send their children to college, or buy a new car on credit.

This amendment flunks the kitchen table test. Families don’t balance their budgets this way. Why should Uncle Sam?

Senator DURBIN offered an amendment to allow greater spending flexibility during recessions to protect jobs and assist laid off workers. More than 1,000 of the Nation’s leading economists, including 11 Nobel Prize winners, endorsed the constitutional amendment proposed by the Republicans would put a straitjacket on the economy that would make recessions worse. But Republicans ignored
the economic evidence and opposed our pro-family, pro-worker amendment.

The proposed constitutional amendment would also empower unelected judges to stop payments on Social Security checks or Medicare, or cut the defense budget should they decide the President to impound funds appropriated by Congress, even though impoundment was outlawed in 1974. But Republicans opposed our amendment to eliminate this problem.

All efforts to change the proposed constitutional amendment—to protect senior citizens, protect the national defense, protect workers in recessions—were summarily rejected by supporters of the constitutional amendment.

In my view, the most serious defect in the proposed constitutional amendment is its threat to Social Security. Social Security is a contract with the Nation's senior citizens to guarantee at a minimum level of security in their retirement years.

In recognition of its special status, the Greenspan Commission recommended in 1983 that Congress should place Social Security outside the Federal budget; recognized in a bipartisan way by the Greenspan Commission that we need to build up a sufficient surplus in the trust funds now, in order to have enough funds to provide benefits to the current generation when they begin to retire. Both Democrats and Republicans supported that result. In 1983, the Commission's recommendations were enacted in a law sponsored by Senator Dole and Senator MOYNIHAN. Their bill exempted Social Security from across-the-board cuts or sequestration.

That said, if they were not going to meet the budget titles, we were going to eliminate the cuts in Social Security from being sequestered like other programs would be. The reason for that is, unlike other kinds of spending programs, people have paid in over their working lives into this fund and should be entitled to receive it at the time of their retirement. That is different from all of the other kinds of programs. It was recognized by the Greenspan Commission for that very reason—the contract with the American people, the contract with our senior citizens—that they had paid in, and we should not undermind their sacred trust into which they had paid in; unique in terms of all of the Federal budget; recognized in a bipartisan way by the Greenspan Commission that it would have to be exempted again in 1990 during the budget debate.

When there was any question about it, a vote of 98 to 2 said they will put Social Security outside of the consideration. There was a bipartisan commitment to do so. And, nonetheless, at the time we had the markup in the judiciary Committee—and here on the Senate floor—those individuals that talk about Social Security state that Social Security recipients will have to fight it out with the rest of the inclusions in the budget.

That is not what this Congress said and the American people wanted—over 15 years, and a bipartisan effort. But that is what has been excluded. And the answer that our friends give to that question is, "Oh, well, Social Security recipients will be further threatened if we have a demise or a threat to our economy."

Mr. President, we can deal with the economy of the United States, which is the strongest in the world. We should not be using the Social Security trust fund as a piggy bank, either for tax cuts, as was threatened in the course of last year, or other kinds of cuts. We had the opportunity to support the Reagan amendment, and that was rejected and turned down.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law also said that Social Security could no longer be included in the unified budget of the U.S. Government. From that point on, when Congress has adopted the annual Federal budget resolutions, Social Security is not included. The last time the Congress of the United States voted on a budget that included Social Security was 1985. Congress supported this change by wide bipartisan majorities. The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law was approved by a 61 to 31 vote in the Senate and a 271 to 154 vote in the House of Representatives.

In 1990, some Members of Congress proposed to put Social Security back in the Federal budget. But Senator HOLLINGS and Senator Heinz rejected this unwise suggestion. They insisted that Social Security remain off budget, and the Senate approved an amendment to protect Social Security by a 98 to 2 vote.

Again in 1995, section 22 of the congressional budget resolution amended the Budget Act to strengthen even further the firewall protecting the Social Security Program.

The proposed balanced budget constitutional amendment would change all that. It would reverse 15 years of steady progress in protecting Social Security. It would turn its back on all this recent history, and expose Social Security to unsafe and unacceptable cuts in the years ahead.

Employees may have worked hard all their lives. Social Security has been withheld from their paychecks month after month. They are expecting the taxes they paid to Social Security to protect them in their retirement. But this constitutional amendment places the entire program at risk. This constitutional amendment is a back-door raid on Social Security, and all of us who have worked hard to protect Social Security in recent years should reject it.

Another serious defect in the proposed constitutional amendment is its enforcement. This Reid of our Nation's most distinguished constitutional scholars wrote to me only yesterday expressing their deep concern about the proposed balanced budget constitutional amendment. The scholars include Harvard professor, Archibald Cox; former Attorney General, Nicholas Katzenbach; Yale professor, Burke Marshall; Stanford professor, Kathleen Sullivan; Harvard professor, Larry Tribe; and others. They stated:

Whatever our differences about budget policy, we share the conviction that enacting the proposed balanced budget amendment would be a serious mistake. We believe that the amendment would depart unwisely and unnecessarily from our constitutional scheme.

These eminent constitutional experts further concluded that it "would transfer power over government spending from the Congress, where the Framers deliberately reposed it, to the President and the courts."

What happens when we find in the middle of the year that revenues are lower or expenses are higher than we thought and the budget for that year will be unbalanced? The constitutional amendment allows unelected judges to step in and draw up a Federal budget of their own. That was an issue that was debated in the last two Congresses. It was the decision and the determination in the last two Congresses when we debated this to limit the authority of the judges under the old Danforth amendment to permit courts only to make declaratory judgments. Do you think that has been included in this balanced budget amendment? It was not.

We saw in the last Congress the amendment that was prepared by Senator Nunn and others which was virtually unanimously accepted to also exclude and limit further the power of the courts. Was that included? No. And all we can conclude is what was testified during the course of the judicial Committee hearings, and that is that the opportunity for the courts to intervene themselves in making these budgetary decisions will be available to them unless we pass other kinds of laws, and the other laws that we might pass may very well be unconstitutional. Why leave that up in the air? These were attempts to address that issue, and they were rejected.

Judges are appointed to interpret the Constitution and the laws. They are respected legal experts. But they do not know what priority to give to Social Security or education, or defense, or the public health. They don't know what it is better in a particular year to reduce highway funding or medical research. Congress is elected to set those priorities and make those changes, and we should not surrender...
that power to the judicial branch of government.
Proponents of the amendment say that they oppose judicial activism. Yet this proposed constitutional amendment would be an invitation to judicial activism of the worst sort.

President Harry Wellington, Dean, New York Law School; Kathleen M. Sullivan, Professor, Pittsburgh School of Law; Peter M. Shane, Dean, University of California; Burke Marshall, Professor Emeritus, Stanford Law School; Laurence H. Tribe, Professor, Harvard Law School; Harry Wellington, Dean, New York Law School.

Institutional affiliations are listed for identification purposes only.

Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, I rise today to the pending constitutional amendment. The amendment have called it the balanced budget amendment. However, our vote today is not about balancing the budget, but rather about jeopardizing the future economic stability of the United States. The amendment simply requires the President to submit a balanced budget; it does not mandate that Congress enact a balanced budget and it establishes no guidelines on enacting a balanced budget. This is not only the most dangerous budget gimmick put before this body, but it sets a dangerous precedent for addressing important issues facing us today and in the future.

What the supporters of this amendment fail to point out is that we do not need to amend the U.S. Constitution to balance the budget. The President recently submitted to Congress a budget plan that does balance by the year 2002 and still protects our most vulnerable citizens; children, the disabled, and senior citizens. The President’s proposal also continues our investment in education, environmental protection, biomedical research, and criminal justice. Instead of working on this proposal and enacting a budget for fiscal year 1998, we have spent almost a month debating an empty promise. Congress has a statutory requirement to pass a budget resolution by April 15, yet body has been this process. We have spent valuable time debating an amendment that will not get us any closer to a balanced budget. I support a balanced budget; I have supported a balanced budget. What I cannot support is the misuse of the Constitution. The Constitution should only be used to expand rights and protections for citizens excluded from the original document. Our Constitution should not be used to limit the rights of our citizens or the obligations of the Federal Government.

When I first came to Congress in 1993, the deficit was close to $300 billion. I made a decision to try and secure a position on the Senate Budget Committee because I realized the most important thing I could do for the families in Washington State was to reduce the deficit. I worked with my colleagues in the Senate to pass a deficit reduction package. The deficit reduction proposal enacted in 1993, without one Republican vote, has cut the deficit in half. For 4 straight years in a row the deficit has declined. We reversed the trends of the 1980s and restored fiscal restraint to the Federal budget process. Enacting this landmark deficit reduction package, required tough and difficult choices. But, that is why my constituents sent me to the U.S. Senate. I am willing to make those difficult choices as long as they are fair and balanced. A constitutional amendment to balance the budget does not force us to make those tough choices. Keeping in mind that the amendment does not go into effect until the States to ratify. Seven years is a long time when you are trying to balance the budget. I supported a revision to the amendment that would have shortened from 7 to 3 years that time allowed for the States to ratify. Unfortunately, this change was rejected. We should not wait even 3 years; we should start now.

There is no one in this Chamber who will deny that our Constitution has served us well. It established the longest continuous democratic government in the world. This document and the Bill of Rights are the envy of the world. Within this document our Founding Fathers spelled out the role of each branch of government. The responsibilities of the legislative, judicial and executive are all clearly spelled out and a system of checks and balances was added so as to ensure that no one branch unduly influenced the other. One of the most important responsibilities entrusted to the legislative branch was the power to tax and spend. Our Founding Fathers felt very strongly that elected representatives of the people must be responsible for deciding on spending and taxes. As a member of both the Senate Finance Committee and Appropriations Committee, I do not take this responsibility lightly. But, a vote in support of this amendment will forever alter the role of Congress and the courts in deciding on spending priorities for the Federal Government. For the first time in history, the courts could decide how we spend tax dollars and how we raise tax dollars. A group of nine unelected officials could establish budget policy that conflicts with the wishes of the people solely because that is what the Constitution requires. Every time the Federal Government wishes to spend for Social Security or for a natural disaster, the courts could simply
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say that this obligation would push spending beyond receipts.

One need only look at the current difference between the Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Management and Budget. OMB has estimated that the President's budget gets to balance by the year 2002. However, CBO disputes the estimates on revenues and economic growth used by OMB. Who decides? The courts? Who decides what will be cut or what taxes raised? Congress into itself or Congress into budget process. If Congress and the White House fail to agree? Judicial oversight of the Federal budget process violates the clear role of Congress and puts greater powers into the hands of unelected, lifetime appointed justices on the Supreme Court.

In an effort to clarify any questions about the role of the courts, Senator Kennedy offered an amendment that would prohibit judicial control of the budget process. This amendment was defeated and rejected by the supporters of the constitutional amendment who claimed it was not necessary. Yet many legal and constitutional scholars have made it clear that the way the current amendment is written will allow for court challenges to Federal budget policy and decisions.

In 1983, Congress enacted several measures aimed at protecting the long term financial stability of the Social Security system. The intent of these measures was to build a large surplus and reserve in the trust fund that could be drawn down when the baby boomers started to retire. The 1983 legislation included tax increases, benefit reductions, and other structural reforms, all with the goal of protecting the system. Those who supported the 1983 legislation did so to protect the greater good, namely Social Security benefits for millions of current and future retirees. As a result, it is clear that Social Security will not need to draw on these reserves until the year 2019. But, at that point, total spending will outpace receipts into the system. Under the current language in the amendment, we could not pay benefits using the surplus that we have intentionally allowed to accumulate. Regardless of any effort to maintain a surplus over the years, benefits would be in jeopardy, unless we raise payroll taxes or drastically cut spending in areas like Medicare, Medicaid, or education.

This is not just my opinion. Recently, a report from the nonpartisan American Law Division of the Congressional Research Service determined that we would be prohibited from drawing down the surplus in the trust fund in order to pay benefits unless there was a surplus in the remaining portion of the budget. Maintaining a large enough surplus in the remaining portion of the Federal budget would require significant reductions in programs like Medicare defense, education, environmental protection, and law enforcement. Passage of this amendment violates the current contract with today's workers that if you pay into the system now, Social Security will be there when you retire. There were several attempts to correct this flaw and exclude Social Security from the amendment, but all attempts failed as the supporters of the amendment claimed that we did not need to protect Social Security.

I have heard that voting for this amendment is the courageous vote. Nothing could be further from the truth. This amendment is the vote in support of a plan that actually reduces the deficit and puts us on a real path to balancing the budget by the year 2002. Today's vote is about political rhetoric, not reality. I hope that the political rhetoric is over and that we can begin the real task of balancing the budget.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I wanted to take this opportunity to make clear my feelings on one particular aspect of the debate over the balanced budget constitutional amendment.

My opposition to Senate Joint Resolution 1 is strongly felt and clearly stated. I simply do not believe that it is appropriate to enshrine a restrictive spending structure in the most sacred text. The balanced budget amendment would seriously inhibit our ability to set prudent fiscal policy and respond to cyclical patterns in economic growth. Moreover, the amendment has serious implications for our foreign policy.

I am also concerned about the balanced budget amendment's effect on Social Security. The Social Security Program is one of the longest running and most successful programs this country has ever undertaken. It has succeeded in virtually eliminating poverty among our Nation's senior citizens. I yield to no one in my commitment to preserving and protecting it. In effect, a balanced budget amendment was faced with changing demographics that threatened its very existence, I supported the reforms that ensured that this vital program would survive to meet the needs of future generations. Today, I am very concerned that the program is threatened by the restrictive provisions of the balanced budget constitutional amendment. If Congress is allowed to count Social Security surpluses when determining if the budget is in balance, this critical safety net for our Nation's seniors could be placed in jeopardy.

For these reasons, I support efforts to protect the Social Security trust funds. If a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is to be enacted, certainly, it should not be one that endangers the retirement security of American families. This is why I supported the amendment offered by my colleague, Senator Reid, which modified the underlying resolution to state that the Social Security trust funds could not be used to achieve balance. But I am afraid I could not support the amendment offered by my colleagues Senator Dorgan. This amendment would have also protected Social Security, but, unlike Senator Reid's amendment, it was a substitute amendment, a fully crafted, alternative balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Mr. President, I have grave concerns about any attempt to amend the Constitution to require a balanced budget. These concerns cannot be satisfied simply by changing one or two components of the legislation, as sincere and as sensible as those changes might be. I find voting for a balanced budget amendment highly problematic, and this is why I have voted against the alternative balanced budget amendment offered by my good friend from North Dakota.

I am a stalwart defender of Social Security, and I am committed to seeing that it is solvent for our Nation's seniors and for current and future retirees. As a result, I have voted against the alternative balanced budget amendment that would taint the language of the Constitution and weaken our ability to make prudent policy.

Ms. Mikulski. Mr. President, I rise today in opposition to the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. Let me be very clear, I want a balanced budget, and I am committed to do everything I can to achieve this goal. However, I do not believe we must amend the Constitution in order to balance the budget.

I will oppose this amendment because it is unnecessary; because I am convinced that it threatens the viability of Social Security, and because it makes no provisions for investing in our infrastructure.

This amendment does nothing to balance the budget. We already have the tools to do that. Since President Clinton's first term in the White House and my second term in the Senate, the deficit has fallen dramatically from $290 billion in 1992 to $107 billion in 1996. The deficit as a percentage of our gross domestic product, the smallest percentage of any industrialized nation. Clearly, as the past few years have shown us, we can continue to reduce the deficit—until it is balanced—without amending the Constitution.

Many supporters of the balanced budget amendment believe that if you can balance the family budget, you can balance the Federal budget. But if each family lived by a balanced budget amendment, then mortgages, car loans, and student loans would be prohibited. In effect, a balanced budget amendment would prohibit the Federal Government from making the kind of investments for our future that our families make every day.

Investments in our infrastructure would be threatened because the balanced budget amendment makes no provisions for a capital budget.

Even State governments that require a balanced budget have a separate budget for capital projects, such as...
highways, schools, et cetera. The balanced budget amendment would restrict our ability to improve our infrastructure.

To address this issue, Senator Feinstein and Senator Torricelli each offered amendments to provide a capital budget for infrastructure investments. I voted for both the Feinstein and Torricelli amendments. Unfortunately, both amendments were defeated.

Recently, 11 Nobel prize-winning economists announced their opposition to the balanced budget amendment because they felt it would put the country in an economic straitjacket. They make a very compelling case. I have no doubt that the balanced budget amendment would tie the Federal Government in knots, restricting our ability to respond to emergencies and economic downturns. Even the Wall Street Journal referred to the balanced budget amendment as politically empty symbolism. I agree with them.

Finally, I believe the balanced budget amendment threatens the Social Security system. Under the balanced budget amendment, there is no protection for Social Security benefits. If the Government finds that the budget is not balanced, the Social Security trust fund could be used to make up the difference. I voted for the Reid amendment which would have exempted the Social Security trust fund from the balanced budget amendment. I regret that this amendment was defeated.

Mr. President, I will not allow the Social Security trust fund to be used to balance the budget. We have a contract with our senior citizens and I plan to honor that contract. A promise made must be a promise kept. Without protections for Social Security, I will have to vote against the balanced budget amendment.

I fully support the goal of balancing the budget. But I view a constitutional amendment as not the way to do it. We need to continue to reduce spending to reach a balanced budget in an orderly manner that recognizes national priorities such as Social Security and the importance of making investments in our future.

Mr. President, I stand ready to continue working toward a balanced budget but tampering with the Constitution is not the way to do it.

Mr. President, this afternoon, the Senate will vote for the third time in 2 years on a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. Two years ago, during our first debate on this amendment, I argued that

There is nothing inherent in American democracy that suggests we amend our basic and abiding law to deal with the fugitive tendencies of a given moment.

My point was that a series of one-time events had propelled the country into recent fiscal disorders, and that a constitutional amendment was an inappropriate and indeed unnecessary response.

Enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 had, after a decade of reckless deficit spending, returned us to a path of fiscal responsibility. At the time of its enactment, OBRA 93 was estimated to bring about $100 billion in deficit reduction over 5 years. Three and one-half years later, estimates are that the total deficit reduction under the 1993 legislation will be more like $92 billion. So we are on the right track.

In fact, we are even closer to a balanced budget than one might imagine— and a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution has nothing to do with how to achieve it.

A balanced budget is easily within reach, if only we have the courage to seize the opportunity soon. In January 1996 and again in January 1997, I proposed a simple plan to balance the budget by the year 2002. In addition to recommendations that were generally in both the President's budget proposal and the budget offered by the Republicans, my plan requires only two actions:

First, correct by 1.1 percentage points the overindexation of Government programs and tax laws; and

Second, that Social Security:

That is all that needs to be done. It is all that ought to be done. It is not the time for tax cuts. Nor is it the time for crippling cuts in domestic discretionary spending. A correction of 1.1 percentage points, as recommended by the Greenspan Commission in December by the Advisory Commission to Study the Consumer Price Index appointed by the Finance Committee, or the Boskin Commission as it has come to be known, would save $1 trillion in 12 years—and it would put Social Security into actuarial balance until the year 2052.

The economics profession is behind this proposal, as is the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, Dr. Alan Greenspan, who testified before the Finance Committee on January 30 of this year. Dr. Greenspan's own estimate of the overstatement of the cost of living by the Consumer Price Index is 0.3 to 0.5 percentage points per year, which is quite close to the estimate of the Boskin Commission.

It is unsound and unnecessary to amend the Constitution. It is unsound and unnecessary to amend the Constitution. The economics profession is behind this proposal, as is the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, Dr. Alan Greenspan, who testified before the Finance Committee on January 30 of this year. Dr. Greenspan's own estimate of the overstatement of the cost of living by the Consumer Price Index is 0.3 to 0.5 percentage points per year, which is quite close to the estimate of the Boskin Commission.

Notably, referring to the familiar argument that the decision to correct cost of living adjustment factors should not be politicized, Dr. Greenspan gave this definitive response:

"The most important defect in these indexes. And by all economists and statisticians, in all probability has reemerged only recently, the fact that the CPI overstates the cost of living is not a new understanding. I came to Washington with the Kennedy Administration 35 years ago. Upon our arrival in 1961, we had a report by a National Bureau of Economic Research committee on "The Price Indexes of the Federal Government." The committee was headed by George J. Stigler, who went on to win a Nobel Prize in economics. The report noted that:

If a poll were taken of professional economists and statisticians, in all probability the failure of the price indexes to take full account of quality changes as the most important defect in these indexes. And by all economists and statisticians, in all probability has reemerged only recently, the fact that the CPI overstates the cost of living is not a new understanding. I came to Washington with the Kennedy Administration 35 years ago. Upon our arrival in 1961, we had a report by a National Bureau of Economic Research committee on "The Price Indexes of the Federal Government." The committee was headed by George J. Stigler, who went on to win a Nobel Prize in economics. The report noted that:

If a poll were taken of professional economists and statisticians, in all probability the failure of the price indexes to take full account of quality changes as the most important defect in these indexes. And by all economists and statisticians, in all probability has reemerged only recently, the fact that the CPI overstates the cost of living is not a new understanding. I came to Washington with the Kennedy Administration 35 years ago. Upon our arrival in 1961, we had a report by a National Bureau of Economic Research committee on "The Price Indexes of the Federal Government." The committee was headed by George J. Stigler, who went on to win a Nobel Prize in economics. The report noted that:

"We condemn the proposed "balanced budget" amendment to the federal Constitution. It is unsound and unnecessary."

The proposed amendment mandates perverse actions in the face of recessions. In economic downturns, one can find some offsets, such as unemployment benefits, rising. These so-called "built-in stabilizers" limit declines of after-tax income and purchasing power. To keep the budget balanced every year would aggravate recessions.

I say, to paraphrase Santayana, that we may be condemned to repeat
an awful period in our history if this amendment is adopted. The historical precedent is chilling: in 1930, 1,028 economists implored President Hoover to veto the Smoot-Hawley tariff legislation. He ignored their pleas, with disastrous consequences: a 60 percent drop in trade; worldwide depression; the rise of totalitarian regimes; and in the wake of such events, the Second World War.

Now, with the list of signatories growing, the economics profession is again urging us to reject this constitutional amendment. If we defeat the amendment, we will preserve the sanctity of our Constitution and promote economic stability. If we adopt it and it is ratified by the states, we will return to the dark ages of economic policy, having disregarded 60 years of social learning.

As I indicated earlier, a great part of the rationale for the balanced budget amendment has been the problem of deficits arising from conditions national, domestic, and international. Yet our problems with deficits are quite recent, having been generated in the relatively brief period of the 1980’s. These deficits marked a sharp departure from the fiscal problems of earlier administrations, which were directed primarily to the problem of a persistent full employment surplus, with its accompanying downward pressure on consumer demand.

The full-employment budget concept was explained by then-OMB Director George P. Shultz in his fiscal year 1973 budget:

... expenditures should not exceed the level at which the budget would be balanced under conditions of full employment.

Which is to say that in the absence of full employment, as was the case in fiscal year 1973, the Federal Government should deliberately contrive to incur a deficit equal to the difference between the revenues that would actually come in at levels of underemployment, and those that would come in at levels of full employment. Far from being inevitable and unavoidable, there were points in the business cycle where a deficit had to be created. Otherwise surpluses would choke off recovery.

The “full-employment surplus” had originated earlier. The January 1962 report of the Council of Economic Advisers explained that as the recovery from the recession of 1958 got underway, economic activity grew and so did the tax base of the Federal Government. But Congress would not spend the additional revenue. As a result, the recovery stalled. This untoward event was ascribed to “fiscal drag.”

Beginning in 1980, the Reagan White House and Office of Management and Budget set about creating a crisis by creating deficits intended to force Congress to cut certain programs. In a television address 16 days after his inauguration, President Reagan said:

There were always those who told us that taxes had been too high until spending was reduced. Well, you know we can lecture our children about extravagance until we run out of voice and breath. Or we can cut their extravagance by simply reducing their allowance.

Haynes Johnson wrote of this in “Sleepwalking Through History: America Through the Reagan Years” (1991). After all, simply quote a footnote on page 111:

[Stockman’s] former mentor Moynihan was the first to charge that the Reagan Administration “hastily and deliberately brought about” higher deficits to force congressional domestic cuts. Moynihan was denounced and then proven correct, except that what the Reagan administration brought about were never made and the deficits ballooned even higher.

The point is that the huge deficits and debt of the 1980’s were intentional and anomalous, and therefore the balanced budget amendment is an inappropriate response. A balanced budget amendment would undo all that we have learned about economic policy over the past six decades—a lesson that can be easily seen by the fact that the business cycle has changed, following a brief adjustment period, as the country converted from a wartime to peacetime economy. Since then the largest reduction in output was 2.3 percent in 1982.

In the 1979-1980 report of the Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Charles L. Schultze to analyze what would have happened if a balanced budget amendment had been in force in the middle of the 1975 recession. He reported back that the computers at the Council “blew up.” GDP—then called GNP—would have dropped another 12 percent in an economy in which output was already 5 percent below capacity. During the debate in the last Congress, this simulation was repeated by the Treasury Department and by our minority Finance Committee staff, with the same results. With a balanced budget amendment, a moderate recession in which the unemployment rate increases by 2-3 percent becomes a major contraction—may I say depression—in which unemployment soars over 10 percent and output falls by 15 percent or more. In the entire post-World War II era the unemployment rate exceeded 10 percent only for a brief 10 months during the 1981-82 recession.

Just as importantly, a balanced budget amendment would undo the progress we have already made, which I referred to earlier. Two years ago, in arguing against House Joint Resolution 1, I noted:

As a result of the deficit reduction policies put in place by the Omnibus Budget Recconciliation Act of 1990, our fiscal deficit had three straight years of deficit reduction—the first such string of declines since the administration of Harry S. Truman. Here are the numbers:

FY 1990 $250.4 billion; FY 1991 $216.1 billion; FY 1992 $203.2 billion; OMB 1993 est., $192.5 billion; and CBO 1995 est. $176 billion.

As I have said, our progress has been even better than expected. Remarkably, the deficit for fiscal year 1996 was lower than projected: $163.8 billion compared to projections of $176-$192 billion. The fiscal 1998 deficit is even lower—$107.3 billion, just 1.4 percent of GDP, resulting in 4 consecutive years of deficit reduction. And, for the first time since the 1960’s, we have a primary surplus—that is, excluding interest payments, revenues exceed outlays.

Adoption of a balanced budget amendment—which as I said last year would be tantamount to “writing algebra into the Constitution”—can only jeopardize the progress we have made. We can and will complete the job of balancing the budget without this amendment. That requires sensible choices about spending and revenues. Our budget deficits were off the charts during these Reagan years, and I felt that the very foundation of sound fiscal policy was being undermined. The point is that the huge deficits that needed to have more serious debate about bringing spending under control—and when we needed to at least consider a more serious response such as amending the Constitution to require balanced budgets.

We have a very different situation today. During the last 4 years, the budget deficit has declined remarkably. Tough choices are being made about spending and revenue which are bringing the deficit down to levels thought unimaginable only a few years ago. And today we nearly have unanimous bipartisan support to bring the budget into balance by 2002. The Nation’s budget deficit, as a percentage of government national, is the smallest it has been in decades and the least of all the great industrial powers.

The difference between today and 14 years ago is that we are clearly moving in the right direction, not through amendments to our Nation’s most important legal document, but by debating our national priorities and making our spending better reflect those priorities.

I believe in balancing the budget, but sound fiscal management demands that such balance be achieved by responsible choices that reflect our values—
helping those in need, promoting long-term infrastructure investment, and promoting high-wage job growth in our Nation. Those who have doggedly pursued this amendment to the Constitution did not so when the budget imbalance by Reagan leaps during the Reagan administration; a balanced budget was not their concern. But cutting taxes on those who are best off is one of their primary concerns—and it was in part the spending profile of the early Reagan years combined with the ill-considered and regressive Kemp-Roth tax cut that created the enormous deficits we are financing today. We are actually spending less today than the Treasury is taking in—but because of enormous interest payments which take up nearly 20 percent of our entire annual spending, our budget is still in the red.

We must be careful about confusing serious budget balancing efforts with partisan exercises that could disrupt the fiscal health of the country.

One of my major concerns about this amendment 2 years ago which remains today is that the House still has in place a rule requiring three-fifths supermajority of both the House and Senate to raise taxes and income tax rates and income tax rates alone. Under the House rule, other taxes—such as the gas tax, Social Security tax, or other excise taxes—can still be raised by a simple majority, taxes that impact the families of the working families from New Mexico whom I represent. This House rule stands as an obstacle to efforts to use the income tax, our most progressive tax, to raise revenues for deficit reduction.

The proposed balanced budget amendment that has been proposed does not help us resolve many of the problems that challenge our future economic health. Passing this resolution does not help us solve the challenge to Social Security that looms in our future. It is clearly not wise to address the very real threat to the long-term solvency of the Social Security trust fund, but as written this amendment could cause a train wreck at the point when Social Security disbursements become greater than Social Security receipts. At least under one interpretation of the proposed amendment, countless seniors could experience disruption in receiving their checks.

During a time of severe economic hardship and recession, the Government has traditionally helped by using fiscal policy to prime the economy and jolt it toward growth. Such a strategy would not be possible given the requirements outlined in the balanced budget amendment. In addition, national security demands, the need to increase spending to thwart aggressive moves by some future enemy, or to respond to some military crisis might also be improperly constrained by the balanced budget amendment as written. The Senate Republican Policy Committee prepared more than 20 papers to assist Republican Senators with our deliberations. Some of these papers have particular importance for the constitutional and political debate which has been going on for decades and which is going to continue.

I ask unanimous consent that several of these papers be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

[From the U.S. Republican Policy Committee, Feb. 25, 1997]

OVERLOOKED EFFECTS OF EXCLUDING SOCIAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

For years, leading opponents of the bipartisan balanced budget constitutional amendment (BBCA) have been hiding behind the gimmick of excluding Social Security from the calculation of a balanced budget. While it is difficult to take their proposal (S.J. Res. 12) seriously, it is imperative to realize its very serious effects.

WHAT S.J. RES. 12 WOULD DO

The actual consequences of S.J. Res. 12 would be the direct opposite of the positive economic effects provided by a real balanced budget requirement.

S.J. Res. 12, over 30 years, would start with decreasing deficits—achieve a moment of zero, and a return to huge new deficits or spending cuts—enter a phase of declining surpluses (to perhaps one-year's balance)—and then revert to skyrocketing deficits. This would create $2 trillion in "gimmick deficits" between 1998 and 2018.

It would result in tax hikes and/or spending cuts of $1.9 trillion from 2002 to 2018. It would result in $5.95 trillion from 2019 to 2039, eight times Clinton's largest-ever 1993 tax hike of $240 billion and almost five times the amount of the CBO's estimated $1.25 trillion (of $2.474 trillion from 1991 to 2009, all perfectly off-budget and constitutionally legal.)

S.J. Res. 12 could be worse than doing nothing because of the high probability of massive tax increases that would destroy economic growth.

WHAT S.J. RES. 12 WOULD NOT DO

S.J. Res. 12 would not provide any additional support for Social Security.

It would not protect the trust fund—it will begin running deficits just seven years after its outlays begin exceeding revenues in 2012—exactly the current estimate. The trust fund would be bankrupt just 10 years after that (2029)—also the current estimation.

The trust fund balance sheet would not change, while the single dime and its solvency calendar would not be altered by a single day. S.J. Res. 12 would not alter the fact that Social Security is a pay-as-you-go system and always has been.

It would not provide a long-term solution. By pretending there exists some hidden balance, it would forestall a real solution to Social Security's long-term imbalance.

Simultaneously, S.J. Res. 12 would damage Social Security because Social Security's existence depends on a growing economy to meet its growing commitments—something S.J. Res. 12's likely tax hikes would seriously jeopardize.

HOW IMPLAUSIBLE ARE S.J. RES. 12'S REQUIREMENTS?

Every dime of the $1.9 trillion that would be artificially added to the deficit between...
2002 and 2018 would have to be paid for with tax hikes and/or spending cuts.

In the 2002-2007 period, spending literally would have to be cut in five of the six years under S.J. Res. 12, even under CBO's most recent baseline spending estimates for a balanced budget. By contrast, Congress's failed 1995 effort to balance the budget was vetoed by Clinton who thereby slowed the rate of spending's growth.

Spending would decline in absolute terms—not just reductions in the rate of growth.

How is this all possible? Only nine times since 1933 have they occurred.

Eight were due to severe economic contraction or postwar economies: 1933, 1937, and 1938 recessions, the first years following World War II, and the first two years after the Korean War.

[From the U.S. Senate Republican Policy Committee, Jan. 29, 1997]

**A GIMMICK EVEN THE PRESIDENT WONT’WON’T EMBRACE—CLINTON’S REMARKS UNDERCUT BBCA OPPONENTS**

"We couldn’t right now, neither the Republicans nor I and the Congress, could produce a balanced budget tomorrow that could pass with, if you said the Social Security funds cannot, or we will, as the President put it in the budget." —President Clinton at his January 28th press conference.

President Clinton does not support a balanced budget constitutional amendment (BBCA), but yesterday, on the record, he refused to accept the flimsy, implausible cover being used by some of its congressional opponents who are trying to vote against the amendment unless Social Security is taken out of it.

The sentence from the transcript of the President's press conference that is quoted above is not the clearest example of oral expression that we have ever seen, but, clearly what the President was saying was: A balanced budget is not possible if Social Security is taken off budget and not taken into account in calculating the deficit.

Simply, Social Security is currently running a surplus and is expected to do so for the near term. Thus, if Social Security is removed from the budget calculations, the deficit will be inflated by hundreds of billions of dollars. For example, if Social Security were to be omitted, the deficit would grow by an additional $465 billion during fiscal years 2002 and 2007, and by another $602 billion during fiscal years 2003-2007, for a total of $1.067 trillion over the 10-year period. This is on top of the very real deficits with which Congress has been struggling for years.

Last year, the President and the Congress each made proposals that would have cut the deficit to $300 billion for fiscal years 1997 through 2002. $500 billion is a lot of money, but it is less than one-half of the amount that the opponents' proposal would fail by, even if Social Security is taken out of the balanced budget calculations.

It's interesting when the President, not stranger to gimmicks, is willing to expose the ruse of his friends. Recall that this President offered a budget that used "triggers" to precipitously cut off spending programs in its final two years in order to first three claims to attract votes. "Balance." And, he offered a budget which shifts the fastest growing portion of Medicare—Home Health Care—from Medicare to the general taxpayer in order to claim he is "saving" Medicare.

If the opponents of a Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment are fiscally responsible, the tax increases and spending cuts that they propose to enact to make up for the $1.067 trillion that would otherwise be added to the deficit under their proposal by taking Social Security out of the calculation. After all, those hiding behind Social Security's exclusion to cover their obligations could cut the deficit twice the amount that Congress and Clinton proposed to cut! If they do not really support Social Security, they should propose new taxes and spending cuts—and we doubt that they do. But what do they really support? The answer is evident: More of the same tired, liberal approach to governing—more taxes, more spending, more debt.

[From the U.S. Senate Republican Policy Committee, Feb. 24, 1997]

**BBCA, SUPER-MAJORITY, AND THE FEDERALIST—MADISON AND HAMILTON SUPPORTED SUPER-MAJORITIES**

The writers of the Federalist said some hard words about super-majorities which are trotted out whenever Congress debates the Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment (BBCA). Unfortunately, those hard words are almost always misused.

**THE FEDERALIST ON SUPER-MAJORITIES**

James Madison said that super-majorities transfer power from the majority to the minority. "The fundamental principle of free government." A minority can then frustrate the purposes of the majority by force of the majority or by general good might require new laws to be passed or active measures to be pursued." The Federalist No. 58, at 397 (J.E. Cooke ed. 1961). Alexander Hamilton believed super-majorities may look like a remedy but are "in reality a poison." They operate "to embarrass the administration, to destroy the energy of the government, and to substitute the pleasure, caprice or artifices of an insignificant, turbulent, or corrupt junto for the regular deliberations and decisions of a respectable majority." The Federalist No. 22, at 140.

This is strong stuff from two of America's giants. However, both Madison and Hamilton were strong supporters of super-majority requirements, and only by using The Federalist out of context can they be made to appear otherwise.

**THE CONSTITUTION ITSELF, WHICH THE FEDERALIST WAS WRITTEN TO PROMOTE, CONTAINS SUPER-MAJORITIES**

The Federalist was written to explain and promote a Constitution which, in its original version, contained super-majority requirements in seven places: Article I requires a two-thirds vote of both Houses of Congress to impeach an Executive (§ 3, cl. 6), to expel a Senator or Representative (§ 5, cl. 2), and to override a presidential veto (§ 7, cl. 2 & 3). Article II requires a two-thirds vote in the Senate to consent to treaties (§ 2, cl. 2) and called for special majorities if the election of the President should be referred to the House of Representatives (§ 1, cl. 3). Article V requires two-thirds of Congress and three-fourths of the States to amend the Constitution. Article VII required ratifications from 9 of the original 13 States before the Constitution could go into effect. Madison (always) and Hamilton (sometimes) were in attendance at the conventions when these super-majority requirements were adopted, and Madison himself was responsible for the House of Representatives. They signed the Constitution. They became its most able advocates. Snippets from Federalist No. 58 and No. 22 cannot obviate the fact that Madison and Hamilton supported the Constitution with all of its super-majority requirements.

**THE FEDERALIST, WHICH ITSELF SUPPORTS SUPER-MAJORITY, MUST BE READ IN CONTEXT TO BE UNDERSTOOD**

But how do we account for The Federalist's hard words on super-majorities? Quite easily, actually. The words merely need to be read in context.

What Madison was opposing in No. 58 was the suggestion that the House of Representatives should have a super-majority for a quorum and more than a majority of a quorum for a decision. Madison did not, of course, oppose all super-majority requirements for the House. He proposed suggestions put forward by opponents of the Constitution that additional super-majorities were desirable.

What Hamilton was opposing in No. 22 was the gridlock occasioned by the Articles of Confederation with its super-majority requirements and unit voting (each State had one vote).

Hamilton also said (in Federalist No. 75), "All provisions which require more than the majority of any body to its resolutions have been separately. In convention, Madison and Hamilton strongly supported the two-thirds vote of the Senate as "one of the best digested and most unexceptionable parts of the plan," at 503. What Hamilton was opposing in No. 75 was the suggestion that two-thirds of all members should be required on a vote rather than two-thirds of those members present.

Keep in mind, too, that complaints about super-majorities (especially for quorums) were a product of the times—a horse-and-buggy era when interstate travel was long, difficult, and dangerous, and many legislators shunned regular travel to the seat of a weak central government.

**MADISON AND HAMILTON SUPPORTED SUPER-MAJORITIES INDEPENDENTLY**

Finally, we know that both Madison and Hamilton thought super-majorities were sometimes necessary because they advocated them separately. In convention, Madison moved that a vote of two-thirds be required to expel a Senator or Representative. His motion carried 10 States to none. 2 Farrand, The Records of the Federal Convention on 1787 at 254 (1937 rev. ed.). It was also Madison who moved that if the choice of a President should fail to Congress, a quorum must consist of at least two-thirds of those States that had out-lined his own plan for a government, but did not present it to the convention. He did, however, draw upon its principles in debate. The Federalist is gained at least five requirements for super-majorities. 3 Farrand at 620, 623, 625, 627, 630.

Far from being opponents of super-majorities, Madison and Hamilton supported them. They supported them in the Constitution, in The Federalist, and in the convention. They supported them because some rights are "too important to be exercised by a bare majority of a quorum," 2 Farrand at 254 (Madison speaking on expulsions). Spending our children's inheritance is one of these rights—a right too important to be exercised by a bare majority.

[Some of the quotations from The Federalist have been edited slightly.]

[From the U.S. Senate Republican Policy Committee, Feb. 20, 1997]

**THE CONSTITUTION AND BBCA'S SUPER-MAJORITIES**

Some opponents of the super-majority requirements in the Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment (BBCA) must suffer from an irony deficiency. Only the irony-deprived could complain about BBCA's super-majorities while trying to cobble together a minority of Senators (just 34) to defeat the proposed amendment.
SUPER-MAJORITY IN THE BBCA

S. J. Res. 1 requires “three-fifths of the whole number of each House of Congress” to “unbalance” the budget (section 1) and to increase the debt limit (section 2). It requires “a majority of the whole number of each House” to increase revenues (section 4) and to permit a waiver because of a threat to national security (section 5).

S. J. Res. 1 is consistent with constitutional text and practice. The framers put super-majority votes within the four walls of the Constitution, and throughout the years Congress has regularly and remarkably operated under those super-majority requirements. In fact, the Senate acts by super-majority vote almost everywhere except for budget matters. Super-majority votes are reserved for matters of special importance; they are not daily events, but they are not rarities either. They are about as rare as a new moon.

Like the constitutional policies described above, spending our children’s inheritance is a matter of special significance that should require an occasional super-majority vote.

Note on Estimate of Treaties. Congress has legislated under this super-majority requirement every year since 1868 (three-fourths of States). Art. V. The Constitution has been amended 27 times; there were 17 votes on those successful amendments. There were another five votes on proposed amendments that cleared the Congress but were never ratified by the States.

Certain persons who “engaged in insurrection or rebellion” against the United States are prohibited from holding public office, but that disability may be removed by a two-thirds vote of Congress. Amend. XIV, Sec. 3. By our count, Congress legislated under this provision 291 times from 1868 through 1998 (averaging about 2.5 times per year).

Area Two: To Remove from Office

There is a second category of constitutional provisions requiring a super-majority, namely those that allow Congress to remove a person from office.

Conviction on impeachment requires a two-thirds vote of the Senate. Art. I, Sec. 3, cl. 6. Seven persons (all district court judges) have been convicted by the Senate after impeachment. Seven others (including an associate justice of the Supreme Court, a Secretary of War, and President Andrew Johnson) were tried and acquitted.

Expulsion from the Senate or House requires a two-thirds vote of the body. Art. I, Sec. 5, cl. 5. Fifteen Senators and four Representatives have been expelled from Congress (the great majority for disloyalty to the Union).

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I do not intend to support this constitutional amendment. During previous debates on this issue, I have said that I believe that an amendment dictating a balanced budget does not belong in our Constitution but that the path to balance belongs in our laws. I continue to believe that a vote in Congress (and the States) is not being too optimistic when I say that I honestly believe we have an opportunity to set our budget on the path to balance this year through legislation and we have the chance to do so in a reasoned and bipartisan way.

I believe it is important to balance the budget as a way to promote economic growth. And any effort to achieve a balanced budget must be done fairly and equitably. But I’m not convinced that the constitutional amendment before us will ensure a budget balanced fairly or a budget that will ensure economic growth.

In particular, I do not think it is wise to require a three-fifths vote to waive this amendment in times of economic emergency. This gives entirely too much power to larger population States like the House of Representatives and hurt smaller States like my home State of Nebraska. In addition, the national security waiver provision in this amendment is too restrictive. And, I do not think it is a good idea to allow Congress to override the requirement whether or not the budget is in balance. As previous experience has shown us, when you lead with estimates, gimmicks are soon to follow.

Still, I believe that if we can succeed through a statute rather than through a constitutional amendment, we should leave the Constitution alone.

All of this being said, I do not question the intentions of the authors of this amendment. Given our track record on living within our means, there are good arguments to be made for this amendment. I have long said that as 1 of the 535 Members of Congress we can, and should, get down to the work of crafting a reasoned, bipartisan balanced budget plan. But we have not managed to do so. We have not managed to muster the political will to tackle some of the tougher issues that stand in the way of a credible path to balance. We have not managed to talk in a meaningful way about how to control our entitlement spending and how to prevent that spending from consuming an ever-larger share of our...
Federal budget as time goes by. Absent change, a full 70 percent of the Federal budget will be consumed by mandatory spending and interest on the debt by the year 2000 and that percentage will continue to climb. That is a scary statistic.

But I think, or at least I very much hope, that we are getting closer to having those conversations. Last year, I was part of the centrist coalition, a bipartisan group that included 11 Democrats and 11 Republicans. The coalition spent 5 months putting together a balanced budget package which contained significant entitlement reform, a reasonable discretionary spending number and modest tax relief. The centrist package was offered as a substitute budget in May 1996 and received 46 votes in the Senate.

As far as I am concerned, those 46 votes represent the start of a meaningful effort to balance the budget in a bipartisan, credible way.

Regarding the constitutional amendment today's vote turns out, I hope we will lose the will to move forward to balance the budget. If this amendment were to pass both Houses, I would hope that we would not use that passage as an excuse to delay balancing the budget while we wait to see if the amendment is ratified. And if this amendment fails, I hope that we—particularly people like me who maintain that we can balance the budget without this amendment—will redouble our efforts to get the budget on the path to balance in this Congress.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President, in this debate on the balanced budget amendment, I believe the Senate has lived up to its reputation as the greatest deliberative body in the world, bar none. We have spent nearly a month debating this measure and I want to especially commend the distinguished chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Senator Hatch, for his stamina and intellect in managing this measure.

Now as the time for debate draws to a close, I hope all of my colleagues will reflect on the simple principle that we are attempting to incorporate into our Constitution. It is simply that one generation of Americans has no right to mortgage future generations to finance our daily spending habits. Think about it.

There is one thing for certain, Mr. President. When the clock strikes midnight on January 1, 1999, and we enter the next century, America will have run deficits for 31 consecutive years and we will have a national debt of more than $6 trillion.

If we are ever going to reverse that endless tide of red ink, if we are going to ease the economic burdens on our children and grandchildren, then as a matter of moral responsibility, we will adopt this constitutional amendment. If we don't pass the amendment this will truly be an American tragedy.

Mr. President, once again the Senate is considering a constitutional amendment which some claim will lead to a balanced Federal budget. The Senate debated and defeated this amendment in the last Congress. It has been reported once again by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and has received the careful and thorough deliberation by the Senate which it deserves.

Except in unusual circumstances, balancing the budget is the responsible thing to do. That is why I have repeatedly supported balanced budgets. And, we have made significant progress in the past year. Predicted the Federal deficit for 4 years in a row, cutting the deficit by more than half from $290 billion in fiscal year 1992 to $107 billion in fiscal year 1996, from 4.7 percent of the GDP in 1992 to 1.4 percent in fiscal year 1996, the lowest in more than 20 years. In fact, for the first time in years, the real possibility of agreement to balance the budget in the next 5 years looms before us.

At the outset, let's be clear about one thing. The proposed constitutional amendment doesn't balance the budget. It tells a future Congress to pass legislation to balance the budget. Unless that future Congress agrees on legislation, the amendment will not be implemented. When the implementation language now before the vote on the constitutional amendment so everybody could see how it would work and if it would work? Again, without that implementation legislation, we're going back to the good ol' gimick which would allow Members of Congress to claim that the deficit will be cured without actually taking the tough steps necessary to do the job. It takes Congress off the hook for 5 years or more. And then, Mr. President, there is no hook. As the distinguished past president of the American Economic Association, Professor Robert Eisner, put it in his excellent article January 22 in the Wall Street Journal, the amendment “might as well assert that the waves of the Atlantic Ocean shall not cross a certain line”. In other words, the language kicks in 2002, or later, and then there might be no kick.

As we have seen in the most recent Congress, the debate arises not over whether to balance the budget, but rather how to reach that balance. The issues which make agreement difficult grow out of differences in priorities. The President, in his budget last year and again this year, has shown a path that is a good one. He has provided for adequate funding for education, environmental protection, Medicare, Medicaid, and other essential Government functions. Many of the proponents of this constitutional amendment support a large tax break, paid for by larger reductions in Medicare than the President proposes. It is in hammering out these priorities that the difficult decisions arise. The constitutional amendment before us does nothing to leverage this process. In fact, since implementing legislation will not be required for 5 years at the earliest, it may indeed provide the excuse to delay those tough decisions.

We are told that if Congress is required by the Constitution to pass a law to implement a balanced budget, surely Congress will pass such a law. Well in 1979, 18 years ago, we passed a law that said, “Congress shall balance the Federal Budget.” That law, Public Law 95-313, was the Gramm-Rudman law. Although the Senate passed that provision by a 96 to 2 vote and the President signed it into law, it did not happen. Saying we must balance the budget will not make it happen; unless and until we do the hard decisions, it's all just a dodge, and worse, because it encourages people to say we are cured before we've taken the medicine.

Mr. President, the plain truth is whether we pass a balanced budget amendment or not, it will still take a majority of the votes of the Members of each House to make the tough choices needed to cut spending or raise taxes. Unless and until we make those choices or adopt some process to implement such a constitutional amendment, in the absence of a congressional majority agreement on how to balance the budget, we will not have a balanced budget.

Every Member of this body knows that we will not get to a balanced budget without tough decisions. Adopting a constitutional amendment saying some future Congress must make the tough decisions and balance the budget not only isn't a substitute for our acting or adopting an enforcement mechanism— but it will delay those actions because people might think we have acted.

If we are going to get to a balanced budget by 2002, there is a real, practical need to adopt the enforcement mechanism now. We all remember that, back in 1985, we passed the Gramm-Rudman- Hollings bill, requiring a balanced budget by 1991. Two years later, we modified that requirement to call for a balanced budget by 1993. Well, 1993 and the deadline and found ourselves confronted with a dropping stock market and the prospect of sudden budget cuts that could throw the country into a deep recession. We made the only choice we could, protecting the Nation and the economy at the cost of not meeting the budget targets.

The current congressional majority appears committed to marching down this same road again. The constitutional amendment before us, like the Gramm-Rudman law, was designed to require us to achieve a balanced budget in a fixed period of time. It doesn't say how we are supposed to get there and stay there.
If this Congress fails to face up to the obligation of laying out a detailed enforceable plan to reach and maintain a balanced budget as required by the amendment, why should we expect future Congresses to be any more responsible than we are? This is a point of no return if we do not want to lose the momentum of the budget process. Throughout the 1980's Congress and the President have talked about the budget and kept it on the agenda. The fiscal year 2002 and the end of the century are on the horizon. How shall our public accounts be set? What are the goals of the savings and loan bail-out? It is simple: the amendment is a straightforward and enforceable mechanism, and the American public wants to know how this game is likely to be played. The proposed amendment is full of rhetoric and symbolism. Legally it clutters the Constitution with dubious prose. The concept embodied in the proposed amendment measures nothing useful; it is at best a distraction, and at worst spreads confusion that will make the right things harder to do, not easier. The proposed amendment is full of loopholes and ambiguities, all usable when 2002 arrives. For example: First, the implementation of the amendment depends on economic estimates that can be made overly optimistic if that is what is necessary to project a balanced budget. We have seen enough rosie scenarios in the budgets of both Republican and Democratic administrations to know how this game is likely to be played. For example, in 1981, our estimate was off by $55 billion. In 1983, our estimates were off by $73 billion. In 1986, our estimates were off by $91 billion, and on and on. In 1991, they were off by $119 billion—$119 billion in one year. You talk about a loophole. This one is big enough to drive a $119 billion deficit through. That's bigger than our current deficit. Second, the amendment requires a balanced budget in each fiscal year. Throughout the 1980's Congress and the President have talked the talk of our reported deficit and met Gramm-Rudman targets by delaying spending a few days thereby pushing it from one fiscal year to another. Under the proposed amendment, we can expect similar budgetary shell games. Third, States with balanced budget requirements have frequently avoided them by creating independent or quasi-public agencies and placing their expenditures under the control of the State's constitution. We could do the same thing in the 1980's with the costs of the savings and loan bail-out. Because the amendment does not define key terms such as receipts and outlays, it is certain to lead to similar manipulations. Fourth, the deficit could be artificially reduced by selling off valuable public assets, such as public lands. This approach might enable the Federal Government to report a smaller deficit for a few years, but would have no impact at all on the structural gap between revenues and outlays. There are numerous technical problems with the amendment. It does not tell us what an outlay is, what a receipt is, or how the Congress will monitor and require levels of outlays and receipts. But, perhaps most importantly, it does not tell us what will happen if outlays in fact exceed receipts. What would happen if the amendment were ratified, and, by the end of a fiscal year, outlays were to exceed revenues, a clear violation of the amendment. What would happen? Could the courts step in and enforce the amendment? According to the authors of the resolution, there would be no remedy, unless provided by future legislation. As Senator HATCH explained on March 7, 1986, "[T]here is no question that Congress would have to pass implementing legislation to make it effective. In that sense, it is not self-executing. . . . It would be the obligation of Congress . . . [to] enact legislation that would cause this to come about." The unenforceability of the amendment should concern us, the authors tell us, because future Congresses would be bound to respect the provisions of the amendment and the will of the voters and to comply with it in good faith by enacting suitable implementing legislation. But this argument has two flaws. First, the amendment, if ratified, wouldn't take effect until 2002 at the earliest. Congress wouldn't be bound by the provisions of the amendment before 2002. The Congress after that wouldn't be bound. The Congress after that wouldn't be bound. In fact, no Congress would be bound by the terms of the amendment to enact implementing legislation until 2002 at the earliest, and by then it would be too late to take the actions necessary to comply. Second, the legislation required to implement this amendment will be extremely complex, and, even if everyone acted in good faith, there still might be disagreements. In the last decade, we have enacted into law some 50 single-spaced pages of procedures, governing the congressional budget process and attempting to rein in uncontrolled budget deficits. These provisions set timetables for the congressional budget process. They provide the rules for debate for budget matters. They spell out points of order that may be raised to keep the budget under control. They establish the role of the Congressional Budget Office. They controls on legislation providing spending authority and rules for legislation providing entitlement authority. They limit the use of off-budget agencies, programs and activities. They establish requirements for the requests and procedures for the rescission of appropriated funds. Similarly detailed legislation would be required to implement and enforce the balanced budget amendment. To give just one example of the complex issues that would have to be addressed by such legislation, the resolution before us would require that outlays may not exceed receipts. However, Congress does not legislate either outlays or receipts. The appropriations and revenue committees are the authorities that work with outlays and receipts, but do not dictate the exact levels of outlays or receipts in any given year. So Congress would have to establish new mechanisms to control outlays and receipts. This raises many difficult questions, on which reasonable people could disagree. Let me read from a colloquy between myself and Senator Simon about some of these questions: Senator LEVIN. How would the monitoring of the flow of receipts and outlays be done to determine whether the budget for any fiscal year is on the track of being balanced? Would this require implementing legislation? Senator SIMON. There would have to be monitoring and future legislation would have to take care of the implementation of that monitoring. Senator LEVIN. What exactly is the definition of receipts and outlays? Specifically, would the receipts and outlays of Bonneville Power Administration be receipts and outlays of the United States pursuant to this constitutional amendment? Would the answer to these questions require implementing legislation? Senator SIMON. Implementing legislation will be needed on some of these peripheral questions, but the intent is clear.
day fund will be required? August 12, 1997? Who will make that determination?

Mr. President, these are difficult questions, on which reasonable people could disagree. The assumption of the authors that future Members of Congress will try, in good faith, to comply with the amendment does not mean that a majority of Members of either House of Congress will agree on the many issues involved or on whether to require sequestration of funds if outlays are determined to exceed revenues, or that they will agree on whether to exempt the national defense or Social Security payments from such sequestration.

And what if the future Congress to which we leave these questions can't agree? Would dozens of unelected judges assert jurisdiction and order spending cuts or tax increases? When the Senate during the 104th Congress considered this constitutional amendment, we adopted by a 92 to 8 vote an amendment offered by Senator Nunn which added language to section 6 making it clear that "the judicial power of the United States shall not extend to any case or controversy arising under this article except as may be specifically authorized by legislation... This safeguard has been omitted from the version of the constitutional amendment which is before us today.

Since implementation legislation is the essential need, why not pass it now? In the 104th Congress, I offered an amendment, defeated on a 62 to 38 vote, which would have required us to pass the legislation, not pass the buck. It provided that the constitutional amendment would be submitted to the States for ratification only upon enactment. It specified the means for implementing and enforcing the provisions of the constitutional amendment. There are two advantages to this approach. First, it places the responsibility on this Congress instead of leaving it to a future Congress, by delaying the sending of the amendment to the States until we act. Second, the States would be informed how the enforcement mechanism would work so they could consider that in their ratification deliberations. Since it has become the majority's position that we are going to amend its language in any way and is defeating all efforts to improve it, I have decided not to offer my amendment again this year.

Mr. President, if we want to achieve a balanced budget, there is one way to do it. Don't push the problem off onto future Congresses with a balanced budget amendment that doesn't even become effective until 2002 at the earliest, and doing what we have started. Set out a plan with real spending targets, real budget cuts laid out on a program-by-program and year-by-year basis, and real enforcement mechanisms. I believe we are on verge of doing the last thing we should do. The Republicans have so far refused to pass the plan that I proposed in 5 years in this Congress. We have lowered the deficit for 4 consecutive years, cutting it by more than half. Let's not be delayed or diverted. Let's do the hard work. At best, this amendment is merely irrelevant to balancing the budget. At worst, it threatens damage to the economy, the Social Security system, and the confidence of the American people in their Government. Either way it's a mistake.

As Senator of the Treasury Rubin put it in his testimony before the J udiciary Committee:

"The possibility of default should never be on the table. Our creditworthiness is an invaluable national asset that should not be subject to question. Default on payment of our debt would undermine our credibility with respect to meeting financial commitments, and that in turn would have adverse effects not only on our reputation but on the economy. Moreover, a failure to pay interest on our debt could result not only in default on our lawful debts. Others have argued, as The Wall Street Journal has, that this amendment is an empty gimmick. While it is true that not all of these flaws can be true at the same time, it is also true that whether it is a dangerous straightjacket, or a dodge which won't work, it's a mistake either way.

Mr. President, if we want to achieve a balanced budget, there is one way to do it. Don't push the problem off onto future Congresses with a balanced budget amendment that doesn't even become effective until 2002 at the earliest, and doing what we have started. Set out a plan with real spending targets, real budget cuts laid out on a program-by-program and year-by-year basis, and real enforcement mechanisms. I believe we are on verge of doing the last thing we should do. The Republicans have so far refused to pass the plan that I proposed in 5 years in this Congress. We have lowered the deficit for 4 consecutive years, cutting it by more than half. Let's not be delayed or diverted. Let's do the hard work. At best, this amendment is merely irrelevant to balancing the budget. At worst, it threatens damage to the economy, the Social Security system, and the confidence of the American people in their Government. Either way it's a mistake.
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Mr. President, if we want to achieve a balanced budget, there is one way to do it. Don't push the problem off onto future Congresses with a balanced budget amendment that doesn't even become effective until 2002 at the earliest, and doing what we have started. Set out a plan with real spending targets, real budget cuts laid out on a program-by-program and year-by-year basis, and real enforcement mechanisms. I believe we are on verge of doing the last thing we should do. The Republicans have so far refused to pass the plan that I proposed in 5 years in this Congress. We have lowered the deficit for 4 consecutive years, cutting it by more than half. Let's not be delayed or diverted. Let's do the hard work. At best, this amendment is merely irrelevant to balancing the budget. At worst, it threatens damage to the economy, the Social Security system, and the confidence of the American people in their Government. Either way it's a mistake.
For years, politicians—in Congress and in the White House—have talked incessantly about the need and their desire to balance the budget. Listen to the following quotes:

"We must balance the federal budget ... I shall recommend a balanced budget ..."

—Richard Nixon

January 19, 1970

With careful planning, efficient management and proper restraint on spending we can move rapidly toward a balanced budget—and we will.

—Jimmy Carter

January 19, 1978

The path I've outlined is fair, balanced and realistic...aiming toward a balanced budget by the end of the decade."

—Ronald Reagan

January 25, 1981

If only talk meant action.

Neither the current rhetoric about balancing the budget nor the momentary good news that our annual deficits have been coming down more than was expected should trick us into believing that we are on the right path.

According to a January 1997 report by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office [CBO], the deficit will climb from the current $107 billion to $124 billion this year. And it will not stop there, with the increase to $188 billion in 2002 and reach $278 billion in 2007. In 10 years, without fundamental changes in our spending habits, the deficit will be over 2½ times what it was in 1996. CBO's assessment of these skyrocketing deficits is very disturbing:

"The budget deficits projected for the future years are so large that they could put an end to the upward trend in living standards that the Nation has long enjoyed. Thus current U.S. budget policies cannot be sustained without risking substantial economic damage."

Talk about a risky scheme. "Substantial economic damage"—the CBO report went further, stating that if we fail to bring our deficits to a halt, our economy will enter a period of "accelerating decline."

How many warnings will it take to spur us to action? Are there any words strong enough to force us to act?

The number crunchers show us that if we do not act, our children will face tax rates of 82 percent. Talk about taxation without representation. Staggering statistics show that a child born today will have to pay nearly $200,000 in taxes over his or her lifetime just to pay interest on the debt.

Have we completely forgotten Thomas Jefferson's stern warning?

"We should consider ourselves unauthorized to saddle posterity with our debts, and morbidly bound to pay them ourselves."

Mr. President, it is clear we have dismissed the moral implications of deficit spending. We only need look at the buildup of our national debt as proof. Although it took us over 200 years to reach the $1 trillion debt mark, in less than 20 years the debt has grown more than five times. It now stands at a staggering $5.3 trillion. Do you realize to pay off this debt, every family of four would have to pay $1,156 a month for the next 5 years? That is $38 per day.

As more than 200 economists told the Congress in an open letter, in which they urged support to the balanced budget constitutional amendment:

"We have lost the moral sense of fiscal responsibility that served to make formal constitutional restraints unnecessary. We cannot legislate a change in political morality; one can put formal constitutional constraints in place."

We have a moral obligation to ensure that our children and grandchildren and their grandchildren are not burdened with backbreaking debt. We are snatching away their prospects of ever achieving the American dream. I was struck by a recent report on generational accounting that showed a child born today will keep just 16 percent of their lifetime wages if we do not change the course of our Government spending. How can we believe that we are preserving liberty and freedom if we are asking our children to surrender 84 percent of their lifetime earnings to feed the Federal trough? I have seven children and three grandchildren. I cannot be lured into this false sense of security if my children or anyone's children to pass down this legacy of debt.

Even in this time of some optimism about balancing the budget by the year 2002, there are no assurances that we will actually achieve that goal or that we will keep the budget in balance beyond 2002. One year in balance is not enough. Let us not forget that Congress and the President have been trying with little success to balance the budget for almost three decades.

Time and time again, Congress has passed statutes that were supposed to restore fiscal discipline—the 1990 budget agreement, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings I, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II, just to name a few. Unfortunately, good intentions have not produced the desired results. Spending targets were adjusted and readjusted. Deadlines came and went. Promises of spending restraint were broken again and again.

We cannot afford any more empty promises.

Opponents of this amendment will tell you we do not need this amendment to balance the budget because both the President and the Congress have agreed to work together to balance the budget by the year 2002. Our well-intentioned colleagues should not be lured into this false sense of security that ignores history.

Since 1960, we have had a balanced Federal budget only one time. Why? People in public office like to do popular things. One need only look at the budget fiasco of 1995 to realize that balancing the budget is neither popular nor easily achievable in today's political climate.

The late Senator Paul Tsongas put it best:

"There are no votes in deficit spending. There are no votes in fiscal discipline. What you have here is a sad case of pursuit of self as opposed to pursuit of what is in the national interest. The balanced budget amendment is simply a recognition of that human behavior."

Now, I want to talk for a moment about Social Security. I had hoped that Social Security would have been exempted from the balanced budget constitutional amendment, and I voted twice to remove Social Security from the effects of this amendment. I believe that exempting Social Security—with the caveat that it is administered honestly and we do not turn the trust fund into a slush fund for other Federal programs—would provide protection for the Social Security trust funds and ensured the viability of the system for our current and future retirees.

At the same time, I fully recognize that exempting Social Security from this amendment would force us to address the need for real spending reductions in other Federal programs. I believe my record on cutting Government spending is pretty clear—I have proven time and time again I am willing to make the tough votes to cut popular programs.

However, it is also clear that some of my colleagues who supported the Reid and Dorgan amendments to exempt Social Security would actually be willing to rein in spending by the additional $700 billion necessary to balance the budget without including the Social Security trust funds in the calculations.

Our efforts to exempt Social Security did not prevail. Nonetheless, I will be vigilant in my fight to protect the Social Security trust fund and end this charade of using trust fund moneys to mask the deficit. I know Arizonans do not want their hard-earned dollars invested in the Social Security system to be used for studying cow flatulence, shrimp aquaculture centers, or potato research programs, just to name a few.

Mr. President, I firmly believe that the most serious threat to Social Security at this time is deficit spending and our ever-growing national debt. As Robert Myers, the Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration from 1947-1970, stated recently:

"The most serious threat to Social Security is the federal government's fiscal irresponsibility. If we continue to run federal deficits year after year, we will face two dangerous possibilities. Either we will raid the trust funds to pay for our current profligacy, or we will print money, dishonestly inflating our way out of indebtedness. Both cases would devastate the real value of the Social Security Trust Funds. Regaining control of our fiscal affairs is the most important step that we can take to protect the soundness of the Social Security Trust Funds."

Mr. President, that is exactly what the balanced budget amendment would do—it would force us to control our fiscal affairs. Passage of this amendment is the Senate's last step toward fiscal responsibility. This amendment still has a way to go before becoming part of our Constitution—the
most sacred and important document underpinning our Nation's history and Government. A tough vote awaits in the House, and then three-fourths of the States must ratify the amendment. But we must move this process forward.

The people know the balanced budget amendment has been trapped in Washington for so many years proves just how out of touch we are with those we supposedly represent. Poll after poll of the American people shows the balanced budget amendment winning approval ratings of nearly 80 percent. Yet, Washington politicians want to keep this debate inside the beltway, probably because they fear what might happen if we let the people decide.

What are the opponents of this amendment afraid of? Quite simply, they are afraid that it will pass. I can understand why they are scared. You see, many are spending addicts who have still not spent even one dollar from spending other people's money on their own priorities. They do not want to part with their Federal credit card that has no limits and never comes due. They hide behind excuses about why a constitutional amendment to the Constitution would not work. They say support a balanced budget amendment, just not this one. Or they talk about balancing the budget, but refuse to actually do it. In short, the time to protect themselves from making tough spending decisions. They prefer the status quo.

Opponents of this amendment probably understand best the real effect of this amendment. They understand that it will be a straitjacket on spending. However, let me be perfectly clear that nothing in the balanced budget amendment precludes Congress from continuing on our current path. We could still deficit-spend even with this amendment in effect, so long as 60 percent of each House votes in favor of doing so. Granted, this would be a tougher hurdle to clear. But why not force Congress to live up to a higher standard? They would have to be more accountable, when the future prosperity of our country is at stake.

Finally, the games that politicians in Washington have long played will be exposed for what they really are—to use a favorite phrase of President Clinton and Vice President Gore from the election—a "risky scheme" that threatens to devastate Social Security, Medicare, education, and the environment.

Passage of this amendment would finally force Washington to do what needs to be done, namely, determine our long-term spending priorities; address projected deficits in important programs; and build a strong fiscal base; protect the States, local communities, and families; and provide incentives for savings and investment. Perhaps the real fear of this amendment's opponents is that President Clinton's own words would finally come to fruition—the era of big government would be over.

Mr. President, we cannot allow career politicians seeking to preserve their own interests to hold this amendment hostage any longer. In State Houses across the country, we must begin the debate about whether the Federal Government should be forced to live within its means.

I call on all Americans to read carefully this proposed constitutional amendment. Do not be fooled by the scare tactics of those who cannot control their hunger for Federal spending. Decide for yourself whether it will help or hurt our current state of fiscal affairs.

It is time for real Americans to closely examine all the what ifs and the excuses about why we should pass this disciplinary tool, and see if they hold water. Unfortunately, we know all too well that all of the what ifs and excuses cannot erase the facts.

In January 1995, the Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Tax Reform, chaired by Senators Bob KERREY and John Danforth, warned us that if we did not pass this balanced budget amendment by the year 2012, spending other people's money on their own programs alone will consume all our tax revenues, leaving us nothing to educate our kids, keep our streets safe or protect our environment.

The warnings are clear. Time is wasting. Since we last voted on the balanced budget amendment in June 1996, our national debt has increased nearly $200 billion. We would be wise to remember the words of one of our great founding fathers, Thomas J. Jeffeson: I place economy among the first and most important of republican virtues, and public debt as the greatest of dangers to be feared.

I hope my colleagues will pay heed to Jefferson's sage advice and support the balanced budget amendment.

Mr. President, I believe this has been an unusually enlightening—if a bit protracted—debate. We have had this discussion before on a number of occasions and I assume we will have it again during this Congress. It is my fervent hope that emerging from all this discussion will be a general understanding on the part of the American people that there is a discernable difference between a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution and a balanced budget act.

Mr. President, this amendment is as fundamentally flawed this year as it was last year. As it is currently drafted, I cannot support it:

I have come to the floor previously to discuss the detrimental effects of this proposed amendment to the Constitution.

I have discussed at length the particularly ominous issue of the amendment's supermajority requirement. As we have illustrated, the past, Mr. President, the most compelling arguments against this amendment as drafted come from the real experts, the Framers of the Constitution. I would contend that were they here on the floor of the Senate today, they would to a person vote against this amendment because it violates the Constitution's most basic tenet—majority rule.

I have researched this issue, Mr. President, with a sense of profound breifly. In Federalist 22, Alexander Hamilton called a requirement for a quorum of more than a majority poison for a deliberative body. Poison, Mr. President, is Hamilton's word, chosen by a Founding Father, not by this Senator from Massachusetts in 1997.

Let me explore Hamilton's thought. Just take his point:

The necessity of unanimity in public bodies, or something approaching to it, has been founded upon a supposition that it would contribute to security. But its real operation is to embarrass the administration, to destroy the energy of the Government, and to substitute the pleasure, caprice, or artifices of an insignificant, turbulent, or corrupt majority's caprice, or artifices of an insignificant, turbulent, or corrupt majority, to the security of the constitutional and deliberative judgments of a respectable majority.

Mr. President, was concerned that the requirement of more than a majority would allow the minority to control the government. He said: "This situation," he said, "must always savor of weakness—sometimes border on anarchy."

Harsh words, Mr. President, but again, not mine. They were written two centuries ago but could not be more prescient and more appropriate for this debate.

Knowing his thoughts on the issue of a supermajority quorum, how do you think Hamilton would vote if he stood among us today?

And how do you think Hamilton and the rest of our Founding Fathers would feel if they knew that a collection of Members of Congress could pass a constitutional amendment which contains a provision allowing it to be waived?

Mr. President, the notion that a part of our most fundamental document of law can be set aside for a time is ludicrous and anathema to the very reasons for having such a governing document at all. That's not to say that, given the wording of this constitutional amendment proposal, the capability to waive it is not needed; emphatically, it is. But that necessity does not remove the strong undesirability of permitting a waiver of a provision of our fundamental governing document.

Mr. President, if that is not enough to dissuade Senators from supporting a poorly drafted amendment to our Constitution, let me explore further what is wrong with the proposal before us. I have come to the floor previously and discussed the inherent and unprecedented problems with a process which would abrogate the power vested in it by the citizenry of this Nation to formulate a budget.

Last year when we considered this amendment, Walter Delling, an assistant attorney general, testified that:

He testified that:
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should the measure be enforced by the judiciary, it would produce an unpre- cedented restructuring of the balance of power between the branches of government. If it proves unenforceable, it would create a new but equally troubling hazard; by writing an empty promise into the fundamental charter of our government, it would undermine our government and diminish respect for the Constitution of the United States and for the rule of law.

The distinguished professor of law Archibald Cox concurred with this view. He states that this amendment: would supersede and charge Congress with violation without providing either the means of resolving the disputes or remedies for the actual threatened violations, except to bring the courts *** into a field for which they are totally unequipped by experience.

Indeed, the courts are totally unequipped by experience, Mr. President, to contend with this amendment should it be made part of our Constitution. Unlected judges would be forced to order the Government to reduce or stop paying benefits—like Social Security or Medicare—or to cut Federal spending. Perhaps the current majority in the Senate has no dispute with that. But think of it, Mr. President, unelected judges could order Congress to use its plenary power to increase taxes to enforce the constitutional requirement to balance the budget. And this has happened in our country, I tell my friends on the other side of the aisle, in the case of Missouri versus Jenkins.

But Mr. President, what I believe most renders this amendment as drafted unacceptable is that it would achieve the exact opposition of its ostensible intention.

I suppose the proponents believe that this amendment to the Constitution would restore and demand fiscal discipline of the Congress and the Government. But, Mr. President, deficit reduction, in and of itself, is not an economic policy. The juggled, complex, and sometimes unpredictable nexus between fiscal and monetary policy forces us to maintain comprehensive economic foresight and vision—be vigilant of budget constraints, mindful of the markets, cooperative with our chief trading partners, careful with inflation and unemployment, responsive to the needy, and watchful of the business cycle.

Those are the ingredients of the plan the Democrats enacted in 1993. That’s why we achieved a deficit reduction in thirds in 4 years. By 1996, the Federal deficit had shrunk to 1.4 percent of the gross domestic product from 4.7 percent in 1993. That’s why inflation and interest rates and unemployment are at an all-time low. That’s why the market is breaking records. That’s why the current economic expansion is one of the most prolonged positive business cycles in this century. And, that’s what makes the current debate on this amendment all the more ironic.

Economist after economist including Nobel laureates and Alan Greenspan will tell you that this amendment, as drafted, will wreak havoc on the Nation’s economy. The amendment before us requires the budget to operate at balance or surplus, whether economic growth is strong or weak. It requires a balanced budget even if economic growth is negative. Let me take a moment and outline the consequences of that, Mr. President.

One of the greatest economic achievements of the 20th century has been the unglamorous but vital responsibility of the Federal Government in the aftermath of the Second World War. It is obvious in periods of stagnant economic growth that revenues rise more slowly. Higher unemployment, fewer people working, fewer companies paying taxes. Slower growth, economic and business contraction, fewer companies paying taxes. Mr. President, this is not difficult to understand. When these unfortunate economic slowdowns occur now, we have a system which alleviates some of the pain felt by individuals and companies, and eases us back into economic growth. Federal spending increases—especially on programs like unemployment insurance—and outlays necessarily increase in times of recession. That is economic sense, Mr. President.

This amendment, as it is drafted, works against economic reality and risks making recessions more frequent and turning recessions into depressions. And I make this statement not based on economic theory cooked up in an ivory tower or a think-tank downtown. I make it based on the real-life experience of this country during the dark days of the 1930’s. After the stock market crash in 1929, revenues dropped and Congress pursued an economic program which consisted of spending cuts and tax increases: the exact course which this amendment would dictate. What was the result then, Mr. President? This country experienced its most destructive depression. The spending cuts and tax increases drained purchasing power from the country and helped make the downturn deeper. Government spending cuts will exacerbate the natural business cycle of expansion and recession.

Since the Great Depression and World War II, we have made enormous progress in reducing the rollercoaster of the boom and bust cycles and this amendment would strip us of that progress and its protections. It would remove the fiscal buffer the Federal Government has in place and leave the States and the Americans and American companies to bear the brunt of economic downturns.

The former Director of the Congressional Budget Office, Robert Reischauer, agrees. He argues: A balanced budget rule could make it even harder to conduct discussions of policies on their own merits, and could lead to distortions of policies simply to meet budget goals. * * * burdens rightly shifted to State and local governments or to the private sector even when the public good would be enhanced by keeping the programs at the Federal level.

Well, Mr. President, my State can’t handle this. For the last two decades, Massachusetts has been a recession-prone State. In the late 1980’s, the economy of New England collapsed. While we have crept out of the ruins of unemployment and business loss, we must be vigilant not to return. Back in the dark days of the 1930’s, it was hard to alleviate the recession in Massachusetts by continuing the flow of Federal dollars into the Commonwealth and easing its credit crunch. Mr. President, Federal funds were instrumental in jump starting economic growth in Massachusetts: My home State receives more Federal funding than 43 other States on a per capita basis and 17 percent more than the average State. Massachusetts State secretariats are highly dependent on Federal expenditures to help residents of the State overcome the negative effects of recessions: In the last fiscal year, Federal dollars provided nearly 80 percent of the funding for Massachusetts Health and Human Services secretariat, 77 percent of education budget, more than half of the housing and community development budget and 43 percent of the transportation and construction spending.

If an amendment to the Constitution mandates a balanced budget and my State experiences an economic downturn, it will be at the mercy of the supermajority of 65 Senators who would have to join me and Senator Kennedy in releasing more funds, if necessary, to combat recession and prevent it from wreaking greater havoc.

Again, Mr. President, this is not pie-in-the-sky speculation. The Commonwealth Center for Fiscal Policy predicts that “a fiscal crisis looms for Massachusetts.” Our fragile State economy will be tested at a time when the Federal Government continues to threaten cuts to vital transfer payments to States.

Mr. President, I oppose this amendment as it is drafted for all the constitutional and economic reasons I have outlined. Before I conclude, I must note to my colleagues that I find it enormously ironic that over the next few weeks, we will all line up to vote for one budget or another that balances by the year 2002. In fact, the President has already submitted his plan and it is, as far as I know, the first one on the table to reach balance by that date. I have not yet seen any plan from my Republican colleagues, but I am confident that when they assemble one, it, too, will balance by 2002. So, you see, Mr. President, we all agree on that. Isn’t it ironic that now, of all times, the drumbeat for a constitutional amendment grows louder? Mr. President, where was that drumbeat in the 1980’s, when President Reagan was running unprecedented deficits? When no balanced budget was in sight?
Mr. BAUCUS. Mr. President, I rise in support of the balanced budget amendment.

Amending our Constitution is not an action that anyone in this body should take lightly. I did not reach my conclusion without a great deal of thought and consideration.

It is time for Congress to pass this amendment and open it up to the scrutiny of the State legislatures, the Governors, and the citizens.

A BRIEF HISTORY

"MAX, Congress needs to get its act in gear. We need to balance the budget." Four years ago I heard that everywhere I went in Montana. It didn't matter if I was out on one of my workdays or at the county fairs; spending time on a dusty ranch, or in the growing cities.

The deficit had ballooned to $290 billion and it showed no signs of shrinking. The deficit was not only running up our national debt, it was eating away at the public's confidence in their Government.

Then, 4 years ago, an interesting thing happened. Congress passed, and President Clinton signed, a budget that actually cut our deficit. And now for the past 4 years we have shrunk the deficit. Last year the Congressional Budget Office estimated that the deficit was down to $107 billion.

We can all agree that these are steps in the right direction. But not is the time to start patting ourselves on the back.

These steps toward solvency are not enough. Montanans still tell me that balancing the budget is one of their highest priorities. And it should be our top priority.

I have worked toward a balanced budget for a long time. I believe that we need to cut spending, eliminate Government waste, and to create a Tax Code which is fair to Montana families.

I have often been in pretty small company as I have worked for the first of those priorities—cutting spending. In 1984, I was joined by former Senator Kassebaum, and Senators GRASSLEY and BIDEN in sponsoring an across-the-board freeze on all Government spending. This 2-year freeze got just 33 votes. While it would have caused pain in Montana, it spread the cuts out to many programs and shared the pain. That's how this process must work if we are to get to a balanced budget.

In 1996, I was the only member of Montana's congressional delegation—and the delegation was 33 percent larger then—to vote for the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act. That bill required Congress to meet a set of progressively lower budget targets each year. But that bill included no plan to get us to our targets.

I was just one of 31 Senators to join Senator KERRY in 1994 on a bill to cut $9 billion of a number of programs. This package included cuts to programs which benefit Montana, like the food aid programs which help our wheat farmers and the honey program.

And the means testing for Medicare part B would have increased medical expenses for some Montanans. But it was fair and it represents the task before us. There are no simple cuts.

I have fought Government waste for years. I have supported the star wars defense system and the space station. In the 103d Congress, as chairman of the Committee on the Environment and Public Works, I cut $120 million from the Federal courthouse construction budget. Prior to that I worked with the CIA to cut the domestic $50 million from its National Reconnaissance Office after we caught them wasting money on a building with a fountain and a sauna. I am not a newcomer to this fight.

On this floor there has been a lively, principled debate about if, when, and how easily this country should run a deficit.

I do believe that in times of crisis, such as an act of war, we should be allowed to run a deficit—temporarily. The last time there was a balanced budget or a budget surplus was fiscal year 1969. We have been running at a deficit for 28 years now—through three expansions and two recessions. To run a deficit for that long—without a clear and pressing need—is wrong.

The time to balance the budget is now.

RESERVATIONS: SOCIAL SECURITY

I also recognize that we have a commitment to Social Security that we cannot ignore. Many Montanans and Americans depend on these benefits when they retire.

We are all aware of the far-reaching budget consequences that will result when my generation, the baby boomers, reaches retirement age. The strain on the system will be unprecedented, but not insurmountable. Through careful planning we can preserve Social Security for all.

However, I fear that it would only be a matter of time before a mid-year scramble to meet budget requirements would lead some legislators to consider cutting benefits. We cannot let that happen. We must protect the Social Security system for our Nation's seniors. I will work very hard to do just that.

CONCLUSION

So I urge you all to speak to your constituents. Look deep within yourselves and examine your values. Amending our Constitution is—by design—a difficult task. Something that cannot be done on a whim.

I have thought long and hard. And I've concluded that we need to make a clean break with the past. We need to establish a new ethic of responsibility.

As I said earlier, there has been a lively and principled debate here on the Senate floor. It is now time to end the debate. Let the people decide.

I also recognize that we have a commitment to Social Security that we cannot ignore. Many Montanans and Americans depend on these benefits when they retire.

I have often been in pretty small company as I have worked for the first of those priorities—cutting spending. In 1984, I was joined by former Senator Kassebaum, and Senators GRASSLEY and BIDEN in sponsoring an across-the-board freeze on all Government spending. This 2-year freeze got just 33 votes. While it would have caused pain in Montana, it spread the cuts out to many programs and shared the pain. That's how this process must work if we are to get to a balanced budget.

In 1996, I was the only member of Montana's congressional delegation—and the delegation was 33 percent larger then—to vote for the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act. That bill required Congress to meet a set of progressively lower budget targets each year. But that bill included no plan to get us to our targets.

I was just one of 31 Senators to join Senator KERREY in 1994 on a bill to cut $9 billion of a number of programs. This package included cuts to programs which benefit Montana, like the food aid programs which help our wheat farmers and the honey program.
supported a balanced budget amendment were keeping faith with our commitments to our constituents by opposing this resolution today. I would remind Senator LOTT that not only have I supported a balanced budget amendment, but last week I voted for a balanced budget amendment. It is simply not the version he preferred.

I rise also, Mr. President, because I do believe as well there is a burden that has not been met in this institution to those of us who support a balanced budget amendment. And that is the concern raised by the Treasury Department. The amendment as currently drafted would forever preclude the development of a capital budget by the U.S. Government. We have asked the majority to address how in voting for a balanced budget amendment this concern could be accommodated. We have been met by silence. We have asked to have addressed the concerns of the CRS and the Treasury Department, but, we could ensure the integrity and the continuance of our obligations to those on Social Security, and it has been met by silence.

But most interestingly, last week during his otherwise unfortunate comments, we were assured by the majority leader that efforts were now being taken to reach an accommodation on Senator Feinstein's concerns about the development of a capital budget, Senator Johnson's concerns about the protection of Social Security, and my concerns with each, including the ability of the United States to defend itself militarily and to deal with serious economic recessions. Each of us waited for the majority leader to share with Members of the Senate. Since none have been received, I assume none were ever intended.

I have said previously that I believe the Senator from Utah has a good amendment. I also concluded that good was not good enough in dealing with an amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The Senate can do better. National security, severe economic recessions, and the integrity of Social Security are real and lasting concerns. My commitment to my constituents is to use my best judgment. My best judgment is that there should and can be an amendment to the Constitution of the United States to provide for a balanced budget. But we accomplish nothing, indeed, do a disservice to the United States, if we cannot accommodate the real possibility of dealing with military and economic emergencies, and the genuine concern of our constituents in dealing with these problems, potentially, of interrupting Social Security checks.

Therefore, Mr. President, with regret, I rise to inform my colleagues that what I supposed was an effort at accommodation has never tried and, therefore, inevitably failed. I thank the Senator from Vermont for yielding time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time of the Senator has expired. I ask the Senator from Utah to yield the floor to the Senator from Vermont for 1 second remaining.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, first let me thank our dear colleague from Utah, Senator HATCH, who has been a great and effective leader on this issue. We are where we are—that is, as close to the goal line as we are—without him.

Our Senate Democratic colleagues are concerned. We hear it everywhere. They are really concerned. I went back this morning and looked at every amendment they have offered to the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution of the United States and found that they are so concerned that they have offered amendments on the floor of the Senate to exempt 95 percent of the domestic budget from the balanced budget requirement. They are so concerned about balancing the budget that they think 95 percent of the things we spend money on domestically ought to be exempt. They are so concerned about Social Security that they believe we ought to continue to pile up debts.

We balanced the budget last in 1969. Since 1969, we have piled on some $4.8 trillion worth of debt. In fact, just on the last budget we passed since 1969, the last year we balanced the budget, we paid a gross interest payment of $320 billion last year. And the Democrats are very concerned. They are concerned that if we do not keep piling up debt, we may not pay for Social Security. But, since 1969, in piling up $4.8 trillion worth of debt, we are paying more interest on that debt than we are paying for Social Security retirees today.

Our Democratic colleagues are so concerned, they remind me of someone who would be advising young parents, who have very small children, who want to be able to afford for them to go to college—who might advise those parents, saying: Don't get in the habit of balancing your budget because then you may not send your children to college.

How in the world can anybody with a straight face—and I understand politics—but how can anybody with a straight face stand on the floor of the U.S. Senate and say we are in a better position to protect Social Security today, paying $320 billion of interest payments per year on the debt piled up since 1969, than we would be if we had never incurred that debt, when the interest payment is bigger than what we are paying into Social Security for retirees? Does logic have no meaning?

Finally, there is the argument about, well, this is not perfect. This just is not quite perfect. Let me say to my colleagues—and this is an experience I have had in working with Senator HATCH—we have been trying to find a position here. You know, the Founding Fathers didn't find it. If those who remember the story of the miracle at Philadelphia will remember back, when Franklin stood to speak he said that he
didn’t believe what they had done was perfect, but he doubted that they would do better.

I have found that every time we try to find perfection, every time we try to offer to accept this concern that our Democratic colleagues have, they end up backing away from it. There is no one so unconvincing as a person who will not be convinced.

So, I think it is important that the American people understand some basic facts about all we are going to do today, since the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is going to fail by one vote. Two Members, who voted for this very amendment in the House and who voted for it, are going to cast votes to kill it today. What are we getting out of all this? Let me tell you what the lesson is to the Nation. There are 55 Republicans in the Senate, and every one of them—and every one of them—is going to vote for the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Our Democratic colleagues, in their concern for everything but deficit reduction, have offered no exemption of 95 percent of all domestic spending from the balanced budget. How can you balance the Federal budget when you don’t count 95 percent of the domestic items that the Government spends money on? This is where we are.Didn’t we say in our campaigns, despite the fact that there are so many who want the public to listen to what they say at home and not look at what they do in the House, the bottom line is, you can line it, over and over and over again, what our Democratic colleagues have shown is that they are not for a balanced budget amendment. How can you vote to exempt 95 percent of the budget from the balanced budget amendment and be for it? You can always find an excuse to not balance the Federal budget. You can always be for it in the abstract and not in reality.

What I want America to get out of this debate that we have had is, there is a clear difference. There is a clear difference. Republicans, I am proud to say, are absolutely united, 55 out of 55, in favor of requiring, constitutionally, a balanced budget.

This is our idea. This is our idea. Thomas Jefferson had come back from France where he had been Minister to France during the Constitutional Convention, and when he first saw the Constitution, he said if he could change one thing, he would limit the ability of Government to borrow money to incur debt. And we are here today, over 200 years later, trying to fix this problem in the Constitution.

So, say this is not perfect. Some say, “Shouldn’t we exempt all these programs?” What is more important than the future of our children? A baby born in America today, if this current trend continues, could live up to 100 years. It will without this amendment—will pay $187,000 of income tax during their working lifetime just to pay interest on the public debt.

When does it end? Obviously, in the minds of our Democratic colleagues, not today. We are going to pass a balanced budget amendment, but I am very concerned that we are not going to pass it until we have a financial crisis, until we are all brought to our senses that we are on, mortgaging the future of our children, taxing people yet unborn to pay benefits to people today, has to end. I wish it were ending today. It is a profound disappointment.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Mr. MURKOWSKI addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President, has all time expired on the pending issue? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct. Under the previous order, the Senate is set to go into recess. Mr. MURKOWSKI. I ask unanimous consent that I may speak in morning business for 5 or 6 minutes.

Mr. LEAHY. Reserving the right to object.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Not on this subject.

Mr. LEAHY. Reserving the right to object, and I will not object, if—I want to accommodate my friend from Alaska—after that, we then recess for the party conferences. If he can include that in his unanimous consent request, I have no objection.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request as pronounced? Without objection, it is so ordered.

NUCLEAR WASTE

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President, I rise to inform the Senate of recent events which relate to the nomination of Federico Peña to be Secretary of the Department of Energy. I would like to state up front, the issue is not Mr. Peña’s qualifications, the issue is whether or not Secretary Peña will have the ability to work with Congress to solve the nuclear waste problem. As you know, I have been working for the past 2 years to find a solution to the Nation’s nuclear waste storage problem. Currently, civilian nuclear waste is stored in 41 States at 80 reactor sites and defense facilities around the country.

We have waited many years for a solution—we cannot wait any longer. There is a critical need right now to find a safe central storage facility to eliminate the current threat to the environment and to the American people posed by existing storage.

The administration’s position has been that it would not support any nuclear waste legislation until Yucca Mountain has been found viable as a permanent repository. An event which was not scheduled to occur until late in 1998. This position completely ignored the fact that a Federal court had ruled that the Department of Energy was required to take title to the waste in January 1998. This administration’s attitude toward nuclear waste storage is improper, irresponsible, and unacceptable. The American people deserve better.

I looked forward to working with the new Energy Secretary in the post-election spirit of bipartisanship. Indeed, when Mr. Peña testified during his confirmation hearing on January 30 that he would work with Congress to find a solution for nuclear waste storage, I was encouraged.

I was hoping to open a real dialog with the administration to explore possible compromise.

However, before the committee voted on Mr. Peña, the summit between the President and congressional leaders took place on February 11. Because I was encouraged by Mr. Peña’s statement at his confirmation hearing, I asked Senator LOTT to raise the nuclear waste issue at that meeting. It was already an issue which had broad bipartisan support in Congress.

I was extremely disappointed when I received a report of what happened when Senator LOTT attempted to raise the issue. The Vice President said words to the effect: “That waste is going to stay right where it is until we have a permanent place to put it.” He went on to say that he thought the meeting was to discuss items on which compromise was possible and nuclear waste was not such an item.

I found that to be a totally irresponsible position on the part of the Vice President. It also demonstrated a complete insensitivity to one of our most urgent environmental problems and ignored the contractual commitment. The Vice President had categorically ruled out safe, centralized interim storage and said “I will not do it.”

I had planned to go ahead with a markup of the reintroduced nuclear waste bill and the Peña nomination the very next day, February 12, but I canceled that business meeting in an attempt to see if the new Secretary would have authority to work with Congress on the impending nuclear waste crisis.

Again the issue was not Mr. Peña’s credentials, it was a question of would he have the power and authority as Secretary to work with Congress on the nuclear waste problem.

During the following week, I requested a meeting with White House Chief of Staff, Erskine Bowles, to discuss this matter. That meeting occurred last Tuesday.

I asked Mr. Bowles if there was any way the administration could start a dialog to find a responsible solution to our disagreement on the waste issue. I asked if he would look into it and get back to me. The meeting was cordial and I had hoped productive.

Mr. Bowles got back to me last Wednesday morning by telephone. It
was a short conversation. I was told that there would be no discussions at all on nuclear waste until after Mr. Peña was confirmed. Let me repeat that—no discussions at all on nuclear waste until after confirmation.

This is an administration which has had its head in the sand on this issue for 4 years. They have refused to discuss or take any kind of responsible position on this issue, yet they want me and the rest of the Senate to move forward on the nomination of a Secretary who have responsibility over nuclear waste policy.

A nominee, who when Secretary O'Leary waited until she was free from the administration to articulate her support for centralized interim storage. A CQ Monitor story last week reported "O'Leary blamed * * * opposition to interim storage on White House officials connected with Vice President Al Gore. She said they see the issue more in political than technical terms." "You'll get more clarity from someone like me outside the system," O'Leary said. Unfortunately, we cannot wait until the next Secretary leaves office before we hear his views on this subject.

Safe nuclear waste storage should not be a political issue. It is a scientific issue and an environmental issue, and we need a solution now. Sadly, the administration has turned a blind eye and a deaf ear.

In addition to threats to the environment and safety, 20 percent of our electric generating capacity is at risk—20 percent. Starting in January 1998, there is a substantial likelihood that American taxpayers will either be paying for or be deprived of billions of dollars a year as a result of this administration's inaction. That's right, Mr. President, estimates of the Federal Government's liability under a recent lawsuit brought by the States runs between $40-$60 billion.

Inaction is not an option. Inaction is irresponsible.

Mr. President, I have not asked the administration to change its position prior to Mr. Peña's confirmation. I would like that, but I'm trying to be reasonable. I have identified areas where S. 104 can be modified to alleviate concerns raised by Democratic colleagues on the committee to address some of their concerns. I would like to have the same opportunity for a dialogue with the administration.

Contrary to some White House leaks, that dialogue has not been linked to any specific Alaskan issue and it has not been about Mr. Peña's qualifications. It has been largely about the administration's lack of a plan to accept the waste by 1998. Americans have paid $12 billion into the fund for the full life of nuclear waste and have responsibility over nuclear waste policy.

I look forward to working with a Secretary of Energy who can work with me and other Members of Congress on the nuclear waste problem. It is very hard to explore compromise if one side won't talk. It is also hard if one of the sides ducks the issue for years, and won't take a position until it is forced to. The Vice President talked and no interim storage. Period. He says "Leave it where it is"—in 41 States. Other elements of the administration seem to want to be more cooperative. It took a meeting with Mr. Bowles, a lot of other conversations, and a couple delays in the confirmation vote to get them to focus on this important safety and environmental issue. The national news attention has also raised visibility.

Now, they seem willing to face the issue. And they are beginning to sort out their real position. The current policy squabble inside the administration suggests it is finally facing up to this pressing issue.

I have received a letter from Mr. Bowles. It signals that the administration is willing to engage in constructive dialog; it comes close to finally articulating a policy; and it contradicts the Vice President's non-policy policy of leaving it until the final repository is built.

I am pleased to receive the letter. After 2 years, I think we finally may have a real dialog. The letter says Mr. Peña will have the portfolio to talk and work with Congress.

I ask unanimous consent that Mr. Bowles' letter be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

``CHIEF OF STAFF TO THE PRESIDENT,\nTHE WHITE HOUSE, FEBRUARY 27, 1997.\n\nHON. FRANK MURKOWSKI,\nCHAIRMAN, SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND\nNATURAL RESOURCES, US Senate.\n\nDEAR SENATOR MURKOWSKI: The Administration is committed to resolving the complex and important issues of interim nuclear waste storage in a timely and sensible manner, consistent with sound science and the protection of public health, safety, and the environment. The Federal government's long-standing commitment to permanent, geological disposal should remain the basic goal of high-level radioactive waste management policy. The Administration believes that a decision on the siting of an interim storage facility should be based on objective, science-based criteria and should be informed by the viability assessment of Yucca Mountain, expected in 1998. Therefore, as the President has stated, the Administration will continue to evaluate a legislative option that would designate an interim storage facility at a specific site before the viability determination of a permanent geological repository at Yucca Mountain has been determined.\n\nFollowing confirmation, Secretary Peña has the portfolio in the Administration to work cooperatively with the Committee and others in Congress on nuclear waste disposal issues within the confines of the President's policy as stated above. Secretary Peña will also be meeting with representatives of the nuclear industry and other stakeholders to discuss DOE's response to a recent court decision on the Department's contractual obligations regarding nuclear waste.\n
Sincerely,\nERSKINE B. BOWLES.
When we go to amend the Constitution of the United States, the constitution of the greatest democracy in history, we have at least an obligation to our nation, and certainly to the Constitution, the bedrock of our democracy, to do it in an understanding way, not some kind of a slapdash, bumper-sticker, sloganeering fashion that raises more questions than it answers.

The amendment before us leaves wide open questions of Social Security and how that is going to be handled. It leaves open the questions of a capital budget.

Just before we recessed for the caucuses, a proponent of the balanced budget amendment spoke about Thomas Jefferson and how Thomas Jefferson said that he would have liked to have had a balanced budget amendment. Well, now, let us stop to think about this. Thomas Jefferson borrowed an amount that was equal to twice the budget of the United States for the Louisiana purchase. I mean, this would be like borrowing trillions of dollars today.

Had President Jefferson had a balanced budget amendment, certainly one like this, he would not have been able to do it. North Dakota would not have had the chance to speak Spanish, not English. Our European-sponsored wars probably would have taken place on our continent. Certainly the United States would not be a country described as “free.”

These are some of the historical, as opposed to hysterical, facts in this debate.

Senator Dodd offered an amendment that pointed out another serious flaw in the language of the proposed constitutional amendment. Section 5 of the proposed amendment requires the United States to be engaged in military conflict before a waiver may be obtained. Moreover, the Senate report complained the problem by indicating that only certain kinds of military conflict may qualify. Only military conflict that involved the actual use of military force may serve as the basis for this waiver.

Senator Dodd’s amendment exposes the folly of this language. It would create constitutional circumstances making military spending and preparations easier only when military force is actually used and military conflict ensues. If you do not agree with Senator Dodd, North Dakota would no longer have the chance to speak Spanish, not English. Our European-sponsored wars probably would have taken place on our continent.

These are some of the historical, as opposed to hysterical, facts in this debate.

Senator Dodd offered an amendment that pointed out another serious flaw in the language of the proposed constitutional amendment. Section 5 of the proposed amendment requires the United States to be engaged in military conflict before a waiver may be obtained. Moreover, the Senate report complained the problem by indicating that only certain kinds of military conflict may qualify. Only military conflict that involved the actual use of military force may serve as the basis for this waiver.

Senator Dodd’s amendment exposes the folly of this language. It would create constitutional circumstances making military spending and preparations easier only when military force is actually used and military conflict ensues. If you do not agree with Senator Dodd, North Dakota would no longer have the chance to speak Spanish, not English. Our European-sponsored wars probably would have taken place on our continent.

These are some of the historical, as opposed to hysterical, facts in this debate.

Voting on this amendment, the sponsors and proponents of Senate Joint Resolution 1 simply opposed the Dodd amendment as creating a loophole in the balanced budget amendment. The proponents did not offer alternative language to address policy concerns surrounding Senate Joint Resolution 1. Instead, lockstep voting, they defeated the Dodd amendment by a vote of 64-36. And then they rejected those provisions again when they rejected the Torricelli amendment.

We have probably reached a point, Mr. President, where Senators know how they are going to vote. But I hope that they will go back and read what is in this debate. We have said over and over again that if you really want a balanced budget, just balance it. Vote to do it. This morning, I asked the distinguished Republican whip, “Where is the Republican budget?” You know, we have had this debated on the floor of the Senate. Mr. President, when I raised the interest on the huge debt brought up in the last two administrations—President Reagan’s and President Bush’s—and the fact that if we weren’t paying the interest on the debt and the interest on the other debt for administrative purposes, we would actually have a surplus in our budget today, not a deficit.

Having said that, the response was, well, it is up to the President who proposes that it is the Congress that does that. If you want to go into facts, President Reagan got 99.99 percent of everything he ever asked for. Even though he had the veto pen, he only vetoed one spending bill—one as each year unprecedented deficits went up, as each year his budget showed greater deficits than had ever been seen in the history of this country, and he vetoed one spending bill. Why? Was it because it spent too much money? No, he vetoed it because it spent less money than he thought it should. The only spending bill President Reagan ever vetoed was one that spent less than what he wanted.

Let us assume that it is not the President’s prerogative to propose a budget. Let us assume it is not the President’s plan, and let us assume it is the Congress’. Then I ask, again, my friend, the Republican whip, and others, where is the budget? “Where’s the budget?” is supposed to be the question. Where is the budget? The Republicans control the Senate and the House. They have a majority in each House. If, indeed, they really want a balanced budget—not a balanced budget gimmick, but a balanced budget—then vote one, pass one. There are 55 Republicans in the Senate. That is a majority. There is a majority of Republicans in the House of Representatives. I just bring up the budget and pass it. Pass it. Pass the actual spending bills and tax bills.

Last year, the major vote, they didn’t even pass 13 appropriations bills on time. Mr. President, the public should not hold their breath waiting for this to happen. The reason is very simple. It is one thing to pass on to the States a constitutional amendment, no matter how poorly drafted, and say, there, I voted for a balanced budget. You can put that on the bumper sticker on your car, you can put it on the tag line in your campaign, you can use it in focus groups. Of course, it doesn’t balance the budget. It doesn’t do one thing. It doesn’t change 1 cent of our national debt or the deficit, or 1 cent of the budget. But it sure makes you feel good, and it is a nice political gimmick. But if you cast the hard votes to actually bring the deficit down and actually balance the budget, then you are going to upset special interests from the right to the left. I know. I have voted for an awful lot of cuts to our budget. I voted for programs that brought down the deficit. I voted for programs that cut thousands and tens of thousands of Federal employees off of the rolls. I have voted to cut programs in my State that closed off offices in my State and in the State of the Presiding Officer, and every other place.

I think I have heard from everybody whose toes I stepped on in those cuts. It is much harder to vote for the constitutional amendment and say everybody is going to agree with you. It is more difficult to make the actual cuts.

My challenge is this, to all those who say they have a balanced budget. Fine, you have until April 15 to bring one up, and then start making the tough cuts. Mr. President, I guarantee you, we won’t see the tough cuts being made, the real efforts to balance the budget. But you are going to hear, once this cockamamie filmam of a bumper sticker constitutional amendment goes down to defeat this afternoon, you are going to hear everybody saying, “Oh, we lost our chance to have a balanced budget.” My response to that is: You guys are in charge, go ahead and do it.

I yield the floor.

Mr. REID addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nevada.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Nevada.

Mr. REID. Mr. President, I express my appreciation to the ranking member, who has done a stalwart job in managing this joint resolution in the last week or 10 days.

Mr. President, if there were ever an example of “David versus Goliath,” it is apparent in what happened this last week. All over America, ads are being run on television, radio, and in newspapers. One million dollars are being spent to talk about the merits of the underlying constitutional amendment for a balanced budget. These ads are full-page ads in some of the most expensive publications in the world—the Wall Street Journal, et cetera. The people who need Social Security can’t afford these ads. These people are certainly those that represent the “David versus the Goliaths.” Let me
read to you a couple of letters I have received in my office:

DEAR SIR: I would like to join your fight to stop Congress from turning Social Security trust funds into a slush fund to offset Government spending. I support a balanced budget, but not one to loot the Social Security that we have paid into, and our fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, and cousins have also supported. I want to help you in your fight to protect America's trust.

MILDEED J. JOHNSON

This is not a full-page ad in the Wall Street Journal, or an ad on network television or radio stations all over America. I am just the sending of a letter. This is the best she could do. It was probably hard for her to pay for the stamp on the mail.

In the State of Nevada we have a Social Security recipient who receives $725 a month. These are the people who are supporting what we are trying to do. George Fry from Reno, NV:

Thank you for your concern, Senator Reid, for Social Security. I am 74. After working my whole life, I really need Social Security. I have never voted for or against it. My income is in the $6,000 range per year. Social Security plus SSI are $490.89 month. You are very good about helping poor old people.

He is good to send his letter with a 32-cent stamp.

Francis Salden, from Las Vegas:

Please do not let anyone take Social Security from us. We work very hard for this and sure would be lost if we wouldn't have this. My husband and I work from 7 in the morning until 11:30 at night so we would not be without this... Social Security.

They are not just old people who are concerned about Social Security. Young people are concerned also.

Mr. President, Social Security is an important program, one that we have to do everything we can to support and maintain. It is the most important social program in the history of the world. It is the most successful social program in the history of the world. Senate Joint Resolution 1 passes, Social Security will be devastated.

We have heard very little talk about how Social Security wouldn't be protected. Everyone has said we want to protect Social Security. The easiest way to protect Social Security is to secure it from the confines of the underlying amendment, as we tried to do, and we got 45 votes. All we need is five other people to come and say, "We support the amendment," and follow the leadership of the courageous Senator from Arizona, the senior Senator, Senator McCain, and the senior Senator from Pennsylvania, Senator Specter, who said, "In spite of party affiliation, we are going to vote for the amendment."

Mr. President, Social Security is an important program, one that we have to do everything we can to support and maintain. It is the most important social program in the history of the world. Senate Joint Resolution 1 passes, Social Security will be devastated.

Mr. President, in your fight to protect America's trust.

Cousins have also supported. I want to help mothers, sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, and cousins. We have paid into, and our fathers, We have paid into, and our fathers, the SSI are $490.89 month. You are very good about helping poor old people. The most recent Republican platform endorsed six or seven constitutional amendments, of which this is only the first. In the last Congress, the Senate debated and rejected three proposed amendments. This year that number could well double, or even triple, unless we begin to exercise some discipline and restraint.

We have only amended the Constitution 17 times since the Bill of Rights. We have only amended it 17 times since the Bill of Rights because those who walked these Halls ahead of us had enough sense that the Constitution cannot be changed before their political purposes, their polls, their momentary needs. They thought, "How do we protect this Constitution, one of the shortest in the world? How do we protect it and keep it the living, breathing Constitution that it is?"

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?

And of those 17 times, two of those amendments washed each other out.

Mr. LEAHY. They didn't wash out. As I referred to just before the Senator came on the floor, one of those amendments was, of course, to repeal an earlier amendment.

Mr. President, I see my friend from North Dakota and my friend from West Virginia on the floor. I will yield the floor with this.

When we started off in this Congress, each one of us swore an oath to support and defend the Constitution. That is our duty—and all of us who forged this great document. It is our responsibility to those who sacrificed to protect and defend our Constitution. It is our commitment to our constituents. It is the legacy to those who will succeed us just as it is showing our responsibility to those who stood up before us.

Mr. President, we talk about our children. My children will live most of their lives in this next century. I want them to have a constitution they can be proud of, not a constitution that will fall, injured by momentary political passions.

I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from North Dakota.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I thank the Senator from Vermont. I especially thank my colleague from West Virginia for his courtesy.

Mr. President, we are going to vote in just a very few hours on one of the most critical issues facing this country. Mr. President, I believe deeply that we must balance the Federal budget. I believe we must do it because we are faced with a demographic time bomb that puts this Nation's future in jeopardy if we fail to act. Just as deeply as I feel about balancing the budget, I feel opposition to the balanced budget amendment that is before this body. I call it the so-called balanced budget amendment. It is the most important question that we need to ask and answer today is, What budget is being balanced by this amendment?
When you pierce the veil, what you find is this isn't a balanced budget amendment at all. It does not balance the budget. It loots and raids every trust fund that this Government has in order to claim balance. That is what this amendment does.

Mr. President, as I have pointed out before on the floor of this body, if any private company sought to take the retirement funds of their employees and throw those into the pot to claim they had balanced the budget, they would be in violation of Federal law. Yet we are about to enshrine that principle in the Constitution of the United States? The greatest document in human history is our Constitution. It has made this country the greatest country in human history.

Mr. President, this amendment that is before us would take the Social Security trust fund surpluses—just over the next 5 years, $465 billion—and raid and loot every penny in order to claim balance. It would take from American people for this amendment by about 80 percent until they find out how it works. When they find out it only balances by raiding and looting trust funds, then 80 percent of them are opposed to it.

Part of our responsibility is to make certain that people know how this so-called balanced budget amendment to the Constitution works. This is what it does. It raises and raids every penny of Social Security trust fund surpluses in order to claim balance.

This chart I think discloses just how fraudulent the proposal we are about to enshrine that principle in the Constitution of the United States? The Constitution is before us would take the Social Security trust fund surplus—just over the next 5 years, $465 billion—and raid and loot every penny. If you look at excluding the Social Security trust fund surplus in order to claim balance, in the year 2002, if this is a balanced budget amendment, then in the year 2002, in which it is fully effected, one would expect the debt would not be increasing, that it would stop deficit spending.

That is not what it does. On a unified basis, they claim balance. That is by using every penny of every trust fund of the Federal Government. But if you look at excluding the Social Security trust fund surpluses and Postal Service funds, you will find that in the year 2002 we would have a $103 billion deficit. If you look more broadly at all of the funds, all of the trust funds, you find out that the debt would increase $110 billion in the year it is effected.

Mr. President, this is not a balanced budget amendment at all. See, there is no provision for a national economic emergency. We know that right now the right policy is to cut spending and balance the budget. That was exactly the wrong policy in the midst of the Great Depression. We ought to have provision for a national economic emergency.

Third and finally, we ought not to have a circumstance that would permit unelected Federal judges sitting around the table writing the budget for the United States.

For those reasons, I am opposed to the balanced budget amendment that we will vote on in just a few hours. It would undermine the very independence of this country. It would not stand the test of time.

I thank the Chair and yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, the distinguished Senator from West Virginia is here, and I will yield to him. How much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont, on his time, has 12 minutes and 42 seconds, but the Senator from West Virginia, Mr. Byrd, has 20 minutes reserved time under the unanimous consent agreement.

Mr. LEAHY. If that is the conclusion of the Chair, it certainly is one I am very much in favor of. So that the Senator from West Virginia will have 20 minutes of his own time.

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I thank my friend from Vermont. May I say that if he has any problem with speakers whom he may have promised some time, if I can help with my time, I would like him to let me know and I will yield some of it.

Mr. President, when the delegates gathered in Philadelphia in May of 1787, much was riding on their deliberations. Not only the lives and notes from the Constitutional Convention and miss the tenseness in the air as the men who gathered in May contemplated the sheer magnitude of their task. The situation in the states was critical. These men were charged with nothing less than breathing life into the promise of the beautiful prose crafted by Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence. They would be held accountable if they failed.

What happened in that room in Philadelphia was extraordinary. What emerged was a near perfect balance of order and liberty, and a careful equipoise between individual freedom and the need for the security of all. George Washington described the result as, "little short of a miracle." Indeed, one cannot read the Constitution without marveling at the genius of its sparsely worded Articles. I have often felt that surely the spirit of the Creator himself was present in the sultry air during that season in Philadelphia.

But, the amendment which the Senate has been considering for the last 11 session days would rudely disrupt the carefully balanced powers of the three branches so assiduously planned by the Framers. It would, for the first time in our history, write a specific fiscal policy into a Constitution intended to accommodate the ages. It would subjugate every endeavor, every need, to the goal of perpetually maintaining budget balance. It would turn a system which has operated well for over 200 years because of its underlying faith in the judgment of a majority of reasonable men and women into a system that shackles that judgment to the whims and politics of a minority. And because of its unworkable rigidity, the amendment could, before long, be deliberately circumvented, thus laying the groundwork for the slow undoing of the people's reverence for their organic law.

This idea, which seems so simple on its face, has been but an inscription and political expediency. Ours is an age transfixed by efficiency, and the sometimes inefficient, often untidy machinations of representative democracy can seem cumbersome. Ours is an age, too, which demands certainty—an age which has great faith in our ability to quantify everything, to predict all contingencies, to deal with all eventualities in advance. In fact, much of the law which we write today seems to reflect an almost compulsive urge to anticipate, regulate, and control every human activity.

It is ironic that many who support this amendment also rail against the large hand of government in the private sector. What is this amendment but a strange hyperextension of that same urge to try to predict and control every budget eventuality with some sort of legal restriction which will keep us in budget balance in perpetuity? Especially in the case of the budget process, our laws have already become so complicated that few in Washington truly understand them.

Why would we want to compound that complexity by the use of a constitutional amendment and all of the rigidity and danger that it poses? The answer is simply that the people are frustrated, and this amendment can serve as political cover for a time. So we decay debt and balance deficits and claim that we need the amendment for discipline. It is the magic formula. It is the ultimate fix for our budget problems.

The distinguished chairman of the Judiciary Committee has, since the start of this debate, kept the budget documents for the past 28 years upon his desk. It is true that we have run large deficits during many of those years. But, let us not forget that the heavy spending that this nation undertook during the cold war certainly contributed to those unbalanced budgets.

Yes, we ran deficits, but I was here, and I can tell you there was no significant feeling in this chamber that that money was not well spent. This body reflected a strong consensus in the nation as a whole that we needed to spend whatever it took to assure our survival. We would not have prevailed over the Soviet Empire in the cold war.

Starting in 1962 and continuing until 1982, the annual average percentage for defense spending of the entire discretionary spending pie was 60.6 percent. From FY 1983 to FY 1992, defense spending exceeded domestic spending by an annual average of 68 percent for the whole period. The rationale provided by the then-President Reagan was
that we would spend the Russians into the ground. Their economy was no match for ours and the Evil Empire would implode.

It was a successful strategy. The Soviets were unable to match our defense investments. They had prepared their economy to such an extent that it was a major contributing factor to the shattering of the Soviet empire.

Was that money well spent? Did we invest wisely? You bet we did! It was one of the best investments ever made by the United States over time. Yet, it could never have been done under this amendment.

We got something invaluable for that budgetary debt. We protected our way of life and our freedoms against a foreign menace. And not only did we protect our way of life, we performed a service for millions of people around the globe by breaking the backs of the Soviets. Those annual budgets were based on the interests of our national needs at the time by a majority in the Congress working with the Executive. And that is exactly as the Framers envisioned.

Throughout this debate, I have heard debt balanced over and over again. But debt must not be confused with a surplus in the budget. If this is to be our goal, taxes will have to be cut, because it means inflicting pain. It makes decisions that are not popular, and it means hurting some people. But there is no other way.

Already, our military budget will have to be cut, because it is exactly the way the Framers intended. Theirs was a vision of well-motivated and loan crisis. In cooperation with President Clinton, over the past several years the deficit has been coming down. We have heard the concern of the people. Our system is working in exactly the way the Framers intended. We have had the latitude to meet our challenges. We have all the constitutional power we need right now to balance the budget. We need nothing more. Adoption of this amendment will only close down our future options and close off our innovation. Let no one be confused. If this amendment were ever to become part of our sacred Constitution, all of our collective energies, henceforth, would be devoted to overcoming each of the obstacles it will have erected. A thousand flowers would bloom—all of them sowing the poisonous seeds of disrespect for our law and further mistrust of Government.

Balancing the budget is, indeed, a very difficult task. It is difficult because it means, inflicting pain. It means making decisions that are not popular, and it means hurting some people. But it is necessary to programs that matter in their lives. But we were sent here to use our judgment and to make the hard decisions. All that we have to do now is don the "velvet cloak of responsibility." We need to begin by telling the people about what it will take to achieve yearly budget balance. If this is to be our goal, taxes will have to be raised and popular programs will have to be cut, because there is no other way.

Already, our military has resulted in mistrust of our constituents. But, surely the answer to our political dilemma is not to make our Constitution a scapegoat. Let us not make this Constitution a scapegoat. Let us never go down the ridiculous road of saying to the people, "it's not my fault, the Constitution made me do it." That is the ultimate cop-out. The easiest thing in the world for politicians to do is to blame the Constitution to hide behind the regulations or, in this case, behind a constitutional amendment. One of the few things that continues to unite us and to command our collective reverence is our Constitution. I would hope that we would always be unwilling to risk that precious commodity, just so politicians can more conveniently duck the accountability for difficult decisions.

Public policy is often controversial, but it should be made by human judgment. No process—no amendment to the Constitution, no law that can ever be devised can ever substitute for it. The dream of a somehow automatic government, completely objective and infallible, with all its flaws of flawed human judgement, may be in vogue today because it fits neatly with our traditional fear of government, especially big government. But, automatic, mechanistic, formula approaches to governing are the antithesis of what the Framers had in mind.

Their was a vision of well-motivated men, kept in check by carefully balanced powers and accountability to the public, but left unfettered enough to deal with the changes and challenges of the ages. The proponents of this amendment claim that we must have this amendment or there will be no discipline to force budget balance. Consequently, it is the paucity of that argument! Remember that word, accountability. The people have all the tools they need to discipline us, simply by exercising their rights at the ballot box come election day. I believe that we can impose responsibilities on this budget to balance without resorting to this ruinous encumbrance of our Constitution. But, we must all step up to our responsibilities, be accountable to our people, and put aside partisanship if we are to succeed. If we do that, then this amendment will at last be relegated to the ash heap of bad ideas where it most assuredly belongs.

I have fought this fight a half dozen times in the Senate since 1986. Frankly, I am weary. There is so much at stake. But, each time that I fight this amendment anew, I thank God that there are those members who are willing to risk political popularity for the dictates of their own consciences. And they have no one to answer to but their constituents. When they take the oath of office to be United States Senator, they do not surrender their independence. They do not surrender their independence. They do not surrender their independence. They do not surrender their independence.

They have not taken the easiest course. They have chosen, rather, to go against the prevailing political winds in order to do the right thing. There can be no other motivation for such courage, but a deep and abiding love for this magnificent country of ours.

The 5th century Athenian statesman, Pericles, delivered a funeral oration to the citizens of Athens, who gave their lives at the battle of Salamis. Upon that occasion he said, "It was for such a country, then, that these men nobly resolved not to have it taken from them, fell fighting and every one of their survivors may well be willing to suffer in its behalf." I thank God for a continuing supply of these noble men and women in our own time, "willing to suffer" on behalf of our country and its Constitution. Because of their courage, the "miracle at Philadelphia" may be preserved for yet a while longer.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, what is the time situation?

Mr. Byrd. Mr. President, do I have any time remaining?

Mr. President. Mr. President, do I have any time remaining?

Mr. Byrd. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont has 12 minutes, 40 seconds remaining.

Mr. Byrd. Mr. President, do I have any time remaining?

Mr. President. Mr. President, do I have any time remaining?

Mr. Byrd. I thank the Chair.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, the Senator from West Virginia has stood stalwartly like the giant rock maple trees of Vermont, those trees, which have such great strength but are also the source of Vermont's sweetest product, maple syrup. For this reason, I know of the kindness and gentleness toward his colleagues of the distinguished Senator from West Virginia, but we know that like the rock maple trees of Vermont, he does not bend to the attacks on the Constitution.

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?

Mr. LEAHY. Of course.

Mr. BYRD. I thank my friend from Vermont whose heart is as stout as the Irish oak and as pure as the Lakes of Killarney.

Mr. LEAHY. I didn't think in 22 years I would be at a loss for words on the floor of the Senate, but that came as close, let me tell you. Mr. President, we will come very soon to a vote. The distinguished Senator from West Virginia does deserve enormous credit for standing up each time for the Constitution. Really, that is what I am urging Senators to do. There is no question in my mind that if we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else's problem. If we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to protect the Constitution, if we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to bring down the deficit, if we don't stand up and cast the tough and unpopular votes, well, then, somebody can go to court and let the courts straighten it out.

Mr. President, when I first announced for the U.S. Senate in this week—this very week—in 1974, I was a 33-year-old prosecutor in the only State in the Union that had never elected a member of my party. I told the people of Vermont, "You may not always agree with me on every single thing I will do, but I will make you one pledge: I will hold your interests and the interests of the country foremost. I will follow my best judgment. I will follow my conscience. I will not allow myself to be swayed by passing polls and fancies, and I will always try to do right.”

I have cast more votes in the U.S. Senate than any Senator in Vermont's history. I have cast more votes in the U.S. Senate, by far, than any Senator in Vermont's history. If I went back through those thousands of votes, I bet I could file a vote or two or three or four that might come as close. Some come to mind, because some of these votes were votes, if I could have cast it on a balance, I would have cast 51 percent one way, 49 percent the other, they were that close.

I remember the wise advice of the majority leader when I first came here, Senator Mansfield of Montana, who said, "Don't worry if maybe you have some difficulty on a very close vote. Do what you think is right, and if later you determine maybe you made a mistake, the issue will come up again." It usually does.

So if I go back to the thousands of votes we find, one of those 51 to 49 votes, but this is not one of those 51 to 49 votes. On this vote, I have no question in my mind what is the right vote. It is not the popular vote, but it is the right vote, and that is the vote I will cast. That is the vote I will cast because, in every one of these thousands of votes, I bet in Vermont's history. If I went back to the U.S. Senate, by far, than any Senator in Vermont's history. But I must say to my fellow Vermonters, even more important, it is the right vote for our country and our Constitution.

I was raised in a household brought to revere the Constitution. I have taken an oath to support it in each of my terms in the U.S. Senate, in each of my terms as a prosecuting attorney. I remember each and every time I took that oath because I stopped and thought of what I was swearing allegiance to. It is what we stand for, what we stand for from all other countries on Earth. It is why we have a Constitution that every one of us should stop and read and reread periodically. It is why, if we have a matter where we want to bring down the deficits, then do it the honest, old-fashioned way, vote to bring it down, vote the hard choices, vote against the special interest groups on the right or left, vote for what is best for the country, but do not pass the responsibility off to our Constitution, to future generations. It is why, when we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else's problem. If we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to protect the Constitution, if we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to bring down the deficit, if we don't stand up and cast the tough and unpopular votes, well, then, somebody can go to court and let the courts straighten it out.

Mr. President, earlier today, I was summarizing the debate that the Senate has had on this proposed 28th amendment to the Constitution of the United States. I would like to continue that discussion to complete the record on this historic debate.

REID, FEINSTEIN AND DORGAN AMENDMENTS

Senator Reid offered a perfecting amendment to exclude the Social Security Program is periodically. It is why, if we have a matter where we want to bring down the deficits, then do it the honest, old-fashioned way, vote to bring it down, vote the hard choices, vote against the special interest groups on the right or left, vote for what is best for the country, but do not pass the responsibility off to our Constitution, to future generations. It is why, when we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else's problem.

Mr. President, on this vote, I am sure in my heart and soul I am voting the right way, the right way for the State of Vermont. But I must say to my fellow Vermonters, even more important, it is the right vote for our country and our Constitution.

I was raised in a household brought to revere the Constitution. I have taken an oath to support it in each of my terms in the U.S. Senate, in each of my terms as a prosecuting attorney. I remember each and every time I took that oath because I stopped and thought of what I was swearing allegiance to. It is what we stand for, what we stand for from all other countries on Earth. It is why we have a Constitution that every one of us should stop and read and reread periodically. It is why, if we have a matter where we want to bring down the deficits, then do it the honest, old-fashioned way, vote to bring it down, vote the hard choices, vote against the special interest groups on the right or left, vote for what is best for the country, but do not pass the responsibility off to our Constitution, to future generations. It is why, when we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else's problem. If we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to protect the Constitution, if we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to bring down the deficit, if we don't stand up and cast the tough and unpopular votes, well, then, somebody can go to court and let the courts straighten it out.

Mr. President, earlier today, I was summarizing the debate that the Senate has had on this proposed 28th amendment to the Constitution of the United States. I would like to continue that discussion to complete the record on this historic debate.

REID, FEINSTEIN AND DORGAN AMENDMENTS

Senator Reid offered a perfecting amendment to exclude the Social Security Program is periodically. It is why, if we have a matter where we want to bring down the deficits, then do it the honest, old-fashioned way, vote to bring it down, vote the hard choices, vote against the special interest groups on the right or left, vote for what is best for the country, but do not pass the responsibility off to our Constitution, to future generations. It is why, when we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else's problem. If we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to protect the Constitution, if we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to bring down the deficit, if we don't stand up and cast the tough and unpopular votes, well, then, somebody can go to court and let the courts straighten it out.

Thomas Jefferson borrowed an amount, I think, equal to about twice what the whole budget of the United States was in 1789. We are talking about the budget purchase. Is there anybody here who would like to see what this country would be like had we not made that Louisiana purchase, had we not had that western expansion? If we had not been able to go out to our Western States, why, there are some Senators even currently in this Chamber today who might not have States to represent had we not had the Louisiana purchase.

I ask Senators to think back to when the Louisiana Purchase was put together. Small States and large States were given an equal voice in this body so that they could maintain their identity. What a great compromise that was, what that did to allow this country to hold together—an advantage, obviously, to my own State of Vermont. But under this constitutional amendment, on matters of spending, on matters of crises, on matters of natural disasters, we would have lost that parity. We would be left at the whim of the minority, not of the majority.

So, Mr. President, on this vote, I am sure in my heart and soul I am voting the right way, the right way for the State of Vermont. But I must say to my fellow Vermonters, even more important, it is the right vote for our country and our Constitution.

I was raised in a household brought to revere the Constitution. I have taken an oath to support it in each of my terms in the U.S. Senate, in each of my terms as a prosecuting attorney. I remember each and every time I took that oath because I stopped and thought of what I was swearing allegiance to. It is what we stand for, what we stand for from all other countries on Earth. It is why we have a Constitution that every one of us should stop and read and reread periodically. It is why, if we have a matter where we want to bring down the deficits, then do it the honest, old-fashioned way, vote to bring it down, vote the hard choices, vote against the special interest groups on the right or left, vote for what is best for the country, but do not pass the responsibility off to our Constitution, to future generations. It is why, when we took a public opinion poll, the popular thing, the easy thing would be to vote for this constitutional amendment, and we can say, then, as soon as the States ratify it, it is somebody else’s problem. If we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to protect the Constitution, if we don't stand up and do the things we need to do to bring down the deficit, if we don't stand up and cast the tough and unpopular votes, well, then, somebody can go to court and let the courts straighten it out.
Since 1983, Congress has acted to protect Social Security from overall budget cuts. The Social Security Amendments of 1983 required Social Security to be placed off budget within 10 years. That protective legislation passed the Senate by a 54 to 34, with a strong bipartisan majority. In fact, Congress proceeded this process. Rather than wait 10 years, the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, commonly known as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, placed Social Security off budget beginning in 1986. This means that the congressional budget resolution in 1985 was the last time that Social Security was included in the Federal budgets that Congress approves each year.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings permitted across-the-board spending cuts—sequestration—when budgetary goals are not achieved. By its actions placing Social Security off budget, Congress explicitly and intentionally exempted Social Security from the sequestration process. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings—this process was for Social Security—passed the Senate 61 to 31 with a strong bipartisan majority.

The Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 reinforced earlier protections by placing Social Security even more clearly off budget. This bill, too, passed the Senate 54 to 45 with the bipartisan support of 35 Democrats and 19 Republicans.

The proposed constitutional amendment turns its back on these many years of bipartisan progress in protecting Social Security from the ebb and flow of efforts to eliminate the deficit. I believe that our senior citizens deserve better.

When the Government overestimates revenues for an upcoming year, or underestimates expenses, or something changes in the course of the year to influence either, the budget goes out of balance and, under Senate Joint Resolution 1, the Government is out of money. The amendment's mandates would undermine expenditures protected into constitutional violations of law. If this proposed constitutional amendment were enshrined in the Constitution, it could force the Federal Government to stop making payments for any number of obligations, possibly including payment of Social Security checks, until the budget imbalance could be corrected.

Treasury Secretary Rubin warned the Judiciary Committee of this great risk. He testified:

[The amendment] poses immense enforcement problems that might well lead to the involvement of the courts in budget decisions, unprecedented impoundment powers for the President or the temporary cessation of all federal payments. Any of these options could disrupt Social Security and Medicare payments.

Further, if the President and Congress failed to find a budget impasse under the proposed constitutional amendment, Secretary Rubin cautioned:

Some proponents have suggested that under these circumstances, the President would stop issuing checks, including those for Social Security benefits. Alternatively, judges might become deeply involved in determining whether Social Security or Medicare checks were really due. This would be a disaster for senior citizens on fixed incomes who live on Social Security and Medicare from check to check. When they miss a check, they will not have the funds to pay the rent or meet the mortgage, buy groceries, satisfy their utility bills, heat their homes, pay for medical care or needed pharmaceutical drugs, or meet other expenses.

That is the dilemma that the Social Security system would face if Social Security is not protected under this proposed constitutional amendment. In his recent letter to Senator Daschle, the President stated:

I am very concerned that Senate Joint Resolution 1, the constitutional amendment to balance the budget, could pose grave risks to the Social Security System. In the event of an impasse in which the budget requirements cannot be met, either the President or Congress could reduce benefits to comply with this constitutional mandate. No subsequent implementing legislation could protect Social Security with certainty because any constitutional amendment overrides statutory law.

The 1983 bipartisan Social Security Commission headed by Alan Greenspan recommended converting the Social Security program to a pay-as-you-go program to one that builds up surpluses to pay for the future retirement of the baby boom generation. The Greenspan Commission recommended taking Social Security off budget in order to meet this goal without subjecting the program to the vicissitudes of Federal budgeting for other programs. Congress concurred with the Greenspan Commission's recommendations in passing the Social Security Amendments of 1983.

Just as families save for their retirements, the Social Security Program currently is building up surpluses while baby boomers are still working in order to be able to afford their retirements in the next century. This proposed constitutional amendment would encourage, even necessitate, Congress, the President, and the courts using Social Security as a way to comply with the amendment. When the trust fund begins to shrink after the year 2020, this proposed constitutional amendment would add pressure on the Government to cut Social Security rather than risk constitutional violation. Instead, we ought to be working on ways to honor our commitments and ensure the long-term solvency of Social Security.

A recent analysis from the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities is telling. It says:

The Leadership version of S.J. Res. 1 would be virtually certain to precipitate a massive crisis of fiscal responsibility about 20 years from now, even if legislation has been passed in the meantime putting Social Security in long-term actuarial balance. To help pay the obligations of the next generation, the nation would face an excruciating choice at that time between much deeper cuts in Social Security benefits than were needed to make Social Security solvent and a much larger increase in payroll taxes than would otherwise be required. There would be no other alternative to finance Social Security deficits in those years not by drawing down the Social Security surplus but by raising other taxes substantially or slashing other programs. As a result, the government might fail to provide adequately for other basic services, potentially including the national defense.

Congress can balance the budget while protecting Social Security, but the sponsors of the underlying resolution tabled the Reid, Feinstein and Dorgan amendments. I do want to acknowledge Senator McCain and Senator Specter for voting their conscience on the Reid and Dorgan amendments to protect Social Security. I respect their decisions to buck their party's no-amendments strategy on this point. Their votes not to table these amendments were, I believe, the only times Republicans voted to do anything other than to comply with their leadership in support of the original language of Senate Joint Resolution 1.

TORRICEILLI AND FEINSTEIN AMENDMENTS

Before he announced his determinations, he would vote on the underlying resolution Senator Torricelli offered an amendment that highlighted another serious flaw in Senate Joint Resolution 1. The underlying resolution prohibits capital budgeting.

As Senator Torricelli so forcefully pointed out during the Judiciary Committee deliberations on Senate Joint Resolution 1, we as a nation are suffering from a capital investment crisis. In 1985, more than 6 percent of our Federal expenditures were invested in infrastructure such as roads, bridges, ports, and mass transit systems. By 1992, that share of capital investment had fallen by more than half to about 3 percent of our Federal budget and this year it will approach barely 2 percent.

At the same time as our infrastructure funding has been shrinking, our Nation's needs have continued to grow. The result is that we are becoming a nation in disrepair. For instance, more than a quarter of a million miles of roads need repair and more than 25 percent of our bridges have exceeded their lifespan.

This failure to maintain adequate infrastructure is hurting our competitiveness in the global economy. We are competing against other countries with the foresight to repair their roads and bridges, modernize their transit systems, maintain their ports, build new schools, and make the investments in telecommunications infrastructure that are the keys to success in today's global competition. The United States is dead last among the G-7 nations in public infrastructure investment as a percentage of gross domestic product.

We must reverse this trend and make the long-term investments needed to support a strong economy. We must be able to invest in education if we are to
give our children their best chance to compete and win in the coming century.

Sections 1 and 7 of the underlying resolution prohibit capital budgeting. All expenditures, whether the equivalent of operating expenses or capital investments, are tallied the same for purposes of this proposed constitutional amendment. The sponsors and proponents of this measure refuse to permit any exception and future Congresses will be forever barred from solving our infrastructure crisis by creating a capital budget for long-term investments.

Senate committee hearings in 1995 established an extensive record in support of maintaining a separate capital budget. Herbert Stein, of the American Enterprise Institute and former economic adviser to President Nixon; Edward V. Regan, of the Jerome Levy Economics Institute and former New York State controller; and Dr. Fred Bergsten, of the Bipartisan Competitiveness Policy Council and former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury during the Carter administration; differed on the wisdom of enacting a constitutional amendment on the budget but all agreed on one thing: If such an amendment were to be considered it should separate capital investments for any annual balance requirement.

Nonetheless, when the majority had the opportunity to consider amendments they have allowed for a separate budget for capital investments, it rejected them. This was a principal thrust of the Torricelli substitute and an important aspect of the Feinstein substitute. They were flatly rejected by the majority and their no amendments approach to consideration of the underlying resolution. Both of these amendments were tabled with all Republican members who voted, voting against capital budgeting.

The majority ignored the fact that 42 States, most cities, and businesses exclude from their balanced budget requirements capital, enterprise, or trust funds that are financed primarily by borrowing rather than by current revenue. Moreover, most States with balanced budget requirements use capital funds that finance capital projects by issuing long-term debt.

The Nation's leading economists agree that a capital budget is an essential part of the State experience with balanced budget requirements and that the omission of a capital budget in this proposed constitutional amendment is a major flaw. These economists note:

Unlike many state constitutions, which permit borrowing to finance capital expenditures, this amendment makes no distinction between capital investments and current outlays. ... The amendment would prevent federal borrowing to finance expenditures for education, research and development, environmental protection, and other investments vital to our nation's future well-being.

Having defeated all attempts to allow for capital budgeting in the underlying resolution over the last several weeks, the weekend papers are again hinting that the Republican leadership is rethinking its strategy and may be willing to reconsider whether capital budgeting can be incorporated into the amendment. These veiled indications by the majority illustrate why this matter is not appropriate for a constitutional amendment. The Constitution cannot be made to say and require one fiscal policy one week and the opposite the next. That is not the stuff of the Constitution. These are matters of public interest that can be addressed by policy and statutes that are more flexible and meet the needs of the American people.
Our Founders rejected requirements of supermajorities. We should look to their sound reasons for rejecting supermajority requirements before we impose on our most vulnerable and neediest citizens a three-fifths supermajority requirement to provide them Federal relief from major disasters and emergencies.

Alexander Hamilton painted an alarming picture in “Federalist Paper No. 22” of the consequences of the poisons of supermajority requirements. Hamilton said that supermajority requirements serve “to destroy the energy of the government, and to substitute the pleasure, caprice, or artifices of an insignificant, turbulent, or corrupt junto to the regular deliberations and decisions of a respectable majority.”

These supermajority requirements are a recipe for increased gridlock, not more efficient action. As Hamilton noted, “Hence, tedious delays; continual negotiation and intrigue; contemptible compromises of the public good.” Such supermajority requirements reflect a basic distrust not just of Congress, but of the electorate itself. I reject that notion. I feel that a supermajority requirement will lead to some in Congress playing politics with critical relief from disasters and emergencies. Even with today’s simple majority requirement for supplemental appropriations for disaster and emergency relief, we see the potential for partisan politics.

In the last Congress a multibillion-dollar disaster aid package for California was caught in the budget wars between President Clinton and House Republicans. The House Republican leadership delayed action on a request from the President for supplemental appropriations for emergency relief victims of the California floods and the Los Angeles earthquake. Fortunately, public outrage forced the House Republicans to relent. That political gamesmanship happened with only a simple majority requirement for supplemental appropriations for disaster and emergency relief. Think what would happen if Congress had to clear a supermajority hurdle to pass disaster and emergency relief.

Again, instead of addressing the serious and substantial concerns raised by the Boxer amendment, the proponents of Senate Joint Resolution 1 simply opposed its consideration as creating a loophole in the underlying resolution. They did not offer an alternative language to address the emergency and natural disaster concerns surrounding Senate Joint Resolution 1.

Instead, with lock-step voting, they tabled the Boxer amendment by a vote of 60 to 40.

KENNEDY AMENDMENT

Finally, Senator KENNEDY offered an amendment to Senate Joint Resolution 1 that revealed perhaps its most serious flaw. The Kennedy amendment was a sincere effort to confront the matters of enforcement of the underlying resolution, which would have limited the enforcement of the proposed constitutional amendment to Congress.

As James Madison wrote in The Federalist No. 48, “the legislative department has access to the pockets of the people.” Our Constitution now gives Congress the primary authority, and responsibility, with regard to the raising and expenditure of outlays. The proposed amendment would dramatically alter the allocation of powers set forth in article I, sections 7, 8, and 9. It risks casting the Federal and State courts in the role of Federal budget czars deciding in myriad cases whether the Federal budget is manifestly out of balance, and where it is, forbidding spending and ordering what remedies it deems appropriate for the constitutional violations occasioned by circumstances in which outlays exceeding revenues in any year without supermajority approval of the Congress.

Although the proponents of the proposed constitutional amendment have left it silent with regard to the role of the courts in its interpretation, implementation, and enforcement, that silence is deafening.

Section 1 of the amendment contains a flat prohibition on total outlays exceeding total receipts in any fiscal year, except as expressly authorized by a supermajority in each House of Congress. Having embedded this mandate in the Constitution, this proposed constitutional amendment invites the courts to become actively involved in determining when this constitutional command is being violated, and how such violations are to be remedied.

In the memorable words of Chief Justice Marshall: “It is, emphatically, the province and duty of the judicial department, to say what the law is.” Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S., 1 Cranch, 137, 176 (1803). Since that historic decision, the Supreme Court has had the preeminent role in articulating the scope and meaning of our Constitution. The majority report concedes the fundamental obligation of the courts to say what the law is.

If the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting were ratified, the fulfillment of this role by the Supreme Court, and other courts, could require the courts to address the budgetary issues that courts are ill-suited to resolve. As de Tocqueville wrote more than 148 years ago: “Scarcely any political question arises in the United States that is not resolved, sooner or later, into a judicial question.” If the proposed constitutional amendment were ratified, several of its provisions would give rise to cases and controversies that the courts would be called upon to resolve.

Supporters of the proposed constitutional amendment, in fact, desire judicial involvement and enforcement of its terms. The representative from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce testified before the Judiciary Committee:

There is a legitimate and necessary role for the courts in ensuring compliance with the amendment. Congress could potentially circumvent balanced budget amendment requirements through unrealistic revenue estimates, emergency designations, off-budget accounts, unfunded mandates, and other gimmickry. It is our view that the need to proscribe judicial policy making can be reconciled with a continued role for the courts in maintaining the integrity of the balanced budget requirement.
In response to questions, the representative of the National Taxpayers Union, another advocate for the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting in spite of its potential to lead to tax increases in order to achieve budget balance, conceded that standing for certain individuals and Members of Congress is possible under this amendment:

So, the answer to your question is that I think that the standing of individuals and Members of Congress is very limited. I do concede that there are a number of cases as to which I would not deny jurisdiction to the courts to make certain that the Constitution was being enforced.

When asked by Senator Torricelli, as an example, whether the Senate sponsors of the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting would have standing before a Federal court to bring a suit to compel compliance with its terms, Mr. Gerson said:

In fact, I think that situation is the most likely scenario under the proposed constitutional amendment, which has never before been recognized, might be recognized and I say so in my prepared testimony. That is the situation that even Judge Bork in the D.C. Circuit recognized might allow Congressional standing.

The other witness who testified before the Judiciary Committee on questions of law and judicial review was Alan B. Morrison, Director of Public Citizen Litigation Group. He observed:

[In the absence of a clear statement of the contrary in the Amendment itself, it is likely that parties who claimed that, for example, the executive or Congress exceeded its powers under Section 4 had not been satisfied, could show sufficient injury to meet the case or controversy requirement in Article III of the Constitution. The same is true for those objecting to a Presidential impoundment.]

Mr. Morrison thus concluded his testimony:

Senator, you will note that Section 1 of S.J. Res. 1 is not in terms of the Constitution shall enact and the President shall sign into law. It's put in absolute terms—total outlays for any fiscal year shall not exceed. It seems to me that is a very unusual kind of constitutional command and that despite what the courts have done in other cases, no person sitting at this table or any place else in this country can accurately predict what the courts will do in the realm, or say it is so important that the Congress, in the first instance, assume responsibility, like it is, of saying what they want about judicial review and that would be enforced in the courts.

Written testimony was received by the Judiciary Committee from Dawn E. Johnson, Acting Assistant Attorney General at the Department of Justice. In that statement, the current head of the Office of Legal Counsel indicated that 'primary concern of the Department of Justice is how a balanced budget amendment would be enforced—an issue that none of the proposed amendments adequately addressed.' The statement continues:

If a balanced budget amendment were to be enforced by the courts, it could restructure the balance of power between the branches of government and could empower unelected judges to raise taxes or cut spending—fundamental policy decisions that judges are ill-equipped to make.

The Department of Justice testimony also referred to former Solicitor General for President Nixon and Federal judge, Robert H. Bork, and another former Solicitor General for President Reagan and Harvard law professor, Charles Fried. Both men have observed that judicial self-restraint, based on doctrines of standing and political questions, did not overcome the possibilities of significant litigation over interpretation, implementation, and enforcement of the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting.

The Department of Justice has not varied much from that of Robert H. Bork, 30 years ago:

In the end, there is a range of views about the extent to which courts would involve themselves in issues arising under the balanced budget amendment. Former Solicitor General Bork believes it would likely be hundreds, if not thousands, of lawsuits around the country challenging various aspects of the amendment. Similarly, process. Accordingly, whether we would face an "avalanche" of litigation or fewer cases alleging "serious and clear cut violations," a broad consensus exists that the amendment creates the potential for judicial interference, and that the courts themselves are to be guided by the vagaries of general, judicially-created doctrines of justiciability.

The sponsors and proponents do nothing to resolve this problem. They continue to call the constitutional amendment on budgeting is silent with respect to judicial review, insisting that silence "strikes the right balance."

Mr. Morrison is correct to challenge the Congress to say what it intends and what it means in the text of the proposed constitutional amendment itself. Indeed, the majority is leaving to the courts themselves the determination of the challenges arising under the proposed amendment's administration and what they will hear and determine. They are to be guided by the vagaries of general, judicially-created doctrines of justiciability.

The sponsors and proponents also suggest that Congress may revisit this issue later through implementing legislation. Not only would such subsequent implementing legislation require agreement in both Houses and signature by the President or a supermajority of Congress, but even if it is ultimately enacted, it may not be able to restrict constitutionally-derived judicial power and responsibility...
and may itself be overridden by the commands of article III and this proposed 28th amendment. Former Solicitor General Charles Fried has testified that a subsequent legislative effort to limit judicial power, "itself might very well be a mistake of historic proportions.

Further, as Mr. Barr pointed out in 1995, the State courts are not limited by the Federal requirement of "case or controversy" and its attendant justiciability doctrines. Before moving on, I should point out for the Committee one area that I believe does hold some potential for mischief and that Congress might wish to address. That is the area of the court review. The constraints of Article III do not, of course, apply to state courts, which are courts of general jurisdiction. State courts are not bound by the "case or controversy" requirement or the other justiciability principles even when deciding issues of federal law, including the interpretation of the Federal Constitution. Asarco, Inc., 490 U.S. at 617. Accordingly, it is possible that a state court could entertain a challenge to a federal statute under the Balanced Budget Amendment. He sought to restrict judicial involvement to issuing declaratory judgments unless Congress specifically authorized another form of relief through implementing legislation and his amendment was accepted by the floor manager.

In 1995, the Senate likewise modified the proposed constitutional amendment when the floor manager adopted an amendment proposed by Senator Nunn of Georgia on judicial review. The Nunn amendment called for restricting the judicial power of the United States to matters specifically authorized by implementing legislation.

Neither the Danforth nor the Nunn language nor anything like them was included in Senate Joint Resolution 1. Indeed, in spite of these past attempts to limit judicial remedial authority in the proposed constitutional amendment and the only successful floor modifications to its text since 1993, the proponents now reject all such efforts. Instead, the proponents choose to remain silent on the many important issues surrounding judicial involvement in the interpretation, implementation and enforcement of the proposed constitutional amendment.

They try to dismiss Missouri v. Jenkins, 496 U.S. 33 (1990), and the dangers it portends for this proposed constitutional amendment. In that case, the Supreme Court upheld the power of a Federal District Court Judge in Kansas City, MO, to order tax increases in order to improve the public schools. The Supreme Court upheld a district court order that a local school district levy taxes to raise funds to comply with the Court's order to remedy unconstitutional school segregation.

This case has spawned concern about what is sometimes referred to as judicial taxation and the judiciary Committee has held hearings on the issue and on suggested legislation in the area in the last several years. Senator Danforth cited this case in the course of offering his amendment in 1994:

So after the case of Missouri versus Jenkins, decided by the Supreme Court, it is clear that under the circumstances, the Federal courts have assumed the power to impose taxes. And my concern was that Missouri versus Jenkins could be the model for some future action by the Federal courts.

The authority of the Federal courts to remedy constitutional violations is broad, as was demonstrated in Missouri v. Jenkins, 495 U.S. 33 (1990). In suits where a constitutional violation of the proposed budgeting amendment were found, courts would be left to make similar remedial decisions.

In light of the deliberate omission of limiting language like that previously included by Senator Nunn, the underlying proposal is more likely to be construed to authorize courts to enjoin spending, order taxes or issue a negative injunction maintaining the status. That will apply to the imbalance in Congress. The absence of any limitations on the power of the judiciary to review and remedy violations supports the interpretation that Senate Joint Resolution 1 is intended to authorize the courts to engage in judicial review without the limitations those amendment included.

In the Federalist No. 78, Alexander Hamilton described the judiciary as "the least dangerous branch" because it "has no influence over either the sword or the purse, no direction either of the internal or external health of the society."

He then qualified his description, quoting Montesquieu as warning that "[t]he courts shall not exceed total receipts for that fiscal year" as constitutional violations were found by the Federal courts. A constitutional violation of the proposed budgeting amendment could mean that those courts would have the authority to render a binding legal judgment.

The proponents' dilemma may mirror that admitted by Mr. Barr at the 1995 hearings: Having acknowledged the concern that courts might order taxes raised as in Missouri v. Jenkins, Mr. Barr suggested that Senator Nunn's amendment was accepted by the floor manager as a means to avoid the need to rewrite the original language on whether the proposed constitutional amendment ought not be revised to include an express limit on court power and their authority to order certain types of remedies, Mr. Barr responded:

If I were a Senator, I would put it in the amendment. But if I felt that would mean the amendment would not pass because it would generate these arguments, oh, gee, this is sort of like Eastern Europe, then I would without hesitation support the amendment as written ** *

The proponents are refusing to confront the possibility of State court involvement and the possibility that courts in different States might reach inconsistent determinations or order contradictory remedies because it is difficult, its discussion might offend, and its solution might cost them a vote or two.

This is no way to amend the Constitution. Such ambiguity and conscious disregard of potential problems disregard the constitutional prohibition on the proposed amendment. The American people and, possibly, the generations to come who will suffer under its unintended consequences.
whole number of each House of Congress shall provide by law for a specific excess of outlays over receipts by a rollcall vote." In any fiscal year in which it becomes apparent that in the absence of congressional action, "total outlays" will exceed "total receipts," the President would determine how best to proceed and might well proceed as if required by the Constitution and the oath of office it prescribes to act to prevent the unauthorized deficit.

This common sense reading of the provisions of the amendment is shared by a broad range of highly regarded legal scholars. Then Assistant Attorney General (now Solicitor General) Walter Dellinger testified in 1995 before the Judiciary Committee that the proposed constitutional amendment would authorize the President to impound funds to insure that outlays do not exceed receipts.

Similarly, Harvard University Law School Professor Charles Fried, who served as Attorney General during the Reagan administration, testified that in a year when actual revenues fell below projections and a bigger-then-authorized deficit occurred, section 1 "would offer a President ample warrant to impound appropriated funds.

Others who share this view include former Attorney General Nicholas DeB. Katzenbach, Stanford University Law School Professor Kathleen Sullivan, Yale University Law School Professor Burke Marshall, and Harvard University Law School Professor Laurence H. Tribe.

This year the Secretary of the Treasury reinforced this prospect when he noted in his testimony before the Committee:

Some proponents have suggested that under these circumstances, the President would stop issuing checks, including those for Social Security benefits. . . . The President might impound funds of his choosing. . . . All of these potential outcomes are extremely undesirable.

The impoundment power that would be conferred on the President by the proposed constitutional amendment is far broader than any the presidential line-item veto authority temporarily granted the President last year. As Assistant Attorney General Dellinger testified in 1995, the impoundment authority implied within the proposed constitutional amendment might allow a President to order across-the-board cuts in all Federal programs, target specific programs for abolition, or target expenditures intended for particular States or regions for impoundment.

He testified that he would advise the President that he not only had the right but the constitutional obligation to prevent the violation of a constitutional mandate against budgetary imbalance.

The text of the proposed constitutional amendment does not address these matters. The majority report says that is not the intent of the Committee to grant the President any impoundment authority and suggests that "up to the end of the fiscal year, the President has nothing to impound because Congress in the amendment has the power to ratify or to specify the amount of deficit spending that may occur in that fiscal year." The majorities of both the House and Senate thought there could never be an unauthorized deficit, because Congress always has a theoretical possibility of stepping in before the last minute ending the fiscal year and ratify whatever deficit has occurred.

Under this construction, the proposed constitutional amendment is a cruel joke.

Moreover nothing in the proposed constitutional amendment prevents the Executive from acting to implement its terms. A President may not be willing to withhold based on a theoretical possibility of what the President knows or has reason to believe will not occur. Moreover a President may choose to risk having all of the expenditures undertaken by the Federal Government in a portion of a fiscal year declared to have been expended in violation of the Constitution. It is more likely that a President, sworn to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution, would not view the Executive as powerless to prevent such a result.

Key House sponsors of the proposed constitutional amendment circulated materials on the role of the Executive that add considerable majesty to the report's isolated declaration of intent and are consistent with this view of continuing involvement by the Executive in the implementation of the proscriptions contained within the proposed constitutional amendment. Representatives Schaefer and Stenholm acknowledge that the proposed constitutional amendment is intended to create "an ongoing obligation to monitor outlays and receipts" and to require the President "at the point at which the Government runs out of money, to stop issuing checks."

We also have experience to instruct us. This Administration's senior advisers have testified both in 1995 and in 1997 that their advice, against the backdrop of the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting having been ratified and an emerging deficit, would be to terminate or delay expenditures.

James C. Miller III, former OMB Director under President Reagan, echoed that advice. He revealed legal advice from the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice that without congressional mandated spending priorities, the President could apply across-the-board reductions in outlays.

Finally, he furnished a legal memorandum on presidential authority to forestall default on the public debt that was authored by a former Assistant Attorney General and head of the Office of Legal Counsel who advised the Reagan administration that asserts "the President has inherent constitutional authority to choose which non-deferrable obligations to pay in the absence of a statute specifying a priority."

A memorandum to the Attorney General dated October 21, 1995, that is now publicly available, reinforces these lines of reasoning:

Although this Office has consistently taken the position that as a general matter the President does not possess inherent authority to impound funds, we have carved out an exception to the general rule for the situation in which the Federal Government faces a debt ceiling and does not have any other feasible method of raising funds. We have said that in such a situation, the President may choose not to risk having all of the expenditures undertaken by the Federal Government in a portion of a fiscal year declared to have been expended in violation of the Constitution.

We also have experience to instruct us. This Administration's senior advisers have testified both in 1995 and in 1997 that their advice, against the backdrop of the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting having been ratified and an emerging deficit, would be to terminate or delay expenditures.

The OLC Memorandum concludes:

Finally, at some point, after all other options have been considered, consideration should be given to a ceiling on obligations and expenditures by the President. Such a program would provoke considerable public controversy, perhaps a constitutional confrontation with Congress, and most certainly would be subjected to legal challenge.

On the last point, although we have not had an opportunity to arrive at a definitive conclusion, we believe a strong argument can be made both on statutory grounds and on the basis of his inherent authority, that the President would have the power to engage in such an activity.

Similar analysis and reliance on inherent Executive authority could be expected to arise should the proposed constitutional amendment be ratified and the President faced with circumstances in which the legislative branch has blocked a deficit increase in order to block over budgetary or spending matters or it appears to the President that the prediction for a balance between expenditures and revenues in any fiscal year is tilting toward deficit.

The proponents alternatively comment that Congress could specify in implementing legislation how it wanted the President to proceed in a budgetary or debt limit crisis. Reliance on subsequent implementing legislation is risky, at best. Such legislation would be subject to Presidential veto and the need for a supermajority override in both Houses. Moreover, such legislation would have to be comprehensive enough to foresee and control all possible future contingencies to be effective.

Further, the President's obligation to faithfully execute the laws is independent of Congress's. That duty is not "limited to the enforcement of acts of Congress." * * * * * It includes [the] rights, duties and obligations, growing out of the Constitution itself, * * * * * and all the protection implied by the nature of the government under the
Constitution]." In re Neagle, 135 U.S. 1, 64 (1890). If an unconstitutional deficiency were occurring, Congress could not constitutionally stop the President from seeking to prevent it.

Finally, any reliance on the 159-year-old case of United States ex rel. Stokes, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 542 (1838), would be misplaced. That case can as easily be read to support presidential impoundment authority under the proposed constitutional amendment on budgeting. In that case, Congress had ordered the Postmaster General to pay the claimant whatever sum an outside arbitrator determined was the appropriate settlement. When the Postmaster General paid a smaller amount, the Supreme Court held that the Postmaster General could be ordered to comply with the congressional directive. The Court ruled that the President, and those under his supervision, did not possess inherent authority to impound funds that Congress had ordered to be spent: "To contend that the impoundment authority under the proposed constitutional amendment were ratified and became a part of the Constitution, the President's obligation to execute the laws would arbi-
trarily have a constitutional fulcrum and entirely inadmissible." Id. at 612.

If the proposed constitutional amendment were ratified and became a part of the Constitution, the President's obligation to execute the laws would arguably have a constitutional fulcrum from which to leverage. The President could argue that when the constitutional duty to ensure fiscal year balance came into conflict with a statutory obligation to expend authorized, appropriated, or obligated funds, the constitutional responsibility had to be given priority as predicated on superior authority.

The proposed constitutional amendment's mandate to ensure budget balance for each fiscal year specifies no role for the Congress in the selection of that appropriation. Appropriation of any funds, appropriated, or obligated funds, the constitutional responsibility had to be given priority as predicated on superior authority.

The proposed constitutional amendment's mandate to ensure budget balance for each fiscal year specifies no role for the Congress in the selection of that appropriation. Appropriation of any funds, appropriated, or obligated funds, the constitutional responsibility had to be given priority as predicated on superior authority.

The majority report con-
dered to be spent: "To contend that the President's obligation pursuant to section 3

This fundamental shift in the allocation of power and authority among the Federal branches is not necessary. It risks despotism at the very times when despots are most likely to arise and in which our fundamental guarantees of liberty and individual freedoms has been the checks and balances that the branches of our Federal Government have in other times served as a safeguard. In spite of these acknowledged problems with the underlying resolution, the sponsors and proponents voted lock-step to table the Kennedy amendment without any effort to cure any of the serious constitutional flaws that it highlighted.

We cannot legislate political courage and responsibility. No amendment to the Constitution can supply the people's representatives with these essential attributes. Indeed, the majority report concludes that the ultimate enforcement mechanism that can lead to balancing the budget is the electorate's power to vote. That power already exists. Moreover, the underlying resolution would not further the enhancement of our democratic principles of majority rule and separation of powers and would ultimately lead to a loss of political accountability to the electorate.

Political courage has been an essential ingredient that has helped us achieve remarkable deficit reduction over the past 4 years—recent history that the majority report seeks to ignore. We have succeeded in reducing the deficit every year of the past four. We have cut the deficit by more than 60 percent in that time while pursuing sound economic and strong fiscal policies.

Now we need to stay the course and work in a bipartisan way to make further progress. We should now be focusing our attention and energies on the strenuous tasks of building a working consensus on budget priorities and achieving agreement on how to balance the budget.

This crusade for an illusionary quick-fix by constitutional amendment only makes that job more difficult. The time and resources devoted to reconsidering a constitutional amendment on budgeting have served as a distraction from the real task at hand.

Let us not be distracted from the true means to deficit reduction: Let us proceed to consider and adopt a budget and deficit reduction package consistent with the progress made since 1993. As Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin testified before the Committee on January 17, "politically, historically, and economically, the forces are in place to balance the budget. We are not far apart. Now we need to get the job done."

Let us not sacrifice the Constitution or our Nation's fiscal policies to a siren song but turn to the work needed to continue reducing the deficit without sacrificing our Nation's commitments to seniors, veterans, education, the environment, public infrastructure and our fundamental constitutional principles. There is no need for a constitutional amendment to achieve our goals. The questions raised by the debate on Senate Joint Resolution 1 will not go away and cannot be ignored. They point to a series of fatal flaws in proposing to conduct our Nation's economy and budgeting by means of a simply-sounding constitutional declaration. A recent editorial in the Burlington Free Press said it more succinctly: "amending the Constitution to require a balanced budget would be like using a sledgehammer to nail a picture to a fence."

Two years ago Senator Mark Hatfield's decisive vote against a constitutional amendment on budgeting was a contemporary profile in courage. Senator Hatfield had wisdom gained from his years as a public servant and personal fortitude and integrity that sustained him through very difficult times before and after that vote. Here was a man and a representative who was put to the test and not only survived but emerged as a powerful example for us all.

On February 8, 1995, Senator Hatfield came to this Senate floor to explain how he would vote. He said:

As I explain my thoughts on the balanced budget amendment, I want to make it very clear that I believe the deficit must be reduced and that a balanced budget is worth achieving. It is possible that I will be the lone Republican to vote against the balanced budget amendment, but I say now to my colleagues that I share my party's goals, but happen to disagree on the means.

The debate on the balanced budget amendment is not about reducing the budget deficit, it is about amending the Constitution of the United States with a procedural gimmick. This amendment, Members now puts new Senate and House rules regarding voting procedures into the Constitution. It does not limit and gives no indication of how this might be done. Furthermore, it will not force Congress to budget responsibility. If indeed this is an amendment requiring a budget, then how can we allow Congress to essentially suspend the Constitution with a three-fifths vote? This was a dangerous idea last year, and it is a dangerous idea this year as well. What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech? What other constitutional requirements would we like to waive with a three-fifths vote? Freedom of religion? Free speech?

The amendment on budgeting was a procedural gimmick. A recent editorial in the Burlington Free Press said it more succinctly: "amending the Constitution to require a balanced budget would be like using a sledgehammer to nail a picture to a fence."

The Constitution is about our fundamental principles. There is no need for a constitutional amendment to achieve our goals. The questions raised by the debate on Senate Joint Resolution 1 will not go away and cannot be ignored. They point to a series of fatal flaws in proposing to conduct our Nation's economy and budgeting by means of a simply-sounding constitutional declaration. A recent editorial in the Burlington Free Press said it more succinctly: "amending the Constitution to require a balanced budget would be like using a sledgehammer to nail a picture to a fence."
cussion of the need for a balanced budget amendment. It is wrong to suggest that Congress should be focused on a balanced budget amendment and not a vote for a balanced budget, as it is a vote for a fig leaf. The only other possible use for Social Security surplus proceeds would be for Social Security, rather than the Social Security trust funds. Placing the trust funds off-budget will harm the Social Security Program.

In essence, we would have two budgets, one based on sound principles of solvency, and the other, the Social Security trust fund, which would be required to be in balance unless a supermajority votes to allow a deficit, the other—the Social Security budget—would be raidied and bloated with unrelated pork projects. This will be the end of Social Security as we know it, turning it into the least secure of all Government accounts. Congress could pass legislation to fund any number of programs off-budget, through the Social Security trust funds. The budget could be balanced only by shifting programs into the Social Security trust funds. The immediate effect of the loophole is that the trust funds would grow—as projected—but only until 2002, the date the BBA requires that the budget be balanced. Thereafter, however, the trust funds would stop growing as all annual surplus funds would be reallocated to pay for programs that have been redesignated as Social Security. So instead of growing, from 2002 to 2019, the year the trust funds are estimated to stop growing, the system will become stagnant in 2002. The result of the loophole will be the depletion of the trust funds. Placing the trust funds off-budget would be the end of Social Security as we know it, turning it into the least secure of all Government accounts. Congress could pass legislation to fund any number of programs off-budget, through the Social Security trust funds. The budget could be balanced only by shifting programs into the Social Security trust funds. The immediate effect of the loophole is that the trust funds would grow—as projected—but only until 2002, the date the BBA requires that the budget be balanced. Thereafter, however, the trust funds would stop growing as all annual surplus funds would be reallocated to pay for programs that have been redesignated as Social Security. So instead of growing, from 2002 to 2019, the year the trust funds are estimated to stop growing, the system will become stagnant in 2002. The result of the loophole will be the depletion of the trust funds. Placing the trust funds off-budget would be the end of Social Security as we know it, turning it into the least secure of all Government accounts.
the Congress to continue deficit spending. By paying down the debt, the Congress would provide itself a debt cushion—that is, a gap between the statutorily limited debt ceiling and the actual paid down debt. Congress could therefore use this gap to deficit spend, thus avoiding the three-fifths vote required in section 2 of the BBA to raise the debt ceiling. This is because the accumulated Social Security surpluses would maintain the gap between the actual debt and the debt ceiling, allowing the Congress to deficit spend easily. This loophole would make it easy to balance the BBA.

Also, let us not forget about the troubling future for Social Security. The Social Security Board of Trustees estimates that by the year 2070, Social Security is expected to run an annual $7 trillion deficit. If we include Social Security in our balanced budget calculations, we will be able to prepare for and budget these massive increases. Under the BAA, we will not be including this deficit in our budgetary planning. As a result, under any proposal to exempt Social Security from Senate Joint Resolution 1, in order to raise the existing debt ceiling sufficient to cover the expected Social Security shortfalls in the next century, we will have to dramatically increase taxes or cut spending in other important programs, or face an annual three-trillion-dollar fiscal crisis to avoid financial default by raising the already staggering $5.5 trillion debt ceiling.

FICA taxes have grown significantly over time. There is no reason why this increase would not be accelerated in periods of deficits. Nor is there any reason why new Social Security taxes could not be added, such as a Social Security income tax or a Social Security value added tax. As this process continues, the loophole created by this exemption could easily swallow both the spending and the taxing protections of the BBA.

By allowing Congress to redesignate other spending as Social Security, this loophole would make it easy to balance the budget on paper without changing anything except accounting methods.

According to Wall Street analyst David Malpass, who recently testified before the Judiciary Committee, financial markets would react negatively to a budget concept that ignores Social Security.

By passing a balanced budget amendment that excludes Social Security, Congress would game the system, saying, in effect, that it does not intend to balance the consolidated unitary Federal budget. For Malpass and other market analysts, this would be a decidedly negative signal for financial markets, leading to higher interest rates.

This probable gamesmanship is exactly what we want to avoid. The best way to protect retirees and future generations is to adopt a clean strong balanced budget amendment, free of loopholes. It is the best way to save our financial situation and protect Social Security.

I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Minnesota.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Minnesota.

Mr. GRAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. President.

I want to congratulate my colleague from Utah on all the great work he has done during this very, very important debate on the balanced budget amendment.

Mr. President, if recent history is any indication, we know that promises are never going to balance the budget, good intentions are never going to balance the budget, renewed commitments are never going to balance the budget, and pledges of cooperation are never going to balance the budget. Left on its own, we know that Congress itself will never balance the Federal budget.

In the 1 minute that I spoke of verifying this, the national debt will increase by more than $500,000. In the past 24 hours, it has grown by over $721 million. Over the last three decades, the national debt has mushroomed to more than $5.3 trillion. The question we ask is, where will it stop? At what point do we say enough?

What will it take to convince Washington that we are strangling the financial future of our children and our grandchildren? What is being knotted by our very own hands? Mr. President, after all the promises, intentions, commitments, and pledges have failed, our last best hope rests with passage of the balanced budget amendment. In the name of America's children, I urge my colleagues to vote yes.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague and yield 1 minute to the Senator from Colorado.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado.

Mr. ALLARD. Mr. President, I thank the Senator from Utah for his fine work and debate here on the floor on the balanced budget amendment. I am going to vote for the balanced budget amendment because I am going to keep my campaign promise that I made during the primary campaign promise that I made lightly.

I have voted for this very same proposal as a Member of the 106th Congress as a Member of the House of Representatives. I have served in a State that has a balanced budget requirement. I have been the owner of a business that has had to balance its budget. I have been a part of a family that has had to balance its budget.

I think it is important for the future of our children and our grandchildren that we balance the budget. The only way I see us ever eliminating deficit spending is to pass a requirement in the Constitution that says that we have to balance the budget. For 28 years, we have heard from both Republicans and Democrats on the importance of balancing the budget. That is why I am casting my vote for a balanced budget amendment today.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague and yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Wyoming.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I, too, want to urge all my colleagues to vote for the balanced budget constitutional amendment. As the only accountant in the U.S. Senate, I have been interested in the various accounting issues that have been brought up as part of this discussion. I am very disappointed that while accounting techniques are needed to know exactly where we stand and what we do, there is a lot of sham techniques that have been brought up so that some of the people would have a hook on which to add a vote—and that is all that they are.

We need to have good accounting. We need to protect Social Security. There is one in this body who does not want us to take care of Social Security. The way to do that is through a balanced budget constitutional amendment. We owe it to our kids and to our grandkids. We owe it to our parents and grandparents. We owe it to make sure that we have a balanced budget to keep this country going forward, with or without that amendment. I have heard promises here, but I am not so sure about promises anymore that we would balance the budget, and it is critical that we balance the budget. I will be counting on everyone to help on that. I ask for support of the balanced budget constitutional amendment.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, the balanced budget amendment is necessary to limit the Federal Government's power to mortgage America's future. It can protect the liberties of the American people for six primary reasons:

No. 1, our families: Passing the balanced budget amendment will improve the economic health and stability of all American families.

No. 2, our children's future: Passing the balanced budget amendment is a clear-cut vote for our children's economic freedom, instead of their enslavement, which is what we have been doing to them.

No. 3, retirement security: It will protect Social Security, and it will stabilize the economy, which will benefit both current and future retirees.

No. 4, economic strength: The stabilizing effect the balanced budget amendment will have on the economy is clear.

No. 5, accountability: It will bring immediate credibility to our current budget negotiations, and it will restore a measure of integrity to our Government.
The people of Idaho know how serious the issue of balancing the budget is, because, like most Americans, they have lived under a State balanced budget requirement for years. It has forced tough decisions and, in some cases, prevented Idaho from doing some of the things people want, but it has worked. More importantly, for all the difficult decisions it has required, Idaho has kept it. They have shown they are willing to make tough decisions in order to keep the budget balanced. The people also made sure that its more important resource, its children, are protected. A recent report released by the Children's Defense Fund notes that Idaho is below the national average for the percentage of children living in poverty, below the national average for the number of uninsured children, and above the national average in child support enforcement. You see it is possible to balance the budget and have the government do those things which the people expect it to do. As a nation, we would be wise to heed Idaho's example.

As I mentioned before, the people of my home State have shown they can and will live within a limited budget—on a personal and governmental level. The members of the Idaho State Legislature stand for election every 2 years and must reflect the attitudes of the citizens of their communities. As in the past, they have passed a memorial asking Congress to approve the balanced budget constitutional amendment and send it to them for ratification. Their words bear repeating as we consider action on this significant step to restore the confidence of our people:

Whereas, the annual federal budget has not been balanced since 1969, and the federal public debt is now more than five trillion dollars, or twenty thousand dollars for every man, woman, and child in America; and

Whereas, continued fiscal irresponsibility at the federal level is lowering our standard of living, destroying jobs, and endangering economic opportunity now and for the next generation; and

Whereas, the federal government's unlimited ability to borrow raises questions about the fundamental principles and responsibilities of government, with potentially profound consequences for the nation and its people; and

Whereas, the Constitution and the citizens of Idaho have shown they can and will live within a limited budget—on a personal and governmental level. The members of the Idaho State Legislature stand for election every 2 years and must reflect the attitudes of the citizens of their communities. As in the past, they have passed a memorial asking Congress to approve the balanced budget constitutional amendment and send it to them for ratification. Their words bear repeating as we consider action on this significant step to restore the confidence of our people:

No. 6, the last reason is this stack of 28 unbalanced budgets. The last 28 years of our country's life have had unbalanced budgets. We need a constitutional amendment to stop this plague from growing.

Some opponents of the balanced budget constitutional amendment have said all we need to do is stop deficit spending. This is true, and in a perfect world it would also be a goal to achieve. But we all realize we do not live in a perfect world. We live in a nation populated by more than 260 million people, many with dramatically different expectations of what, if anything, the Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"

Mr. President, as I have mentioned, we are now living that result. The debt has spiraled out of control and a balanced budget is a highly desired goal rather than a regular, expected occurrence. While we are slowly getting closer to achieving that goal, we must not stop there. Even if we balance the budget by 2002, a timeframe which even President Clinton has now agreed, what happens next? What happens when the names of the 105th Congress become mere memories in our Nation's history? Who will ensure that balanced budgets will continue 5, 10, 20, even 50 years down the road?

While I would like to believe that balancing the budget in 2002 will result in all future budgets being balanced, I simply cannot. Balancing a budget is not, and never was, a magic wand to balance our own personal budgets well known. Future leaders will be sorely tempted to deficit spend in order to meet the desires of the people. And much like a generation ago, they will find it easy to appease everyone. They will find it easy to say, "We'll balance it next year." The result may well be another 28 years of unbalanced budgets and increasing debt. To quote the Spanish philosopher George Santayana, "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." Without a balanced budget constitutional amendment, we leave future generations to the mercy of whether or not their leaders will remember the past.

Mr. President, during the Presidents' Day work period, I had the opportunity to speak with numerous Idahoans. They are good people who are very concerned about the future of the United States. During my week in the State, it impressed on me that passage of the balanced budget constitutional amendment was one of their biggest concerns.

The average age of the world's greatest civilizations has been 200 years. Ours is just a little bit over 200 years, and we are following that pattern of mortgaging our future, of voting large sums for ourselves and the public Treasury, and of not being able to put fiscal sanity into our house to make it a house of order. All we have is, it seems to me, the same old timeworn, wornout approaches toward the budget that we have heard for all of these 28 years. It is time to do something about it.

I yield a minute to the distinguished Senator from Idaho.

Mr. ENZI assumed the chair.

Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Mr. President, I thank the Chair.

Mr. President, I rise today to express my complete and unreserved support for Senate Joint Resolution 1, the balanced budget constitutional amendment.

I think it is notable that the balanced budget constitutional amendment Senate Joint Resolution 1 for the second consecutive Congress. Bringing the budget into balance should be one of the Nation's highest priorities, and this designation demonstrates the Senate leadership's recognition of that fact. It also demonstrates the knowledge that, no matter what we do to balance the budget now, we simply cannot guarantee a balanced budget to future generations unless the Constitution requires one. A requirement in the budget, not just in statute but in the very document which defines our Nation, will truly make the Federal Government accountable—accountable to the American taxpayer of today and to the generations who will inherit this Nation tomorrow.

Mr. President, future generations are what this debate is all about. An entire generation of Americans has grown up without ever having seen a balanced budget. My children are nearly the age I was the last time the U.S. budget did not run a deficit. In the interim, we have seen deficit spending become the norm, and, as a result, the debt has ballooned to $5.3 trillion or roughly $20,000 for every man, woman, and child in this Nation. If we take the time to look beyond the immediate future, to a time when our children—and for some of my colleagues, their grandchildren—will stand to receive money from the beneficiaries and taxpayers, we will see a vision which should frighten us. Unless something is done, and done soon, interest on the debt will consume a larger portion of the budget than all the domestic discretionary programs combined.

Some opponents of the balanced budget constitutional amendment have said all we need to do is stop deficit spending. This is true, and in a perfect world it would also be a goal to achieve. But we all realize we do not live in a perfect world. We live in a nation populated by more than 260 million people, many with dramatically different expectations of what, if anything, the Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"

Mr. President, as I have mentioned, we are now living that result. The debt has spiraled out of control and a balanced budget is a highly desired goal rather than a regular, expected occurrence. While we are slowly getting closer to achieving that goal, we must not stop there. Even if we balance the budget by 2002, a timeframe which even President Clinton has now agreed, what happens next? What happens when the names of the 105th Congress become mere memories in our Nation's history? Who will ensure that balanced budgets will continue 5, 10, 20, even 50 years down the road? Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"

Mr. President, as I have mentioned, we are now living that result. The debt has spiraled out of control and a balanced budget is a highly desired goal rather than a regular, expected occurrence. While we are slowly getting closer to achieving that goal, we must not stop there. Even if we balance the budget by 2002, a timeframe which even President Clinton has now agreed, what happens next? What happens when the names of the 105th Congress become mere memories in our Nation's history? Who will ensure that balanced budgets will continue 5, 10, 20, even 50 years down the road? Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"

Mr. President, as I have mentioned, we are now living that result. The debt has spiraled out of control and a balanced budget is a highly desired goal rather than a regular, expected occurrence. While we are slowly getting closer to achieving that goal, we must not stop there. Even if we balance the budget by 2002, a timeframe which even President Clinton has now agreed, what happens next? What happens when the names of the 105th Congress become mere memories in our Nation's history? Who will ensure that balanced budgets will continue 5, 10, 20, even 50 years down the road? Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"

Mr. President, as I have mentioned, we are now living that result. The debt has spiraled out of control and a balanced budget is a highly desired goal rather than a regular, expected occurrence. While we are slowly getting closer to achieving that goal, we must not stop there. Even if we balance the budget by 2002, a timeframe which even President Clinton has now agreed, what happens next? What happens when the names of the 105th Congress become mere memories in our Nation's history? Who will ensure that balanced budgets will continue 5, 10, 20, even 50 years down the road? Government should do for them. And they elect us to represent those interests. Unfortunately, for the last 28 fiscal years too many have tried to please all of those interests at the same time, all too rarely asking, "What will be the result down the road?"
I believe there is only one way to answer that question. We must act now. It is time for the Federal Government to cut up its credit cards, prioritize the real needs, ignore the "wants" list, learn to do more with less, and balance its budget. It will not be easy and it will not be pretty. But it has to happen—and we cannot guarantee it will happen without a constitutional amendment. After 28 years of unbalanced budgets, we owe future generations the promise that they will not be forced to live with the consequences of our mistakes. Passing the balanced budget constitutional amendment is our downpayment on that promise.

Mr. President, in the 1,697 votes I have cast as a U.S. Senator, the vote today at 5:15 is the most critical. How critical? The last time this Nation had a balanced budget, I was 17 years old. Today, I have a son who is 16. He will be 17 this year. It has been a generation since we have had a balanced budget. And I wish that when I was a 17-year-old, there had been a law that said you are going to have a balanced budget.

In the State of Idaho, we have a balanced budget requirement in the Constitution, and what's the upshot of that? After a century, our books are balanced in Idaho. We have 28 years of unbalanced books here in the United States. It is time for a balanced budget amendment. I cast my vote today not only as a Senator, but as a father trying to do the right thing for my kids. I yield the floor.

Mr. Hatch. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the Senator from Tennessee.

Mr. KEMPThorne assumed the chair.

Mr. Thompson. Mr. President, our generation inherited the freest, strongest, most prosperous country in the history of civilization. Within one generation, we are changing that. When we look back on this question, "When did the decline of the United States begin?" they will point to our generation, because we are the first generation to spend the fortune of our grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

But we are told that we don't need to worry about it because we are in the process of balancing the budget, as evidenced by the President's latest so-called "balanced budget." But when the analysis comes out, we see that we are looking at another $69 billion in deficit, and this so-called "balanced budget" is supposed to make all the cuts. But 98 percent of the cuts are in the last 2 years—after the President leaves office. We know that this is a sham. We know that even if, for a nanosecond, we did balance the budget in the year 2002, it would not account for the baby boomers who are going to be retiring in 2010. Can't we look forward for our Nation's future?
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Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished Senator from Utah. I rise in strong support today of the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. I have three sons. My twin boys, today, are celebrating a birthday. They are 23 years old. I have an 18-year-old.

In 1984, when I first ran for political office—the Arkansas State Legislature—I was asked, “Why would you get into politics?” I had three reasons: I errancy, Tim, and Josh. I didn’t know whether there was a difference, but I was gravely concerned about the direction our Nation was going in and, particularly, the way our Nation was growing in deficits, chronic deficits, and a massive national debt. I wanted to be able to look them in the eyes and say, “I did what I could to give you a nation as good and as prosperous and with as much opportunity as I have had.”

Well, in less than 2 hours from this moment, I will have an opportunity to cast a vote. We may not succeed in this balanced budget amendment, but I will have a clear conscience, and I will be able to look my sons in the eyes and say that I did what I could to bring a fiscal integrity to our Nation again.

I thank the Chair and yield the floor.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I thank my colleagues for their words here today. We are talking about trying to save our country. Frankly, after 58 of the last 66 years of unbalanced budgets, I think it is time we do something about it.

I yield 1 minute to our distinguished friend, the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. ABRAHAM. I thank the Chair. Mr. President, I rise in support of the amendment. As I have said on the floor numerous times during the debate, families of this country are hurt to the extent that we don’t balance the budget. Interest rates are higher. That means whether it is for a new car or house, a student, or anyone else, are affected directly by this failure in Washington to balance the budget.

Most importantly, children are hurt. We have a newborn baby in our family. He was born 5 months ago. The day he was born, he inherited a responsibility to pay $137,000 in Federal taxes just to pay his share of the interest on this national debt. That isn’t unfair for my son, it is unfair for all the children in this country.

Passage of this amendment has to happen. It has to happen now in order to end the red ink and set us on the right course for fiscal integrity in the future.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Alabama.

Mr. SESSIONS. I thank the Senator from Utah. I appreciate the leadership he has given to this effort. This is an issue of very, very important to our Nation. I think, fundamentally, it is one of integrity. It is integrity in spending. We have to deal with those issues day after day. How do we get an unbalanced budget? What happens? Senators and Congressmen get together and each have their own priorities. Each believes deeply that some project ought to be funded, and they cannot agree on which ones should be funded and which ones not. So when they get together, they fund them all, and they pass on the debt to our children.

Some say we don’t need a balanced budget—that we should not amend the Constitution. We have a series of 33 out of 34 years where we have failed to balance the budget. We have a systemic problem, and we need a systemic solution. This amendment will bring integrity to the finances of the United States. I think it is absolutely crucial that we pass it. I can’t believe anything more important will come before this body than this amendment, and I am in support of it.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield a minute to the distinguished Senator from Vermont.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, today I will vote to pass the balanced budget amendment. This is a vote for a stronger America, for responsible Government, and for our children.

In 1992, I approached the constitutional amendment with a certain degree of skepticism. My vote against the amendment at that time reflected my belief that Congress could and would correctly eliminate our budget shortfall. Since that time, however, we have come to a point of national financial crisis. In 1992, we had a Federal debt of less than $1 trillion. This year, we have more than $5 trillion in Federal debt. This debt is crippling our Government’s ability to solve our difficult problems.

Like many, I wish there was a way to make Congress and the administration balance the budget without amending the Constitution. But we have tried, over and over, and we have failed. These measures have always fallen short.

We must have in Washington what we take for granted in Montpelier, VT, and State capitals across the country—a balanced budget. This Constitutional must be remembered as the one that made life better in America.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HAY. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Florida.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Florida.

Mr. MACK. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished Senator for yielding to me.

The question has been asked many times during the day: Do you have the votes? There are 55 Republican Senators who have given their word that they will vote for a balanced budget constitutional amendment. There are a number of Democrats who have campaigned for this balanced budget amendment. If they keep their word, we will pass this constitutional amendment.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, if we were to pass this constitutional amendment, we would make the kind of commitment that we would be proud of, spending our money more wisely, knowing that the debt will not come back to haunt us in future generations.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Nebraska.

Mr. HAGEL. Mr. President, this is about leadership. The balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is about the future of this country. It is about bold leadership. It is about stepping up to the challenges that face our Nation and what kind of country we are going to leave to our children and to our grandchildren.

This is about doing the right thing. This is not about esoteric, theoretical, and academic issues. This is not about deferring more of the same that we have deferred for almost 50 years in this country. This is about stepping up to the real challenges that affect real people that will have a lasting impact on this country. If we do not provide the bold, dynamic leadership that this country requires, then we will pay a heavy price in the future for our inaction. Our children and our grandchildren will pay a very high price.

Mr. President, if we were to pass this balanced budget amendment, I believe we would pay a price that will restrict their opportunities, restrict their future, and restrict the future of our Nation and the good this country can do for the rest of the world and for our people over the next 25 to 50 years.

For those reasons, I strongly support this constitutional amendment to balance the budget.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Alabama.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, thank you.

Mr. President, as we debate the balanced budget amendment, we would be wise to listen to the words of one of our Founding Fathers, Thomas Jefferson.

In 1812, Mr. Jefferson once wrote that “the question whether one generation has the right to bind another by the deficit it imposes is a question of such consequence as to place it among the fundamental principles of government. We should consider ourselves unauthorized to saddle posterity with our debts, and morally bound to pay them ourselves.”

Mr. President, I agree with Thomas Jefferson: It is morally wrong for one
The Federal budget has not been balanced since 1969, and as a result, our national debt has grown to monstrous proportions. In fact, a child born in America today begins life with a $20 trillion share of the national debt. During his or her lifetime, that child can expect to pay $1.8 trillion in taxes just to cover the interest payments on this debt—debt he had nothing to do with creating, but debt which will substantially limit his opportunities in life.

Mr. President, just look at the strain current interest payments are putting on our natural resources. Interest payments consume about 15 percent of the Federal budget, and they are now the third largest item in the budget—only Social Security and defense are larger. Last year, we spent a record $241 billion on interest payments to service the national debt. That is more than double the amount of money the Government spent on education, training, crime, and transportation combined.

Mr. President, we cannot afford to continue wasting the taxpayers money in this fashion. This must stop, and the balanced budget amendment will help stop it by ending deficit spending and the growing interest payments on the national debt.

However, the opponents of a balanced budget amendment have put forth many false arguments to try to confuse the issue. I want to address several of these arguments one by one.

The most deceptive argument opponents of a balanced budget amendment use is that this amendment will hurt Social Security, unless Social Security is specifically exempted from the amendment. Mr. President, nothing could be farther from the truth. Social Security benefits is not left as the only area of the budget which does not have to come into balance, then future Congresses will have a tremendous incentive to take the FICA revenues, which currently fund the Social Security system, and use them to help fund all other areas of the budget which must be balanced. That would leave the Social Security system in serious financial trouble.

Second, exempting Social Security from the balanced budget amendment would further threaten Social Security by allowing Congress to move programs out of the area of the budget which must be balanced and into the exempt Social Security system. This would be a heavy drain on the money originally collected for Social Security.

Finally, the whole point of the balanced budget amendment is to put an end to deficit spending. But, as the Social Security trustees tell us, a large part of the deficits projected in the system in just a few short years. Therefore, while the rest of the budget is balanced, the Government will still be borrowing huge sums of money to pay its liabilities in the Social Security system. Moving Social Security off-budget is just another sham put forth by those who do not want to face the reality that we must stop piling debt on our children and grandchildren.

The truth is the balanced budget amendment will protect Social Security by reducing its biggest threat—massive interest payments. If left unchecked, these payments will dramatically reduce the money available for Social Security benefits. A balanced budget amendment will keep interest payments from increasing and will allow more money to be spent on meaningful programs, including Social Security.

Another argument put forth by opponents of a balanced budget amendment is that it will transfer power over the purse strings to the judicial branch of government. This is a serious concern, but one which is misplaced. One of the reasons why the courts will not become unduly involved in the budgetary process is the doctrine of “standing” contained in article III of the Constitution. The doctrine of standing requires that the court consider the case that is presented to it as an extreme example of a particular personal or local injury. A “generalized” public grievance, such as a taxpayer adversely affected by macroeconomic decisions, will not be recognized. Moreover, the courts will owe deference to Congress under both the “political question” doctrine and section 6 of the amendment itself which gives Congress the enforcement authority.

Another objection to the balanced budget amendment is that it does not provide for a capital budget. The argument here is that just as most families need to borrow money for large purchases, such as a home, the Federal Government should also have the ability to borrow money for capital investment. I would point out that if families had to live under the same circumstances imposed on the federal Government by a balanced budget amendment, no one would be able to purchase a home.

Mr. President, comparing the Federal Government to the typical family purchasing a home is a very misleading comparison. The Federal Government has an annual budget of more than $1.6 trillion and the ability to increase its debt and hence its taxes. There is virtually no project conceivable which the Federal Government could not afford to finance without incurring debt. Just consider that we built the entire interstate highway system on a pay-as-you-go basis. The price of a home can easily be three times as much as the annual income of a family, which is why they need to borrow money to purchase it. By comparison, if the Federal Government wanted to undertake a project three times the size of the interstate highway system, it would need to cost $4.8 trillion in 1 year. That is simply ludicrous. The truth is that with the amount of resources at the disposal of the Federal Government, there is simply no need for a separate capital budget.

The final objection I will address is that the balanced budget amendment will hamper the Government’s ability to respond to the nation during a recession. Mr. President, the truth is that the Federal Government does not have a very good track record when it comes to trying to stimulate our economy. Bruce Bartlett of the National Center for Policy Analysis, points out that since November of 1948, there have been seven recessions, followed by “anti-recession” legislation. In each instance, the recession the legislation was designed to ward off was over by the time the legislation was finally passed. In fact, Bartlett concluded that “Without exception, stimulus programs have failed to moderate the recessions at which they were aimed, and have often sent it a question mark instead.”

Part of the reason for this is that Government jobs are very expensive to create. President Carter’s budget director testified before the Joint Economic Committee in 1980 that public works jobs cost $70,000 to $198,000 per job per year. The truth is, Mr. President, Congress should not be in the business of trying to micro-manage our economy. If Congress cannot even balance its own books, why do opponents of the balanced budget amendment believe Congress can manage the entire economy?

Mr. President, the decision before us is a simple one. It is a choice of fiscal responsibility or fiscal foolishness. It is a choice of allowing the 50 States to have a say in the matter or denying them that freedom. In the end, Mr. President, the choice of allowing the 50 States to have a say in the matter or denying them the freedom to manage their own businesses is one issue. It is a choice of protecting our children’s financial future or destroying it. It is a choice of allowing the 50 States to have a say in the matter or denying them that freedom. In the end, Mr. President, the choice of allowing the 50 States to have a say in the matter or denying them that freedom is a simple one. It is a choice of fiscal responsibility or fiscal foolishness. It is a choice of protecting our children’s financial future or destroying it. It is a choice of allowing the 50 States to have a say in the matter or denying them that freedom.
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Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Washington.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Washington.

Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, the economic arguments for this constitutional amendment were eloquently stated—lower interest rates, more jobs, and a higher standard of living for Americans in the future.

I want to emphasize that the moral arguments against this constitutional amendment. Mr. President, it is simply morally wrong for us, year after year after year, to consume the services of government and to send the bills to our children and to our grandchildren, who have not had a voice in this body. We must be responsible enough to see to it that what we want from government today we pay for today. The fact is that we will not do it without a constitutional amendment, as evidenced by the heavy stack of unbalanced budgets in the years of the leader of the debate on this issue.

This balanced budget is for our children and our grandchildren.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the Senator from Colorado.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. President. I thank my friend and colleague, Senator HATCH, who has put so much into this issue.

Mr. President, as the Senate prepares for the final vote on the balanced budget constitutional amendment, I again offer my support for the passage of this critical piece of legislation.

Over the past few weeks, I have listened to many of my colleagues as they have come to the floor to debate the merits or the detriments of the amendment. I have listened to many of my constituents during my travels through Colorado, most recently at meetings in Colorado Springs, Trinidad, Longmont, Greeley, and Golden. I also have reviewed mail that has come into my office here in Washington, DC, addressing this important issue. And I must say I am greatly pleased by the large number of people who support the balanced budget constitutional amendment.

As I've indicated, I have been conducting a series of town meetings in my home State of Colorado. When the discussion turns to balancing the budget, the majority of Coloradans realize that we can only begin to address this issue with constitutional authority. I have also received numerous letters from special interest groups located here in Washington, DC, asking me to vote against the will of the American people and against the amendment. Well, I am not going to do that. I support the balanced budget constitutional amendment and have supported it since becoming a Member of Congress back in 1987.

I believe this amendment is in the best interest of the future of this country, and I become frustrated to hear some of the arguments against this amendment, such as in the letters I receive from special interest groups. For instance, opponents claim that the amendment would limit the Federal Government's ability to address short-term economic crises or threats to our national security. Well, we have heard this argument on numerous occasions over the past few weeks, as well as over the years. Many of my colleagues have addressed this issue, and in fact, we have even voted on several amendments relative to national security.

Section 1 and section 5 of the amendment, as it is currently written and was reported by the Committee on the Judiciary, provide Congress with the ability to waive the requirements of the amendment, so I do not find this argument against the amendment to be particularly compelling.

Another often repeated argument against the amendment claims that Congress can balance the budget on its own without passing the balanced budget constitutional amendment. Well, folks, I have been a member of this institution for 10 years now, and I have yet to see a balanced budget or one that even approaches balance. In fact, we have not had a balanced budget since 1969. Congress has even passed deficit-reduction legislation on numerous occasions in an effort to achieve a balanced budget, and we still cannot get to a balanced budget.

This constitutional amendment will make the Federal Government accountable to the Constitution when formulating a budget, and by doing so, this amendment will force the Federal Government to behave in a fiscally responsible manner just as more than half of the States are already required to do.

Again, opponents argue that a balanced budget constitutional amendment will only lead to devastating cuts to the balanced budget programs. Well, I certainly do not argue that this amendment will not force Congress and the administration to make some tough choices. Tough choices need to be made in order to balance the budget.

But what is the alternative? Because of our inability to balance the budget, we continually run a deficit each year. Our country currently has a national debt of over $5.3 trillion—and it is growing—and each year the Federal Government pays interest on this debt. In fiscal year 1996, this Government spent $344 billion on interest costs, roughly 15 percent of the entire Federal budget for that year. Let me repeat this. The Federal Government spent $344 billion on interest costs last year, and of this $344 billion, not 1 of it went to education, law enforcement, highways, or even healthcare. At 15 percent of the Federal interest costs are our third largest expenditure, and it continues to grow.

What does this mean? It means that our national debt is strangling the rest of the budget. My friend and colleague, Senator HATCH, has been on this floor each and every day of this debate arguing in favor of this amendment, and I believe he best put this whole issue of interest payments in perspective. If my colleagues will indulge me, I would like to share some of Senator HATCH's comments from a couple of weeks ago because I think they need to be continuously repeated in order to drive home the importance of balancing the budget and ending the escalation of our national debt.

As my friend from Utah stated once before, the Federal Government spent more money last year on net interest payments than it did for the combined budgets of the Department of Commerce, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Education, the Department of Energy, the Department of Justice, the Department of the Interior, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Labor, the Department of State, and the Department of Transportation. Our inability to balance the budget over the years has contributed to an enormous debt which requires more money to service annually than we are able to put toward the combined budgets of these departments within the Federal Government.

If we do not get a handle on the budget, we will continue to add to our national debt. In the long-term this debt, and the costs that accrue in interest, will make it harder for this Congress to garner the support for those programs that truly need, deserve, and require Federal funding. Of course, as this problem continues to escalate, it will be our children and our children's children who will be forced to deal with this problem. It will be they who will be hurt by low levels of funding—all because we did not seize the opportunity to pass the balanced budget constitutional amendment.

And yet, there are still those who oppose the balanced budget constitutional amendment—who think that Congress can balance the budget on its own. Well, we have not done so in the last 28 years, and without this amendment I see no possible way that we can do so. If we were to allow a budget plan this year which would balance the budget by the year 2002, without the constitutional requirement there is nothing to stop future Congresses and future administrations from implementing unbalanced budgets.

And each year we fail to balance the budget, we run a deficit. These deficits will continue to add to the debt, increasing it and the size of the interest payments on the debt we leave to our children. It is estimated that in the year 2002 the interest payments will be a $412 billion. It will continue to increase thereafter unless we find the fortitude to control our spending.

You know, as legislators we should remember that our children will expect certain things of us and of the Federal Government, and they rightly should. They trust us when we pledge our support for legislation such as this, and
they have a right to expect our support when the time comes to vote. All of us meet with constituents and constituency groups, and barely a day goes by that we do not hear someone asking for our support for funding for certain programs or to increase funding for others. However, the fact of the matter is that money is scarce, and if we continue to run deficits and add to the national debt, it is going to become increasingly difficult to fund programs at the level they need and deserve.

The Constitution requires Congress to vote on the balanced budget constitutional amendment, and it makes me angry to think it may fail to pass—once again by possibly only one vote. It makes me angry because this legislation and all of the same debates will continue to come up in future Congresses until one Congress has the good sense and courage to pass this measure and send it on to the States where it rightly belongs for ratification. As Members of the United States Congress, we often think that we speak for America on every single issue. Well, this is an issue we should send to the States and the American people, to finally provide them with the opportunity to debate the merits of this amendment and allow them to have the final decision.

Mr. President, for 3 weeks we have seen every chart, we have viewed every graph, we have heard every point of view, and in some cases we have looked for every hole in which to hide in an effort to scuttle the balanced budget amendment.

In my view, the American people are not buying any more excuses, nor should they. The American people know that their elected leaders, just like the wage earner in their household, cannot spend themselves into prosperity. Regardless of our own personal and varying views in this Chamber, one inescapable question remains. That question is: Do we trust the people of this Nation? By not passing this amendment we are telling them that we don't trust them, that we don't trust them to do the right thing in making decisions that will affect our lives. We, from our lofty perch in the U.S. Senate, will relieve them of the decision by not letting them discuss the balanced budget amendment in their State legislatures and in their hometowns. No one knows if the necessary 38 States would actually ratify the balanced budget amendment. But to not even allow the citizens of our home State the opportunity to review it, I regard on our part. Let's not insult our constituents with that denial. They do not take this issue lightly any more than we do. But they also know that eight balanced budgets out of 66 years simply isn't good enough for America.

Let's pass this important bill and give this Nation a chance.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Georgia.

Mr. COVERDELL. Mr. President, any time a contemporary generation is engaged in the business of consuming the inheritance of the preceding one, their children are in the business of abrogating the freedom of generations yet to come. This democracy was formed in a war for economic freedom and independence. As you look to the children yet to come, we are in the business of robbing the children, and the freedoms we have known as American people. The balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is an act that must be engaged in in order to preserve the freedoms that we have known as Americans for all those generations yet to come.

My mother and father kept 80 percent of their wages to raise their family. My sister will keep 46 percent, and her children will keep 16 percent. They will not be able to keep the savings to come.

We need to pass the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 or 2 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Maine.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I thank the Senator for yielding and compliment him on his leadership on this very important issue.

Here we are having the same debate on the same issue and the same reversal of positions by Senators who have previously supported this amendment—the same excuses and the same problems. We don't have a balanced budget amendment. Two years ago the opponents of the balanced budget amendment said a constitutional amendment isn't necessary in order to achieve a balanced budget. The constitutional amendment is only an enforcement mechanism, but it isn't the balanced budget plan itself. They admonished Republicans by saying, "Show us your plan. Show us your plan." The President, in the State of the Union Address in February, expressed the same sentiment. He said, "Rewriting the Constitution isn't necessary to balance the budget. All we need is your vote and my signature." Exactly, Mr. President. Republicans delivered a balanced budget plan last year statutorily. We delivered a plan. We delivered it to the President of the United States. The President demonstrated with the swift stroke of the pen the need for a balanced budget amendment because he vetoed that legislation.

History has proven that a force greater than politics is necessary in this institution in order to achieve a balanced budget. History has proven the repeated failures of statutory attempts to balance the budget. The last time we had a balanced budget was in 1969. We have only had a balanced budget five times since 1950. In fact, we have debated this amendment, in the last two decades, in 1982, 1986, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, and now here in 1997. And guess what? We don't have a statutory balanced budget. The fact is the opponents of the balanced budget amendment understand they can't have a constitutional amendment without achieving a balanced budget.

Mr. KYL. Mr. President, it now appears that the balanced budget amendment will pass or fail by a single vote. If the amendment is defeated, would there be a greater chance that UFO's will land on Earth tomorrow than is that the Federal Government will actually balance its books by the year 2002. It is unlikely that the President and the Congress will ever balance the budget without a constitutional requirement to do so.

Two years ago, President Clinton vetoed a balanced budget—the first balanced budget to pass Congress in 26 years. The amendment is the President's plan. And of course, since it would have taken 67 votes in the Senate to override the President's veto, the balanced budget never became law. President Clinton now says he has changed his mind—that he is for a balanced budget, but once again his support is conditional: we have to wait until after he leaves office to make 98.5 percent of the savings required to get there. Until then, it is business as usual. The President would create six new entitlement programs, costing at least $60 billion over the next 5 years. He would have us increase total Federal outlays by $827 billion over that period. We can do this, yet somehow the deficit magically disappears in 2002.

I am reminded of the old Peanuts cartoon when Lucy promises time and again to hold the football still for Charlie Brown, only to pull it away at the last minute. Every Republican Senator voted for the balanced budget amendment. A few Democrats will vote for it, too. An overwhelming majority of the American people want us to pass it. Yet President Clinton and most Senate Democrats ask us to trust them—they do not need a constitutional amendment to balance the budget.

How do we know that, in 3 or 4 years, when it finally comes time to get serious about deficit reduction under the Clinton budget, they will not yank away their support for a balanced budget again?

Mr. President, we must pass the balanced budget amendment.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague.

I yield the floor to the distinguished Senator from Ohio.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio is recognized.

Mr. DeWINE. Mr. President, the last time we had a balanced budget in this country, as my colleague from Maine has pointed out, was 1969. I happened to be at that time a senior in college. I turned 50 this year. It has been a long time. A lot of things have happened...
since 1969. The one thing that has not happened is for this Congress and the President to balance the budget.

It is, frankly, time that we stopped spending our children's money. It is time we stopped spending our grand-children's money and great-grand-children's money. We need to balance the budget. Within the next 2 hours, I intend to cast a "yea" vote for a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas is recognized.

Mrs. HUTCHISON. I thank the Chair. I thank the Senator from Texas.

I will quote Ronald Reagan, who said in 1985:

Almost 50 years of deficit spending has finally brought us to a time of reckoning. We have come to a turning point, a moment for the Federal Government to spend more than the Federal Government takes in.

A very simple notion. Ronald Reagan, our President, said this in 1985. It is 1997, and we have not yet taken the action the American people have asked us to take, to make it unconstitutional to mortgage the futures of our children and grandchildren. That is the vote today. The Republicans are going to keep their promise. We will be back again until we win this fight so that when we leave this place, we will know we have done our duty to protect the future of this great country so that many people have died to defend.

I thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague from Texas.

I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INhofe. I thank the Chair.

I think this is a very significant day. We had a very blessed event over the weekend at my house. We had our fifth grandchild. And when little Mallie Elizabeth Inhofe was born, I say to Senator Thurmord, she inherited a $20,000 personal debt. I remember it was only a year ago when little Jase, our fourth grandchild, was born. He inherited a $15,000 debt. So it is going up every year.

When I look over, I see Senator Hagel from Nebraska. You do not have to go back just to the Reagan administration. If you go back long before that, one of our very fine Senators, Carl Curtis, had an idea that he would balance the budget by getting the States to prerate it. It was an ingenuous idea, and it did not work, even though in the State legislature, I was the first State legislator to get it prerated.

So we have something we are faced with today that we have been fighting for 20 or 25 years. This is our opportunity to do it. If we do not do it now, I do not think we will be able to do it in the near future. This is a moral issue, Mr. President, we have to meet. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I thank my colleague for his excellent statement.

I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas is recognized.

Mr. BROWNBACK. I thank the Chair. I appreciate that.

I am honored to be able to address this body today once again on the importance of a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Balancing the budget is simply no longer an option. The future of our children literally hangs in the balance. Every day we spend debating this issue, we add billions of dollars to the deficit. We have to give ourselves the tools to be able to assure that we can stay in balance.

This is an astounding fact, but in the February issue of Nation's Business they state that unless Government spending policies are altered, the average—the average—net tax burden on Americans born between 1960 and 1993 will soar from the current 34 percent to 85 percent of their lifetime incomes. That is 85 percent lifetime income going to taxes. It is thoroughly reprehensible to allow our children to be taxed at this rate simply because we do not have the courage to do what is right.

How can we do this to our children? It is imperative that we pass a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution for the kids.

I thank the Chair. I yield back my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield a couple of minutes to the distinguished Senator from Idaho, who has led the fight for this amendment in the Senate as long as I can remember, Senator Craig.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Idaho is recognized.

Mr. CRAIG. I thank the Chair. I thank the senior Senator from Idaho for leading the fight for this amendment in the Senate as long as I have been there, Senator Craig.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Idaho is recognized.

Mr. CRAIG. I thank the Chair.

Missouri Senator Craig is collectively a leader of the balanced budget movement. And it is—is an interesting fact that in 1985, Mr. Senator from Idaho won his first race for the Senate. He did it with an amendment that would have required a balanced budget amendment.

So there's no reason here to vote for those amendments and against Senate Joint Resolution 1.

Therefore, Congressman Charlie Stenholm and I submitted several more questions to CRS.

We asked CRS to compare, in several areas, the impact of two different kinds of balanced budget amendments: One that excluded Social Security from budget calculations, as several amendments to Senate Joint Resolution 1 would have; and one that counts all Federal spending in the budget, as does Senate Joint Resolution 1 as reported.

I ask unanimous consent that a table summarizing the results of this memo be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the summary was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EFFECTS OF BBA PROVISIONS ON SOCIAL SECURITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amendment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Security balances?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investing Social Security balances?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Security trust fund surpluses?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protect Social Security from raiding?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. CRAIG. There are compelling reasons for not excluding Social Security from budget calculations. Some Senators may feel there are good reasons for that exclusion. Some Senators may feel there are good reasons to vote against Senate Joint Resolution 1.

But this table and the CRS memo it summarizes convincingly show that several of the reasons offered for voting against Senate Joint Resolution 1 simply do not stand up.

In three key respects, S.J. Res. 1 and the amendments to exclude Social Security, such as the Reid and Dorgan amendments, would operate identically.

First, neither approach would change the way Social Security surpluses are invested in Treasury bonds. Some have called that raiding the trust funds. But the Social Security Act required that from the start, because Treasury bonds are the safest investment in the world.

If the Social Security trust funds are being raided today, and if that so-called raiding continued under Senate Joint Resolution 1, then it would also continue under the Dorgan, Reid, and Feinstein amendments.

Those amendments don't change the law in this area.

So there's no reason here to vote for those amendments and against Senate Joint Resolution 1.
Second, consistent with its two previous memos, this CRS memo confirms again that the following is equally true for both approaches: The Treasury will redeem Treasury bonds held by the Social Security trust funds; the Treasury will invest the cash borrowed from the trust funds; and the trust funds will pay out benefits as promised. I want to emphasize the consistency of CRS here.

The February 5 CRS memo was misunderstood and misrepresented. Some continue to make the misstatements today.

CRS clarified that misunderstanding in a February 12 memo. But the misstatements continue.

This newer CRS memo makes it clear that, if there were a problem drawing upon Social Security surpluses in the future under Senate Joint Resolution 1—and there is not—then the same problem would exist under the Reid and Dorgan amendments.

So there’s no reason here to vote for those amendments and against Senate Joint Resolution 1.

Third, neither version would overturn the current law that protects the balances of the Social Security trust funds.

Under the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990, there are points of order—a 60-vote point of order in the Senate—against any legislation that would change trust fund outlays or receipts in a way that would erode the balances in the trust funds.

So there’s no reason here to vote for those amendments and against Senate Joint Resolution 1.

Fourth, in a fourth key area, one version, Senate Joint Resolution 1, would take the current, statutory process of protecting the Social Security balance, and elevate it into the Constitution.

Senate Joint Resolution 1 prohibits any change that would increase deficits or reduce surpluses—including those in the Social Security trust fund balances.

The Dorgan, Feinstein, and Reid amendments, by contrast, would allow the Social Security trust funds to run unlimited deficits.

Whether you have been for or against amendments excluding Social Security from the budget calculations, those amendments did not pass.

Now if you really care about Social Security you would still vote for Senate Joint Resolution 1 on final passage.

Under the status quo, we will add another $3 trillion to the national debt over the next 10 years. Does anyone think that adding nearly another $3 trillion to the debt is good for Social Security?

The debt is the threat to Social Security. The debt is the threat to our children and their standard of living.

Passing the balanced budget amendment, Senate Joint Resolution 1, is the answer.

I ask unanimous consent that the following be included in the RECORD: A copy of the CRS memo we recently received and bipartisan materials we distributed analyzing the various CRS memos.

There being no objection, the memorandum was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

CLUB—CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS UNITED FOR A BALANCED BUDGET
CRS—THE REST OF THE STORY
Social Security Trust Funds and the BBA

The Congressional Research Service has prepared a memorandum in response to a question a member of Congress asked from Rep. Stenholm and Sen. Craig, comparing several key operations of the Social Security trust funds under two different kinds of balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

The February 26 CRS memo compared S.J. Res. 1 (and it companion, H.J. Res. 1) on the one hand, with S.J. Res. 50, as well as the Reid amendment #B. S.J. Res. 1 requires a balanced "unified" budget (i.e., total federal outlays would not exceed total receipts), while S.J. Res. 12 would exclude Social Security from budget calculations.

The CRS memo confirms that the treatment of the Social Security trust funds would be identical in several key ways under both versions.

Neither version would change the current law requirement that trust fund surpluses must be invested in U.S. Treasury securities. Under either version (as well as under current law), that requirement could be changed by amending the Social Security Act.

Neither version would affect the legal obligation of the Treasury to repay these borrowings to the trust funds when the appropriate time came to draw down trust fund balances and make benefit payments. (This would occur when Social Security is projected to start running annual deficits in 2019, while it still retains an accumulated trust fund surplus.) This is the issue raised in connection with the much-discussed and disputed CRS memo of February 5.

Neither version would change or overturn provisions in the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 that protect the balances in the trust funds. The BEA includes points of order—including a 60-vote point of order in the Senate—against any legislation that would change trust fund outlays or receipts in a way that would erode trust fund balances.

The CRS memo pointed out one difference in the impact of the different amendments: S.J. Res. 1 essentially would elevate the BEA protections to constitutional status, by adding several key operations of the Social Security trust funds to investment accounts such as the Social Security trust funds.

This process has been variously characterized as "raiding the trust funds" versus "investing Social Security surpluses in the safest investment in the world". But other things are clear. Neither S.J. Res. 1 nor S.J. Res. 12 would change in any way the process of investing trust fund surpluses in Treasury securities.

The DEBT is the threat to Social Security—and to other priorities and to our future standard of living. Under current trends over the years 2002-2007 (the first 6 years in which the Balanced Budget Amendment would be effective), the amount of federal debt held by the public will increase by $1.47 trillion. No one can say that another $1.47 trillion in debt is good for Social Security.

Reasonable persons can disagree over which version, overall, offers the better protection for Social Security. But the only way to ensure any protection for Social Security is for Congress to pass a strong, effective Balanced Budget Amendment and send it to the states for ratification.
the federal government to redeem the Treasury bills held by the Social Security trust funds?

Answer: Section 202 of Title II of the Social Security Act provides for a drawdown of the Social Security trust funds to pay for benefits and administrative expenses of the program. If Treasury bills are redeemed, they would act as an impediment, as they do today, to legislation that would reduce Social Security receipts or increase expenditures (without offsetting measures). Although in the House a simple majority may override any objection raised against the measure, it takes three-fifths approval of the whole Senate to do so.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, last week several Senators and Representatives held a bipartisan, bicameral press event on the Capitol Grounds. Among other things, we received a letter, signed by more than 250 economists, endorsing the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. The letter was put together by the American Legislative Exchange Council, the largest bipartisan individual association of State legislators in the country.

These economists, from both sides of the political aisle, have signed an open letter to Congress, asking us to approve the balanced budget amendment. Both Republicans and Democrats, conservatives and liberals, have based their support of the balanced budget amendment upon sound reasoning and a concern that America's future will be crippled if Federal deficits are allowed to continue. Among the signatories are James Buchanan, a Nobel laureate in economics; William J. Simon, who served as Secretary of the Treasury from 1974 to 1977.

The balanced budget amendment is not a partisan issue—it is an economic and moral issue. We need to recognize that through deficit spending we are selfishly spending on ourselves today the earnings that will be confiscated from future generations without their consent or knowledge.

The balanced budget amendment to the Constitution imposes procedural constraints on the making of budgetary choices. It doesn't take away the power of the Congress to spend or tax. The amendment requires only that the Congress and the Executive spend no more than what they collect on taxes.

The effects of the balanced-budget amendment would be as real as symbolic. Elected politicians would be forced to act responsibly and make fiscal choices within meaningfully-constructed boundaries. Congress would face important decisions regarding the financial fate of programs sooner rather than later. In simplest terms, the balanced budget amendment amounts to little more than “honesty in budgeting.”

It is time to acknowledge that mere statutes that claim to control Federal spending or deficits have failed. It is time to adopt constitutional control through a balanced budget amendment.

I ask unanimous consent to print in the Record a letter that was signed by over 250 economists who believe that Congress must place constitutional restraints on spending. There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE

Amerícán Legislatíve Exchángé Counclí, Washington, D.C.

An Open Letter to Congress from U.S. Economists

It is time to acknowledge that mere statutes that purport to control Federal spending or deficits have failed. It is time to adopt constitutional control — a balanced budget amendment. In supporting such an amendment, Congress can control the federal government's spending proclivities by setting up control machinery external to its own internal operations, machinery that will not be so easily neglected and abandoned.

The binding of the government to what is now an open-ended and flexible budget Amendment now, when no such constitutional provision existed for two centuries? The answer is clear. Up until recent decades, the simple people that good balance and budget is balance in peacetime was a part of our effective constitution, even if not formally written down. Before the Keynesian-inspired shift in thinking about fiscal matters, it was universally considered immoral to incur debts, except in periods of emergency (wars or major depressions). We have lost the moral sense of fiscal responsibility that served to make formal constitutional constraints unnecessary. While we can legislate a change in political morality; we can also do so within formal constitutional constraints into place.

The effects of the Balanced Budget Amendment would be both real and symbolic. Elected officials would be forced to make fiscal choices within meaningfully-constructed boundaries; they would be required to weigh predicted benefits against predicted tax costs. They would have to behave “responsibly,” as this word is understood by the citizenry, and knowledge of this fact would do much to restore the confidence of citizens in governmental processes (such as the fate of entitlement programs facing financial insolvency) would be faced sooner rather than later.

It is important to recognize that the Balanced Budget Amendment includes procedural constraints on the making of budgetary choices. It does not take away the power of the Congress to spend or tax. The amendment requires only that the Congress and the Executive spend no more than what they collect on taxes. The effects of the balanced-budget amendment would be as real as symbolic. Elected politicians would be forced to act responsibly and make fiscal choices within meaningfully-constructed boundaries. Congress would be faced with important decisions regarding the financial fate of programs sooner rather than later. In simplest terms, the balanced budget amendment amounts to little more than “honesty in budgeting.”

If we as people want a certain program, we—not future generations—should pay for it.

Of course, we always pay for what we spend through government, as anywhere else. But those who pay for the government spending that is financed by borrowing are taxpayers in future years, those who must pay taxes to meet the ever-mounting interest obligations that are already far too large an item in the federal budget. The interest on the inter-generational transfer that deficit financing represents cries out for correction.

Opponents of the BBA suggest that Congress and the Executive must maintain the budgetary flexibility to respond to emergency needs for expanding rates of spending. This prospect is fully recognized, and the Balanced Budget Amendment includes a provision that allows for approval of debt or deficits by a super-majority vote of those elected to each house of Congress.

Opponents also make the case that the BBA in no way accounts for needed capital spending which is more appropriately funded by user fees and charges. In the politicized world that BBA opponents imagine, it may be correct to include a capital budgeting provision. But just as politics intruded into the Keynesian-inspired shift in thinking about fiscal matters, it was universally considered immoral to incur debts, except in periods of emergency (wars or major depressions). We have lost the moral sense of fiscal responsibility that served to make formal constitutional constraints unnecessary. While we can legislate a change in political morality; we can also do so within formal constitutional constraints into place.
The citizens of Idaho are hard working, wise, and astute in their understanding of the need for the BBA. They know you don't need to be clairvoyant to see what the future holds if our current course of fiscal irresponsibility is maintained.

Mr. President, I would ask unanimous consent that a copy of Idaho Senate Joint Memorial No. 102 be printed in the RECORD at the end of my statement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, without objection, it is so ordered.

(See Exhibit 1.)

Mr. CRAIG. Idaho is not the only State in the Union with wise citizens who have requested Congress send them a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. Yesterday, along with a bipartisan group of Senators and Representatives, I accepted a letter delivered by the bipartisan American Legislative Exchange Council in which nearly 600 State legislators from across the country asked Congress to approve a Federal BBA.

These State representatives have eloquently articulated the momentous nature of, and need for, the BBA. They state that we "will be faced with major historic opportunities in the American dream of freedom, opportunity and prosperity. But none will be as significant as enacting and sending to the states for ratification a Constitutional Balanced Budget Amendment."

Mr. President, I would ask unanimous consent that a copy of the American Legislative Exchange Council's Open Letter from State Legislators to Congress be printed in the RECORD at the end of my statement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, without objection, it is so ordered.

(See Exhibit 2.)

Mr. CRAIG. As is pointed out in this letter, congressional passage is just the first step—next, during ratification, if the American people will approve or disapprove constitutional amendments with the people, as represented by their elected state legislatures; and opposition by a small minority repeatedly has thwarted the will of the people that a Balanced Budget Amendment to the Constitution should be submitted to the states for ratification; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the members of the First Regular Session of the Fifty-fourth Idaho Legislature, the Senate and the House of Representatives perceiving herein, That the Congress of the United States vests the ultimate responsibility to approve or disapprove constitutional amendments with the people, as represented by their elected state legislatures; and Congress tap into the wisdom displayed by Idahoans, the Nation's State legislators, and our country's Founding Fathers by passing Senate Joint Resolution 1 and sending the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution for ratification.

[Exhibit 1]

LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, SENATE J: JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 102

Whereas, the annual federal budget has not been balanced since 1969, and the federal public debt is now more than five trillion dollars; and twenty thousand dollars for every man, woman and child in America; and

Whereas, continued deficit spending demonstrates an unwillingness or inability of the federal executive and legislative branches to spend no more than available revenues; and

Whereas, fiscal irresponsibility at the federal level is lowering our standard of living, destroying jobs, and endangering economic opportunity now and for the next generation; and

Whereas, the federal government's unlimited ability to borrow raises questions about fundamental principles and responsibilities of government, with profound consequences for the nation and its people, making it an appropriate subject for limitation by the Constitution of the United States; and

Whereas, the Constitution of the United States vests the ultimate responsibility to approve or disapprove constitutional amendments with the people, as represented by their elected state legislatures; and opposition by a small minority repeatedly has thwarted the will of the people that a Balanced Budget Amendment to the Constitution should be submitted to the states for ratification; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the members of the First Regular Session of the Fifty-fourth Idaho Legislature, the Senate and the House of Representatives perceiving herein, That the Congress of the United States expeditiously pass, and propose to the legislatures of the several States for ratification, an amendment to the Constitution of the United States requiring, in the absence of a national emergency, that the total of all federal expenditures made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year; and be it further resolved,

That the Secretary of the Senate forward a copy of this Memorial to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives of Congress, the congressional delegation representing the state of Idaho in the Congress of the United States, and to the Secretary of State and the presiding officers and the members of the Legislatures of each of the other states in the Union.
difficult choices you will face. Unfortunately, as the past 29 years have shown, it has been impossible for past Congresses to withstand the political pressure of special interests and special interests alone. Thus, we call on you to exercise the courage and fiscal responsibility to stand up to the special interests who are willing to place their interests ahead of the nation's future.

We hope that the 105th Congress will make the Balanced Budget Amendment its first priority. The nation cannot afford to wait. The federal government cannot continue to borrow from future generations to pay for current consumption. If deficit spending is not curbed now, when it can be done sensibly and gradually, it will have to be done under desperate circumstances. The only way to ensure that programs like Social Security and Medicare are there for us and our children is to set a course of fiscal responsibility today.

As you may know, ALEC is the nation's largest and most influential association of state legislators, with nearly 3,000 members. ALEC is dedicated to the Jeffersonian principles of individual liberty, limited government, and the free enterprise system. We believe that reducing the devastating $5 trillion national debt is central to these principles and critical to the strength of the nation's economy.

The historic opportunity to provide a brighter, more prosperous future lies in your hands. We in the states are up to the challenge and ready to ratify the Balanced Budget Amendment. This is not about whether you are a Democrat or Republican or a liberal or conservative—this is about what you must do for the future of this great nation. It is up to you to make the right choice for this country, the fiscally responsible choice—pass a Balanced Budget Amendment.

(Signed by 572 State Legislators.)

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, years ago, we changed our Constitution to assure that never again in this Nation would we have human bondage. We changed our Constitution to allow women to vote. We are asking this Senate to allow the American people to once again change the Constitution to step away from fiscal bondage or the risk of a bankrupt Government, to take off the backs of our children and grandchildren, the onerous, oppressive, devastating $5 trillion national debt that we are causing them to accumulate.

Yes, it is time once again that we ask the American people to change their Constitution to require us to balance the budget and end the fiscal insanity of the Government, and to ensure the stability of this country, its economy, and the American dream for future generations.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Montana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana is recognized.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my friend from Utah, Mr. President.

Mr. President, the old words come back to haunt us almost during these times of debate, especially over the issue of a balanced budget. I quote the words of Thomas Jefferson when he was speaking to the Framers of the Constitution. He expressed these words of his concerns regarding debt:

We, Congress, should consider ourselves unauthorized, or rather bound to collect and pay the debts and morally bound to pay them ourselves.

Why is it so hard to understand that the Federal Government should balance its budget? All other State governments and county governments and city governments do? Why is it that we cannot accumulate or mandate to carry reserves in each line for a rainy day? That is not too hard to understand, and that is what we are talking about here, responsibility and the integrity of Government to function.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine is recognized.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I now yield 2 minutes to the Senator from Wyoming.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming is recognized.

Mr. THOMAS. I thank the Chair.

Let me, too, thank the leaders who have been in the Chamber for some time.

Again we are asked to vote on a balanced budget amendment. This is the most important and vital action that any of us will take this year if we are to be financially and fiscally responsible. This is more than just a balanced budget. This is more than just arithmetic. It is more than numbers. It has to do with character. It has to do with our willingness to face up to the realization that you cannot keep spending more than you take in.

It has to do with debt. We now have a debt of $5.5 trillion, which we have put on our credit card for young people to pay. Our card is maxed out. It has to do with interest. Probably, next year, the largest item on the budget will be interest on the national debt—$270 billion a year in interest.

It has to do with priorities in the Government. We have not had to choose what we think is most important for Government. We have simply said, “Let’s do it and put it on the tab.” That is not responsible for any of us.

It has to do with smaller Government. There is a relationship between how much money you spend and how much Government you have. I can tell you, the folks in my State would like to have less central Government, less activity. It has to do with savings for families, if we can reduce the interest payments on their cars and on their kid’s college.

It is the right thing to do. I am proud of the 55 Republicans who will vote “aye” and 31 Democrats who will join us. I am proud of the fact that Members of this institution have talked the talk, and now are ready to walk the walk. That is important for us to do.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine is recognized.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I now yield 2 minutes to the Senator from South Carolina.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina is recognized.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I therefore commend Senator Hatch from Utah for his outstanding leadership in this matter. Why do we need a constitutional amendment? We have not balanced this budget but one time in 36 years, eight times in 64 years. The Congress has failed to perform its duty in 20 years. Therefore, we need a constitutional amendment that will make the Congress balance its budget. That is the only way I know to do it. A constitutional amendment will demand—demand—that the Congress balance the budget.

Several years ago, when I was chairman of the Judiciary Committee, I authored a similar amendment and got it
through the committee and passed it through the Senate and sent it to the House. And who killed it? The Speaker of the House, Mr. O'Neill, and the Democratic leader of the House, Mr. Wright, led the movement to kill it. The House did not seem to want it—certainly a majority of Democrats. There are some good Democrats, and I ask them to join us, pass this constitutional amendment, and protect the people of the United States. We cannot keep on going like this. We are going in debt, debt. The only way to stop it is to pass a constitutional amendment to make the Congress balance the budget.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Ms. SNOWE. I now yield 1 minute to the Senator from Pennsylvania.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I support the constitutional amendment. I know you have a hard time seeing me over the big stack of budgets which have not been balanced. I support this amendment because I think Congress needs the discipline, the discipline itself to live within its means.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the city of Philadelphia, the Arlen Specter household, all have to live within their means. If I don't, I end up in a bankruptcy court. Regrettably, the history of our Government has been that we have spent more than we have taken in and have run up deficits, and that is why the discipline is necessary.

I think it is very useful to have the pendency of the balanced budget amendment, which has led many to say, "Well, we don't need the amendment. We can balance the budget without the amendment." And if that provides an incentive to balance the budget without the amendment, that is all to the good.

But even if we do balance the budget, and, so far, the signs are not very promising based upon what the President has submitted, it is fine. But the discipline is necessary in the long run, and that is why I support this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I now yield 1 minute to the Senator from Kentucky.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Kentucky is recognized.

Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. President, I rise today to lend my voice to the chorus of support for adding a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

For a generation, this Government has spent billions more than it has received, all the while talking, always talking, about the urgent need to balance our current budget. This, in turn, has borne out the facts: No matter how well intentioned the debate, Congress has failed for the past 28 years to balance the budget.

Since coming to the Senate 12 years ago, I have listened to those who oppose a balanced budget tell the American people that all we need is courage to get our fiscal house in order. Yet, year after year, Congress runs up billions upon billions on the public credit card by the simple device of leaving today's problem for future generations. Why do we have to ask our children and grandchildren to pay for today's excesses?

Mr. President, the time for talk has passed. Now is the time for action. Like millions of others, I am outraged that interest on the debt has become the third largest item in the Federal budget. According to the President's budget for fiscal year 1998, the U.S. Government will spend $250 billion in net interest costs, which makes up nearly 15 percent of the total budget. That means, we spend four times more on interest than we do on education, training, and employment combined. We spend 10 times more on interest than we spend on the administration of justice.

We are the greatest Nation on earth, and yet we spend more retiring debt than we do on educating our children? This is madness and it must stop.

Mr. President, it does not have to be this bad. If we pass a balanced budget we can give families relief by reducing interest rates on borrowing for items like home mortgages and school loans. A typical family would save $1,500 per year in interest payments. Think of how that money could be put to better use: saving for a college education, investing in a secure retirement, or maybe enjoying a long anticipated vacation.

Sadly, the path to a balanced budget is now being blocked by determined and enthusiastic partisan gamesmanship. Opponents of a balanced budget have decided to play on the fears of seniors. In words which recall last year's campaign, the balanced budget amendment is attacked and misrepresented—all while the national debt whirs wildly out of control.

Mr. President, I will spend exactly one sentence answering this Social Security red herring. The best way to ensure the solvency of the Social Security Program is to balance the budget now. Clever legislative shell games will not add a single day to the life of Social Security, only a balanced budget will.

So the decision is ours. Do we want to balance the budget or not. And if not now, when? Our children want to know.

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to support the balanced budget amendment.

Mr. President, the American people are rightfully skeptical that this Congress will balance the budget, not only in 7 years but for every year thereafter. Why are they skeptical? For a generation, for a generation we have failed our children and grandchildren by piling up a mountain of debt to the tune of over $5 trillion. So the American people are saying, "If you need some assistance in doing the job, why don't you mandate—so that you have no discretion—mandate that we have a balanced budget in the future?" It is the only way to protect our country. It is the only way to have a country fit to live in for our children and their children.

We all know what has happened. The deficit is the third largest item in the Federal budget. We are spending more on retiring the debt than we are on educating our children. It is time to call it to a halt, to get our fiscal affairs in order.

Mr. President, a constitutional amendment to require us to do the job each year, for the future, is the only way to achieve this goal.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to the Senator from Rhode Island.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Rhode Island is recognized.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, when the Federal Government spends more than it collects in tax revenue, then it must borrow the difference. And when it keeps borrowing, that adds to the debt.

When we have run up, as we currently have, a $5 trillion national debt, what we are really saying is that is a bill we are passing on to our children and our grandchildren to pay. Currently, for a family of four, the national debt amounts to $80,000, namely $20,000 for every individual in that family, all four individuals.

As has been mentioned, the interest on the debt is now the third largest item in the Federal budget. This means that money we are spending on interest on the debt is not available for Head Start or health care or better education or improving our parks or all the things we want.

So, Mr. President, this amendment, balanced budget amendment, which we are voting on will not solve all our problems, but it will be a big step forward, and I hope it passes.

Ms. SNOWE. I yield 1 minute to the Senator from New Hampshire.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Hampshire is recognized.

Mr. SMITH of New Hampshire. Mr. President, I thank the Senator from Maine for yielding. I take this opportunity to thank Senator HATCH for his tremendous leadership, day after day, on the floor of the Senate, leading the battle on behalf of the American people and for the future generations of America who are going to have to pay the price if we don't get this done. If we lose this vote today by one vote, which is what the predictions are, and projections, then the headline tomorrow should be: "It Was Business as Usual in Washington Again. The American People Lost."

Mr. President, 80 percent of the American people want the budget balanced. If you think, in 1999, the last
time we had a balanced budget, the year after that the debt was $336 billion, and the people said then, "We don't need an amendment, all we need to do is get the job done, have the courage to do it." The debt is now $5.3 trillion.

The President says we do not need an amendment; we just have to have the courage to do it. He submits a budget to us out of balance which will add half a trillion dollars to the debt in the next 5 years, $70 billion out of balance in the next year. It is business as usual in Washington.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Ms. Snowe). The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. Madam President, I now yield to the junior Senator from Maine for 1 minute.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Ms. COLLINS. Madam President, I rise to urge Senate approval of the balanced budget constitutional amendment. We have argued that another constitutional amendment is not needed to ensure a balanced budget, but history clearly demonstrates that, despite good intentions, we will not get the job done absent the constitutional requirement.

Earlier this past decade has pledged to balance the budget. In 1970, President Nixon said that he would recommend a balanced budget by 1971. President Ford pledged to achieve a balanced budget in 1976. In 1978, President Carter pledged to move rapidly toward a balanced budget. In 1983, President Reagan talked of achieving a balanced budget by the end of the decade. The list goes on and on.

The simple fact is that the road to our huge national debt has been paved with good intentions. The old saying that "we have met the enemy and it is us" has never been more applicable. I know the pressures on Washington to spend money, even borrowed money. By all accounts, each Congress sets out to be fiscally responsible, but our national debt still grows. The truth is that experience has taught us that even in good times, we need the discipline of a constitutional amendment.

Thank you, Madam President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. Madam President, I now yield 2 minutes to the distinguished Senator from New Mexico.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President, I thank the Senator from Oklahoma very much. Let me say to all the Senators on our side who are here, I am very proud to be here with you, and I am exceptionally proud that every single Republican Senator is going to vote for this constitutional amendment. I think the American people ought to make note of that.

I also call your attention, in case you are not aware, we are losing this amendment today—if we do—that 72 sitting Senators, 72 out of the 100 who sit, have voted for this constitutional amendment, or one just like it. Now, is it not intriguing that at one time or another, 72 could vote for it, but today only 66 will find their way clear to vote for it?

It seems to me games are being played with the American people, with or without any question. If 72 voted for it before, I say to Senator Cochran, how come only 66 today? Are we better off? Are we more apt to get a real balanced budget today? Has our President sent us some budget that should renew our faith and our hope that we will do it ourselves?

The budget the President sent us starts with a deficit of $106 billion, and our accounting department tells us, when we are finished with 5 years of cuts under his budget, the deficit is still $70 billion. What a dramatic budget. It should renew our hope and our faith that we can do it and that Presidents can lead us, right? Wrong. It means that we ought to have a constitutional amendment, there is no question about it. We won't do it.

For a nation that was born in tax revolutions where we said, "No taxation without representation," I close this debate by saying, why should we tie the past to the present and leave them a legacy of debt when they cannot be represented because we refuse to pay our own bills? That is why we need a constitutional amendment. We should not burden our children with a legacy of our lack of discipline, no growth, a life of taxation to pay our bills, because 72 Senators heretofore have voted for a constitutional amendment like this.

But games are being played so that today, it will lose, once again. I close with, isn't it a curious turn of events that it loses by one vote each time? Perhaps those watching this debate might wonder, how does that happen? Well, I tell you how it happens. Members of the Senate on that side of the aisle tell their voters one thing, and when it gets right down to voting, either a President or their own leaders talk just enough of them out of it to make us lose by one vote. We ought to be proud we are not on that team.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. Madam President, I now yield 2 minutes to the senior Senator from Florida.

Mr. GRAHAM. Madam President, I want to express my disappointment that we are apparently on a path which will lead to yet another defeat of a balanced budget amendment. This could be seen as a lack of commitment to balance the budget.

My hope is that it will be seen instead as a message that a significant minority in the minority of the Congress does not think a balanced budget amendment is necessary to achieve a balanced budget. That without the discipline of a balanced budget amendment, the President and Congress will redouble our efforts to get to balance in 2002 and to remain in balance in future years.

I agree with critics who say we can balance the budget by 2002 without a constitutional amendment. That same statement in 2007 could have been made at virtually any time since our last balanced budget in 1969. We have not done so.

CBO projections indicate that without changes in our current budget policies, the deficit will rise to $280 billion by 2007. Nearly every warning we experienced during the late 1980's and early 1990's.

The President's budget as submitted for the next 5 years and analyzed by CBO, projects that the deficit will jump from our 1996 level of $307 billion to $451 billion in 1998. The deficit will stay near that level until 2001.

This trend line is not a reassuring trumpet blast of commitment to a balanced budget. I hope that my colleagues are correct that we can keep the budget balanced without a constitutional amendment.

We are about to be put to the test. Most States have a constitutional requirement for a balanced budget. We are wrong if all 21 States have not been asking Congress to approve a balanced budget amendment; another 21 States have introduced resolutions asking for a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

We owe the States an opportunity to decide whether we should amend the constitution to put an end to the growing Federal debt that this country has been building.

And although we have made tremendous progress over the past 4 years, we still have a large and expanding annual deficit.

Our national debt is expected to reach $5.4 trillion at the end of this fiscal year.

One concern that many of my colleagues have expressed is their concern for how Social Security would fare under a balanced budget amendment.

My personal feeling is that establishing the principal of a balanced budget during normal periods, such as most of the years since 1982, would strengthen the Social Security system.

If we had passed a balanced budget amendment in 1982, the first year in recent history that one was considered and defeated, we would have saved $2.9 trillion less in debt held by the public than we do today.

The interest on this portion of the Federal debt alone totalled $1.6 trillion in 1996. Last year, that amount was more than enough to pay for all Medicare expenses. Instead this money was dissipated on interest payments.
That same $190 billion in interest payments on the additional debt accrued since 1982 could have paid for over half of all the money the Federal Government spent last year on Social Security retirement benefits.

Let us look at Social Security from another angle— in 1982 the total interest on the Federal debt was $85 billion. In that year, all Social Security benefits were $156 billion. The interest payment equaled about half of the Social Security benefits for that year.

In 1996, the total interest in the Federal debt was $241 billion and Social Security retirement benefits were $350 billion. The interest payment in 1996 equaled about three-quarters of the entire outlay for Social Security retirement benefits.

Yearly interest payments are growing faster than yearly Social Security payments. This trend is not good and we must act to correct it now. Passing the balanced budget amendment now is critical to the future health of our Social Security system.

Let me ask you—would our country be better off spending tax dollars to service the Federal debt or for needed programs like Social Security? I believe the money would be better spent on Social Security. The budget deficit has become a permanent fixture in our Nation's fiscal policy.

While there are those who say Congress can, without a constitutional amendment, balance the budget, history has shown this not to be the case. A disturbing example of the lack of resolve to balance the budget occurred last Thursday evening when we extended the aviation tax to September 30—ignoring losses of $5 billion in Federal revenue for the aviation trust fund because of lapses in the aviation tax during 10 of the last 14 months.

Five billion dollars lost for American aviation safety.

We extended the tax to September 30 knowing that a report on whether the current tax should be replaced by a user fee system is not due to Congress until October 1997.

We voted to terminate the ticket tax on September 30, raising the strong possibility of another lapse at the end of this fiscal year with the excuse that we should wait for the report. Why did we do this?

We did it for budget scoring purposes. By allowing the tax to expire on September 30 before reinstating it, our Budget rules will claim to create almost $6 billion in "new" revenue every year after September 30, 1997, for a total of over $30 billion between then and September 30, 2002.

It is for this kind of creative accounting that we send people to jail in the private sector.

Some 40 percent of the revenue increases in the President's budget from 1997 to 2002 come from this scoring gimmick.

The President and the Congress must be strong in their resolve to achieve balance through tough decisions rather than through creating new revenue or spending cuts.

This archaic and destructive maneuver is exactly what undercuts public confidence in our ability to balance the budget with real numbers and rational policies.

With failures like this in mind, and after witness attempts by Congress to enact legislation to force itself to tighten its fiscal belt, my conclusion is that we must pass an amendment to constitutionally mandate a balanced budget. It is imperative that we not lose this opportunity.

Madam President, the failure to pass a balanced budget amendment today would be a grave mistake.

For too many years we have delayed the hard decision until tomorrow. Well, Madam President, tomorrow has come. It is our generation's duty to ensure that we pay our national bills rather than asking our children and grandchildren to do so. Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Madam President, I thank the Senator from Florida for his valiant fight on his side of the aisle to help make this a reality. We really appreciate him and honor him today.

I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Mississippi.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mississippi.

Mr. COCHRAN. Madam President, first, I commend the distinguished Senator from Utah for his great leadership on the floor of the Senate in support of this resolution to require a balanced budget.

Let me just say, we have heard Senators come to the floor and point out that this puts us in jeopardy the Social Security beneficiaries of America. We have heard others claim that this amendment will force us to consider investments in capital spending the same as operating expenses, as a matter of budget policy. We have heard one thing after another used as excuses for voting against this resolution.

But let me say, I am for protecting Social Security beneficiaries. I am for doing whatever we need to do to help ensure that those who depend on Social Security can be confident that they are going to get the benefits to which they are entitled. I am for this resolution to pass or not. And for budget policy, you just have to look at the plain language of this resolution. It says:

The Congress shall enforce and implement this article by appropriate legislation which may rely on estimates of outlays and receipts.

We are not giving away the power to decide budget policy and mechanics and whether you have a capital budget or an operating budget. The point is, this is national policy. If this passes, that we will live within our means. It is just as simple as that and just as nonsensical as that.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I call on the distinguished chairman of the Appropriations Committee, my friend and colleague, Mr. STEVENS.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.

Mr. STEVENS. Madam President, I believe we need to have this balanced budget amendment adopted by the Senate. As I see what is happening now in terms of the controllable expenditures of the United States, I see that next year we will spend about as much money for interest on the national debt as we will to maintain our defenses.

There is pressure on us across the whole spectrum for control of expenses. We need a Coast Guard. We need the National Park Service. We need the Federal aviation safety. We need a Coast Guard. We need the National Park Service. We need the FBI. Think of all of the controllable expenses in the departments that we fund. Every year we have to say cut more and more. Why? Because the interest continues to mount on the national debt. It continues to go up because the deficit continues to go up. That must be controlled, Madam President. I am proud to join my friend, Judiciary Chairman HATCH of Utah, in supporting this amendment.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Madam President, I yield to the distinguished Senator from Missouri.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, thank you very much.

I want to thank my colleague, the Senator from Utah, for his outstanding leadership on this issue. He has brought to the floor of the U.S. Senate the budgets from 28 years of unbalanced budgets. They represent about, oh, I would say, close to 8 or 9 feet of a stack of paper that has really impaired the capacity of this Nation to move forward.

But I would like to mention another problem with that barricade of paper. Whenever you can just displace the supporting government to the next generation, you are not forced to make the innovations and improvements that you need to make.

Most of us have noted that, in the recent years, the most dynamic and workable solutions to our problems have come from the States. It is because they operate with balanced budgets. They cannot just spend money they do not have and pass the bill to the next generation.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I yield to the distinguished Senator from Alaska.
be forfeited if we grow bigger and bigger Government, but it also improves the quality of what Government does by saying we have to constantly look at what we are doing. We have to innovate and create instead of appropriate just to deliver better service with limited resources.

So the quality of our life now, the quality of Government we receive, and the integrity of the next generation is at stake. We must pass a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution to add discipline to our system which would drive creativity and improvement in what we do.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I yield 1 minute to the distinguished Senator from Indiana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana.

Mr. COATS. I thank the Senator for yielding.

Madam President, what message does it send to the American people when we vote ‘no’ on the balanced budget amendment?

First, it says that Congress prefers its own judgment over the judgment of the people. This is not a vote to enact the balanced budget amendment. This is a vote to send it to the people to see if they want a balanced budget amendment. Why should we put our judgment ahead of the people?

Second, it is an exercise in political power that says political power is more important than the desires of the people. Clearly, 80 percent of the American people have said they want fiscal responsibility and believe it can only be achieved through a balanced budget amendment.

Third, it continues a system that allows us to vote public benefits to the very people who keep us in office while placing the burden of paying for those benefits on people who cannot vote for us. Therefore, it gives us the natural inclination to vote for those benefits and pass on the obligations to people in the future.

Finally, we avoid the moral tradition of sacrificing for posterity. Instead, we incline to vote for those benefits on people who cannot vote for us. Therefore, it gives us the natural inclination to vote for those benefits and pass on the obligations to people in the future.

I yield the floor.

Mr. DASCHLE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair recognizes the distinguished minority leader.

Mr. DASCHLE, Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that Michael Carrasco, of the Judiciary Committee staff, be permitted privileges of the floor during the duration of the debate on Senate Joint Resolution 1.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DASCHLE, Madam President, I want to recognize, and say we were not surprised at his demonstration of leadership and his work on this legislation, as he has demonstrated on so many occasions, we are deeply indebted to him.

I must this express my gratitude to the senior Senator from West Virginia, Senator Byrd, and Senator Dorgan, Senator Reid, and many others who have done so much to represent our concerns time and time again over the course of the last 4 weeks of debate on this particular issue.

I had hoped, Madam President, that the next time Congress voted on a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution, I could support it. Instead, we are faced with the same deeply flawed amendment that was rejected last year.

This did not have to be. We had scores of opportunities to fix it, to protect Social Security, to provide for the possibility of a capital budget, to build into this amendment the flexibility to protect our Nation in times of war, disaster, or regional or national economic emergency. But every one of those opportunities—every one—was rejected along party lines. I have been astonished during the debate to hear some of my colleagues say they will vote for this amendment even though, in their words, it is not perfect.

One of my colleagues came up to me recently to say, “We shouldn’t let the perfect be the enemy of the good when we legislate.” Well, that is often true in other matters. But when it comes to the Constitution of the United States of America, Madam President, we should demand perfection. This is not a campaign position paper we are talking about changing. It is the most inspired, the most important political document in the history of this country.

We have never had to defend our Constitution. Every Senator here has taken an oath to protect it. We may rarely achieve perfection. After all, we are human. But when we are dealing with the Constitution of the United States of America, we should never knowingly settle for anything less—not now, not ever. No, this amendment is far from perfect. Under this amendment, we now know that Congress would be required—not just permitted—to raid the Social Security trust funds to run the Government. That isn’t my opinion; that is the conclusion of the nonpartisan Congressional Research Service and the Office of Management and Budget.

Social Security is now running huge surpluses because of the 1983 bipartisan agreement that rescued the program. We all look back with a great deal of satisfaction at that particular vote and the actions taken, on a bipartisan basis, by the Congress at that time. The heart of that agreement was a plan to set aside funds for the baby boomers’ retirement that we know are going to be needed. This year, that surplus is $78 billion. By the year 2002, it will reach $104 billion. By 2019, when many of the baby boomers will start to retire, the Social Security trust funds will have built up a $3 trillion surplus, which will be desperately needed to pay those retirees, including this Senator.

If people pass this balanced budget amendment, none of those funds will be available to pay those Social Security benefits—not 1. Social Security could be paid only...
from taxes raised in the same year, not from surpluses built up years before. That means when the baby boomers retire, Congress would have to raise taxes dramatically or slash Social Security benefits deeply, or both, to accommodate the immense magnitude of spending that will be spent on that time.

Madam President, this isn't conjecture; this is the analysis given to us by virtually every credible budgetary source to whom we have gone for counsel and this important matter. So what was our response? Well, our response was to offer amendments to resolve that problem. Our amendments said if we are going to build up that trust fund to $3 trillion and know well that we are going to have to draw down that trust fund at some point in the future, let's take every precaution to ensure that it will be there. We offered amendments to protect it.

Now, our Republican colleagues debated every single amendment as it was brought up in committee and on the floor. Again, our Republican colleagues argued that this is not something we should really worry about. Misusing the Social Security trust funds under Government programs is not just bad accounting, it's bad faith. Combining the Social Security trust funds with the rest of the budget doesn't pay off the deficit; it just masks its size. It allows us to claim that the budget is balanced when we know really it isn't. When they claim we have a balanced budget in the year 2002, we are going to increase our debt by $130 billion.

Madam President, this isn't the way we ought to legislate. This isn't simply a question of making perfect the amendment. It becomes clear that this amendment is not perfect in any fundamental way when one analyzes how it would work.

In my view, this amendment, as it is presented right now, is duplicitous. Social Security has never been a day late or a dollar short. It is the most successful social program in the history of our country. For millions of older Americans, it is the difference between living in dignity and living in fear and poverty. A balanced budget amendment should not force us to break that historic contract. It should be honest in how it accounts for and uses the Social Security trust funds.

While misuse of the Social Security trust funds is my gravest concern, I am also deeply troubled that this amendment would limit, for all perpetuity, how Congress can treat large-scale capital investments. Let there be no mis-understanding here. If this amendment passes, any proposal to create a capital budget would be declared unconstitutional. If a project could not be paid for in one year, it could not be undertaken. Capital investments, such as roads, bridges, and water projects that strengthen our economy for the future. It seems to me that it would be profoundly unwise for us to pass an amendment that forbids even consideration of a capital budget. It would threaten the very economic competitiveness that we all say we desire. Again, we offered amendments to correct this flaw, to allow for the possibility of a capital budget, and, again, they were voted down along party lines—in committee and on the floor.

The majority leader suggested a willingness to provide for a capital budget, but let me state for the record, he didn't have the votes without it. While I welcome such sudden openness, we have not yet seen any solid proposals from the other side in this regard.

Madam President, I just ask the question: If virtually every State recognizes the importance of distinguishing between a capital budget, long-term investments, and operating costs, why is it that we don't see the need to do so as well? If every family and every business were required to pay off every year, why do we not do the same? Each year, we question whether any of them could sustain that kind of requirement or that kind of an economic procedure. Yet, that is exactly what we are suggesting must be our course of action, for our perpetuity, for the Federal Government. We can't even consider the possibility of a capital budget under the amendment as it is drafted right now.

Another serious flaw with this amendment has to do with our national security. Section 5 of this amendment jeopardizes our ability to prepare for situations that we know will require intervention, such as in the Persian Gulf. For Congress to waive this amendment, the United States “must be engaged in military conflict.” Let me restate that. For us to be eligible for the exception under this constitutional amendment, we already have to be fighting a war in order to tap reserves to go fight that effort. In Desert Shield, we needed to build up before the conflict. We stipulated that the conflict was imminent. As a result, we were able to be prepared when the conflict came in Desert Storm. To say that there has to be a conflict before we can provide legislative support, in my view, is extraordinarily poorly worded and ill-founded.

None of us, today, would want to look the men and the women we sent to the Persian Gulf in the eye and say that we want you to go fight first, and we will support you later. We want you to go put your lives on the line and, at some point after you start fighting, we will get around to providing you with the necessary resources.

Madam President, that is exactly what this amendment says. I hope that everybody will think very carefully about whether or not we want to commit to section 5 of this constitutional amendment. It is simply not perfect. It is not as good as it could have been, and it is clearly not good enough to include in the Constitution of the United States of America. So, with many of my colleagues, I am left with the inescapable conclusion that we must vote against it.

At the same time, I think it is imperative that we redouble our efforts to actually balance the budget, rather than just talk about it. President, in the last couple of days, I have been dismayed at some of the remarks made by some on the other side with regard to the budget process. I thought we had an understanding that we were going to work toward a budget agreement that would allow us to meet our deadlines by April 15.

Instead, now we are playing politics on the other side with a budget agreement, telling the President to come forth with a second budget agreement, prior to the time those who are complaining have even come with a first one.

I hope we can quit playing political games with the budget process and get in that room and do what we are supposed to do in the Budget Committee to balance the budget. Let's start working through this budget process tomorrow. Let's start meeting the deadlines set into law. The committee hasn't met in 2 weeks. I think it is high time that the leadershiphere. When it comes to the budget process, that ought to start with a date certain for a markup on the budget itself.

We have come a long way. We have a record now that we can look back on with some pride, having reduced the deficit from $290 billion in 1993 to $107 billion this year. We need to go the rest of the way, and we can do so only if we continue to reduce spending as successfully and aggressively in the next 5 years as we have in the recent past.

I am troubled, frankly, not only with the fact that we have not seen any proposal on the part of Republican Members with regard to a budget itself, but by the tax proposals that are now being driven by the majority leader. It would create a deficit of over $1 trillion in the next 20 years to pay for new tax breaks that overwhelmingly benefit those who don't need them at all. If these new tax breaks were to pass, they would cost $500 billion over the first 10 years and $750 billion over the next 10 years, at a time when we ought to be reducing the deficit, reducing the debt, and coming together in a bipartisan way to resolve our national security crises.

It must be difficult for South Dakotans to understand how some of those who argue that we need to pass a constitutional amendment to balance the budget can turn around and offer tax breaks that add more than $1 trillion to the deficit.

I might remind my colleagues that, even if we balance the budget, we have a $5.5 trillion accumulated deficit that we have not yet paid down. Eliminating this deficit is not only the first step. We must also reduce the debt. If Senators continue to complicate our situation by offering tax measures that contribute massively to the deficit we are facing.
over the next few years, it is hard to believe that they are really serious about fiscal responsibility.

My expectation today is that this amendment will fail. But if I am wrong, if somehow it passes, then I am confident it will fail when it is sent to the States for ratification. As Americans learn more about the consequences of this ill-considered proposal, I hope that Congress will ultimately resolve to work through the many deficiencies in this amendment, and to do so in the ways that we have suggested time and again on the Senate floor.

David Ramsey was a member of the Continental Congress that adopted our Declaration of Independence. He said, "The adoption of the Constitution was a triumph of virtue and good sense over the vices and follies of human nature."

It was, in fact, that rarest of events, the triumph of the perfect over merely the good. For 200 years, Congress has defended that triumph of the perfect over the good when it comes to the Constitution. It is our solemn responsibility now to uphold that standard.

When it comes to the Constitution, we should settle for nothing less than perfection.

Madam President, I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from North Dakota.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, I appreciate the comments of the Senator from South Dakota.

Madam President, for those who want to know where this Constitution was written, it was written in a small room in Constitutional Hall called the Assembly Room. Fifty-five white men wrote the Constitution over 200 years ago. George Washington's chair is still at the front of the room because he presided over the writing of the Constitution. That is still there if you want to go see where George Washington sat as they drafted the framework for our form of government. George Washington was the fellow who was reported to have said, "I cannot tell a lie" about cutting down the cherry tree.

I was thinking about his chair when I saw it in this room, and about the cherry tree, and lies, and about political wafflers when we get involved in a discussion. This is a very, very important discussion.

In the debate in the last couple of hours, one would think it is about balancing the budget. It is not that. It is about altering the Constitution of the United States. It is now 4:32. If, by some magic, we could by 4:35 amend the Constitution just like that, at 5 o'clock nothing would have changed with respect to this Government's deficit or debt.

This is about altering the Constitution. The question is, shall we do it? And, if so, how shall we do it?

We voted on a constitutional amendment last week to balance the Federal budget. I offered it. It got 41 votes. Almost—all except two—on that side of the aisle voted against it. Had they voted for it, we would have had a constitutional amendment to balance the budget passed by this Chamber. It was identical to the one we offered, with one exception: it said you can't count the over $1 trillion in Social Security trust funds to pretend you have balanced the budget.

Based on all the crowing that I hear, one would think, if a constitutional amendment to balance the budget is passed, the budget will be balanced. Of course, that is not the case. The budget will be balanced when you make individual spending and taxing decisions to balance the budget.

In 1993, I cast a vote on the floor of the U.S. Senate for a deficit reduction package. It was a hard vote. The politically easy vote was to say, "I am gone. I am on vacation. Count me as no answer to it. Why do the managers become with having to vote to reduce the budget deficit." We passed that by one vote. And we didn't get one vote from that side of the aisle—not a bit of help from the people who now stand on this floor and crow about how much they want to balance the Federal budget. And the budget deficit came down 60 percent.

We paid an enormous price for casting that vote. It was a price I was willing to pay. I am glad I cast the vote. And that is the way you reduce the budget deficit.

How do you eliminate the budget deficit? Well, amending the Constitution, if you do it the right way, will help. And I am willing to do that. We had a vote on it last week. I offered the substitute that would have amended the Constitution the right way. But I refused to alter the Constitution in a way that will allow the Federal debt to keep increasing when they say it is in balance.

I have asked repeatedly, and there is no answer to it, why do the managers of this constitutional amendment pretend to the American people that if they pass it and then pass a budget that accomplishes it—when they pass this budget and then claim the budget is in balance—will the Federal debt keep increasing? Why, in the very year that they claim the budget is in balance, will they be required to increase the Federal debt limit by $130 billion, in that year alone? Why? Why, if the budget is balanced, will the Federal debt keep increasing?

I have asked that a dozen times, and no one has answered it. Why has no one answered it? Because it is a fiction. This is not, in any real sense, the way it is crafted, is a fiction. It misuses over $1 trillion in Social Security trust funds to pretend they are balancing the budget, and, in fact, it is not balanced. In fact, the Federal debt will keep increasing. That is why they can't answer the question.

It is one more chapter in a book of fiction. But this is a chapter of fiction that they intend to put in the Constitution of the United States.

In North Dakota they want a balanced budget. I have voted for balanced budgets. But in North Dakota they understand the virtue of, if you are going to do it, do it the right way. There is the right way and the wrong way. The proposal here is the wrong way.

This is a country that seems obsessed sometimes with instant gratification and quick fixes.

Madam President, I ask for 30 more seconds.

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President, I yield such time as he may consume to the Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. There is a mentality that would have us believe sometimes that instant gratification is paramount—quick fixes, fast foods, Minute Rice, instant coffee, instant pudding, Jiffy Lube. Hook the budget to the Constitution and pretend you have balanced the budget, but have the Federal debt keep increasing. It fits right in with the whole genre of quick and easy fix—no trouble at all.

The American people know better. They know the right way to do things and the honest way to do things. Yes, we ought to balance the budget. And when we have taxing and spending decisions on the floor of the Senate to do that, join us and help us to it.

I am amazed that those who come here speaking the loudest about this issue will come on one of the largest spending bills that will come before this body, the defense appropriations bill, and say, "No, we are not spending enough. We want to add $10 billion more, and we insist that you spend it." I am amazed that those who come to this floor and talk about balancing the budget are also the ones who come and say, "And, by the way, we want $500 billion in tax breaks." They propose plans suggesting $30,000-a-year tax breaks for those that have $250,000 a year in income. Why? I guess they think we can afford it. Do you know that every dollar of tax break will be borrowed and will add to the Federal debt in that plan? These are the people who are now suggesting we alter the Constitution the wrong way in order to pretend that we have balanced the budget.

Madam President, we ought to balance the budget. Yes. Last week I even offered a constitutional amendment to do so drafted the right way, drafted in a way that it will not misuse the Social Security trust funds. But we ought not, no matter what the price—any of us—ought not stand up and say, "Well, it doesn't matter. I am on vacation. Count me as no vote on it last week. I offered the substitute that would have amended the Constitution the right way. But I refused to alter the Constitution in a way that will allow the Federal debt to keep increasing when they say it is in balance.

I have asked repeatedly, and there is no answer to it, why do the managers of this constitutional amendment pretend to the American people that if they pass it and then pass a budget that accomplishes it—when they pass this budget and then claim the budget is in balance—will the Federal debt keep increasing? Why, in the very year that they claim the budget is in balance, will they be required to increase the Federal debt limit by $130 billion, in that year alone? Why? Why, if the budget is balanced, will the Federal debt keep increasing?

I have asked that a dozen times, and no one has answered it. Why has no one answered it? Because it is a fiction. This is not, in any real sense, the way it is crafted, is a fiction. It misuses over $1 trillion in Social Security trust funds to pretend they are balancing the budget, and, in fact, it is not balanced. In fact, the Federal debt will keep increasing. That is why they can't answer the question.

It is one more chapter in a book of fiction. But this is a chapter of fiction that they intend to put in the Constitution of the United States.

In North Dakota they want a balanced budget. I have voted for balanced budgets. But in North Dakota they understand the virtue of, if you are going to do it, do it the right way. There is the right way and the wrong way. The proposal here is the wrong way.

This is a country that seems obsessed sometimes with instant gratification and quick fixes.
could to make sure this document is perfect, or is as near perfect a document for the governance of this country as is possible.

This is the greatest democracy on the face of this Earth. I get a little tired of hearing about how great this place is. Most people around the globe want to come here because they understand the torch for freedom and the beacon of hope in this country still burn brightly for all the rest of the world. It is a remarkable place. And when I say Constitution—and I am prepared to do so—let us make certain we do it the right way.

I appreciate very much the Senator from South Dakota yielding.

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President, I yield the remainder of my time to the ranking member, the senior Senator from Vermont.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. EMTY. Madam President, I want to thank the distinguished Democratic leader for yielding me a few minutes of time as we finish up the debate on this important constitutional question.

By our Senate oath of office we each commit to “support and defend the Constitution of the United States.” That is our paramount duty and a responsibility that I certainly cherish in this opportunity to represent the people of Vermont here today.

A constitutional amendment on the budget poses dangers to Vermont and threatens the constitutional principles that have sustained our democratic form of Federal Government over the past 200 years. Separation of powers, checks and balances, and majority rule are not constitutional guarantees to be altered without serious deliberation.

The real question this year is not whether to reduce the deficit, but by how much and what cuts to make in order to bring the budget into balance. That is the hard work that lies before us.

As President Clinton declared in his State of the Union Addresses: “All we need to balance the budget is for Congress to pass a bill and for his signature. We do not need to change the Constitution of the United States.”

The time and resources devoted to reconstituting a constitutional amendment on the budget merely serve as a distraction from the real task at hand. Let us get the job done, again, from the true means to deficit reduction: Hard work, hard choices, and bipartisan cooperation with the President.

Political courage has been an essential ingredient that has helped us reach the level of deficit reduction that has been achieved over the past 4 years. We cannot legislate political courage. We must summon that ingredient from ourselves.

In addition to being unnecessary, there are key reasons why adoption of this proposed 28th amendment to the U.S. Constitution would, in the words of Treasury Secretary Rubin, “be a terrible, terrible mistake.”

First, this amendment could be economically ruinous.

During recessions, deficits rise because tax receipts decline while various Government payments, like unemployment insurance, increase. By contrast, the amendment would require disastrous raises in taxes or cuts in countercyclical spending during a recession or depression.

As Treasury Secretary Rubin testified: “A balanced budget amendment could turn slowdowns into recessions, and recessions into more severe recessions or even depressions.”

Our economic policy—as well as we attempt to compete and adjust in an increasingly global economy—must be flexible enough to allow each generation of Americans and each Congress and President to deal with changing economic conditions as they see fit in serving the best interests of the Nation and our citizens. Under this proposal, this amendment would impose an inflexible prescription on all future generations of Americans in perpetuity.

IT INCREASES THE RISKS OF GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN AND DEFAULT

Second, any constitutional amendment would vastly raise the stakes and risks to taxpayers and all citizens of a Government shutdown and default. We now have the experience of a year ago to gauge just how great these risks would be.

Under the supermajority requirements in the proposed amendment, a minority of Members, either from a particular region or sharing a political philosophy, could force the U.S. Government into default unless they got their way—just like a handful of House Members in 1995 tried to force President Clinton to accept their balanced budget plan by refusing to vote to raise the debt limit.

This proposed constitutional amendment would prevent the Treasury from taking the same measures it did during the 1995 budget crisis to avoid a default. Without that flexibility, the Government also would be unable to ensure on-time Social Security checks or Medicare and veterans benefits.

AN INVITATION TO CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS

Third, this proposed constitutional amendment risks seriously undercutting the protection of our constitutional separation of powers.

No one can convincingly explain how the proposed amendment will work and what roles the President and the courts are to play in its implementation and enforcement. Constitutionalizing the budget and economic policy would inevitably throw the Nation’s fiscal policy into the courts, the last place issues of taxing and spending should be decided under our system.

The effect could be to toss important core matters that are critical to our economy to unelected judges.

IT FAILS TO PROTECT BASIC COMMITMENTS TO OUR CITIZENS

Sixth, this proposed constitutional amendment fails to live up to the commitments we have made to our citizens. It uses the annual surplus in the Social Security trust fund to mask the...
true size of the Federal budget deficit for years to come. This is wrong.

In addition to using the Social Security trust funds, this proposed constitutional amendment could short-change our seniors who depend on Medicare, who depend on Social Security benefits, and our children who depend on nutrition programs. We have made commitments to our seniors, our veterans, and our children. But this amendment fails to honor our commitments. This is unacceptable.

We Vermonters pride ourselves on being able to apply Yankee common sense in sorting the sensible from the fanciful, and this proposed constitutional amendment lacks common sense, Yankee or otherwise.

One of the newspapers in my State observed: “Amending the Constitution to require a balanced Federal budget would be like using a sledgehammer to nail a picket in a fence. The picket might stand, but at great risk to the fence.”

Even the short span of 2 years since the last debate on this amendment has brought forward changed fiscal and budget circumstances and new insights into the process of amending the Constitution in this way.

Let us not proceed with a view to short-run popularity, but with a clear vision of our responsibilities to our constituents and the Nation in accordance with our venerable and venerated Constitution.

Madam President, for the last 4 weeks, I have been saying over and over again to Senators, think about what we are doing. This country, which has a Constitution the envy of all other democracies on Earth, has amended that Constitution only 17 times since the Bill of Rights. In that 17 times, one of those amendments was to repeal an earlier mistake, the amendment on prohibition.

Madam President, during that time, we have had civil wars, invasions of our Nation, the War of 1812, terrible world wars, Korean war, Vietnam war, depressions, recessions, earthquakes, natural calamities, expansion of our Nation. With all these changes, most of which are far, far greater than anything we see today, we resisted the temptation to amend the Constitution. We resisted the temptation to tinkler with our Constitution, and we always came out on top.

We hear talk about Thomas Jefferson. Thomas Jefferson borrowed twice the budget of the United States for the Louisiana Purchase. Can you imagine what this country would be like had he not had the foresight to do that? Or can you imagine what this country would be like had he had the same constitutional amendment and not been able to borrow the money for the Louisiana Purchase? Where would this Nation be?

I hear one Senator come in the Chamber and talk about Senators who appear to change their position. I would point out that I heard no criticism from him of the three Senators who had opposed this constitutional amendment and now support it.

I hear a Senator come in the Chamber and say we need this to balance the budget. Yet the Senator has done nothing to bring out of his own committee a budget, even though the law requires him to do so, within the next month.

Madam President, we do not need a bumper-sticker, sledgehammer constitutional amendment to balance the budget. We can just have enough courage to face up to the special interest groups of the left and the right and balance the budget ourselves. That is what we need.

So many of those who are hollering for this sound like the lion in “The Wizard of Oz.” They are seeking courage. If we do not have the courage to do what is right, then we do not belong here. But I am afraid that some who were involved might know something that will reflect the passing poll of the moment. The Constitution of the United States is not a passing poll of the moment. The Constitution of the United States is the bedrock of this Nation. It is why we have the strongest democracy in the world. It is why, incidentally, we have the strongest economy in the world.

Instead of running down our economy, instead of running down our Constitution, instead of adding something that looks good on a public opinion poll but does not look good on the test of time, we ought to do what is right: bring down the deficit by the hard votes, not by tinkering with our Constitution.

Let us not slap this bumper sticker on the greatest Constitution ever written. It is beneath the Senate. It is beneath the House of Representatives. But, more importantly, it does great disservice to the finest Constitution democracy has ever had.

Madam President, do I correct that the time of the Democratic leader has expired?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is correct.

Mr. LEAHY. I thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There will now be 30 minutes under the control of the majority leader or his designee.

The Chair recognizes the distinguished majority leader.

Mr. LOTT. Madam President, I yield myself such time as I may consume of my 30 minutes, but I do want to reserve the closing 5 minutes for the distinguished chairman of the Judiciary Committee. After 25 minutes, if I am still going, I hope the Chair will give me that notification.

I should like to begin, Madam President, by expressing my appreciation to all the Members of the Senate. We have been debating the question for a month or more, and it has been a good debate. Every Senator has had an opportunity to express himself or herself, and I think the debate for the most part has been good—troublesome to me sometimes and discouraging in some of the things I have heard said, but still the Senate has worked its will in terms of having the time that we needed to debate this very important issue and to offer amendments.

I thank particularly the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Senator Hatch of Utah, for the great work he has done, for the long hours, in fact—yes, hours—he has spent in this Chamber speaking to comments from other Senators, commenting on the amendments that have been offered. He has done an outstanding job. If for no other reason, I hope we would pass this amendment because of the great work and the commitment he has to this effort and to this constitutional amendment. I thank him for his great work.

Also, Senator Craig of Idaho, Senator Thomas of Wyoming, Senator Bryan of Nevada, a Democrat who I think has been involved, and some Democrats who have been committed to this constitutional amendment requiring a balanced budget, who have had the courage of their convictions to stand up and support this constitutional amendment and make speeches in behalf of it.

Senator Coverdell has done an outstanding job in working with the people from all over this country, through the land, who are interested in support of this amendment. He has done a great job in helping make sure that we had Senators who were aware of the time who would come to the floor and make their statements. Many others have done a great job. I wish to recognize the work they have done because a lot of time, a lot of thought, a lot of great speeches have been made as we have come to the conclusion of this debate on the constitutional amendment for a balanced budget.

Thomas Jefferson has been mentioned a lot here in the debate. As a matter of fact, as I just came from the majority leader's office, I was thinking about the fact that it was in that very room—yes, that very room—that the House of Representatives met in 1801 and took 36 ballots—36 ballots, would you believe it—to elect Thomas Jefferson of the United States over Aaron Burr. How close they came to making a mistake.

I think that this, too, is of such historic significance. We should not make a mistake here today and not pass this amendment. We should vote for it. And the impact would be monumental—perhaps not as monumental as electing Thomas Jefferson, but certain, it would have impact on the future of all Americans for years and years to come. It is historic.

I am very proud that we have kept our promise to the American people that we would fight for this amendment, that we would bring it to a conclusion, and that we would try to get it added to the Constitution so that we would
have the guarantee, the additional leverage, the backbone that is needed to have in fact a balanced budget. So we have kept that commitment, and all Americans will have a brighter, more prosperous future when we pass a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced budget.

I noted the comments earlier today that 55 people wrote the Constitution. Well, 55 Republican Senators, every Republican Senator, will vote for this amendment today, and a minimum of 11 Democrats. It is bipartisan. We do know that this needs to be done. We need to get that additional vote that would give us the 67, and I think maybe that is still possible before all is said and done on this constitutional amendment.

Just yesterday, we had additional proof of the need for this constitutional amendment. Six Presidents, over 1,400 Members of Congress, and approaching 100 Senators over the years have made an effort to get a balanced budget agreement, but through 28 years and all these Congressmen and Senators—and I want to make sure I have the exact number on the Senators, that 67 number is high. We have had well over 1,500 Congressmen and Senators who said we should have a balanced budget, but we have not had one. We have not achieved one in 28 years—good intentions by men and women, but not happening. It looks like we will not have it for at least a couple of more years, at the most not until the year 2002. And, yet, in the President’s budget that was sent to us, we find deficits do not go down, they go up by over $25 billion in the next fiscal year.

We find that, instead of having tax relief for working Americans, you have a net tax increase in the President’s budget. And, worst of all, 98 percent of his so-called budget savings, or spending restraint, would come in the last 2 years, after the year 2000, after the turn of the century, after this President is gone—proof positive, once again, that there is not yet a sufficient commitment by the President to get a balanced budget agreement. Without this constitutional amendment, I still have my doubts as to when it will happen.

Now, the Senator from North Dakota commented earlier about how he had voted to cut $200 billion in the deficit. Look, if everybody will agree just to raise taxes and keep raising taxes, I guess you could reduce the deficit. Of course, at some point there is a point of no return. When I hear from my own son, who calls me and says, “Dad, look, I am working hard. I have 55 people working for me, but 50 percent of everything I make is going to taxes, why is that? What are you going to do about it?” You know, that has an impact on me. To believe that balancing the budget is not to raise taxes is wishful thinking. It happened in 1993; it is to control spending for the interests of our children and for all Americans.

Social Security—when all else fails, bring up Social Security. I have heard it for years. I have been worried about it over the years, and I have cast some votes that made it clear that I do not want Social Security to be threatened or altered. This amendment will not do that. In fact, the only thing that we could do that would threaten Social Security is that we not get a balanced budget. That is how we would get in trouble with Social Security. By the way, if it is, in fact, something that should not be included in the budget, why does the President, year after year, including this year, include Social Security in his budget? This is not a balanced budget. It is unfair to the seniors in this country that we try to scare them by indicating in any way that this would affect Social Security. The reverse is true. I will put my stand and stake my defense of Social Security against anybody’s record in this body.
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So, I urge my colleagues here today, be proud of what we have done. Make sure we are going to leave up to the commitments that we have made to the American people. I join the American people. I want us all to have the courage of our convictions and be prepared to vote yes or vote no, if that is what we think is right. But I do think we also should take some lessons from our constituents. They have it figured out. They support a constitutional amendment for a balanced budget overwhelmingly. Why can we not get it through this institution?

I believe the House will take this issue up in the next month or so, and I believe they will pass it. Some people have their doubts about that, but I still have confidence they will. And when they do, we will take another look at considering this issue if, in fact, it does not pass this afternoon. But this is an issue that will not go away.

In fact, if you look at the Constitution, the amendment that was added to the Constitution was actually pending for, I think, 200 years; the 27th amendment to the Constitution. It was language for years and years. Finally the State of Michigan ratified it and it became an amendment. People do not have to wait that long for this amendment, but we are going to pass this amendment, and if we do or we do not, I am going to work with the distinguished chairman of the Budget Committee. We are going to try and find a way to get a balanced budget agreement. But I believe that this additional requirement in the Constitution will guarantee that we will do that job.

Madam President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. I thank the majority leader for his leadership on this particular issue. He has been a leader on this issue ever since I have been working on it. I am glad to say, both in the House and in the Senate, I am proud of him.

Look, we have heard from the minority and the minority leader that the perfect balanced budget amendment would exempt all capital expenses, however defined; Social Security, however defined; military responses or buildup, however understood, crime control; times of economic downturn; national disaster or emergency; education programs. They went on and on and on, and forth and so on. Gee, what is left under this proposal, under the minority leader’s proposal? It is pretty apparent they don’t want a balanced budget amendment. They do not want a fiscal mechanism that will make it more difficult for them to increase taxes, to pay for more expensive programs or to increase the debt to pay for more expensive programs. What’s left? I just interest expenses? Well, that’s a perfect balanced budget amendment if you want it.

It was admitted today that if we had a “capital budget exemption,” we would have a “balanced budget” today. I guess that’s so. That’s perfect. If you want to keep spending and borrowing, that’s perfect. In other words, if you want to keep the status quo, that is the way to do it: just hide everything in a loophole, and then you can say you “balanced” the budget. No, we don’t need that. We don’t need a concealment of facts. We don’t need a real-world solution, one that will make a difference.

I have to say, I am doggone tired of the demagoguery on Social Security. You wonder where the other side against this amendment are the only ones who care about Social Security. Let me tell you something, I care about it. I watched what it did for my folks. I know exactly what it does, and I don’t want to ever see it hurt, and neither does anybody else who is voting for this amendment, and that is the vast majority of people in this body. You are doggone right we like Social Security, and we are tired of the demagoguery. Every time they are losing, they try to bring up a Social Security amendment to hide behind, because they don’t want to cast the right vote, and they know it, we know it, and, ladies and gentleman out there in the country, I am tired of it. It is not right for them to continually hide behind these phony issues. Can you imagine having Social Security cast aside outside of the balanced budget amendment and its protections, standing there all alone so that anything could be called Social Security? Once that game starts, forget Social Security.

These people who are arguing that are the foes of Social Security. If they really cared for Social Security, by gosh, they would be passing this balanced budget amendment and getting spending under control. It is about time to get rid of the demagoguery, and I am tired of it.

Let me quote today to hear in the closing remarks the minority leader come out here again and start using a distortion of the Congressional Research Service. I was asked outside, “Have you lost confidence in the Congressional Research Service?” by one of the leaders in the media. Of course we have not, because they made it clear that the interpretation was not as the minority leader has been saying. As a matter of fact, we stand there all alone so that anything could be called Social Security?

Once that game starts, forget Social Security. The CRS memorandum dated February 5 that my colleague was alluding to did not conclude in any way whatsoever that the balanced budget amendment would harm Social Security. All the CRS memorandum concluded was that assuming the Social Security surplus survived to the year 2019, the year Social Security would start running annual deficits, this previously accumulated surplus would be used to help pay for future deficits, but only if it is offset by revenues or budget cuts. Of course, we could also vote to suspend the balanced budget rule for a year if that was truly necessary. That is a considerably different position from what has been demagoged throughout this debate.

Despite what my friend asserted, under the balanced budget amendment, assets of the Federal Treasury could be drawn upon to ensure payments to beneficiaries when the system starts running annual deficits. Senators DOMENICI, MACK, and I also received a letter from the CRS several days. The nonpartisan Concord Coalition, founded by the late Paul Tsongas, a Democrat, and Warren Rudman, a Republican, has also addressed this issue. In a memorandum dated February 18, 1997, the coalition concluded that if the Senators’ position that if the balanced budget amendment does not exempt Social Security it will somehow nullify the trust fund surpluses and prevent payment of benefits to retired baby boomers is nonsense.

Let me quote this is what the Concord Coalition says:

The real issue here is, how are we going to fund the Social Security trust funds when the system becomes insolvent around the year 2019, 2029 for sure? The answer depends on the national debt. It is the size of the national debt that threatens the Social Security program, and, I might add, we are adding to that national debt one more unbalanced budget, and that is the one for fiscal year 1998. That is it. This is the President’s budget on top of these 28 other unbalanced budgets that we have been pointing out throughout this debate.

Only if we pass the balanced budget amendment will we preserve Social Security, and that is the truth in this debate, and I am tired of the demagoguery.

I just think about this national debt. Forty-six days ago, when the Judiciary Committee began the debate on the balanced budget amendment in the House, there is no doubt that clock ticking off thousands of dollars each second to illustrate the magnitude of our country’s growing debt. As we have debated Senate Joint Resolution 1 for the past 46 days, that clock has continued to run, and our national debt has increased in that period of time, that 46 days, $25 billion, while these folks are talking about “we just have to have the will to do it.” Tell me where the will is in the last 29 years, including next year’s budget. That is the balanced budget. It is unbalanced, by the way.

Madam President, I don’t know about other States, but in Utah, 25 billion
bucks is a lot of money. In fact, with that money, we could send every man, woman, and child in Utah to the University of Utah, pay their tuition, room, board, and books.

To give you the magnitude of that debt, let me give you an idea of how much money we are talking about. With $5.3 trillion, which is our national debt today, you could paper Washington, DC, with 100 dollar bills corner to corner with enough left over to give a block grant to every State of about $6.3 billion. You could also purchase every new automobile ever sold in the United States and still have enough left over to purchase every airline ticket ever sold for travel in the United States.

The U.S. Bureau of Printing and Engraving and U.S. Mint would need 37% years at its current rate of printing to print and coin enough money to equal $5 trillion.

Madam President, $5 trillion stacked in pennies would reach all the way to the planet Jupiter. Give me a break. Here is the President's budget right there, on top of the other 28 other unbalanced budgets.

Madam President, $5 trillion would consume all the wages and salaries earned by every American for 18 months.

Unfortunately, without the constitutional discipline offered by Senate Joint Resolution 1, the downward deficit spiral is likely to continue. The point is underscored by CBO's most recent report. In the year 2002, total Federal debt will exceed $6.8 trillion. Come on, it's time to wake up. I wonder what some people are thinking, I really do.

Well, I don't mean to demean the Senator from Vermont who has had to struggle to defeat the balanced budget amendment. I am saying to the President that this towering wall of irresponsibility is limiting our young people's future. I am convinced we cannot do it without putting a fiscal mechanism in to cause us to stand up and vote to do what is right. It is a wall of irresponsibility that is limiting our young people's future. We must do something about it now.

Mr. President, you fought against the balanced budget amendment. I have to say, this big wall here is going to cause us pain through the rest of our lives unless we pass a balanced budget amendment. I am saying to the President right now, and to our colleagues on the other side, let us tear down this wall of unbalanced budgets and let us do what is right. If we will, everybody will benefit from it.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and nays on final passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the joint resolution.

The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading and was read the third time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint resolution having been read the third time, the question is, Shall the joint resolution pass? The yeas and nays have been ordered. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called the roll.

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 66, nays 34, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 24 Leg.]

YEAS—66

Abraham
Allard
Ashcroft
Baucus
Bennett
Biden
Bond
Breaux
Brownback
Bryan
Burns
Campbell
Chafee
Cleland
Coltts
Cochran
Collins
Coverdell
Craig
D'Amato
DeWeine
Domenici
Enzi

NAYs—34

Akaka
Bingaman
Bumpers
Byrd
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd
Ford
Gingrich
Feingold
Nelson
Kerry
Kerry
Lautenberg
Moseley-Braun
Murkowski
Nickles
Robb
Roberts
Roth
Sessions
Smith, Bob
Smith, Gordon
Smith, John
Snowe
Speier
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
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Leahy
Levin
Lieberman
Mikulski
Moylan

Lieberman
Levin
Leahy
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ful to, the 11 courageous Democrats this much-needed measure is growing.

Senate missed approving the balanced all-time high. We have now had two Resolution 1 began this Congress with loaded on their backs. Senate Joint burden of debt that has already been protecting our children and grandchildren. They were the ones who lost in this defeat. I hope our younger voters will take notice of who was on their side and who was not, the next time they vote.

The sad reality is that the bridge to the 21st century is likely to be washed out in a flood of debt. I hope I am wrong and that we will now work to enact a real plan to get to a balanced budget. I hope that those who have killed the balanced budget amendment this time will actually work to balance the budget. But I must admit, I am not too hopeful that we will get to balance the budget. After decades of excuses, broken promises, and more deficits, we will balance the budget.

Mr. President, an effort such as the one we have been involved in over the past month requires the time, talent, and commitment of a large number of people. While I cannot name them all, I would like, at this time, to extend my gratitude to the Senators and staff who were so instrumental.

Let me first thank our majority leader for his pivotal role. Senators Craig, Thumond, and Domenci of course, have my admiration and thanks. I am also especially grateful to Senators Nickles, Duck, Grassley, Gramm, Snowe, Abraham, and Thomas. Last, but certainly not least, I would like to thank our new Republican colleagues: Senators Enzi, Hagel, Hutchison, Allard, Collins, Sessions, Brownback, and Roberts. The energetic support of the newest Members of the Senate bodes well for the future prospects of the balanced budget amendment.

Let me also thank Senator Leahy, the new ranking member on the Judiciary Committee and the minority floor manager during this debate, for his cooperation and courtesy.

Finally, I would like to single out some of the staff members who worked so long and hard on this matter: Damon Tobias with Senator Craig; Bill Hoagland, Austin Smythe, and Jim Capretta of Senator Domenci’s Budget Committee staff; Tom Geier with Senator Snowe; Bryan Reardon with Senator Abraham; Chris Baine with Senator Mack; Doug Badger and Hazer Marshall of Senator Nickles’s majority whip office; Kyle McSlarrow and Carl Parks with Senator Coverdell; Andy Vermilye with Senator Bryan; Russ Sullivan, Mike McGinn and Barbara Ramey with Senator Graham; and Rob Brazil with Senator Robb; and last but certainly not least, David Hoppe, Alison Carroll and Keith Hennessy in the majority leader’s office. Let me also thank Bruce Cohen and Ed Pagano of Senator Leahy’s Judiciary Committee staff.

Last, Mr. President, I would like to thank the very special people who have worked with me on this issue: Manus Cooney, Sharon Prost, Shawn Bentley, Larry Block, Paul Larkin, Steve Tepp, Paul Joklik, Troy Dow, Eric Sampson, Jennifer Carrico, Allison Vinson, and Irosha Ratnasakera. Many staffs have worked long and hard in the most dedicated fashion, I thank them all for their devotion to duty and to our country.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I want to thank the distinguished Democratic leader, Senator Daschle, for his leadership and commitment. He helped set the tone of the debate early on, when he articulated the standard that we should apply when considering a proposal to amend the Constitution.

I want to thank the distinguished Senator from West Virginia. We all owe a debt of gratitude to Senator Byrd. I said in my opening statement at our first Judiciary Committee hearing on January 17 that we would be privileged to have Senator Robert C. Byrd sharing with us during this debate to instruct all of us on these historic matters. Senator Byrd did not disappoint. Indeed, his challenge to the proponents to explicate their proposal and their failure to do so provided the fulcrum on which this debate has turned.

I want to commend those Members who had the courage to look back to the title of the proposal and help us focus on the voters and their concerns. In particular, I thank all those who came forward with such thoughtful amendments. Senators Kennedy, Feinstein, Feingold, Durbin, and Torricelli from the Judiciary Committee, and Senators Boxer, Wellstone, Reed, Bumpers, and Dorgan each offered amendments that raised important issues and added greatly to the debate.

I want to thank Senators Lautenberg, Sarbanes, Conrad, and Glenn for their contributions and their full participation in this historic debate. I commend those cosponsors of the resolution who nonetheless offered
amendments, spoke in favor of various amendments, or voted not to table the amendments that were offered. I hope that they will continue to think about the problems that have been raised with the proposed constitutional amendment.

I want to thank the organizations that have provided invaluable information and insights into this debate. In particular, I would like to thank Charles Loveless and Edwin S. Jayne, of the legislation department at AFSCME, who spearheaded the Coalition on Budget Integrity, and Robert Greenstein and Ellen Nissenbaum, of the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, who spearheaded the Center's research on this proposed constitutional amendment. I also thank Eugene Lehrmann for his important testimony on behalf of the American Association for Retired Persons. I commend the 150 organizations that made up the Coalition on Budget Priorities for the hard work of each of their representatives and all of their volunteers.

I also commend Professors Robert Eisner of Northwestern University, Robert M. Solow of MIT, and James Tobin of Yale University and the 1,000 economists from around the country who came forward with a joint statement to condemn the proposed constitutional amendment.

Finally, I thank the Senate staff for its dedication and professionalism during the debate on this proposed constitutional amendment: Larry Sein and Jonathan Adelson from Senator Daschle's staff; James English and Peter Kiefhaber from Senator Byrd's staff; Caroline Chambers and Jeremy Bates from Senator Dorgan's staff; Michael Meyers and Melody Barnes from Senator Kennedy's staff; Kevin Cronin from Senator Feinstein's staff; Sumner Slichter and Michael O'Leary from Senator Feingold's staff; Tom Faletti from Senator Durbin's staff; Eric Shufler from Senator Torricelli's staff; Jim Ryan from Senator Reid's staff; Bill Dauster and Jodi Grant from Senator Laутenberg's staff; and Julie Kehrli and Carlos Angulo from Senator Sarbanes' staff. From Senator Hatch's staff, I would like to thank Manus Cooney, Sharon Prost, Shawntay Bentley, Paul Larkin, Larry Block, Steve Tepp, and Troy Dow. I was assisted, in particular, by Ed Pagano and Michael Carrasco.

As so much that I do, my counsel Bruce Cohen was indispensable. This effort would not have been successful, however, without the attention and efforts of hundreds and thousands of concerned Americans who want to balance the budget while preserving the Constitution and the guarantees that it provides. Their calls and letters made the difference. This is their victory.

**MORNING BUSINESS**

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there now be a period for the transaction of morning business, with Senators permitted to speak therein for up to 5 minutes each. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

**THE VERY BAD DEBT BOXSCORE**

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, at the close of business Monday, March 3, the Federal debt stood at $5,358,956,534,107.64. Five years ago, March 3, 1992, the Federal debt stood at $3,830,561,000,000. Ten years ago, March 3, 1987, the Federal debt stood at $2,260,323,000,000. Fifteen years ago, March 3, 1982, the Federal debt stood at $1,051,000,000,000. Twenty-five years ago, March 3, 1972, the Federal debt stood at $424,645,000,000 which reflects a debt increase of nearly $5 trillion ($4,934,311,534,107.64) during the past 25 years.

**TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM G. DAUSTER**

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I rise today to pay tribute to a most valued staff member of the Senate Budget Committee. I want to thank the organizations and staff member of the Senate Budget Committee Chairmen Chiles or Sasser, or Ranking Minority Member Mathias. I am speaking of Mr. William G. Dauster, one of the Democratic Senator who ever had a question on the budget, an amendment to the budget resolution, or a budget point of order, simply as, "Bill."

You could see Bill Dauster on the Senate floor, late at night, at the side of Budget Committee Chairman Chiles or Sasser, or Ranking Minority Member Jim Exon. He was the best right hand and the finest counsel these Senators could seek.

As the longest serving member on the Budget Committee, I have known Bill since he first walked in the door almost 11 years ago after working in private practice as a litigator with the New York City law firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore. Bill Dauster served on the committee, first as chief counsel, from December 1986 to November 1994, and then rose to the position of Democratic staff director and chief counsel.

I saw Bill grow into one of the most respected and expert voices on the budget. His advice and guidance made him an invaluable resource to all Democratic Senators. I think he taught a few lessons to some of our colleagues on the other side of the aisle as well. But they respected him, too.

Bill Dauster took on more thankless tasks than any reasonable man could ask for, including some of the most arcane issues and twists and turns of budget process imaginable. And he did it with enunciation, consume patience, an abundance of affability, and a large dose of excellent humor. Bill doesn't take himself seriously. He takes the issues seriously.

Bill Dauster leaves behind a string of accomplishments of which few can boast, and of which many would envy. He has participated in Congress' reception of 11 Presidential budget submissions and 11 years of budget hearings.

He had a strong hand in drafting 8 budget resolutions, the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990, the 1987 revision of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, at least a few amendments to the balanced budget amendment, and amendments exposing the weaknesses of entitlement caps.

During that time, Bill also wrote 3 editions of a budget process law book, 3 budget law review articles, numerous speeches, and more than 20 op-ed pieces that have appeared in the Los Angeles Times, the Washington Monthly, Roll Call, the Hill and the Sunday Journal newspapers of suburban Washington, DC. He can be justifiably proud of all of them. Bill's keen wit, nimble mind, and ability to turn a phrase are as evident and legendary as his extensive library and e-mail list. The Budget Committee may have afforded Bill a wealth of opportunities, but this body is the richer for his service.

Bill's résumé, however, does not do justice to the enormous contributions he has made, not just to the budget process, but to our fellow citizens as well. He personifies a true servant, not only of this great institution, but of the people we serve.

Blessed with enormous intellectual skills, Bill has also exhibited great compassion for the less fortunate among us, especially America's children and the disabled. Bill has toiled tirelessly on their behalf. And his source of inspiration has always been his family—his wonderful wife Ellen Weintraub and their three children, Matthew, Natanya, and Emma—to whom Bill is devoted.

I certainly don't want to make this sound like a eulogy, since Bill will be just down the hallway from the Budget Committee. And I trust Senator Kennedy will still let us call or visit with Bill to benefit from his counsel. So this is not farewell, but merely thank you, Bill, for a challenge well met and a job well done.

**MEASURE PLACED ON THE CALENDAR**

The following measure was read the second time and placed on the calendar:

S.J. Res. 19. Joint resolution to disapprove the certification of the President under section 490(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 regarding foreign assistance for Mexico during fiscal year 1997.

**EXECUTIVE AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS**

The following communications were laid before the Senate, together with accompanying papers, reports, and documents, which were referred as indicated:
EC-1280. A communication from the Secretary of Defense, transmitting the report of a retirement; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1281. A communication from the Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness), transmitting, pursuant to law, a report relative to manpower; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1282. A communication from the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (International and Commercial Programs), transmitting, pursuant to law, the report on the Dual Use Technology Program; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1283. A communication from the Director of Defense Procurement, Under Secretary of Defense, transmitting, pursuant to law, a rule entitled “Earned Value Management System” received on March 3, 1997; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1284. A communication from the Director of the Defense Finance and Accounting Service, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report relative to Department of Defense Education Activity; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1285. A communication from the Director of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Administration and Management), transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled “Letters of Agreement Between the Department of Defense and the States” (RIN 0702-A131) received on February 27, 1997; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

EC-1286. A communication from the Deputy Associate Director for Compliance, Royalty Management Program, Minerals Management Service, Department of the Interior, transmitting, pursuant to law, notice of the intention to make refunds of offshore lease revenues where a refund or recoupment is appropriate; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC-1287. A communication from the Acting Director of the Office of Surface Mining (Reclamation and Enforcement), Department of the Interior, transmitting, pursuant to law, a rule entitled “Ohio Regulatory Program” (RIN 0451-AC38) received on February 27, 1997; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

EC-1288. A communication from the Deputy Administrator for Compliance, Royalty Management Program, Minerals Management Service, Department of the Interior, transmitting, pursuant to law, a rule entitled “Offshore Leasing Units, Shaded Platforms” (RIN 0451-AC06) received on February 27, 1997; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.


EC-1290. A communication from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board for calendar year 1996; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC-1291. A communication from the Acting Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration, Department of Transportation, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on national airspace system platforms; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC-1292. A communication from the Acting Director of the Office of Surface Mining (Reclamation and Enforcement), Department of the Interior, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report relative to the Central Utah Project; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

EC-1293. A communication from the Chairman of the Federal Maritime Commission, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report under the Freedom of Information Act for calendar year 1996; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

EC-1294. A communication from the Chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report under the Freedom of Information Act for calendar year 1996; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

EC-1295. A communication from the Chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report under the Freedom of Information Act for calendar year 1996; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

The following executive reports of committees were submitted:

EC-1300. A communication from the Committee on Armed Services.

The following Air National Guard of the United States officer for appointment in the grade indicated while assigned to a position of importance and responsibility under title 10, United States Code, section 12203:

To be brigadier general
Col. James A. Davis, 8721.
Col. Francis J. Quinnian, 3009.

To be major general

To be lieutenant general

To be general

To be colonel

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, for the Committee on Armed Services, I
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report favorably 11 nomination lists in the Air Force, Army, Marine Corps, and Navy which were printed in full in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORDS of January 7, 22, 30, February 5, 6, and 11, 1997, and ask unanimous consent, to save the expense of reprinting on the Executive Calendar, that these nominations lie at the Secretary's desk for the information of Senators.

In the Navy there is 1 promotion to the grade of captain (Bruce G. Lalonde) (Reference No. 50).

In the Navy there are 4 promotions to the grade of captain and below (list begins with Thomas J. Campbell) (Reference No. 62).

In the Navy there are 6 promotions to the grade of commander and below (list begins with Timothy F. Archer) (Reference No. 63).

In the Navy there are 5 promotions to the grade of commander and below (list begins with Donald L. Beem) (Reference No. 64).

In the Naval Reserve there is 1 appointment to the grade of captain (Larry L. Blakesley) (Reference No. 163).

In the Army Reserve there are 157 appointments to the grade of colonel (list begins with Thomas J. Campbell) (Reference No. 179).

In the Army Reserve there are 679 appointments to the grade of colonel (list begins with Steven R. Abt) (Reference No. 190).

In the Air Force Reserve there is 1 appointment to the grade of Lieutenant colonel (Walter J. James) (Reference No. 193).

In the Air Force Reserve there is 1 appointment to the grade of colonel (Alberto B. Zambrano) (Reference No. 198).

In the Air Force Reserve there are 200 appointments to the grade of colonel (list begins with Guy E. Achoson) (Reference No. 199).

In the Marine Corps there are 563 appointments to the grade of major and below (list begins with Neita A. Armstrong) (Reference No. 203).

Total — 1,634.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(The nominations ordered to lie on the Secretary’s desk were printed in the RECORD of January 7, 22, 30, February 5, 6, and 11, 1997, at the end of the Senate proceedings.)

The following executive reports of committees were submitted:

By Mr. HELMS, from the Committee on Foreign Relations:

1. Self, 79, 1095; Billis, 792; Max Cleland, 792; Paul Hay, 1095; Brian Moran, 829; 896; Frank Baker, 820; 1095; Max Cleland, 850; John Kerry, 850; 1096; John Bryon, 1096.

2. Self, 858; Billis, 858; Max Cleland, 858; Paul Hay, 1050; Brian Moran, 829; 896; Frank Baker, 820; 1095; Max Cleland, 850; John Kerry, 850; 1096; John Bryon, 1096.

3. Children and spouses: Michael and Susan Peterson, none; Paula and Ricky Blackburn, none; Douglas Neal Peterson (deceased).

4. Parents: Mary and Albert Peterson (deceased).

5. Grandparents: Minnie and John Underwood (deceased). Bertha and Gus Peterson (deceased).

6. Brothers and spouses: Albert (deceased) and Jean Peterson, no contact since 1999; Theodore and Donna Peterson, no contact since 1999; Clark and Louise Peterson, no contact since 1999.

7. Sisters and spouses: Minnie (deceased) and Chuck Newton, no contact since 1999; Mary (deceased) and Earl Brown, no contact since 1999; John and Wayne Semot, no contact since 1999.

(The above nominations were reported with the recommendation that they be confirmed, subject to the nominees’ commitment to respond to requests to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Senate.)

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, for the Committee on Foreign Relations, I also report favorably one nomination list in the Foreign Service which were printed in full in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD by the Attorney General for the appointment of an independent counsel to investigate allegations of illegal fundraising in the 1996 presidential election campaign; read the first time.

SUBMISSION OF CONCURRENT AND SENATE RESOLUTIONS

The following concurrent resolutions and Senate resolutions were read, and referred (or acted upon), as indicated:

By Ms. MIKULSKI (for herself, Mr. WYDEN, and Mrs. HUTCHISON):

S. Res. 60. A resolution to commend students who have participated in the William Randolph Hearst Foundation Senate Youth Program between 1962 and 1997; to the Committee on Labor and Human Resources.

By Mr. GLENN:

S. Res. 65. A resolution funding the Committee on Governmental Affairs for conducting a special investigation of Federal election campaign fundraising and expenditure practices, to the Committee on Rules and Administration.

STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

By Ms. MIKULSKI:

S. 390. A bill to amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide for Federal-State performance partnerships, to consolidate all nutrition programs under the Act in the Department of Health and Human Services, to extend authorizations of appropriations for programs under the Act through fiscal year 2000, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Labor and Human Resources.

THE OLDER AMERICANS ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1997

Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. President, I introduce the Older Americans Act amendments of 1997. The Older Americans Act expired in 1995 and we have
The Older Americans Act has been the major vehicle for organizing and delivering social services to the elderly since it was passed in 1965. It has supported a broad array of service programs through a network of 57 State agencies and 670 local area agencies on aging. As a result of this act, our seniors have benefited from millions of contacts and referrals for services. They have benefited from millions of rides and meals provided through the transportation and nutrition programs. They have benefited from the elder abuse program. And, they have benefited from the jobs program. These examples show how coordinated service programs help keep our seniors in their own homes and communities as viable members of society.

The bill I put forth today focuses on increasing flexibility to States, area agencies on aging, and providers. This flexibility will allow them to be innovative in designing and implementing programs and services for the elderly. It takes into account the distinct interest of all partners. It strives to balance the interest between all partners. It focuses on streamlining and enhancing effectiveness of programs for our seniors. It sets the stage for performance partnerships and innovative ways of providing services. It ensures that performance measures mandated under the Government Performance and Results Act [GPRA] are in place so that we can see the results of these programs. It retains the programs for native Americans.

These are some of the things this bill will do. But, it is time for us to take action. It is time for us to address the issues at hand. It is time for us to pass a bill ensuring that the needed services and programs are available to our seniors.

By Mr. DORGAN (for himself, Mr. CONRAD, Mr. JOHNSON, Mr. DASCHLE, Mr. BAUCUS, and Mr. BURNS).

S. 391 to provide for the disposition of certain funds appropriated to pay judgment in favor of the Mississippi Sioux Indians, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Indian Affairs.

The Mississippi Sioux Tribes Judgment Fund Distribution Act of 1997

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I introduce legislation which will equitably resolve a longstanding problem involving a judgment fund distribution to Sioux tribes in the Dakota and Montana. Specifically, the bill would distribute the accrued interest on funds awarded by the Indian Claims Commission in 1967 to the Mississippi Sioux Tribes. I am pleased to be joined by Senators CONRAD, JOHNSON, DASCHLE, BAUCUS, and BURNS in introducing this measure.

In 1972, Congress enacted legislation which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to distribute a $5,900,000 judgment award to the Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe of North Dakota, the Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of North and South Dakota, and the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Pierre Reservation in Montana. The remaining 25 percent was to be distributed to individuals who could trace their lineal ancestry to a member of the aboriginal Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux Tribe.

The three Sioux tribes received their respective shares of the judgment award by the mid-1970's. To date, though, the funds allocated to the lineal descendants have not been distributed. This has resulted in a situation in which the accrued interest on the undistributed principal of approximately $1.5 million has now grown to more than $13 million.

Today, if the 1,969 lineal descendants identified by the Department of the Interior receive their per capita payments, they will be paid more than 18 times what the 11,829 enrolled tribal members received in the 1970's.

In 1987, the three Sioux tribes filed suit in Federal court to challenge the constitutionality of the lineal descendant provisions of the 1972 act. This litigation is currently in its second appeal. In 1992, Congress enacted legislation which authorized the Attorney General to settle the case on any terms agreed to by the parties involved. I support this approach because I believe that it is long overdue that this matter be resolved. However, the Department of Justice has refused to proceed with any settlement negotiations and has taken the position that the 1992 law did not authorize the Department to settle the case on any terms other than those laid out in the original 1972 Act. While I view this interpretation as flying in the face of Congressional intent, the Department has been unwilling to change its position or actively seek a resolution of this matter outside of the courts.

The legislation I am introducing with my colleagues on behalf of the three Sioux tribes represents a reasonable settlement and a substantial compromise on behalf of the tribes. In the past, the tribes have sought to repeal the lineal descendency provisions of the 1972 Act altogether, and, in 1986, a bill was reported by the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs which would have achieved this goal. In contrast to the 1986 measure, the Mississippi Sioux Tribes Judgment Fund Distribution Act of 1997 would retain the undistributed principal for the lineal descendants, and distribute the accrued interest to the three Sioux tribes. The distributed funds would have to be deposited into a trust fund administered by the tribal governing body. There would be no per capita payments of these funds, which would have to be used by the tribes for economic development, resource development, or for other programs that collectively benefit tribal members, such as educational and social welfare programs. In addition, the legislation contains an audit requirement by the Secretary of the Interior to ensure that the funds are properly managed.

I believe that this legislation takes a fundamentally fair approach to resolving a matter which will otherwise remain mired in legal disputes for years. It keeps the commitment that the Federal Government made to provide compensation to lineal descendants while ensuring that most of the remaining undistributed funds go to the tribes. It was, after all, the tribes who were wronged and who should be compensated for their losses.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that my bill be printed in the RECORD. There being no objection, the bill was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

S. 391

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. This Act may be cited as the "Mississippi Sioux Tribes Judgment Fund Distribution Act of 1997." 

SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS. For purposes of this Act, the following definitions shall apply:

(1) COVERED INDIAN TRIBE. The term "covered Indian tribe" means an Indian tribe listed in section 4(a).

(2) SECRETARY. The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.

(3) TRIBAL GOVERNING BODY. The term "tribal governing body" means the duly elected governing body of a covered Indian tribe.

SEC. 3. DISTRIBUTION TO, AND USE OF CERTAIN FUNDS BY, THE SISSETON AND WAHPETON TRIBES OF SIOUX INDIANS. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, including Public Law 92-555 (25 U.S.C. 1300d et seq.), any funds made available by appropriations under chapter 1 of Public Law 90-352 (82 Stat. 239) to the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribes of Sioux Indians to pay a judgment in favor of the Tribes in Indian Claims Commission dockets numbers 142 and 359, including interest, after payment of attorney fees and other expenses, that, as of the date of enactment of this Act, have not been distributed, shall be distributed and used in accordance with this Act.

SEC. 4. DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS TO TRIBES. (a) IN GENERAL. Subject to section 5, as soon as practicable after the date that is 1 year after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall distribute an aggregate amount, equal to the funds described in section 3, reduced by $1,469,831.50, as follows:

(1) 28.9276 percent of such amount shall be distributed to the tribal governing body of the Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe of North Dakota.

(2) 13.7579 percent of such amount shall be distributed to the tribal governing body of the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribes of Sioux Indians.

(3) 57.3146 percent of such amount shall be distributed to the tribal governing body of the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribes of South Dakota.
the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Reservation in Montana, as designated under subsection (b).

(b) Tribal Governing Body of Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck Reservation.—For purposes of making distributions of funds pursuant to this Act, the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribal Council of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes shall act as the governing body of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Reservation.

SECTION 5. Establishment of Tribal Trust Funds.

(a) In General.—As a condition to receiving funds distributed under section 4, each tribal governing body referred to in section 4(a) shall establish a trust fund for the benefit of the covered Indian tribe under the jurisdiction of that tribal governing body, consisting of—

(1) amounts deposited into the trust fund; and

(2) any interest that accrues from investments made from amounts deposited into the trust fund.

(b) Trustee.—Each tribal governing body that establishes a trust fund under this section shall—

(1) serve as the trustee of the trust fund; and

(2) administer the trust fund in accordance with section 6.

SECTION 6. Use of Distributed Funds.

(a) Prohibition.—No funds distributed to a covered Indian tribe under section 4 may be used to make per capita payments to members of the covered Indian tribe.

(b) Purposes.—The funds distributed under section 4 may be used by a tribal governing body referred to in section 4(a) only for the purpose of making investments or expenditures that the tribal governing body determines to be reasonably related to—

(1) economic development that is beneficial to the covered Indian tribe;

(2) the development of resources of the covered Indian tribe; or

(3) the development of a program that is beneficial to members of the covered Indian tribe, including educational and social welfare programs.

(c) Audits.—

(1) In General.—The Secretary shall conduct an annual audit to determine whether each tribal governing body referred to in section 4(a) is managing the trust fund established by the tribal governing body under section 5 in accordance with the requirements of this section.

(2) Action by the Secretary.—

(A) In General.—If, on the basis of an audit conducted under paragraph (1), the Secretary determines that a covered Indian tribe is not managing the trust fund established by the tribal governing body under section 5 in accordance with the requirements of this section, the Secretary shall require the covered Indian tribe to take remedial action to achieve compliance.

(B) Independent Trustee.—If, after a reasonable period of time specified by the Secretary, a covered Indian tribe does not take remedial action under subparagraph (A), the Secretary, in consultation with the tribal governing body of the covered Indian tribe, shall appoint an independent trustee to manage the trust fund established by the tribal governing body under section 5.

SEC. 7. Effect of Payments to Covered Indian Tribes on Benefits.

(a) In General.—A payment made to a covered Indian tribe or an individual under this Act shall not—

(1) for purposes of determining the eligibility for, and the amount of, any program of a covered Indian tribe, household, or individual, be treated as income or resources; or

(2) otherwise result in the reduction or denial of any service or program to which, pursuant to Federal law (including the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 301 et seq.)), the covered Indian tribe, household, or individual would otherwise be entitled.

(b) Tax Treatment.—A payment made to a covered Indian tribe or individual under this Act shall not be subject to any Federal or State income tax.

SECTION 8. Distribution of Funds to Lineal Descendants.

Not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of this Act, of the funds described in section 3, the Secretary shall, in the manner prescribed in section 202(c) of Public Law 92-508 (25 U.S.C. 276) distribute an amount equal to $1,469,831.50 to the lineal descendants of the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribes of Sioux Indians.

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS

S. 182

At the request of Mr. Byrd, the name of the Senator from Alabama [Mr. Sessions] was added as a cosponsor of S. 182, a bill to make available for obligation such sums as are necessary to pay the Federal share of completion of construction of the Appalachian development highway system, and for other purposes.

S. 295

At the request of Mr. Jeffords, the names of the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Helms] and the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Faircloth] were added as cosponsors of S. 295, a bill to amend the National Labor Relations Act to allow labor management cooperative efforts that improve economic competitiveness in the United States to continue to thrive, and for other purposes.

S. 323

At the request of Mr. Shelby, the names of the Senator from Kansas [Mr. Roberts] and the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. Hollings] were added as cosponsors of S. 323, a bill to amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the official language of the Government of the United States.

S. 362

At the request of Mr. Leahy, the name of the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. Kohl] was added as a cosponsor of S. 362, a bill to deter and punish serious gang and violent crime, promote accountability in the juvenile justice system, prevent juvenile and youth crime, and for other purposes.

S. 368

At the request of Mr. Bond, the names of the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. Byrd] and the Senator from Alabama [Mr. Shelby] were added as cosponsors of S. 368, a bill to prohibit the use of Federal funds for human cloning research.

S. 381

At the request of Mr. Rockefeller, the name of the Senator from California [Mrs. Boxer] was added as a cosponsor of S. 381, a bill to establish a demonstration project to study and provide coverage of routine patient care costs for Medicare beneficiaries with cancer who are enrolled in an approved clinical trial program.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 18

At the request of Mr. Hollings, the name of the Senator from Iowa [Mr. Harkin] was added as a cosponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 18, a joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relating to contributions and expenditures intended to affect elections.

SENATE RESOLUTION 19

At the request of Mr. Moynihan, the names of the Senator from New York [Mr. D’Amato], the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Kerry], the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. Kohl], the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. Lieberman], the Senator from Iowa [Mr. Harkin], the Senator from Indiana [Mr. Lugar], the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Levin], the Senator from Florida [Mr. Mack], the Senator from Oregon [Mr. Wyden], the Senator from Indiana [Mr. Coats], the Senator from Hawaii [Mr. Inouye], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. McCain], and the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. Boxer] were added as cosponsors of Senate Resolution 19, a resolution expressing the sense of the Senate regarding United States opposition to the prison sentence of Tibetan ethnomusicologist Ngawang Choephel by the Government of the People’s Republic of China.

SENATE RESOLUTION 57

At the request of Mr. Dorgan, the name of the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Coverdell] was added as a cosponsor of Senate Resolution 57, a resolution to support the commemoration of the bicentennial of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.

SENATE RESOLUTION 60—RELATIVE TO THE WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST FOUNDATION SENATE YOUTH PROGRAM

Ms. Collins (for herself, Mr. Wyden, and Mrs. Hutchison of Texas) submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary:

S. RES. 60

Whereas the continued success of our Nation’s constitutional democracy is dependent upon our Nation’s youth striving toward higher goals;

Whereas a student’s intelligence, determination, perseverance and continued interest in the workings of our Nation’s political processes must be nurtured and encouraged; and whereas the pursuit of higher education, participation and interest in the political processes, remain priorities of young citizens around our Nation; and

Whereas the United States Government, the William Randolph Hearst Foundation Senate Youth Program have provided high school juniors and seniors who are leaders in education and student government, as well as in their communities, with the opportunity to travel to their Nation’s capital and witness the political process, supported solely by private funds with no expense to the Federal Government since the program’s inception in 1962; Now, therefore, be it
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Resolved, That the Senate hereby congratulate, honor, and pay tribute to the 3,600 exemplary students who have been selected, on their merit, to participate in the William Randolph Hearst Foundation Senate Youth Program between 1962 and 1997.

Ms. COLLINS. Mr. President, along with Senator Hutchison and Senator Wyden, I am pleased to submit this resolution to commemorate the 35th anniversary of the William Randolph Hearst Foundation Senate Youth Program. As the first graduate of the program to become a U.S. Senator, I can honestly say that the week I spent in Washington in 1971, as one of two delegates from Maine, profoundly influenced my life and career.

Even though my family has a long and proud tradition of public service—my great grandfather, my grandfather, and my father all served in the State legislature, and both of my parents served as mayor of Caribou, ME—it was a week I spent in Washington with the Senate Youth Program that caused me to seriously consider a career in the public sector.

For the past 35 years, the Senate Youth Program has selected two of the brightest and most active students in each of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and the Department of Defense schools abroad to spend a week learning about our Nation's government first-hand. Over the years, 3,600 such students have participated in the program and gone on to serve our Nation in various capacities, including public service.

Monday morning, I had the pleasure of addressing this year's delegates and was impressed with their enthusiasm, knowledge, and the high caliber of the questions they posed. I was delighted to see how the program has maintained—perhaps even surpassed—the high standards for which it is so well known.

The continued generosity of the William Randolph Hearst Foundation enables students to come to the District of Columbia and see a side of government that few Americans see in their lifetime. Each year the delegates meet with top members of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches.

I remember how fascinated I was as a delegate to listen to Senators Byrd and Thurmond speak to us about the history of the Senate and the issues of the day.

But the highlight of my week was the time I spent talking with my home State Senator, Margaret Chase Smith. I went to Senator Smith's office hoping to shake her hand; instead, she took me into her private office and spent 2 hours talking with me about the importance of public service and the difference one person can make. When I left her office, I remember feeling so proud that she was my Senator and that I could do anything I set my mind to.

So, today it is my pleasure to sponsor this resolution paying tribute to the 3,600 delegates who have participated in the Senate Youth Program over the past 35 years, some of whom we may see here in the Congress, the Supreme Court, or even the White House in years to come. I urge my colleagues to join me in supporting this measure.

SENEATE RESOLUTION 61—RELATIVE TO FUNDING FOR THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS.

Mr. GLENN submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration:

S. RES. 61

Resolved,

SECTION 1. SCOPE OF HEARINGS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Committee on Governmental Affairs (hereafter referred to as the "Committee") shall conduct a Special Investigation into illegal or improper fundraising and spending practices in the 1996 Federal election campaigns, including the following:

1. Foreign contributions and the effect of those contributions on the United States political system.
2. Conflicts of interest involving Federal office holders and employees, and the misuse of Government resources.
3. Failure by Federal employees to maintain and observe legal limitations relating to fundraising and official business.
4. The independence of the Presidential campaigns from political parties and the candidates.
5. The misuse of charitable and tax exempt organizations in connection with political or fundraising activities.
6. Amounts given to or spent by a political party for the purpose of influencing Federal elections generally that are not subject to the limitations or reporting requirements of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 431 et seq.) commonly referred to as "soft money," and the effect of soft money on the United States political system.
7. Promises or grants of special access in return for contributions for political or campaign purposes.
8. The effect of independent expenditures (whether by corporations, labor unions, or otherwise) upon the current Federal campaign finance system, and the question as to whether such expenditures are truly independent.
9. Contributions to and expenditures by entities for the benefit or in the interest of Federal officers.
10. Practices described in paragraphs (1) through (9) that occurred in previous Federal election campaigns that those practices are similar or analogous.

(b) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—Nothing in this resolution shall be construed to limit the authority of the Committee on Governmental Affairs under the Senate Rules or section 13(d) of S. Res. 54, adopted February 13, 1997.

SEC. 2. INVESTIGATIONS PROCEDURES.

(a) ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES.—The procedures under this section shall apply to the Special Investigation in addition to the procedures under the Senate and Committee Rules.

(b) IN GENERAL.—The Committee shall ensure that the majority and minority—

1. have contemporaneous access to all documentary evidence received by the Committee and the right to be given adequate advance notice of, to be present at, and to participate equally in all depositions and investigatory interviews;
2. have equal opportunity to obtain and present relevant testimonial and documentary evidence on the subjects of the Committee's inquiry; and
3. are treated equally and without discrimination in the discharge of the Committee's administrative responsibilities, including—
   (A) equal and contemporaneous access to computer hardware and software, communications equipment and services, and other office equipment, including nonstandard items;
   (B) equal and contemporaneous consideration and approval of any arrangements made in connection with official committee business; and
   (C) the assignment of office space of equal quality.

(d) DETAIL. —The Committee shall ensure that any detail engaged in activities for the investigation is jointly directed and shared by the majority and minority, unless the Committee agreed to reimburse the full cost of such detail to the detail's employer, and the employer has approved the arrangement.

(g) INVESTIGATIVE TOPICS AND HEARINGS.—

1. PRIORITIES.—Priority of investigative topics and hearings shall be established based upon relevance and the need for reform of current campaign finance laws, with illustrations taken, wherever possible, from practices of both major political parties.
2. TASK FORCES.—The Chairman and Ranking Member shall establish joint investigative task forces to plan and structure such hearings, including the selection of witnesses, so as to present a comprehensive explanation and illustration of current fundraising and expenditure practices by the two major political parties and their candidates for Federal offices, including practices alleged to be illegal, improper, or otherwise designed to evade Federal regulation.

SEC. 3. REPORTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided under subsection (b), the Committee shall make a final report to the Senate of the results of the investigation it conducts pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and any recommendations, at the earliest practicable date, but not later than December 31, 1997. Either subsequent to or prior to the final Committee report, the Chairman and the Ranking Member of the Committee shall introduce a concurrent resolution for the Special Investigation (which shall be placed on the calendar on the date of introduction) or the Committee may report to the Senate a continued funding resolution. The Majority Leader may turn to such resolution at any time after 10 calendar days that the resolution is placed on the calendar.

(b) EXTENSION.—On or before December 31, 1997, the Committee may extend the investigation by and final report of the Committee. An extension under this subsection may be made only by an unanimous vote of the Committee.

SEC. 4. EXPENSES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The expenses for the Special Investigation shall not exceed $1,800,000 for the investigation, which shall be made available for the purpose and all other expenses of the Special Investigation, from the contingent fund of the Senate out of the Account for Expenses for Inquiries and Investigations.

(b) LIMITATION ON SOURCE OF FUNDING.—No funds may be expended on the Special Investigation described under section 1, except funds made available under this resolution or a continued funding resolution described under section 3.
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SEC. 5. CONSIDERATION OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM LEGISLATION.

Not later than May 1, 1997, the Senate shall proceed to consideration of S. 25 which shall remain the pending order of business until final disposition.

Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I rise to submit a Senate resolution funding the Committee on Governmental Affairs for a special investigation of Federal election campaign fundraising and expenditure practices.

Mr. President, this resolution is in response to the growing need for a fair, bipartisan investigation of the distorting pattern of campaign fundraising at both the Presidential and congressional level in recent elections, as well as the need for campaign finance reform.

The resolution incorporates the investigatory scope agreed upon by a vote of the Governmental Affairs Committee at its meeting on January 30, 1997. It also incorporates procedures to help ensure that the investigation will be bipartisan. This is critical to the success of the investigation, if success is defined in terms of forward movement of reform of our campaign fundraising and expenditure practices.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs be authorized to meet on Tuesday, March 4, 1997, to conduct an oversight hearing on the SEC and FASB derivatives accounting rules and their impact on competitiveness and investor information.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

SEC. 6. CONSIDERATION OF FISCAL YEAR 1998 APPROPRIATIONS.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

CONSIDERATION OF FISCAL YEAR 1998 APPROPRIATIONS:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

THE DEATH OF ALBERT SHANKER

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, the untimely death of Mr. Albert Shanker is marked by great sadness for this Nation and for me personally. He lost his 3-year struggle with cancer Saturday evening on February 22, 1997. Since 1974, Mr. Shanker served as the president of the American Federation of Teachers. Prior to that post, he was president of New York City’s United Federation of Teachers, transforming it into one of the Nation’s great unions. He was the first
Mr. President, I served in the Peace Corps in the Dominican Republic, a developing country. For families living under the conditions that exist in many developing nations, family planning is critical. Without it, mothers have great difficulty spacing their children or limiting the number of children they bear. As a result, they suffer the tremendous physical stress of repeated childbirth, often without the aid of physicians, and sometimes die from the great burden they have placed on their bodies.

But mothers are not the only ones who suffer in these cases. Their children suffer too. When women have children too close together, the length of time they can nurse each child is cut short. Mothers' milk is the most nourishing food for children during their early years, providing essential nutrients that are often hard to find elsewhere in the food supply available to families in developing nations. Furthermore, in such families find themselves competing for food with many other siblings, instead of only the few siblings they might have if their mothers had access to family planning. As a result, they suffer from higher incidences of malnutrition.

And family planning programs have the added benefit of slowing the spread of AIDS by increasing access to appropriate contraceptives.

Mr. President, the agreement between Congress and the President last year was that fiscal year 1997 international family planning funding could be released by March 1, 1997, if the administration certified that a delay in the release of funds until July 1, 1997 would harm overseas family planning programs and their beneficiaries. Indeed, the administration has issued such findings and documented its case well. Its findings show that a delay in funding would result in serious shortfalls of at least 50 million condoms, 500,000 IUD's, and 4.8 million cycles of birth control pills. Additionally, the delay would result in the closure of 17 of 95 overseas programs and higher numbers of maternal and infant deaths.

Some, Mr. President, have attempted to circumvent last year's agreement by allowing women to space their births, preventing them from obtaining the help they need. Let me explain: Family planning enables women to space their births, preserving their health and improving the odds that their children will be born healthy. Delaying the release of family planning funding results in less healthy mothers and children and increased rates of maternal and infant mortality.

Mr. President, I am pleased that the President signed AID. I send my regrets and my sympathy to his wife Edith and his children Adam, Jennie, Michael, and Carl.

RELEASE OF FUNDING FOR INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING AID
- Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I wish to speak briefly today about the President's request. The release of fiscal year 1997 international family planning funding by March 1, 1997, on which the Senate recently deliberated. I am pleased that the President signed House Joint Resolution 36 on February 28, 1997, and that funding for family planning is now available to those overseas who so desperately need such services.

I supported the President's resolution because I believe we must try to limit overpopulation. The world's population increases by 100 million each year. Overpopulation threatens to exert tremendous social, ecological, medical, and economic hardship on much of the world. Family planning is one of the most effective ways to combat overpopulation and its detrimental results. I also supported the President's resolution because family planning is one of the best weapons we have to save the lives of women and their children in developing countries. The longer we delay the funding for family planning, the harder it is to save those lives.

Let me explain: Family planning enables women to space their births, preserving their health and improving the odds that their children will be born healthy. Delaying the release of family planning funding results in less healthy mothers and children and increased rates of maternal and infant mortality.

Mr. President, I am pleased that the President signed AID. I send my regrets and my sympathy to his wife Edith and his children Adam, Jennie, Michael, and Carl.

Mr. President, I am pleased that the President signed AID. I send my regrets and my sympathy to his wife Edith and his children Adam, Jennie, Michael, and Carl.

RELEASE OF FUNDING FOR INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING AID
- Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I wish to speak briefly today about the President's request. The release of fiscal year 1997 international family planning funding by March 1, 1997, on which the Senate recently deliberated. I am pleased that the President signed House Joint Resolution 36 on February 28, 1997, and that funding for family planning is now available to those overseas who so desperately need such services.

I supported the President's resolution because I believe we must try to limit overpopulation. The world's population increases by 100 million each year. Overpopulation threatens to exert tremendous social, ecological, medical, and economic hardship on much of the world. Family planning is one of the most effective ways to combat overpopulation and its detrimental results. I also supported the President's resolution because family planning is one of the best weapons we have to save the lives of women and their children in developing countries. The longer we delay the funding for family planning, the harder it is to save those lives.

Let me explain: Family planning enables women to space their births, preserving their health and improving the odds that their children will be born healthy. Delaying the release of family planning funding results in less healthy mothers and children and increased rates of maternal and infant mortality.

Mr. President, I am pleased that the President signed AID. I send my regrets and my sympathy to his wife Edith and his children Adam, Jennie, Michael, and Carl.
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Mr. KERNEY. Mr. President, I rise to express my concern over bills introduced last Thursday, February 27, 1997 by the Senators from Vermont and Montana. These bills, the Encrypted Communications Privacy Act of 1997 and the Promotion of Commerce Online in the Digital Era Act of 1997, deal with the issue of encryption and the export of encryption products. I am concerned over our Nation’s policy regarding encryption, but I believe rash action on this issue at this time by Congress would be a mistake. I agree with both Senator BURNS and LEAHY that digital communications, the internet, and the global information infrastructure are already revolutionizing the way we live and work. I also believe there is a need to ensure the security of private, commercial, and Government messages and information sent over global communication links and stored in computer databases. The information revolution is understood. Encryption technology is progressing at exponential rates. Nevertheless, Mr. President, our Nation still has needs that must be addressed. The same digital information, communication links, and computer memory that allows for great advances in personal convenience and entertainment, in commercial productivity and competitiveness, and in Government services and efficiencies can also be abused by individuals with other designs and intentions. Our society has entrusted its elected leaders and public servants to protect its citizens from such activities. Therefore, I think it is imperative that we study thoroughly how this proposed legislation will affect our Government’s ability to fulfill its responsibilities. The National security and the ability to effectively enforce our extraterritorial laws is at stake.

The executive branch is the part of our Government responsible for implementing and enforcing the laws of this Nation. For many years the administration has been involved in a dialogue with industry leaders in an attempt to promote the use of encryption and expand exports while also protecting the legitimate needs of our Government to gain access with properly executed search warrants to communications. This is not done for nefarious intentions, as some have claimed. The negotiations took place between our Government and our industry with fulfilling its responsibility to protect the lives and livelihood of all its citizens.

But our concern for access to encrypted data extends beyond our Nation. Our Nation faces an international problem from nations, groups, and individuals overseas. The United States’ ability to counter and thwart these threats will likely be hampered if encryption products are allowed to be exported worldwide with unlimited strength or without key recovery provisions.

Mr. President, the administration has also been negotiating with other OECD nations regarding encryption policy. We are not the only nation which realizes the benefits and possible abuses of encryption products. Other nations are also considering how to ensure that their government needs and responsibilities are addressed in their encryption export and import policies. I do not believe our relations with other nations will be hindered if the administration’s negotiations are undertaken and potentially damaging congressional action. Further, the interests of our Nation’s technology industry will not be advanced if other nations shut their borders to American encryption products.

Today, many established software and hardware firms are successfully marketing encryption products with key recovery features here and abroad. The President has put forward a plan which in good faith attempts to balance our Nation’s interests in commerce, security, and law enforcement. While other firms say the administration policy is untenable, these American companies are successfully selling advanced encryption products worldwide which meet both the needs of private commerce and industry, and the requirements of our Government. This suggests to me that the administration’s policy not only can work, it is working. I believe Congress should let the administration’s negotiations and policies on encryption go forward, to succeed or fail on their own merits. Mr. President, caution and careful study are in order.

TRIBUTE TO THE NEW HAMPSHIRE PEARL HARBOR SURVIVORS ASSOCIATION ON THEIR 25TH ANNIVERSARY

Mr. SMITH of New Hampshire. Mr. President, I rise today to pay tribute to the New Hampshire Pearl Harbor Survivors Association. Those brave men stood tall in perhaps one of the most tragic and significant pages of our history. Against overwhelming odds, these great Americans fought to defend the United States. Their heroic actions were an inspiration to the people of the...
United States and help propel our Nation to victory in World War II.

Mr. President, I wish to honor the New Hampshire Pearl Harbor Survivors on the occasion of their 25th anniversary. They are our American heroes and we applaud them for defending our country. I also wish to commend these brave men for touring New Hampshire schools and talking to our young Americans in an effort to keep Pearl Harbor memories and history alive. Those who fought in the war and were victims of the Pearl Harbor attack deserve a special place in our history books.

My father was a Navy pilot who died in a war-related incident during World War II. I have a special place in my heart for these courageous men.

When United States Army and Navy commanders in the Pacific area had received a final war warning on the 27th of November 1941, Hawaii was not mentioned and American authorities thought that the Philippines or Malaysia would be the possible target. Any potential attack on Pearl Harbor was therefore interpreted as a form of sabotage and no effective security patrol was established. Antiaircraft batteries around the harbor consequently had no ready ammunition and USAAF aircraft on the ground were easy targets as they were unarmored and grouped together on airfields for easier protection against the fast-moving developments had been shock. Japanese capabilities had been underestimated and information about the fast-moving developments had been relayed too slow to the commanders in Hawaii.

Pearl Harbor is a very poignant chapter in our history. We must seek to remember the grave sacrifice so many Americans made. As a veteran, I am very proud to honor the outstanding patriotism of the New Hampshire Pearl Harbor Survivors on their 25th anniversary.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, I am honored to join again with nearly 1 million Lithuanian Americans in commemorating the 75th anniversary of the proclamation of an independent Lithuania, especially at a time when the Lithuanian people are rebuilding their devastated land.

After more than seven centuries of struggle, the Lithuanians have finally succeeded in reestablishing an independent republic. While their hope was realized in this century, their freedom was abruptly revoked in 1940, after 22 years of democratic governance.

Throughout this long and difficult period, the people of Lithuania and the other Baltic nations never wavered from their beliefs in democratic values and their desires for liberty and freedom. In keeping with such a strong commitment, their independence after so many years is not only something to be celebrated, it is an incentive for us all to recommit ourselves to the democratic principles commemorated by this anniversary.

Since 1990, when Lithuania rejoined the international community of democratic nations, Lithuanians have recognized the importance of meaningful political and economic reforms. Most significantly, Lithuania recently experienced another peaceful transfer of civilian rule, demonstrating the increasing stability of its democracy.

Lithuania’s commitment to continue along the path of economic reforms also promises greater prosperity in the years to come. A number of indicators suggest the possibility of a brighter future for the Lithuanian economy, despite the difficult period of transition that has resulted from the collapse of the Soviet Union. Gross domestic product is expected to rise this year, and continue to do so the next. Inflation is expected to decline. Industrial production is also expected to rise.

In addition, Lithuania has reached out to its neighbors, both those in the Baltic region and those further to the west. The Baltic Economic Cooperation Agreement and Lithuania’s decision to join the Council of Europe are examples of this young democracy’s determination to remain economically and politically engaged with the rest of the world.

At this time of year, our thoughts also turn to those Lithuanians who suffered under the brutality of the Nazi and Soviet occupations. Many risked and lost their lives for the rights and freedoms that Lithuanians today are privileged to enjoy. Their steadfast determination and courage eventually prevailed, providing hope for all people who dream someday to be free.

The writer Vincent Boris has observed that Lithuanian “statehood was the flowering of a century’s demand for nationhood.” Indeed, the Lithuanian people have drawn their strength from a very real sense that nationhood can never be oppressed. That sense of nationhood has been most evident here in the United States, where we have witnessed the unyielding dedication of Lithuanian Americans to the freedom of their native land. Their perseverance encouraged many of us to stand in this body over the last several decades and proclaim our support for a Lithuanian republic.

We in Maryland, and our Nation, are particularly fortunate to have such an active Lithuanian-American community. Its longstanding traditions of self-help and voluntarism and its dedication to the democratic ideals that have prevailed in Lithuania have truly enriched the history of this country. In areas ranging from business, to academia, to the arts, Lithuanian-Americans consistently make significant contributions across the Nation.

Mr. President, recently, Lithuanians gathered in their capital, Vilnius, to commemorate this anniversary. I am proud that we in the United States have continued to stand with them on this occasion, both in years when there was much to celebrate and in years when there were only memories and dreams of a better future. It is my sincere hope that we can celebrate this anniversary with the same optimism that we do this year for many years to come.

WHAT AL SHANKER TAUGHT US

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I rise today in recognition of a great man and a very good friend, Al Shanker. His contributions to education and society at large are too great to enumerate so I respectfully ask that E.D. Hirsch, J.r.’s column from the Washington Post be printed in the Record.

The column follows:

WHAT AL SHANKER TAUGHT US

In the course of the past two decades, Al Shanker made himself an important figure in American education. In the wake of his untimely death on Feb. 22, the movement toward rigorous academic standards in public schools has continued to proceed. But his death leaves a void, and the standards movement will have less force and focus than it had before.

No other high official in education spoke home truths so consistently, or with more clarity, or to greater effect. No one contributed more to the change in attitude among teachers and the general public toward universal high academic standards. If a single person could be said to be responsible for the commitment the President to call, in his State of the Union address, for national educational standards in the public school—a proposal that would have been unthinkable a few years back—it would be Al Shanker.

We teachers, like the rest of humankind, are creatures of habit and tradition who follow the ideas we were taught. Our leaders are inclined to preserve their popularity by telling us what we are comforted to hear. Al Shanker was different. His loyalty was to the teaching of public education as a whole. Only a rare and great leader risks the disfavor of his followers and brings them to a new understanding of uncomfortable new realities.

Long before his colleagues, Shanker had the insight to perceive and the courage to...
acknowledge some harsh truths about our public schools. He led teachers to recognize that public support for public education could no longer be taken for granted, that schools would need to set much higher standards of achievement for all and that students would need to face serious consequences for not attaining them—a stern message that went against the dominant sentiments of students, teachers and parents alike.

Still, teachers adored him. They knew that he spoke with conviction and good will. They respected and loved him for being so brave and honest, so much himself. "Let Al be Al!" was the resigned decision of his union's executive committee after he had written some particularly forthright and discomforting numbers of "Where We Stand"—the weekly essay through which he promulgated his ideas. Sometimes the "We" was an editorial "We", in later years maybe a royal "We."

Among the educational leaders I have known, Shanker was the most intellectually brilliant and tough-minded. He had talent for clarity and trenchancy. But those gifts would have counted for little had they not been joined to high patriotism, a sense of responsibility, unflinching honesty, imagination and courage. His brains alone would have made him an accomplished CEO of a big organization that represented hundreds of thousands of teachers. But his courage, honesty, and imagination make him prophetic. If we are lucky enough to follow in the direction he set, history will view him as a pivotal figure in American educational renewal.

BUDGET SCOREKEEPING REPORT

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I hereby submit to the Senate the budget scorekeeping report prepared by the Congressional Budget Office under section 308(b) and in aid of section 311 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, as amended. This report meets the requirements for Senate scorekeeping of section 5 of Senate Concurrent Resolution 32, the first concurrent resolution on the budget for 1986.

This report shows the effects of congressional action on the budget through February 28, 1997. The estimates of budget authority, outlays, and revenues, which are consistent with the technical and economic assumptions of the 1997 concurrent resolution on the budget House concurrent resolution 178, show that current level spending is above the budget resolution by $16.9 billion in budget authority and by $12.6 billion in outlays. Current level is $20.5 billion above the revenue floor over the 5 years 1997-2001. The current estimate of the deficit for purposes of calculating the maximum deficit amount is $219.6 billion, $7.6 billion below the maximum deficit amount for 1997 of $227.3 billion.

Since my last report, dated January 21, 1997, the Congress has cleared, and the President has signed, the Airport and Airway Trust Fund Reinstatement Act of 1997, Public Law 105-2. This action changed the current level of revenues.

The report follows:
The assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

A joint resolution (S.J. Res. 19) to disapprove the certification of the President under section 490(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 concerning foreign assistance for Mexico during fiscal year 1997.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I object to further proceedings on this joint resolution at this time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint resolution will be placed directly on the calendar.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, March 5, the majority leader may turn to the consideration of Senate Joint Resolution 5, the waiver resolution with respect to the Barshefsky nomination. I further ask that there be one amendment in order to the resolution, to be offered by Senator Hollings, regarding trade agreement negotiations which shall be considered under a 3-hour time limit equally divided between the chairman and the ranking member of the Finance Committee for debate on the resolution, and, upon the disposition of the Hollings’ amendment and the expiration or yielding back of any debate time, the resolution be read a third time and the Senate proceed to vote on passage of Senate Joint Resolution 5, as amended, if amended, without any intervening action or debate.

I further ask consent that upon the disposition of Senate Joint Resolution 5, if it passes, the Senate proceed to executive session to consider the nomination of Charlene Barshefsky to be the U.S. Trade Representative, the Senate proceed to a vote on the confirmation of the nomination, and, following that vote, the President be immediately notified of the Senate’s action, and the Senate then return to legislative session.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

MEASURE READ THE FIRST TIME—SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 22

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I send a joint resolution to the desk and ask for its first reading.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

A joint resolution (S.J. Res. 22) to express the sense of the Congress concerning the application by the Attorney General for the appointment of an independent counsel to investigate allegations of the illegal fundraising in the 1996 Presidential election campaign.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask for the second reading of the resolution, and I object to my own request at this time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The objection is heard.

ORDERS FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1997

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business today, it stand in adjournment until the hour of 12 noon on Wednesday, March 5. I ask unanimous consent that on Wednesday, March 5, immediately following the President’s prayer, the routine requests through the morning hour be granted and that there be a period of morning business until the hour of 1 p.m. with Senators to speak for up to 5 minutes each, except for the following: Senator Brownback for 30 minutes and Senator Gramm of Florida for 15 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

PROGRAM

Mr. LOTT. For the information of all Senators, following morning business tomorrow, the Senate will consider Senate Joint Resolution 5, which is the waiver resolution of the Barshesky nomination. Under the order, there will be 3 hours of debate on one amendment and 1 hour of debate on the resolution. Following the disposition of the amendment and the resolution, the Senate will proceed to a vote on the Barshesky nomination. Senators can therefore expect several rollcall votes, probably at least two or three, tomorrow, in Wednesday’s session. I thank my colleagues for their cooperation as we have worked for a couple of weeks to get this agreement.

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT

Mr. LOTT. If there is no further business to come before the Senate, I now ask unanimous consent that the Senate stand in adjournment following the introduction of legislation by Senator Glenn and remarks by Senator Santorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SANTORUM addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized.

Mr. SANTORUM. I thank the Chair.

PUBLIC FAITH IN GOVERNMENT

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I rise to make a couple of comments about the action that just took place here on the Senate floor with respect to the balanced budget amendment and to express, obviously, my disappointment as someone who supported the balanced budget amendment, my disappointment that we did not succeed in passing what I believe is a vitally important measure for this country’s future. We will have another day where we will be back here and try again, whether it is this year or next year or in the next session of Congress, to fight that fight again. In a sense, the battle is not lost; it only continues.

I am a little more concerned about another battle which I fear has at least as lasting consequences as not passing this constitutional amendment, and that is something that is important to all of us here and to all Americans. As important as our Constitution is the public faith in our institutions, our governmental institutions and the people who serve in them.

One of the real concerns I have—in fact, I have been traveling around my State of Pennsylvania talking at a lot of high schools and expressing there my concerns that a lot of young people choose not to vote. In fact, in the last election, of 18 to 24-year-olds, I believe only a third even bothered to turn out to vote. That is a low since 18-year-olds were given a right to vote. Not only that, but the last election was the low point in turnout for the general electorate. I think it was under 50 percent in the last Presidential election.

A lot of people have postulated as to why we are going on with this American public, that we are not going to get either disinterested or cynical about the electoral process and our Government in general. I think, unfortunately, what has happened in this debate over the last 2 weeks has added to that cynicism. It has added to that sense that many Americans feel toward their institutions and toward the people who serve in those institutions.

I speak, of course, about the people who campaigned promising the electors of their State that they would vote a certain way on what many people consider the most important issue we will vote on here in this Congress. It is a seminal issue. It sort of divides you between the politics of the old and the politics of the new. As you know, you had at least 12 Members in this most recent election who campaigned, and campaigned vigorously, stating that they were going to support the balanced budget amendment to the Constitution in the same form they had supported it in the House of Representatives. And yet not more than 3 or 4 months after their election, they have changed their minds.

Yes, the Constitution is important. Yes, amending the Constitution, in my opinion, is important. But public confidence in us is as important, for if the public does not see us as legitimate, if the public does not see its institutions and the people who run them as trustworthy, then the Constitution is not nearly as strong a document—in fact, some would suggest it is even a worthless document—because democracy cannot exist without the public faith in what we are about and the legitimacy of our Government.

So I think this debate is sad for, yes, the reason we did not pass the balanced budget amendment. That is very sad. But I think the greater long-term
threat to our country is public cynicism over this institution and all of our democratic institutions.

That was harmed and, in some places, it was devastated in the past few weeks. That is something we will have a hard time with when fighting the battle again. It makes the battle to come back much harder. It is not as if we can bring this up again as we can a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. It now is something young and old people will be looking at, what happened here, and saying, does politics really matter? Why bother to vote; they do not mean what they say anyway.

I commend the Members; some of them had very tough votes in bucking their President and their leaders, for standing up and doing the right thing, doing what they said they would do. When it comes down to it, in this institution—and I suspect in every workplace in America—the bottom line comes down to you have nothing here except your word. You have nothing except your word. With respect to me and my relationship to my constituents in Pennsylvania, I find that to be a solemn vow. My word means something. And if my word is no good, then they have every right to question me and question the institution in which I serve.

So I think we did have a defeat today. We had a defeat not for the constitutional amendment. Yes, we had that defeat. We had a defeat for our institution. We had a defeat for our democracy. We had a defeat for the process that legitimizes everything we do here. And that truly is a sad thing. It is a sad day for the Senate. It is even a sadder day for this country.

I would just suggest as some anecdote to the people who feel disenfranchised as a result of what happened here that most of the people in this Senate did do what they said they were going to do, on both sides of the aisle. Most of the Members of this Senate stood up and told the public the truth when it, frankly, may have not been easy to tell the truth. And from that, I think, we should take some solace, that, in fact, most Members do stand up and say what they mean. And I hope that we can learn from this lesson, all of us learn from this lesson, the importance of having the public's faith in who we are, what we say and what we do. It matters.

We have a lot of people in this town now who seem to be pushing the edge on a lot of activities. And you see the public just does not seem—I get this question all the time—to care about all these shenanigans that go on around here. I agree. I think there are so many shenanigans going on around here they discount them at the time. They think they are all bad, and why is he any different than anyone else.

Wow, that is a dangerous sentiment in this country. That is a sentiment that gets you in trouble. We should be outraged when people do things that are illegal, when people do things that are unethical. We should be outraged when our public officials, whom we hold up to represent us, do not meet the standards that we ourselves meet, and we should think differently about them because they do not meet those standards.

It is a sad day, but I hope that we again have learned the lesson that it is important for us to be men and women of our word. And that goes beyond any bill, any amendment, any issue that we deal with in this body. Once we understand that lesson, I think we will be a greater body and a greater country as a result.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio is recognized.

Mr. GLENN. I thank the Chair.

(The remarks of Mr. Glenn pertaining to the submission of S. Res. 61 are located in today's Record under "Submission of Concurrent and Senate Resolutions.")

ADJOURNMENT UNTIL TOMORROW

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate, under the previous order, will stand adjourned until 12 noon, Wednesday, March 5, 1997.

Thereupon, the Senate, at 6:04 p.m., adjourned until Wednesday, March 5, 1997, at 12 noon.
LEGISLATION TO ESTABLISH PERMANENT STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE OFFICE ON WOMEN'S HEALTH

HON. CONSTANCE A. MORELLA
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Speaker, today, along with 20 of my colleagues, I will be reintroducing legislation to establish permanent statutory authority for the Public Health Service Office on Women's Health. Senator OLYMPIA SNOWE has introduced similar legislation in the Senate. With this bill, we hope to create an enduring structure within which the current well-documented ongoing needs and gaps in research, policy, programs, and education and training in women's health will continue to be addressed. It will ensure that important initiatives—such as breast cancer detection and eradication, in the promotion of healthy behaviors and disease prevention, in improved public information about women's health, in better informed health care professionals, among others—will reach fruition.
The Public Health Service's Office on Women's Health, established by the Bush administration and now within the Office of the Secretary, is the focal point for women's health activities in the Department of Health and Human Services. By administering crosscutting initiatives across the PHS, the OWH is able to fill gaps in knowledge, and to initiate and synthesize program activities in ways that no other single PHS agency or office could accomplish alone. In addition, the bill also makes permanent offices on women's health at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the Health Resources and Services Administration, and the Food and Drug Administration; these agencies currently have offices or coordinators which were established administratively and could be abolished at any time. Women's health offices at the National Institutes of Health and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration have been made permanent in previous legislation. I urge my colleagues to join us in cosponsoring this legislation.

TECHNICAL AMENDMENT TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

HON. HOWARD P. “BUCK” McKEON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. McKEON. Mr. Speaker, today Mr. Kildee and I have introduced a technical amendment to the Higher Education Act of 1965. The amendment makes a technical correction to the student right to know provisions of the Higher Education Act. The student right to know provisions of the Higher Education Act require institutions of higher education to report graduation rates for their student body. These statistics are compiled for the student body at large and for student athletes as well. A change made in the fiscal year 1996 omnibus appropriations bill resulted in these rates being calculated at different points in time during the academic year. As a result of this oversight, institutions will be required to keep two sets of records for calculating and reporting graduation rates. The amendment corrects the problem by conforming the section of the Higher Education Act dealing with the reporting date for student athletes to the section of the Higher Education Act that requires preparation of graduation rates for all students. This amendment will first, allow institutions to more accurately reflect the manner in which institutions collect the data on graduation rates, and second, eliminate the burdensome task of preparing two distinct sets of graduation rates. I urge all Members to support this technical amendment that simplifies record keeping requirements for institutions of higher education.

RECOGNITION OF NATIONAL SPORTSMANSHIP DAY, MARCH 4, 1997

HON. PATRICK J. KENNEDY
OF RHODE ISLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of National Sportsmanship Day, March 4, 1997. This day, in its celebration of sportsmanship, brings together student athletes from across the United States and 74 countries worldwide in an effort to promote the importance of fair play, integrity, character, and ethics. Teamwork, respect and cooperation, values that are integral for success in society, business, and sports alike, are the themes of the day, for the young people who take part in this day. Established by the Institute for International Sport located at the University of Rhode Island, National Sportsmanship Day is just one element of the Institute's efforts to establish a greater awareness in the area of physical fitness. Other year-round components of the Institute's efforts are the Student-Athlete Outreach Program, where student-athletes from high schools and colleges visit local elementary and middle schools to serve as positive role models and promote good sportsmanship, and the World Scholar-Athlete Games. I am proud to offer my support to programs like this that provide students of all ages the opportunity to develop the skills that will help promote success and achievement throughout their lifetime. I would like to acknowledge the parents, teachers, coaches, participants, and especially those individuals who have committed their time and efforts to broaden participation in the arena of friendly competition and sportsmanship.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE CHILDREN'S PROTECTION FROM VIOLENT PROGRAMMING ACT

HON. PETER A. DeFAZIO
OF OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. DeFAZIO. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to join millions of American parents, teachers, doctors, and children's advocates in endorsing a content-based rating system for television viewing among children. For too long Congress and the American people have left program content decisions to motion picture and broadcasting industry executives. Parents have expressed frustration with the constant barrage of violence, sex, and adult language on television. I am pleased to join Representatives Maxey, Burton, Spratt, Mohan, and others to introduce a bill that gives parents the ability to determine what type of programming content is appropriate for their children to watch.

Parents are tired of having Hollywood tell them what is best for their children. Congress gave the broadcasting industry a golden opportunity to meet this challenge in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Instead of addressing these longstanding concerns, the industry proposed an age-based rating system that is still inadequate because it does not inform parents of objectionable programming content. Furthermore, the age-based proposal will continue to prevent parents from making informed choices about their children's viewing behavior. The rapid growth of network and cable programming has been a mixed blessing for parents. They are left with the daunting task of learning the content of numerous shows and channels. The age-based rating system will not help make this task any easier. I have heard from parents and child advocates all across Oregon who say that they want to know what to expect from a particular television show. They also want to know if the show contains explicit sex, adult language, and excessive violence. Most importantly, they want to make their own decisions about what their own children watch, not leaving the decisions up to television executives. A parent does not want to be told that their child is old enough to watch a "TV±PG" rated show. The majority of parents are smart enough to know that this category is quite broad, covering a wide range of shows.

According to a nationwide survey conducted by the National Parent Teachers Association [PTA], over 80 percent of parents stated that they want separate ratings for sex, violence, and language content to help parents decide what shows their children can and cannot watch. In fact, a large number of organizations have criticized the age-based rating system including the National PTA, the American Medical Association [AMA], the American Academy...
of Pediatrics, the Children’s Defense Fund [CDF], Family Research Council, and many others. I am confident that this bill will aid parents with these decisions and encourage the broadcasting industry to adopt a content-specific rating system.

In an attempt to require broadcasters and manufacturers to help parents block shows they considered too objectionable, Congress passed the V-chip law to the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Until this law takes effect in 1998, this bill is the necessary next step in addressing the concerns of parents in the information age.

CONGRATULATIONS TO CONGRESSMEN REGULA AND MURTHA

HON. PETER J. VISCLOSKY
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. VISCLOSKY. Mr. Speaker, I rise to call your attention to a special award that was recently given to our distinguished colleagues and longstanding leaders of the Congressional Steel Caucus, RALPH REGULA and JACK MURTHA. Last month, RALPH and JACK were recognized by the American Iron & Steel Institute and the U.S. Department of Energy [DOE] during DOE’s Industrial Efficiency Symposium in Arlington, VA.

On February 25, RALPH and JACK received individual awards testifying to their unflagging contributions to the future of the American steel industry. The awards were in recognition of the central role they have played, both as leaders of the caucus and as individual legislators, in creating the metals initiative program within the energy efficiency function of DOE. The metals initiative, a government-industry collaborative program designed to improve the competitiveness of steel and other metal industries, has received $120 million in appropriations over the past decade to develop direct steelmaking, advanced process controls, and an optical sensor for measuring temperatures.

In their respective positions as chairman and vice chairman of the Congressional Steel Caucus, RALPH REGULA and JACK MURTHA have worked tirelessly over the years to promote and expand the economic viability of the American steel industry and the jobs of its workers. The Steel Caucus is a bipartisan organization, which has served as a forum since the 1970’s for Members of Congress to exchange information and ideas with steel industry representatives, steelworkers and their representatives, and the administration. And their hard work has paid off handsomely: Today, the American steel industry and its workers are the most productive and efficient in the world.

Mr. Speaker, I hope you and my other House colleagues will join me in congratulating RALPH and JACK for receiving this award in recognition of their crucial support for the American steel industry and its workers.

INTRODUCTION OF THE PUBLIC RESOURCES DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT

HON. GEORGE MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Speaker, this year’s budget debate promises another round of arguments over buttons programs and services to American citizens in order to balance the Federal budget. In that debate, it is time to take a serious look at the wasteful practices that drain the Treasury while subsidizing the developers of natural resources from the public lands.

Today I am introducing a bill, the Public Resources Deficit Reduction Act, that will terminate the very expensive subsidies that taxpayers have long provided to many of the nation’s natural resource developers and require, instead, that taxpayers receive the fair market value of the public’s resources.

While we often disagree about the precise way to allocate limited Federal resources, I believe we should all be able to agree that we should not waste billions of dollars in taxpayer’s money and resources. Yet our natural resources policies, often formulated decades ago when it was necessary to induce people to settle the West, still give away billions of dollars each year in subsidies to mining companies, forest companies, ranchers and farmers. The taxpayers’ largesse benefits some of the wealthiest ranchers and farm operators in the United States, while subsidizing environmental damage that the taxpayers eventually pay to clean up as well.

This bill has a very simple goal: Companies and individuals who use natural resources from public lands—minerals, timber, water, hydropower and forage for grazing—would pay fair market value for those resources. In order to provide a transition period, it exempts all existing contracts and phases fair market pricing in over 5 years. But after 5 more years of taxpayer subsidies, this bill asks natural resource developers to pay the taxpayers what their assets are worth.

The bill also contains a number of specific provisions to ensure that particular programs are altered to eliminate unfair subsidies. It would amend the 1872 mining law to require that the taxpayers receive a fair royalty for gold and silver mined on public lands. It would alter programs in the national parks to ensure that the public receives a fair share of the profits made by the concessionaires. It would set standards for eliminating below-cost timber sales and charging fair market value for grazing and the use of utility rights-of-way across public land. It would move the income from timber and grazing programs on-budget, so that the receipts are accounted for in annual budgeting.

Another area addressed by this bill is the inconsistency of Federal irrigation and farm support policies, which often contradict one another or provide enormous combined subsidies. To address these inconsistencies, the bill would eliminate Federal irrigation subsidies to farmers already receiving payments under the Agricultural Market Transition Act. It also would require that irrigation subsidies be counted into the cap on farm subsidies.

Mr. Speaker, we have asked all of our citizens to accept some cuts in Federal programs in order to balance the budget. We told welfare recipients their aid would end after 5 years. This bill would tell our citizens that we can be responsible stewards of the assets they have entrusted to us, and that we will not longer demand that they tolerate wasteful subsidy programs.

In the last Congress, this legislation was introduced with dozens of co-sponsors, including Members of both political parties. It was not even accorded a hearing by the Committee on Resources. The last Congress utterly failed to reform any of the major resource subsidy programs that currently apply to billions of dollars in public resources.

Mr. Speaker, we cannot afford such indifference again in the 105th Congress. We cannot afford environmental indifference to the consequences of subsidized resource development and usage. And we cannot afford the fiscal burden of maintaining, on the eve of the 21st century, subsidy programs born at the end of the 19th century.

LINDSAY WASHICK WINS PARADE MAGAZINE AWARD

HON. PAUL E. KANJORSKI
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. KANJORSKI. Mr. Speaker, I would like to honor Lindsay Washick, daughter of Bob Washick of Conyngham, PA, for winning first place in a contest sponsored by Parade Magazine and the Times-Leader newspaper of Wilkes-Barre, PA.

Lindsay is a 14-year-old ninth grader at MMI preparatory school in Freeland, PA. Lindsay’s article, entitled “Our President’s Greatest Challenge,” was chosen from six finalists. As a reward as part of the Young Columbus Program, Lindsay will act as a young ambassador on a trip to Ireland in April.

Lindsay is an example of the fine quality of students who are dedicated to learning and expanding their knowledge of the world they live in. The youth of today are tomorrow’s future and I congratulate Lindsay on winning first prize.

I am inserting her article into the Congressional Record.

Text from Lindsay Washick:

With November fifth long and gone, the votes have been counted and tallied, and the leader of our country has been decided. Mr. William J. Clinton will be our president for the next four years.

With a new term starting, many people are anxious to see what he’ll be concentrating on. Will it be drugs, health care, the environment, our involvement in foreign countries, or balancing the budget? All of these issues are very important but every time something very important issues do come up, there is always one that’s overlooked—The Young People of America.

I think that the greatest challenge to our new President is to be getting in touch with our young people, and getting them involved.

I just recently turned 14, and am therefore an adolescent. I’m, involved in, and have a wide variety of liking, but when it comes to government, and politics, I’m always the last one to know and/or care. The rest of the nation is in such a tizzy about everything else, they’re overlooking us. The President goes where the people go, and that’s always away from us. But, every now and
again, when we are lucky enough to be brought up, the only things the politicians have to say, are, "Don't do drugs" and "Stay out of trouble." Nothing exciting about that. We hear it from them everyday. If it worked, there'd be a lot more happy people in the world.

But, seriously, the President has to get more involved with the times. He's lack of the excitement we need to keep us interested, and he's boring us to death.

A great example of this would be the voter turnout among our youth. Very, very few young people vote, and why do you think that is? I know why; because we don't care about government. Because we don't think they care about us. Why should we support them if they don't support us? It's not like I'm just going to wake up one day when I'm 30, and just go, "WOAH! I love politics! I think I'm gonna run for President!"

With so many teenagers with this attitude, it's gonna take a lot to get them to turn around and start getting involved and interested. Without any signs of Mr. Clinton even pondering to make any changes, it's not looking too good.

I don't want our President to run around listening to Rage Against the Machine, or go to a Smashing Pumpkins concert, or dye his hair blue. That will get our attention, but in the wrong way. He has to focus on more than us. He's always preoccupied with something else, and since we don't vote that much anyway, why should we waste all that time?

It's a stupid and vicious cycle that keeps turning and turning.

The President's greatest challenge this term is to get that cycle to stop. he has to for the future of you, and your country. But since no one has said anything to him yet, it should, unfortunately, take a while.

INTRODUCTION OF LEGISLATION

HON. MICHAEL D. CRAPO
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. CRAPO. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to introduce legislation in favor of economic opportunity and vitality. The Fair Labor Standards Act [FLSA] is designed to promote economic opportunity. There have been instances, however, when unintended consequences are revealed. When they do, it is our imperative to correct them properly so that FLSA will be applied consistently and continue to promote basic economic fairness, its original goal. One unintended consequence, however, impacts a major economic force in our country as well as my home State of Idaho: Agriculture.

FLSA itself recognizes that agriculture is a special industry and consequently contains numerous exemptions to the applicability of FLSA's "time-and-a-half-overtime" provisions. Unfortunately, a sugar beet is deemed "not a vegetable" under FLSA. As a result, no overtime is due a farmer's workers if the farmer transports sugar beets from his fields to the processing plant. If a farmer stockpiles his sugar beets in an effort to be more efficient and then contracts transportation with a hauler to bring these same vegetables to that same plant, however, the hauler is nevertheless required to pay his drivers overtime. This occurs even though the plant workers are also exempt from FLSA's overtime provisions. The scenario is not hypothetical; it occurs regularly to one constituent of mine who has for years been involved in the annual beet haul involving sugar beets. Ironically, applying FLSA to the beet haul actually lowers the compensation that his truck drivers are actually paid.

In Idaho, the beet haul requires farmers to stockpile their crops in beet piles and await the processor's decision on collection. Once the beet piles are level, it is a 24-hour-per-day, 7 days a week affair, lasting from late September until early January. The most economically advantageous method—to both drivers and their employer—for compensating beet haul drivers is to pay them by the load. Truck drivers work, hustle loads; they are rewarded for the diligent work ethic. The less motivated worker earns less. Unfortunately, with respect to my constituent—and my constituent alone—the Department of Labor has insisted that FLSA's overtime provisions apply to the beet haul.

In theory, FLSA requires all beet haul operations to pay "time-and-a-half." In reality, my constituent's competitors never have been required to comply with this FLSA provision; that competitor still pays by the load. This is despite the fact that both hauling entities are regulated by the Federal Department of Transportation. The competitor hauls a small percentage from beet piles located in Oregon—that is the only difference. This circumstance harms my constituent since his diligent workers are paid less under this rule and he must still absorb higher labor costs. This disparate treatment has caused my constituent to lose his better drivers repeatedly to his competitor. They earn more working by the load; my constituent pays more because he is not treated the same as other beet haulers.

One might already assume that FLSA's agricultural exemptions would cure this inequality. It does not: a sugar beet as defined under the act is not a vegetable and therefore, the exemption does not apply, even though a sugar beet is, in fact, a vegetable. Consequently, the beet haul does not enjoy the FLSA agricultural exemption which applies to other agricultural endeavors. This inequality thus requires a definitional, that is, a legislative, solution. The legislation I propose is simple, direct, and in no way will interrupt the overall flow and impact of FLSA. This legislation seeks to include sugar beets as vegetables in FLSA. This legislation will level the playing field and enhance one of the actual goals of the statute: economic fairness.

TRIBUTE TO JAMES G. SANDMAN

HON. ROBERT T. MATSUI
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. MATSUI. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to pay tribute to Col. James G. Sandman, U.S. Air Force, retired, for exceptional service to the community while serving as executive vice president of the Sacramento Association of Realtors since 1979. After 17 years of dedicated service, he and his wife, Barbara, are retiring.

A native Californian, Colonel Sandman's contributions have not been limited to his service as executive vice president of the Sacramento Association of Realtors since 1979. After 17 years of dedicated service, he and his wife, Barbara, are retiring.

A native Californian, Colonel Sandman's contributions have not been limited to his service as executive vice president of the Sacramento Association of Realtors since 1979. After 17 years of dedicated service, he and his wife, Barbara, are retiring.

A native Californian, Colonel Sandman's contributions have not been limited to his service as executive vice president of the Sacramento Association of Realtors since 1979. After 17 years of dedicated service, he and his wife, Barbara, are retiring.
and only National Association of Realtors’ Lifetime Realtor Certified Executive designation.

In recognition of these contributions made to his country, California and the local Sacramento community, I ask my colleagues to join me in saluting James G. Sandman and wishing both he and his wife, Barbara, luck and happiness in their retirement.

TRIBUTE TO LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCILMAN MARVIN BRAUDE

HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask my colleagues to join me in recognizing the extraordinary career of Los Angeles City Councilman Marvin Braude. After 32 years of dedicated service, Councilman Braude will soon return to private life. The city’s 11th district, which he has so capably served, overlaps my own district, and includes communities such as Pacific Palisades, Brentwood, and West Los Angeles.

During his eight terms in office, Councilman Braude has been a champion of the environment, a crusader for government efficiency, and a source of wisdom in the development of local public policy. As an elected official, he has been a true Renaissance man, at various times in his career serving as chair of the city’s Finance and Revenue Committee, the Environmental Quality and Waste Management Committee, and the Public Safety Committee. He has also helped formulate city policy in information technology, public works, and zoning, and land use issues.

A lifelong conservationist and ardent bicyclist, Councilman Braude’s leadership made possible the creation of a 50,000-acre public park within the city’s limits in the Santa Monica Mountains. This area has been designated as permanent recreational open space and is a beautiful natural oasis within the city’s borders.

Councilman Braude’s legislative accomplishments have included authorship of the city’s pioneering ordinances to protect non-smokers from secondhand tobacco smoke. He has been honored for his work by the American Cancer Society, the American Lung Association, the League of California Cities, and the California Department of Health Services.

Councilman Braude has also had extraordinary success in sponsoring ballot measures to limit commercial density and to prohibit oil drilling along the city’s pristine beaches. In addition, he has been the city council’s leader in opening city government to the public and encouraging the participation of all citizens. And, he increased government accountability by creating the zero-based budgeting process that is now used as a management model by many municipalities.

Councilman Braude’s commitment to the environment includes serving on the governing board of the South Coast Air Quality Management District, helping to clean the air for 12,000,000 people in southern California. He is also the city’s strongest advocate for electric vehicle technology and is helping to bring the entire automotive industry into the future by making the city of Los Angeles a friendly environment for electric vehicles.

Like many of our colleagues, Councilman Braude came to government from the private sector. He founded Capital for Small Business in Los Angeles, and was a founding member of the board of directors of Scientific Data Systems, which later became the computer division of Xerox Corp.

Mr. Speaker, I ask you and my colleagues to join me in honoring Councilman Braude for his full and fruitful career in public service, and in wishing him continued happiness and success in all future endeavors.

OFFICER BRIAN GIBSON TAX FREE PENSION EQUITY ACT OF 1997

HON. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON
OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Ms. NORTON. Mr. Speaker, today, I introduce the Officer Brian Gibson Tax Free Pension Equity Act of 1997, a bill which will allow the survivors of a Federal or local law enforcement officer killed in the line of duty to receive that officer’s pension tax free.

This legislation bears the name of Officer Brian Gibson. Mr. Gibson was a brave police officer, a hero recognized as a model by his peers, an example for all who wear a police officer’s badge anywhere, and a District of Columbia resident who was laid to rest on February 10 after being fatally shot in the line of duty. Officer Gibson was a devoted family man who left a wife, Mrs. Tracie Gibson, and two children. He graduated from H.D. Woodson High School in the District. Officer Gibson was a family man devoted to his wife, his children, his family, his community, his city, and his Police Department. I name this bill for Officer Gibson to help us remember him and all officers who die in the line of duty, and to help young men understand the meaning of courage, manhood, service, and family.

Current Federal tax law allows officers who retire on disability to collect disability payments tax free. However, Officer Gibson’s family must pay taxes on the survivor benefits of his pension. This disparate tax treatment is unfair because whether an officer retires on disability or is killed, that officer’s family loses a wage earner, and in many instances, the family’s sole wage earner.

This bill is retroactive to taxable year 1997 to enable Officer Gibson’s young family and the survivors of other officers killed in the line of duty in 1997 to begin receiving their survivor benefits free of Federal income taxation. For the average officer’s family, this bill could mean 28 percent more money in survivor benefits. The police families who have lost their loved ones in police service have lost the irreplaceable. I urge my colleagues to support the Officer Brian Gibson Tax Free Pension Equity Act and afford the families of our slain law enforcement officers the same tax free treatment in survivor benefits we have already granted to officers who retire on disability.

BILL TO ENCOURAGE THE IMPROVEMENT OF TV RATINGS

HON. EDWARD J. MARKEY
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, today, I am introducing a bill, along with Representatives Burton, Spratt, and others, to encourage the television industry to add content labels to the age-based programming and to enact Federal legislation that would prohibit the sale or broadcast of material that is inappropriate for children from secondhand tobacco smoke. He has pioneered ordinances to protect nonsmokers from secondhand tobacco smoke. He has also helped formulate city policy in information technology, public works, and zoning, and land use issues.

The ratings system proposed by the TV industry last December has proved to be inadequate. It fails to inform parents of objectionable content, and it frustrates the use of blocking categories because they are so broad as to be useless. The V-chip law was intended to give parents the ability to block shows on the basis of violent, sexual, or profane content. Instead, the “V” for violence disappeared into the industry committee that developed the ratings system and has not been sighted since. We need to return to a content-based system.

This point has been made to the industry in every conceivable way—in private meetings, in academic research, in focus groups, in newspaper editorials—yet the industry continues to turn a deaf ear, sticking stubbornly to a system that is convenient for the industry, but condescending and contradictory to parents.

After all, who is raising our kids? Not Hollywood, not the broadcasters, not the cable industry. Parents, not corporations, are raising our kids. If we don’t listen to them, the system is indeed a mess.

The system is condescending because it tells parents that “Hollywood knows best”, that some industrial Big Brother will decide whether a show is appropriate for your child’s age group. Parents don’t want this decision left to a corporate executive. They want specific information about the level of violent or sexual material distributed in the form of entertainment to their home, so that they can decide for themselves what is appropriate for their own children to see on their own family TV set.

The system is contradictory because, on the one hand, it requires an executive to examine the show for the level of violence, sex, or language, but on the other hand, it denies that information to parents. Instead, everyone is asked to engage in a game of ratings Hide-and-Go-Seek where the executive disguises what he knows by throwing it into a giant category called “TV-PG.”

In fact, an estimated two-thirds to three-quarters of all television programming is being tossed into this Black Hole called “TV-PG.” What at first blush appears to be a six category system is, for most purposes, just this one category. It swallows up material that ranges across the entire spectrum of TV programming, from mild to graphic, from silly to
sick, from profound to proflane. The clips that you will be shown today by the organization Children NOW make this point very well. "TV=PG" has, unfortunately, come to stand for "Too Vague—Parents Give Up." This is the core of the problem. This is the reality that the industry has, in fact, refused to face.

Clearly, parents want and deserve more information than they are getting from these general age-based icons. The head of one of our Nation's largest broadcasting undertaking, Mr. Earvin Duggan of the Public Broadcasting System, put it well in his recent letter to the committee. "We who serve the television audiences should provide more information about program content rather than less. The ratings system recently adopted by commercial broadcasters and cable is, in our judgment, to a vague, imprecise and grudging in the information it provides."

Fortunately, we do not need to reinvent the ratings wheel. The industry's proposal can be made acceptable to most critics by simply adding content descriptors to the age-based icons. "TV±PG" would become "PG±V," with the "V" indicating violence. Such content-descriptors are already widely used by the American cable industry in the HBO—Showtime system. We already have more than 3 years of experience with this system on three of the cable networks, and more than a decade of experience on HBO. The president of Showtime will give testimony later today about the positive reaction to this system, both to broadcasters and cable and to the parents who may be watching. If he doesn't, then he must preview the shows, and attach the ratings they want and need without abandoning the progress represented by the industry's efforts to date.

Adding content-descriptors to the industry's age-based icons is clearly the outline of a solution. PBS is willing to do it; four cable networks are already doing it; it is time for everybody to move in this direction.

Nevertheless, we must be realistic about the industry's intransigence. We must ask ourselves what can be done to help parents if the industry chooses not to face the fact that parents want and need content information.

To that end, I am introducing, along with Representative Dan Burton and others, the House version of Senator Hollings' bill (S. 363) to encourage, but not force, distributors of television programming to add specific content information to the industry's ratings system. Just last Saturday the New York Times poll concluded that 69 percent of parents support this approach.

There is no guarantee that parents will use the system, but there is a much greater likelihood they will use it if they have a clear warning of content that might harm their kids. And only through such ratings will parents be given reasonable options for blocking out the harmful programming using the V-chip.

It is my hope that the industry will, ultimately, come to the realization that this ratings system is for parents and must meet their needs. Parents should also register their concerns by writing to the Federal Communications Commission. The FCC ratings system is open for initial public comment until April 8, and the FCC Chairman has announced his intention to hold a hearing at the Commission sometime after that. The introduction of this legislation should help to focus attention on the importance of this decision. It is our hope that the pleas of parents are finally heard.

INTRODUCTION OF LEGISLATION

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, today I am introducing legislation repealing a defect in current Medicare law which often causes beneficiaries seeking chiropractic treatment under the Medicare Program to be subjected to unnecessary x rays. The heart of the problem, which is easily corrected, arises from current law which requires a diagnostic x ray to be taken before a beneficiary can be provided with chiropractic manual manipulation benefits under Medicare. Frequently, x rays are a useful and valid diagnostic tool properly utilized by doctors of chiropractic. However, the existing statutory requirement that, in every instance, a diagnostic x ray be taken before chiropractic services can be provided as a benefit under Medicare is clearly arbitrary and unnecessary.

According to the American Chiropractic Association [ACA] and ACA College of Radiology, there is no medical justification for a blanket requirement that all beneficiaries seeking chiropractic care under Medicare must first undergo a diagnostic x ray. While in many instances x rays are clinically justified, all responsible authorities agree, that diagnostic x rays are warranted only when, in the assessment of the treating health provider, they provide a direct clinical benefit to the patient.

I for one, find it totally unacceptable that we, as responsible Members of Congress, would allow the continuance of an artificial statutory requirement that results in the continued unnecessary x ray exposure of Medicare patients. I am confident, that any of my colleagues that examine this issue will conclude, as have I, that requiring an x ray as a requisite to reimbursement is bad public policy for which there is no real justification.

This is not just my opinion, but it is also the opinion of senior officials in the Health Care Financing Administration [HCFA] and the Department of Health and Human Services [HHS] who have studied this issue in detail. As many of my colleagues know, the ACA and various Members of Congress have, over the past 2 years in particular, talked with the Administration regarding a variety of chiropractic-related issues. As a result of those discussions and inquiries, the mandatory x ray requirement issue has been closely examined by HCFA and HHS. I am pleased to say that as part of this fiscal year 1998 budget proposal, President Clinton has included a specific legislative provision which would abolish this requirement.

Specifically, the proposal I am introducing today, would strike for the physician definition portion of the existing statute describing the covered services [31 U.S.C. Section 1861(n)(5), Social Security Act], the words "demonstrated by x-ray to exist".

Also, I would note, the existing x ray requirement is a barrier to beneficiary access to chiropractic care which places an undue financial burden on beneficiaries who must often pay for the required x ray out-of-pocket. Chiropractic care is a proven and effective treat-ment for spinal related maladies including low-back pain. It is a nonsurgical and nondrug form of health care which is often substitutes for more expensive forms of care, including surgery. It only makes sense to encourage access to chiropractic care and remove those barriers which exist in current law.

In conclusion, I am confident this proposal, which is first and foremost a matter of public health and safety, will enjoy bipartisan support in this Congress. I urge my colleagues to act quickly to ensure the incorporation of this long overdue proposal into Medicare reform legislation which may be approved in this Congress.

IN HONOR OF THE BIRTHDAY OF LLOYD THOMAS KORITZ, M.D.

HON. JOHN EDWARD PORTER
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Speaker, it gives me great pleasure to rise today to salute Dr. Lloyd Thomas Koritz, an exemplary physician and a man who has done so much to help in the advancement of medicine. Dr. Koritz has served for more than 40 years as a physician in Rochelle, Ill. As a physician-volunteer in numerous experiments at the University of Illinois College of Medicine in Chicago, he placed his own health and safety in the hands of research physicians for dangerous experiments to advance the health of humanity.

Dr. Koritz is responsible for a revival technique which is now an established practice throughout the world. Through his efficient technique of manual resuscitation for electrocuted power line workers, Dr. Koritz volunteers. He was first anesthetized and then placed upon an erected mast to determine the best way of getting more air in and out of the lungs. Dr. Koritz risked his own life repeatedly to discover which resuscitation method was best to help save the lives of millions.

Through Dr. Koritz's service and dedication, a standard method of artificial respiration was established. This method is now used throughout the world. This efficient technique of manual resuscitation for electrocuted power line workers, Dr. Koritz volunteers. He was first anesthetized and then placed upon an erected mast to determine the best way of getting more air in and out of the lungs. Dr. Koritz risked his own life repeatedly to discover which resuscitation method was best to help save the lives of millions.
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Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Speaker, I urge all of our colleagues to join with me in recognizing the 85th anniversary of the founding of the Girl Scouts of the USA by supporting Girl Scout Week, March 9–15. Today, Girl Scouts of the USA is the largest volunteer organization for young women in the world. Since its beginnings, Girl Scouts has been providing opportunities for girls from all segments of American society to develop their potential, make friends and become an active part of their community.

Founded by Juliette Gordon Low on March 12, 1912, the Girl Scouts have always emphasized self-awareness, values, education, and contribution to society. A recognition system in which members earn badges symbolizing accomplishment of a goal provides a framework in which girls can develop self-esteem and leadership skills.

In celebration of the thousands of dedicated adult volunteers who guide these young women toward success, as well as the 3 million scouts who have made important contributions to communities across the country, I urge my colleagues to join in recognition of Girl Scout Week. With our support and encouragement, the Girl Scouts organization can continue to grow and enrich the lives of countless young women.

TRIBUTE TO NEGRO LEAGUE HEROES FROM LINCOLN PARK

HON. CONSTANCE A. MORELLA
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to salute the community of Lincoln Park, which celebrates its 106th anniversary this year. Lincoln Park is a self-contained community within the city of Rockville, MD. As an African-American community, through the years it has managed to keep rich its traditions and history. Lincoln Park is unique not only for its African-American heritage, but also for how the residents interact together. They have continued to work together as a community in the same manner that their ancestors did long ago. The effort to retain and continue the traditions of their history gives the community respect for their ancestors and a vision of hope for their descendants.

With the month of February designated as a time to celebrate Black History, it is only fitting that a community so rich in its African-American heritage would seek to share and explore its roots. Thanks to the hard work of founding president Anita Neal Powell and vice-president Deacon Leroy Neal, the Lincoln Park Historical Society held their 20th Annual Black History Program at Mt. Calvary Baptist Church on February 28. I wish to pay special tribute to Mr. Russell Awkward and Mr. Gordon Hopkins. These former professional Negro League baseball players are key speakers. They spoke on the topic, "Building Historical Dreams for Our Children." These two gentlemen are the only members of the Negro League living in Montgomery County, MD. I also wish to honor Mr. Elbert Israel and Mr. Clarence Israel, also two former Negro baseball players from Rockville. Clarence Israel died in April 1987, and Elbert Israel passed away just this past October. The story of these men says a great deal about our history and the hopes and dreams for our children.

Russell Awkward grew up with the dream of one day playing for the New York Yankees. He got his professional baseball career started by playing for the Washington Royal Giants. As a player, Awkward had good speed and was a decent hitter with the bat. He was second in the batting order for the Grays in 1943, 1944, and 1945.

Clarence Israel played in the Negro League in the 1940's. He was a decent hitter with good speed and what he lacked in power he made up in hustle. He was a second baseman with the Newark Eagles for 3 years from 1940 to 1942 before he was called up to the Homestead Grays to fill an empty spot at third base for the 1943 season. In 1946, he was back with the Eagles and helped them to win the Negro National League pennant for the first time in 9 years. He played three games of the World Series that year and had a pinch hit single off Sal Maglie to help the Eagles win the title. He returned the next season to the Grays for his last year in professional baseball.

Elbert Israel, or Al, as he was called on the field, played with the Philadelphia Stars in the 1950's after the club joined the Negro League. His greatest contribution to the dream of black men in baseball, however, came in 1953 when he joined the class A minor league baseball team in Savannah, GA. Al Israel and four other black baseball players joined the South Atlantic League, the Sally League, as it was called. This league consisted of small towns in the deep South. These five players broke the color barrier in baseball in the most racially divided area of the country. The test for the racial integration of baseball rested on these five men in this class A baseball league.

The courage of these men and determination to follow their dream helped to make it possible for the next generation of African-Americans to enjoy America's pastime at all levels of the game. I hope that everyone will join me in honoring these men and women and wishing the whole Lincoln Park community a most happy and successful 106th anniversary.

AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION PROVIDES IMPORTANT LEADERSHIP

HON. BARNEY FRANK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, last week I joined several of my colleagues in celebrating the 50th anniversary of a very important organization in the fight for a fairer America, Americans for Democratic Action. As examples of the vital role ADA has played and continues to play, I ask that two very thoughtful articles be printed here. One is by Jack Sheinkman, former head of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, who is now the president of ADA and a great fighter for social justice in our country. The other is an interview by Kenneth Adelman with one of the most important non-Members of Congress since the founding of the ADA, the now-famous run-off between Ms. Taubman and the successor union to the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers and the International Ladies Garment Workers has an unparalleled record of accomplishment in fighting for the rights of working people. I believe that these two articles make an important contribution to our debate on public policy.

[From the Washingtonian, Jan. 1997]

MADE IN THE USA

The new session of Congress will be the first since the Eisenhower administration without Evelyn Dubrow treading the halls of Capitol Hill on behalf of garment and textile workers.

The International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union sent her here in 1956, when the minimum wage was a dollar, and she’s lobbied for everything from protection against imports to civil rights legislation. Soon, she’ll be stepping down as legislative director of the union, now called the ILGWU (Union of Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees), but she’ll stay on as special assistant to the president.

Liberal politics came naturally to Dubrow. Her parents were socialist immigrants from Belarus who raised four daughters and a son. Her father was a union man. Her sister Mary picketed the White House as an early suffragette. Sent to prison, she went on a hunger strike.

Dubrow grew up in New Jersey and studied journalism at New York University. After her graduation in the late 1930s, she pursed journalism and then union work, with a brief stint in Washington to help organize the liberal Americans for Democratic Action and campaign for Harry Truman. She joined ILGWU in 1947 and was sent to Washington the same year. She’s lived on Capitol Hill since, living on Capitol Hill to be near her work.

Among her many awards in the Lifetime Achievement Award from Citizen Action. Ladies Home Journal has named her one of the 75 most important women in America, and The Washingtonian has named her one of the most important non-Members of Congress since the founding of the ADA. Sheinkman, former head of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, is now the president of ADA and a great fighter for social justice in our country.

In her free time, she plays poker with a group of longtime friends. She also plays plenty of gin rummy, reads the classics—especially Dickens and Stendhal—and used to adores going to baseball games.

In her office in the AFL-CIO building, one block from the White House, we discussed what she’s learned.

Why is “lobbyist” such a dirty word? I don’t consider it a dirty word at all. In American citizens are constitutionally entitled to petition the government through their representatives for any purpose. The term “lobbyist” arose when members of Congress didn’t have offices. So everyone seeing them had to meet in the House or Senate lobby.
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Now as government grew, organizations found they had a bigger stake in what happens in Washington. So they hired people like me to represent their members. That's perfectly agreeable.

But lobbyists tend to work for, or even become, fat cats.

Well, I'm not. And I don't. I won't work for more than 350,000 union members and 250,000 retirees. They're far from fat cats. They're hard-working citizens who don't crot up to Capitol Hill and meet their representatives directly. However, they can and do write letters and call.

How has Congress changed in your time? Memorable. You won't. They won't. They won't know much about the institution and haven't learned much.

Many of these young Republicans distress me. After the 1994 election, I even broke my own cardinal rule of going to visit each new member. I was so upset at their ignorance and small-mindedness about anyone in this country not like them.

They have less knowledge of the institution, of how to legislate or understand their constituency. They are narrow-minded on guns because they've never seen one. I'm right. Choose, affirmative action—oh, you name it!

Has the caliber of members declined?

Yes, it has. Some of these guys obviously decided to work for Congress because they were bored with what they had been doing.

Others run because they hate things.

That's still the majority of the atmosphere of hate that's grown here. I was used to Republicans and Democrats opposing each other on issues but with some on each side voting for their other position. That happens less nowadays.

And, no matter what, members were friendly. They'd talk to each other. They'd kid one another. There was an overall feeling of being in this together. They'd disagree on issues but never nasty about it.

Members need that civility.

Every issue is different. An opponent one day will be your supporter the next. But there's been a big decline in civility—above all, a decline in respect for the government of the United States of America. That, to me, is saddest.

How do you expect the new Congress to differ from the 104th?

I suspect that it won't be as mean-spirited as it was in the two years. I suspect the Republicans as well as the Democrats realize it's going to be important to produce legislation that will be helpful to the people of this country. There can be legislation that will help the American people.

Tell us the best three since you came here.

I assume, along with everyone else, that there will be more cooperation. However, I see some evidence that members in the leadership of the Republican party still are determined to end the Democratic leadership. I also think they are likely to try to attack the labor movement through legislation that would be detrimental not only to union members but to all Americans. I have a hope that Congress will not go down the road of what campaign finance reform means. I have a hope it will not do any more than it needs to do in order to be a good Congress.

Also, I think that even more than in years past, the members in the new Congress need to be listening to the people they represent.

Tell us three that are the best three since you came here in 1975.

I think Congress is the greatest institution in the whole wide world. I'm corny enough to say, "America in its hands." Nonetheless, I have a great respect for the government of the United States of America.

I do distinguish between the institution and the people. I have a great respect for people. Some who disagree with me are still people of great stature. A good number are first-rate historians or scholars.

Tell us the best three since you came here in 1956.

That's too hard.

Okay. The guy who did most for the people of this country was Tip O'Neill. He understood his job as Speaker, and he knew his people very well. Lyndon Johnson used his position as majority leader, vice president, and then to pass many laws that were good for ordinary Americans. He was a consummate politician but still had faith in the people.

Third was my great friend Richard Bolling, who was a protégé of Sam Rayburn's but then as a Speaker. He was a great student of the issues. So whenever he spoke, he gained respect on both sides of the aisle.

Third, strangely enough, was Barry Goldwater. He was my opponent. He always gave you a direct answer. When he was on your side, he'd fight all the way.

How good a Speaker is Newt Gingrich?

Good in that he sounds like he knows what he's talking about. He has a fine ability, as a former teacher, to express himself clearly and directly. In fact, it reminds me of the Speaker of the House who's actually a good speaker. Now, what he says is something else again.

Why don't you like Newt?

I don't think he's added more proposed laws that would harm Americans than anyone I've seen here.

His Contract With America, his opposition to family leave, to healthcare reform, to Social Security, and to the minimum-wage increase were unconscionable. All these programs are good for Americans, especially for the poor.

What most bothers me in the Republican Congress is how they make it seem a crime to be poor. Like the poor want to be poor.

Some of those folks on the Hill can't get it through their thick heads that, as representatives in a democracy, they should care about the people who most need their help.

As a staunch Democrat and liberal, you must be disappointed in Clinton.

No, I'm not. I always knew he as an economic conservative and a social liberal. Clinton cares about people and about education. He understands our need for good government programs.

But when it comes to economics, he's long been conservative. Remember, he came out of the Democratic Leadership Council. I do know those guys over there. I've even worked with them. But I don't kid myself. They're not my brand of liberal.

So Clinton hasn't disappointed you?

No, I'm not. I always knew he as an economic conservative and a social liberal. Clinton cares about people and about education. He understands our need for good government programs.

But when it comes to economics, he's long been conservative. Remember, he came out of the Democratic Leadership Council. I do know those guys over there. I've even worked with them. But I don't kid myself. They're not my brand of liberal.

How can you argue attractiveness?

Who were the best three presidents you've known?

Harry Truman was number one. He did more for the people than anyone. Truman understood better what America's all about. He came from the Pendergast mob, he was the most honest man I ever knew.

Then John Kennedy, who exuded confidence and a complete grasp of what a president had to be. Kennedy didn't have time to do much, but he left a legacy of turning the US into a young and wonderful country. There were so many things we had to do back then. And Kennedy had a sense of humor, which you need when you're president—or anything else for that matter.

Third was my great friend Lyndon Johnson. He passed the first civil-rights law and education measures. Johnson had deep respect for the labor movement and liked people of all backgrounds. He used his power to develop programs.

Who was the worst president?

Richard Nixon, without question. He came to the Congress after making Jerry Voorhis, really a very great member, seem like a Communist. Jerry Voorhis actually had an impressive record of fighting Communism from his Socialists days.

Nixon did the same thing to Helen Gahagan Douglas when he ran against her for Senate. And what Richard Nixon later did to the institution of the presidency was dreadful.

What was your saddest day?
Whenever I'd see Barry Goldwater after that, I laughed and said, "No. If he thinks you're a Goldwater I wasn't a lawyer?" Dubinsky told me, "Hey, that's a smart little girl lawyer to talk with Goldwater.

The garment district. I understand the problems affected by this. It won't hurt Kennedy. Massachusetts has plenty of garment work. I would cut in half.

The act.

The Navajos have power now because they learned these skills early on. Our fight isn't against the workers of other countries. We're against the sweatshops abroad, as we are here.

It's hard to accept that you'll have to get out of the picture and let somebody else take over some day.

I'm lucky to have lived so long and so well. I try to enjoy every day. So many people touched my life.

Other lessons of life?

My greatest lesson is not to take life so seriously. You can make a difference, but never think you're [expletive] ofArc.

Great people came before you. Great people will come after you. If you have an opportunity to make any contribution, be grateful for that.

The political landscape seems remarkably familiar to libertarians.

A half-century ago, on Jan. 3, 1947, about 130 of the nation's leading liberals met at the Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C., to discuss challenges which, in a broad sense, are similar to those faced today.

A hostile Republican majority controlled Congress. The president, Harry Truman, was a Democrat, but one whom many considered insufficiently liberal. A new American economy, marked by technological change, was tightening its grasp on the American worker. America's reality failed to match its ideals. Abroad, the United States confronted a rapid-changing nuclear landscape. Liberals who attended the meeting included former first lady Eleanor Roosevelt; theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, perhaps best remembered today as the author of "Se- renity Prayer"; historian Arthur Schlesinger J.r.; economist John Kenneth Galbraith; labor presidents Walter Reuther of the United Auto Workers and David Dubinsky of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union; Sen. Paul Douglas, D-Ill.; and Hubert Humphrey, the mayor of Minneapolis, who in 1948 would be elected to the U.S. Senate and then as vice president in 1964.

As President Clinton prepares to deliver his second inaugural address on Monday, the political landscape seems remarkably familiar to libertarians.

Let's look at some basic definitions. First and foremost, liberals believe in liberty, equality and opportunity for individuals. We...
also believe in the Constitution, which created a national government to act for the common good, along with a Bill or Rights to protect the freedoms of ordinary citizens. We believe in the legacy of Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal, which includes a commitment to economic security for all Americans, and the need for American leadership within an international community.

Liberalism does not mean big government. Liberals instead want effective, efficient and caring government, and therefore have supported many of President Clinton's and Vice President Gore's "reinventing government" initiatives.

Liberals believe in a progressive tax system in which people (and corporations) pay a fair and equitable share relative to their benefits from our economic system. We also believe in rational budget priorities—including deficit reduction—but not necessarily a balanced budget as any kind of absolute, magical economic cure.

Since 1994, the Republican vision has been to dismantle the federal government and the liberal foundations that sustained America's progress over the past 60 years. It is a vision that would return America to 19th-century laissez-faire capitalism, leaving ordinary people and communities at risk.

It is a vision that is incompatible with helping Americans cope with rapid economic and technological change.

Although the economy has improved since 1992, Americans still suffer from a steady decline in their standards of living. Each year in the 1990s, real wages decreased among even the most highly educated workers. Fully 80 percent of American families were worse off in 1995 than in the 1970s. Nonetheless, from 1973 to 1995, there has been a 25 percent gain in productivity, with significant increases in profits for corporate America and increases in compensation for corporate executives.

Even though unemployment seems relatively low, unemployment rates for blacks and Hispanics remain at about 10 percent, almost double the rate for white workers. When discouraged workers and people working part-time due to economic conditions are included, the "real" rate of unemployment jumps to about 10 percent.

These economic trends represent not only economic hardship for individuals, but also the unraveling of America's social fabric: straining families, pitting generation against generation, and worsening relations between races. As a nation, we increasingly are at risk of coming apart, rather than pulling together to build a common future.

In 1996, the Republican Congress sought to cut funds for Medicare, Medicaid and education. President Clinton successfully resisted; however, he acquiesced to giving the Pentagon billions of dollars that it had not requested, and the, after two vetoes, signed a welfare reform bill that eliminates assistance to many poor Americans, without doing anything meaningful to help them find jobs. Last year, ADA was the first national organization to endorse President Clinton for re-election. In doing so, we called on liberals to join moderates and true conservatives to fight for the vital center of American politics. Our cry recalled ADA founder Arthur Schlesinger's 1949 book The Vital Center, which presented liberalism as middle ground between the rigid ideological doctrines of left and right.

As the president approaches his second inaugural, liberals can celebrate with him, but we still expect to disagree with him from time to time. Liberals who were not afraid to confront Harry Truman and John F. Kennedy, in order to move them toward a more forthright embrace of civil rights, will not hesitate to confront President Clinton and the Republican Congress whenever we disagree with them on vital policy matters. Just as liberals gathered in 1947 out of concern for America's future, we must do so again, 50 years later, to chart a course for the next 50.

--

CONGRATULATIONS TO SHELDON AND MIRIAM ADELSON

HON. BILL PAXON
OF NEW YORK

HON. SUSAN MOLINARI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 4, 1997

Mr. PAXON. Mr. Speaker, Ms. Molinari and I rise today to congratulate our dear friends, Sheldon and Miriam Adelson on the recent birth of their son, Adam. In addition to their distinguished public lives, Sheldon and Miriam will now take on new private roles as parents, teachers, and role models for their son.

Sheldon Adelson has spent nearly half a century building a worldwide reputation as an entrepreneur and visionary businessman. He is not only one of the most influential leaders in today's convention, hotel, travel, and gaming industries, but has earned a reputation as a top executive in the computer industry. He is also active in the international business arena, particularly in Israel where he is involved in fostering trade, manufacturing, and software development for Israeli high-technology companies, and creating new forums that show the world the advantages of doing business with Israel.

Sheldon also has a long record of public and private support of the State of Israel. In addition to his numerous philanthropic activities for the Jewish community in the United States, he has shown his true dedication to building a strong and secure Israel.

Miriam Adelson has devoted her career to medicine, specializing in the fields of internal medicine and emergency medicine and most recently, chemical dependency and drug addiction. In 1986, Dr. Adelson was invited to be a guest investigator and associate physician at Rockefeller University in New York City where she studied chemical dependency and drug addiction. Her experiences as a witness to the devastating effects drug addiction has had on this country led her to commit herself to preventing and treating drug addiction in her homeland of Israel before it reached epidemic proportions.

She has shown her commitment to this cause by building the Dr. Miriam Adelson and Sheldon G. Adelson Clinic for drug abuse treatment and research in Tel Aviv, Israel's first drug treatment and research center in a hospital setting. This clinic opened in June 1993 and a second Adelson clinic is being built at the Poriah Hospital in Israel's Galilee region.

As new parents ourselves, we know the joy and happiness that a child brings to our lives. We again congratulate Sheldon and Miriam on the birth of their son and wish all of them the best of luck for the future.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Senate rejected Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment.

Senate

Chamber Action

Routine Proceedings, pages S1847-S1934

Measures Introduced: Two bills and three resolutions were introduced, as follows: S. 390 and 391, S.J. Res. 22, and S. Res. 60 and 61. Page S1924

Measures Reported: Reports were made as follows: S. Res. 19, expressing the sense of the Senate regarding United States opposition to the prison sentence of Tibetan ethnomusicologist Ngawang Choephel by the Government of the People's Republic of China.

Measure Rejected:

Balanced Budget Constitutional Amendment: By 66 yeas to 34 nays (Vote No. 24), two-thirds of those Senators duly chosen and voting, not having voted in the affirmative, Senate rejected S.J. Res. 1, proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States to require a balanced budget.

Trade Act Application Waiver—Agreement: A unanimous-consent time-agreement was reached providing for the consideration of S.J. Res. 5, waiving certain provisions of the Trade Act of 1974 relating to the appointment of the United States Trade Representative on Wednesday, March 5, 1997, with a vote to occur thereon.

Nomination—Agreement: A unanimous-consent agreement was reached providing for the consideration of the nomination of Charlene Barshefsky, of the District of Columbia, to be United States Trade Representative, with the rank of Ambassador, on Wednesday, March 5, 1997.

Communications: Pages S1922-23

Executive Reports of Committees: Pages S1923-24

Statements on Introduced Bills: Pages S1924-26

Additional Cosponsors: Page S1926

Notices of Hearings: Page S1928

Authority for Committees: Pages S1928-32

Additional Statements: Pages S1928-32

Record Votes: One record vote was taken today. (Total—24) Pages S1920-21

Adjournment: Senate convened at 9:30 a.m., and adjourned at 6:04 p.m., until 12 noon, on Wednesday, March 5, 1997. (For Senate's program, see the remarks of the Majority Leader in today's Record on page S1934.)

Committee Meetings

(Committees not listed did not meet)

AUTHORIZATION—NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry: Committee concluded hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for programs of the National School Lunch Act, after receiving testimony from Janet Bantly, Enfield, Connecticut, and Tami J. Cline, Alexandria, Virginia, both of the American School Food Service Association; Mary Kate Harrison, Hillsborough County Schools, Tampa, Florida; Dennis Bier, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, on behalf of the Children's Nutrition Research Center; Michael Berry, Disneyland Resort, Anaheim, California; and Judith L. Dodd, University of Pittsburgh, Allison Park, Pennsylvania.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — DAILY DIGEST

March 4, 1997

APPROPRIATIONS—AGRICULTURE

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, and Related Agencies held hearings on proposed budget estimates for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Agriculture, receiving testimony in behalf of funds for their respective activities from Thomas J. Billy, Administrator, Food Safety and Inspection Service, Michael Dunn, Assistant Secretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs, Terry L. Medley, Administrator, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Lon S. Hatamiya, Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service, James R. Baker, Administrator, Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration, and Dennis Kaplan, Deputy Director for Budget, Legislative and Regulatory Systems, Office of Budget and Program Analysis, all of the Department of Agriculture.

Subcommittee will meet again on Tuesday, March 11.

APPROPRIATIONS—HHS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education held hearings on proposed budget estimates for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Health and Human Services, receiving testimony from Donna E. Shalala, Secretary of Human Services.

Subcommittee will meet again on Thursday, March 20.

APPROPRIATIONS—INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies held hearings on proposed budget estimates for fiscal year 1998, receiving testimony in behalf of funds for their respective activities from Harris Wofford, Chief Executive Officer, Corporation for National and Community Service; Frank Nebeker, Chief Judge, Court of Veterans Appeals; Gen. John P. Herrling, Secretary, American Battle Monument Commission; Steven Dola, Deputy Assistant Secretary (Management and Budget), DOD-Civil, Cemetery Expenses, Department of the Army; and Gil Coronado, Director, Selective Service System.

Subcommittee will meet again on Tuesday, March 11.

NOMINATIONS

Committee on Armed Services: Committee ordered favorably reported 1,634 military nominations in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force.

AUTHORIZATION—DEFENSE

Committee on Armed Services: Committee resumed hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Defense and the future years defense plan, focusing on Department of the Army programs, receiving testimony from Togo D. West, Jr., Secretary of the Army; and Gen. Dennis J. Reimer, USA, Chief of Staff of the Army.

Committee will meet again on Tuesday, March 11.

FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES ACCOUNTING RULES

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs: Subcommittee on Securities concluded oversight hearings to examine Securities and Exchange Commission and Financial Accounting Standards Board proposals affecting the accounting treatment and supplemental disclosures of financial derivatives, after receiving testimony from Steven M.H. Wallman, Commissioner, Securities and Exchange Commission; Kenneth Lehn, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, former Chief Economist, SEC; Thomas D. Logan, Basic American, Inc., Walnut Creek, California, and Patrick M. Montgomery, ULLICO, Washington, D.C., both on behalf of the Treasury Management Association; William P. Miller II, Common Fund, Inc., Westport, Connecticut, on behalf of the Association for Investment Management and Research; and Joseph P. Bauman, Bank of America, San Francisco, California, on behalf of the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc.

PRODUCT LIABILITY REFORM

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation: Committee held hearings on S. 5, to establish legal standards and procedures for product liability litigation, receiving testimony from Representatives Campbell and Gekas; Richard Vuernick, Citizen Action, Victor Schwartz, Crowell and Moring, both of Washington, D.C.; Lucinda Finley, University of Buffalo School of Law, Buffalo, New York; Julie Nimens, Schutt Sports, Inc., Litchfield, Illinois; Steven J. Sharp, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Tom Deushle, Liberty, Missouri; and Steve Gunther, McLean, Virginia.

Hearings were recessed subject to call.
SUPERFUND REFORM
Committee on Environment and Public Works: Subcommittee on Superfund, Waste Control, and Risk Assessment held oversight hearings to examine liability and resource issues associated with the clean-up and redevelopment of abandoned or underutilized industrial and commercial properties, focusing on the current state of the Brownfields Economic Redevelopment Initiative and proposals to reform the Superfund program, receiving testimony from Timothy Fields, Jr., Acting Assistant Administrator, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Environmental Protection Agency; Peter F. Guerrero, Director, Environmental Protection Issues, Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division, General Accounting Office; James M. Seif, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, Harrisburg; Mayor J. Christian Bollwage, Elizabeth, New Jersey, on behalf of the U.S. Conference of Mayors; Lorrie Louder, St. Paul Port Authority, St. Paul, Minnesota, on behalf of the National Association of Local Government Environmental Professionals; William J. Riley, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, on behalf of the American Iron and Steel Institute; J. Peter Scherer, Taubman Company, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, on behalf of the National Realty Committee; and William K. Wray, Citizens Financial Group, Providence, Rhode Island.

Subcommittee will meet again tomorrow.

MEDICARE/MEDICAID/WELFARE BUDGET
Committee on Finance: Committee resumed hearings on the President's proposed budget request for fiscal year 1998, focusing on spending proposals relating to Medicare, Medicaid, and welfare, receiving testimony from Paul N. Van de Water, Assistant Director for Budget Analysis, Congressional Budget Office; and Jonathan Ratner, Associate Director, Health Financing and Systems Issues, Health, Education, and Human Services Division, General Accounting Office.

Committee will meet again tomorrow.

BUSINESS MEETING
Committee on Foreign Relations: Committee ordered favorably reported the following business items:
S. Res. 19, expressing the sense of the Senate regarding United States opposition to the prison sentence of Tibetan ethnomusicologist Ngawang Choephel by the Government of the People's Republic of China; and
The nominations of Pete Peterson, of Florida, to be Ambassador to the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Princeton Nathan Lyman, of Maryland, to be Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs, and a Foreign Service Officers' promotion list received by the Senate on January 21, 1997.
House of Representatives

Chamber Action

Bills Introduced: 14 public bills, H.R. 908-921; and 5 resolutions, H.J. Res. 59 and H. Con. Res. 32-35, were introduced.

Pages H724-25

Reports Filed: No reports were filed today.

Speaker Pro Tempore: Read a letter from the Speaker wherein he designated Representative Ewing to act as Speaker pro tempore for today. Page H711

Recess: The House recessed at 12:58 p.m. and reconvened at 2:00 p.m. Page H714

Order of Business: It was made in order that on Wednesday, March 5, 1997, the Speaker be authorized to entertain motions to suspend the rules and agree to the following resolutions: H. Con. Res. 17, congratulating the people of Guatemala on the success of the recent negotiations to establish a peace process for Guatemala, H. Con. Res. 18, congratulating the people of the Republic of Nicaragua on the success of their democratic elections, and S. Con. Res. 4, commending and thanking the Honorable Warren Christopher for his exemplary service as Secretary of State. And, that on Thursday, March 6, 1997, the Speaker be authorized to entertain a motion to suspend the rules and pass H.R. 513, District of Columbia Council Contract Review Reform Act of 1997. Page H715

Suspension—Display of the Ten Commandments: The House completed all debate on the motion to suspend the rules and agree to H. Con. Res. 31, expressing the sense of Congress regarding the display of the Ten Commandments by Judge Roy S. Moore, a judge on the circuit court of the State of Alabama. The vote was postponed until, Wednesday, March 5, 1997. Pages H715-21

Quorum Calls—Votes: No quorum calls or votes developed during the proceedings of the House today.

Adjournment: Met at 12:30 p.m. and adjourned at 3:01 p.m.

Committee Meetings

AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEVELOPMENT, FDA AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies held a hearing on Research, Education and Economics. Testimony was heard from Catherine E. Woteki, Acting Under Secretary, Research, Education and Economics, USDA.

COMMERCE, JUSTICE, STATE, AND JUDICIARY APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State and Judiciary held a hearing on Attorney General. Testimony was heard from Janet Reno, Attorney General, Department of Justice.

ENERGY AND WATER DEVELOPMENT APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development held a hearing on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of the Army: H. Martin Lancaster, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works); Lt. Gen. Joe N. Ballard, USA, Chief, Corps of Engineers; and Maj. Gen. Russell Fuhrman, USA, Director, Civil Works.

INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Interior continued appropriations hearing, with emphasis on Natural Resources. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

LABOR—HHS—EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education held a hearing on the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, the National Institute of Drug Abuse and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of Health and Human...
Services: Claude J.M. Lefant, M.D., Director, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute; Alan I. Leshner, M.D., Director, National Institute of Drug Abuse; and Enoch Gordis, M.D., Director, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

**MILITARY CONSTRUCTION APPROPRIATIONS**


**TREASURY, POSTAL SERVICE, AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS**

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government held a hearing on Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms; Federal Law Enforcement Training Center and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of the Treasury: Ray Kelly, Under Secretary, Law Enforcement; John W. Magaw, Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; Charles F. Rinkevich, Director, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center; and Stanley E. Morris, Director, Office of Financial Crimes Enforcement Network.

**VA—HUD—INDEPENDENT AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS**

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies held a hearing on Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation and on the Selective Service System. Testimony was heard from George Knight, Director, Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation; and Gil Coronado, Director, Selective Service System.

**THE ECONOMY**

Committee on the Budget: Held a hearing on the economy. Testimony was heard from Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System.

**FEDERAL JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS REFORM**

Committee on Education and the Workforce: Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Training and Life-Long Learning held a hearing on Reform of the Major Federal Job Training Programs. Testimony was heard from Raymond J. Uhalde, Acting Assistant Secretary, Employment and Training Administration, Department of Labor; and public witnesses.

**MISCELLANEOUS MEASURES**

Committee on International Relations: Favorably considered and adopted a motion urging the Chairman to request that the following measures be considered on the Suspension Calendar: H. Con. Res. 17, congratulating the people of Guatemala on the success of the recent negotiations to establish a process for Guatemala; and H. Con. Res. 18, congratulating the people of the Republic of Nicaragua on the success of their democratic elections held on October 20, 1996.

**FY 1998 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION BUDGET REQUEST**


**READINESS AND PERSONNEL: VIEWS FROM THE FIELD**

Committee on National Security: Subcommittee on Military Personnel and the Subcommittee on Military Readiness held a joint hearing on Readiness and Personnel: Views from the Field. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of Defense: Lt. Gen. Thomas A. Schwartz, USA, Commander, III Corps, Fort Hood, TX; Lt. Gen. Ronald W. Iverson, USAF, Commander, 7th Air Force, Osan AFB, Korea; Vice Adm. Charles Abbot, Commander, 6th Fleet, Italy; Lt. Gen. Carlton W. Fulford, USMC, Commander I Marine Expeditionary Force,

OVERSIGHT—ADMINISTRATION’S BUDGET REQUEST

Committee on Resources: Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources held an oversight hearing on the Administration’s budget requests with respect to the following agencies of the Department of the Interior: the U. S. Geological Survey (except Water Resources Division), the Minerals Management Service, the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, and the Bureau of Land Management (Energy and Minerals, including Mining Law Administration). Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of the Interior: Gordon Eaton, Director, U.S. Geological Survey; Katherine Henry, Acting Director, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement; Carolita Kallaur, Deputy Director, Minerals Management Service; and W. Hord Tipton, Assistant Director, Minerals, Lands and Resources Protection, Bureau of Land Management.

OVERSIGHT—ADMINISTRATION’S BUDGET REQUEST

Committee on Resources: Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources held an oversight hearing on the Administration’s proposed 1998 budget requests for the Bureau of Reclamation, the Central Utah Project, and the Water Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey and the Power Marketing Administrations. Testimony was heard from following officials of the Department of the Interior: Patricia J. Beneke, Assistant Secretary, Water and Science; Eluid Martinez, Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation; and Robert M. Hirsch, Chief Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey; and the following officials of the Power Administrations, Department of Energy: Stephen J. Wright, Vice-President, National Relations, Bonneville; J. M. Shafer, Administrator, Western Area; Charles A. Borchardt, Administrator, Southeastern; Michael A. Deihl, Administrator, Southwestern; and Rodney L. Adelman, Administrator, Alaska.

NASA POSTURE AUTHORIZATION

Committee on Science: Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics held a hearing on NASA Posture fiscal year 1998 authorization. Testimony was heard from Daniel S. Goldin, Administrator, NASA.

ETHICS REFORM

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct: Task Force on Ethics Reform held a hearing on the Ethics Process in the House. Testimony was heard from Joe Maskill, Legislative Attorney, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress; and public witnesses.

Hearings continue tomorrow.

ISTEA REAUTHORIZATION

Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure: Subcommittee on Surface Transportation continued hearings on ISTEA Reauthorization: Policy Initiatives and Requests for Highway and Transit Projects. Testimony was heard from Representatives McHale, Sabo, Furse, Blumenauer, Hooley of Oregon; DeGette, LaTourette, Kucinich, Thomas, Holden, Packard, Gillmor and Frelinghuysen; and public witnesses.

Hearings continue March 6.

MEDICARE HOME CARE, SKILLED NURSING FACILITY, AND OTHER POST-ACUTE PAYMENT POLICIES

Committee on Ways and Means: Subcommittee on Health held a hearing on Medicare Home Health Care, Skilled Nursing Facility, and Other Post-Acute Care Payment Policies. Testimony was heard from Joseph P. Newhouse, Chairman, Prospective Payment Assessment Commission; William J. Scanlon, Director, Health Financing and Systems Issue Area, GAO; George F. Grob, Deputy Inspector General, Evaluation and Inspections, Office of the Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services; and public witnesses.

“HIGH-RISK” PROGRAMS

Committee on Ways and Means: Subcommittee on Oversight, hearing on “High-Risk” Programs. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the
GAO: Gene I. Dodaro, Assistant Comptroller General, Accounting and Information Management Division; Lynda D. Willis, Director, Tax Policy and Administration Issues, General Government Division; Jane L. Ross, Director, Income Security Issues, Health, Education, and Human Services Division; and Leslie G. Aronovitz, Associate Director, Health Financing and Systems Issues, Health, Education, and Human Services, Division; Valerie Lau, Inspector General, Department of the Treasury; Patricia A. Dalton, Deputy Inspector General, Department of Labor; and Michael F. Mangano, Principal Deputy Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services.

FUTURE IMAGERY ARCHITECTURE
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence: Held a briefing on the Future Imagery Architecture. The Committee was briefed by departmental witnesses.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1997
(Committee meetings are open unless otherwise indicated)

Senate

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, to hold hearings to examine the Department of Agriculture's business plan and reorganization management proposals, 9 a.m., SR-332.

Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Defense, to hold closed hearings to examine global assessment issues, 10 a.m., SD-124.

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State, and the Judiciary, to hold hearings to examine legal immigration issues prior to the 1996 Presidential election, 3:30 p.m., S-146, Capitol.

Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Airland Forces, to hold hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Defense and the future years defense program, focusing on tactical aviation modernization issues, 10 a.m., SR-222.

Subcommittee on Strategic Forces, to hold hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Defense and the future years defense program, focusing on defense programs to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, 2 p.m., SR-222.

Subcommittee on Personnel, to hold hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for fiscal year 1998 for the Department of Defense and the future years defense program, focusing on recruiting and retention policies within the Department of Defense and the military services, 2 p.m., SR-232A.

Committee on the Budget, to hold hearings to examine the Congressional Budget Office's analysis of the President's budget for fiscal year 1998, 10:30 a.m., SD-608.

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Subcommittee on Aviation, to hold hearings to examine aviation safety, focusing on the work of the Gore Commission, 10 a.m., SR-253.

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Forests and Public Land Management, to resume hearings on the proposed Public Land Management Responsibility and Accountability Restoration Act, 2:30 p.m., SD-366.

Committee on Environment and Public Works, Subcommittee on Superfund, Waste Control, and Risk Assessment, to hold hearings on S. 8, to authorize funds for and reform the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Liability, and Compensation Act of 1980 (Superfund), 9:30 a.m., SD-406.

Committee on Finance, to hold hearings on the President's proposed budget request for fiscal year 1998 for the Medicare program, 10 a.m., SD-215.

Committee on Governmental Affairs, to hold hearings to examine issues relating to the General Accounting Office high-risk series, 10 a.m., SD-342.

Committee on Labor and Human Resources, business meeting, to consider pending calendar business, 9 a.m., SD-430.

Committee on Rules and Administration, to hold oversight hearings on the operation of the offices of the Secretary of the Senate, the Sergeant at Arms, the Architect of the Capitol, and the National Gallery of Art, 9:30 a.m., SR-301.

House

Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies, on Farm Credit Administration, 10 a.m., and on Food, Nutrition and Consumer Services, 1 p.m., 2362A Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State and Judiciary, on Secretary of State, 10 a.m., and on the FBI, 2 p.m., 2358 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development, on Bureau of Reclamation, 10 a.m., 2362-B Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Interior, on public witnesses, 10 a.m., and 1:30 p.m., B-308 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, on National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, 10 a.m., and on National Library of Medicine the National Institute on Nursing Research and the Fogarty International Center, 1:30 p.m., 2358 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Military Construction, on Army Construction, 9:30 a.m., B-300 Rayburn.
Subcommittee on National Security, executive, on U.S. Pacific Command/U.S. Forces Korea, 10 a.m., and, executive, on U.S. Central Command, 1:30 p.m., H–140 Capitol.

Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government, on the IRS, 9:30 a.m., and on U.S. Mint; Bureau of Engraving and Printing; and Financial Management Service, 2 p.m., 2360 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies, on Council on Environmental Quality, 10 a.m., and on the Office of Science and Technology Policy, 11:30 a.m., H–143 Capitol.

Committee on Banking and Financial Services, Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities and Government Sponsored Enterprises, hearing on Financial Modernization, 10 a.m., 2128 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Domestic and International Monetary Policy, hearing on Conduct of Monetary Policy (Humphrey-Hawkins), 2 p.m., 2128 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development, hearing on H.R. 217, Homeless Housing Programs Consolidation and Flexibility Act, 9 a.m., 2220 Rayburn.

Committee on Commerce, to markup the following bills: H.R. 649, Department of Energy Standardization Act of 1997; H.R. 363, to amend section 2118 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to extend the Electric and Magnetic Fields Research and Public Information Dissemination Program; H.R. 651, to extend the deadline under the Federal Power Act for the construction of a hydroelectric project located in the state of Washington; and H.R. 652, to extend the deadline under the Federal Power Act for the construction of hydroelectric project located in the State of Washington, 3:30 p.m., 2123 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Health and Environment, hearing on Medicare Home Health Care, 10 a.m., 2322 Rayburn.

Committee on Education and the Workforce, Subcommittee on Higher Education and Academic Affairs, hearing on the Administration’s Education Initiatives, 9 a.m., 2175 Rayburn; and to mark up the following measures: H.R. 1, Working Families Flexibility Act; and H.R. 914, to make certain technical corrections in the Higher Education Act of 1965 relating to graduation data disclosures, 2 p.m., 2175 Rayburn.

Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, Subcommittee on National Security, International Affairs, and Criminal Justice and the Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims of the Committee on the Judiciary, joint Subcommittee hearing on Improper Granting of U.S. Citizenship to Individuals with Criminal Records, 10 a.m., 2154 Rayburn.

House Oversight, to consider Committee funding requests, 2 p.m., 1310 Longworth.

Committee on International Relations, Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific, to markup the following measures: H. Con. Res. 16, concerning the urgent need to improve the living standards of those South Asians living in the Ganges and the Brahmaputra River Basin; H. Res. 68, stating the sense of the House of Representatives that the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the United States of America and Japan is essential for furthering the security interests of the United States, Japan, and the nations of the Asia-Pacific region, and that the people of Okinawa deserve recognition for their contributions toward ensuring the treaty’s implementation; and H.R. 750, to support the autonomous governance of Hong Kong after its reversion to the People’s Republic of China; to be followed by a hearing on AID Activities and the Central Asian Republics, 1 p.m., 2200 Rayburn.


Subcommittee on Crime, hearing on the following bills: H.R. 26, to amend title 18, United States Code, to provide that the firearms prohibitions applicable by reason of a domestic violence misdemeanor conviction do not apply if the conviction occurred before the prohibitions became law; and H.R. 445, to provide that the firearms prohibitions applicable by reason of a domestic violence misdemeanor conviction do not apply to government entities, 9:30 a.m., 2141 Rayburn.

Committee on National Security, hearings on Fiscal Year 1998 Department of Defense authorization request, 9:30 a.m., 2118 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Military Procurement and Subcommittee on Military Research and Development, joint hearing on tactical fighter craft modernization, 2 p.m., 2118 Rayburn.

Committee on Resources, to markup the following measures: H.J. Res. 32, to consent to certain amendments enacted by the Legislature of the State of Hawaii to the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920; H.R. 63, to designate the reservoir created by Trinity Dam in the Central Valley project, CA, as Trinity Lake; H.R. 412, to approve a settlement agreement between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Oroville-Tonasket Lake; H.R. 437, to reauthorize the National Sea Grant College Program Act; and H.R. 709, to reauthorize and amend the National Geologic Mapping Act of 1992, 11 a.m., 1324 Longworth.

Committee on Science, Subcommittee on Basic Research, hearing on NSF fiscal year authorization, 1 p.m., 2325 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Technology, hearing on Biotechnology and the Ethics of Cloning: How Far Should We Go? 2 p.m., 2318 Rayburn.

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, Task Force on Ethics Reform, executive, to continue hearings on the Ethics Process in the House, 10 a.m., H-144 Capitol.

Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, Subcommittee on Public Buildings and Economic Development, hearing on the GSA fiscal year Program and Rent Shortfall, 9 a.m., 2253 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment, hearing on Superfund Reauthorization: Lessons from the State, 10 a.m., 2167 Rayburn.


Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, executive, to consider pending business, and executive, to hold a briefing on Unconventional SIGINT (Signal Intelligence), 2 p.m., H-405 Capitol.
Next Meeting of the SENATE
12 noon, Wednesday, March 5

Senate Chamber

Program for Wednesday: After the recognition of two Senators for speeches and the transaction of any routine morning business (not to extend beyond 1 p.m.), Senate will consider S. J. Res. 5, Trade Act Application Waiver, with a vote to occur thereon, following which Senate will consider the nomination of Charlene Barshefsky, of the District of Columbia, to be U.S. Trade Representative, with a vote to occur thereon.

Next Meeting of the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
11 a.m., Wednesday, March 5

House Chamber

Program for Wednesday, March 5: Consideration of 3 Suspensions:
1. H. Con. Res. 17, congratulating the people of Guatemala on the success of the recent negotiations to establish a peace process for Guatemala;
2. H. Con. Res. 18, congratulating the people of Nicaragua on the success of their democratic elections; and
3. S. Con. Res. 4, commending and thanking the Honorable Warren Christopher for his exemplary service as Secretary of State.

Vote on H. Con. Res. 31, expressing the sense of Congress regarding the display of the Ten Commandments.
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